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Abstract

While the English-language cultural response to the Troubles in Northern Ireland is well

studied, French representations of the conflict have so far gone unobserved. This thesis aims to

address this critical omission by examining examples of the most numerous and commercially

successful of such responses while the conflict was ongoing: the Troubles thriller. Thrillers on Irish

matters are part of the virtually inexhaustible output of thrillers and crime fiction published from

the 1960s to 1990s by popular publishers in France. Thrillers on the Troubles featured in several of

the genre’s most popular series and are an ideal platform to observe French acculturation of the

Troubles subject matter and Northern Irish setting during this period. These representations did

not come into existence ex nihilo, but are a further iteration of a long-standing French interest

in Ireland, Irish domestic affairs, and the “Irish Question”. Their representations are therefore

examined in light of prior cultural productions as well as contemporary news coverage of the

conflict.

To facilitate this study, a “French Troubles fiction corpus” was created. Many of these thrillers

share features and representational commonalities with the larger English-language oeuvre, repli-

cating common understandings (and misunderstandings) about the Troubles. Using a Marxian-

Gramscian framework to explore the range of political discourses, both conservative and rev-

olutionary, present in the corpus, this study charts how French thrillers deterritorialised the

conflict and presented the Troubles through the lens of domestic French concerns. The theme

of the Troubles thus becomes a lens through which diverse topics as Western and European

sovereignty, French post-colonial identity, capitalism, socialism and revolution, nationalism and

national identity are all explored.

The corpus provides a cross-section of the spy thriller genre at large in France. Through it we

can also witness attempts at renewal of the genre in light of political and social vicissitudes that

threatened its already fragile standing. Conservative genre stalwarts are seen to give way over
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time to newer types of protagonists whose heroism is not through rank, standing, or genetics,

but derived explicitly from a dialectical relationship with the state. These new post-ideological

forms of heroism are examined here through the lens of a Hegelian dialectic of the Spirit. Later

works also demonstrate further diversification of the Troubles theme. A reading of these novels

informed by the Hegelian notion ofWiderspruch reveals the use of the Northern Irish setting as

one of acute crisis that makes possible interrogation of identity, freedom and reality.

The French Troubles fiction corpus created for this study also reveals an evolution of the

subject matter after the conflict’s end, indicating an alteration in the French apprehension of the

Troubles and contemporary Northern Ireland. This project prompts further study of a cultural

phenomenon whose representational forms shift continually as new works are produced and

whose story is not yet over.
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Introduction

Even as an item of international news, the Troubles in Northern Ireland is presented as ready thriller

material: ‘Comme dans les tragédies shakespeariennes, l’Angleterre contemple avec étonnement

une flaque de sang. Ce sang – ses soldats l’ont fait couler, le 30 janvier, dans une fusillade aveugle.’
1

Such reports are part of the steady accretion of imagery supplied by the media and popular culture

in France portraying Ireland and Northern Ireland invariably as exotic and usually as dangerous.
2

If the Troubles theme was powerfully evocative within the French popular imagination, it was

equally productive for French authors during the conflict and remains so long after it officially

ended.
3
Thus, the theme of Northern Ireland arrives in the twenty-first century with a well-stocked

1
Taken from a report on Bloody Sunday published on 13 February 1972 in L’Express by Georges Henein (cited in

Deslandes 2013, p. 73).

2
Not only in literature, the premise of this study, but also in cinema, music, and comics. Brought to screen

mostly by British and American studios in films such as 1984’s Cal based on the 1983 Bernard MacLaverty novel

of the same name (Belfast: Blackstaff); director Neil Jordan’s two Troubles films, Angel (1982), and The Crying
Game (1992); the 1992 Hollywood thriller Patriot Games, adapted from the 1987 Tom Clancy novel Patriot Games
(London: Collins). In music, international disco icons Boney M imparted the Troubles with an unusual glamour

in their 1977’s hit “Belfast”, which spent three weeks atop the French singles chart, as well across much of Europe

(http://www.infodisc.fr/Chanson_Number1_70.php); neo-realist chanson française singer Renaud’s 1991 hit ‘La ballade

nord irlandaise’ dealt specifically with sectarian violence in Northern Ireland and was based on a traditional Irish

melody (Renaud would later release an entire album of French translations of traditional Irish songs; 2009’s Molly
Malone – Balade irlandaise). In Jean-Jacques Goldman’s 1990 hit Né en 17 à Leidenstadt, Belfast is a byword for violence.

These representations also exist alongside those drawing from Ireland’s rural landscape and heritage, such as Michel

Sardou’s 1981 hit Les Lacs du Connemara. Marie Laforêt’s 1993 La guerre d’Irlande combines these two seemingly

antonymous images.

3
See Appendix 1, the “French Troubles fiction corpus” on page 238 for a list of literature of French origin portraying

the Troubles.
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musée imaginaire in the popular French imagination.
4

Twenty-first century representation of the Troubles sees the theme present across multiple

genres and media, in high-, middle-, and low-brow forms.
5
In recent years, Troubles-themed texts

have reached new critical heights. Journalist and author Sorj Chalandon’s duology, 2007’s Mon

traître and 2011’s Retour à Killybegs both published by Grasset are two such works. Both novels

depict the unquiet past’s fatal return for Tyrone Meehan, a former IRA man revealed as a long-time

police informer and subsequently executed by a vengeful IRA.
6
Chalandon drew from his own

personal experience as a journalist working for Libération during the Troubles, during which he

became friends with Denis Donaldson, a member of the Provisional IRA. Donaldson’s murder in

2006 after revelations about his role as a double agent working with the Northern Irish police and

MI5 inspired Chalandon to write his own fictionalised account of his and Donaldson’s friendship

as a way of putting the past to rest: ‘I did it because I wanted to close the tomb – not the tomb of a

man, but of a friendship, an illusion, a sense of anger. I’ll never write another word about Ireland.

These were accidental books. Now it’s finished. The tomb is closed. I’ve thrown some flowers over

it. It’s done’ (Chalandon cited in MacCormaic 2011). But this, of course, is not the end of French

writing on the Troubles, rather the beginning of a new stage of post-ceasefire Troubles writing.

4
Internationalist writer turned the first French Culture Minister André Malraux’s idea of a ‘musée imaginaire’, as

stated in 1947, meant an eclectic and mutable archive – a museum ‘without walls’ – in which objects (or rather their

images) are stored within individuals’ minds, enabling a collection many times vaster than any real museum. Although

these imaginary museums would be extremely variable from person to person, there would inevitably be large areas of

common imagery (see Malraux 1951).

5
Diana Holmes’s postulation of the ‘middlebrow’ as ‘what most of us read in bed, on the beach, on the train’ often

places such literature below critical literary consideration (2017, p. 3).

6
Both of Chalandon’s novels tell Meehan’s story. Mon traître takes the perspective of Frenchman Antoine who,

drawn to Belfast by a love of Irish traditional music and high idealism, becomes close friends with Meehan. Antoine

recounts his years of friendship with Meehan as he tries to understand his friend’s betrayal. The novel won numerous

prizes, including the Prix Joseph-Kessel and Prix Simenon, both in 2008. 2011’s Retour à Killybegs retells the same story

from the perspective of Meehan himself. The text was awarded the Grand prix du roman de l’Académie française in 2011

and was also shortlisted for the Prix Goncourt. Mon traître and Retour à Killybegs were produced for the stage, performed

during the 2016-17 season at the Théâtre du Rond Point (https://www.theatredurondpoint.fr/spectacle/mon-traitre/),

as well as adapted in graphic novel form by Pierre Alary in 2018 and 2019, published by Rue de Sèvres (Paris),

and dramatised for radio by France Culture in 2018 (https://www.franceculture.fr/emissions/fictions-le-feuilleton/

retour-a-killybegs-de-sorj-chalandon).
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Maurice Gouiran’s 2018 novel L’Irlandais, winner of the 2018 Grand Prix Littéraire de Province

also depicts the refusal of the past to be forgotten. Here, the arrival of former IRA man Zach

Nicholl in the small Mediterranean port of L’Estaque represents ‘un danger pour [la] quiétude

républicaine’ (2018, p. 13). When Nicholl, now a painter, is murdered in his studio, protagonist

Clovis goes in search of his killers in Belfast; a ‘balade irlandaise’ where, even after the Troubles

are long passed, he encounters ‘de grands principes archaïques’, from sectarian religiosity to an

outmoded patriarchy, affording the rare opportunity of revisiting the Troubles from a woman’s

perspective (ibid., p. 238).

While the Troubles were ongoing, however, literary representation in both French and English

was primarily in the form of thrillers, of which the spy thriller is the most numerous. Approaching

an object of study whose limits are defined by genre demands definitions. A brief definition of

the thriller begins profitably by taking into consideration its origins. The modern thriller is an

amalgam of nineteenth-century adventure and crime fiction. Highly iterative, cheaply produced,

and widely consumed, thrillers, like other popular literary forms, encompass a range of formulas

but can perhaps best be defined by the reactions they are supposed to elicit within the willing

reader: a combination of excitement, suspense, satisfaction of revelation and the delivering of

justice, all arranged to thrill.
7

More specifically, this study occupies itself with an exploration of examples of spy thrillers.

This subgenre is a bifurcation of the thriller formula characterised by the addition of intrigue on

a national and often international level and whose outcomes purport to carry with them grave

political and social import. Stakes are heightened and the protagonist himself (for international

intrigue is rarely seen as the business of women) becomes a proxy for that nation or society for

whom he intervenes. That it arose at the beginning of the current century alongside globalisation

7
Studies of the thriller generally presuppose knowledge of the genre for through its intense production and

commerciality, it is ubiquitous. We simply know thrillers when we read them and their easy insinuation into society

and popular literary life accounts in large part for their didactic and propagandistic character and tendencies, a subject

I will explore in particular in the first three chapters of this study.
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as well as an increase in the sophistication of covert and state surveillance techniques reveals

another of its concerns: ‘more than any other form the spy thriller responded to a need to represent

covert activity by state organisations.’ (C. Bloom 1990, p. 1)

The genre first arose in Great Britain with texts such as Rudyard Kipling’s Kim (1901), Joseph

Conrad’s The Secret Agent (1907), and John Buchan’s The Thirty-Nine Steps (1915), the first of

five Richard Hannay novels.
8
In France, it would not be until following the Second World War,

with tales of résistance exploits, that spy fiction would achieve a (very limited) cultural cachet.

Pierre Nord, pen-name of André Brouillard, ‘le père du roman d’espionnage français’ (Veraldi 1983,

p. 76) wrote the first French example of spy fiction, with 1936’s Double crime sur la ligne Maginot.

Notably, the text declines to identify itself explicitly as a novel of international espionage, with

a title invoking a more acceptable form of social ill, the domestic crime. This, alongside many

other early works of spy fiction, were published in series devoted to crime fiction. Double crime

sur la ligne Maginot was published in the series Le Masque from Librairie des Champs-Elysées,

Jean Bruce’s seminal OSS 117 series, which introduced the figure of the gentleman spy some years

before Fleming’s James Bond in the 1949 novel Tu parles d’une ingénue, was the inaugural novel in

the series Spécial Police, while the first Bond novel translated into French, Diamonds are Forever

first published in 1956, published a year after as Chauds les glaçons in the Série Noire by Gallimard,

a series typically associated with American hard-boiled, noir, and later néo-polar.
9

The French roman d’espionage, referred to here often as spy thriller, stands distinct from the

broader term spy fiction. The latter encompasses a range of literary types and traditions, both low-

and high-brow. Certainly, Anglo-Saxon spy fiction’s more esteemed authors—Conrad, Greene, Le

Carré—would be a poor fit alongside some of the French spy thriller’s more “pulp” examples, both

8
Another influential novel of this time, now largely forgotten, was Erskine Childers’ The Riddle of the Sands (1903).

Childers’ an Englishman who came to support Irish Republicanism and who was executed by the fledgling Irish Free

State government in 1922 during the Irish Civil War, was also the grandfather of Irish President Erskine Hamilton

Childers.

9
The latter is discussed again in Chapter 3 in relation to thrillers that tend towards social critique and antiestab-

lishment discourse, such as Jean-Gérard Imbar’s 1974 novel Ah, ça I.R.A.! (Paris: Gallimard)
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in the quality of their prose and ability to speak more widely and with greater nuance on social

and political themes likely as a consequence of a more receptive readership and greater cultural

capital in the English-speaking world.

The French spy thriller’s pacy, journalistic, and often humorous narrative style means it is

easily and speedily consumed, a true example of a roman de gare. Its high degree of iteration and

narrative redundancy marks it out as a “disposable” form of literature whose plots and conceits do

not linger in the mind of the reader once read. At the same time, it recalls folk and fairytales of the

pre-industrial age where expectation and redundancy were not signs of literary degeneracy, but a

particular form of cultural production and knowledge. These are novels that seem to resist analysis,

not through clever construction or contrivance, but through the appearance of not requiring it;

novels whose “meaning” appears to exist solely on the surface.
10

The thriller was not the only form to represent Irish people or make reference to the Troubles,

but no other form took the theme and incorporated it so comprehensively into its narratives.
11

It

10
Such texts seem often to frustrate critics. In the introduction to his study on crime fiction in France, David Platten

recalls Paul Claudel’s denouncement of crime fiction as something that resists interpretation because it is vapid: ’Mais

quand il s’agit de dénouer, c’est la catastrophe et le lecteur devient conscient, au contact de la stupidité de l’auteur, de la

sienne propre’ (2011, p. 11). Platten claims that the immediacy of crime fiction’s narratives uproot the analytical reader

and immerse them in the fictional world of the novel and ’[w]hen they re-emerge from it, they may feel that their usual

critical faculties have been anaesthetised’ (ibid., p. 12).

11
Certainly, examples of Troubles and Northern Irish representation can be found beyond the thriller but this is

often peripheral, used to invoke a particular theme or setting and not in an attempt to portray or explain the Troubles

in any meaningful sense. Their presence within popular cultural discourse is worth noting however. Ireland is often

used during this time as a peaceful rural setting, providing an innocuous background for adventure. One such example

is Exbrayat’s 1980 novel Ma belle Irlandaise whose spy protagonist, an amateurish CIA agent, Patrick Mulcany, seeks

refuge in Ireland when hunted by both British and American agencies as he is suspected (incorrectly) of being a mole. He

is drawn to Ireland, the ‘vieux pays [. . . ] le plus beau pays du monde’ by romantic notions of ancestry: ‘Le Connemara,

c’est notre paradis perdu’ (1980, pp. 7, 30).

Bucolic peace is also cited in Frédéric Dard’s San-Antonio, whose adventures bring him to Ireland several times,

notably in 1977’s Hue, Dada! and 1985’s Laissez pousser les asperges both published by Fleuve noir. The Commissar

describes the bucolic idyll of Ireland as a ‘province flaubertienne’ (1977, p. 122). Even here, however, the Troubles draws

attention: San-Antonio concedes ‘On a beau être au pays des attentats. . . ’ (ibid., p. 55).

Jean-Patrick Manchette, creator of the influential néo-polar similarly uses contemporary Ireland’s violence in passing,

noting in his 1981 classic, La Position du tireur couché, the ‘recrudescence récente du terrorisme nationaliste irlandais’

(1981, p. 15). Manchette’s close friend Jean Gérard Imbar’s 1974 novel of socialist revolution Ah, ça I.R.A.!, arguably a

proto-néo-polar is examined in Chapter 3 of this study (see page 135). Since the Troubles’ end, Irish republicanism’s

socialist credentials are recalled in Jean Rolin’s 1996 semi-autobiographical novel L’Organisation (Paris: Gallimard), as

well as Patrick Raynal’s 2002 novel Ex. (Paris: Denoël).
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is these French thrillers of the Troubles that are the object of this study. The existence of a French

Troubles thriller has hitherto been a spectral one, haunting many of the main series of French

popular literature, but hidden amongst the mass of thrillers and its subgenres which portray crime

and conspiracies (both state and non-state) located in all parts of the world. To better understand

the nature and extent of French cultural representations of Northern Ireland, I collated a “French

Troubles fiction corpus” from which this study’s primary texts are taken.
12

That the Troubles’ only literary representation was exclusively in the form of spy thrillers

provides the rationale, if one is needed, for a study that focuses solely on a popular literary

form. The thriller is often indicted for its simplistic representations and appeal to the general

characterised by a scant cultural cachet.
13

However, were we to disregard it on the grounds of

apparent low aesthetic value, we would have to conclude that popular French writers thought

seldom about the Troubles and their public were exposed to it little. This, evidently, is not the case.

That is not to say that the spy thriller is without aesthetics—the stylistic qualities of the thriller

are consciously chosen and often finely crafted to produce their particular effect. Its prose style is

one of invisibility, one whose substance does not arrest or estrange the reader from the characters or

plot.
14

Its style is rooted in mimetic practice and it is along these lines that such literature is classed

often as degraded, degenerate, or even dangerous. In his study on new modes of fiction that have

arisen as a result of advancing digital technology, Jean-Marie Schaeffer examines some of the more

dystopian accusations levelled against newer forms of representation, noting numerous similarities

between the present ‘antimimetic argumentation’ attached to cyberculture and those advanced

Caryl Férey took a gnarled and truculent nihilistic veteran of the Troubles as protagonist in his three McCash novels,

beginning with 2002’s Plutôt crever (Paris: Gallimard).

12
See page 238.

13
‘À la bourse de la valeur des genres, l’espionnage ne vaut pas tripette dans l’institution française’ (Bleton 1994,

p. 23) and criticism can even deprive the author of this status: ‘La série des romans d’espionnage SAS écrits, mieux

vaudrait dire produits, par Gérard de Villiers, constitue un véritable phénomène social’ (Stomma 1986, p. 236).

14
Patrick Raynal, author and director of Gallimard’s renowned crime fiction Série noire, names noir and crime

fiction as ‘l’avenir du roman’ due in large part, according to David Platten, to the appeal of a ‘a narrative of events

unencumbered by the abstract discourse of the philosopher-novelist’ (Platten 2005, p. 120). See also Jean Pons and

Patrick Raynal (1997). “Le roman noir est l’avenir de la fiction [Entretien]”. In: Les temps modernes 595, pp. 88–99.

11



against emergent forms in the past, such as painting, drama, narrative literature, photography,

and cinema. Such arguments derive from a Platonic mistrust of acts of imitation. Plato viewed

acts of imitation as dangerous and degrading, claiming that an unworthy object imitated risks

contaminating both the imitator and spectator. Mimesis as a practice, irrespective of its object,

is also to be avoided as ‘mimetic activities appear essentially in the horizon of the lie’ (Schaeffer

2010, p. 21). In this respect, criticism of literary forms with a close bearing to reality that are not

about the business of subverting it, are baser forms. The antimimetic argumentation Schaeffer

identifies is thus a ‘denunciatory discourse’ that, far from a critique of aesthetic unworthiness,

becomes a ‘moral struggle’ and a ‘defense of artistic excellence, since the mimetic drive is said to

be at the same time dangerous (it alienates us) and easy (it obeys "prescriptions")’ (ibid., p. 5).

The persistence of an anitmimetic argumentation from antiquity to the present, however, is a

testament to the appeal and even importance of practices of mimesis in human development and

cognition. Aristotle cites it as among the primary form of knowledge acquisition in childhood:

‘Imitation comes naturally to human beings from childhood (and in this they differ from other

animals, i.e. in having a strong propensity to imitation and in learning their earliest lessons through

imitation); so does the universal pleasure in imitation’ (Poetics 48b; Heath ed.). This narrativising

of life and reality is among the principal appeals of the thriller noted by David Platten when he

refers to the thriller as responding to a ‘thirst for narrativity that continues from childhood into

adult life (Platten 2010, p. 268). It should be seen then that the perceived lack of value of such

literary production may be as bound up with elitism as it is true assessments of literary or cultural

merit. Expanding the scope of literary investigation beyond the high-brow does away with the

myth of literature as something remote and abstract, an object to be assessed along aesthetic lines

only. It affords views that are hidden or absent altogether in literature tout court owing to its

invariable appeal to endoxa as well as its position ‘en dehors de la clôture littéraire’ from where it is

perceived as ‘tabouée, interdite, scotomisée, dégradée peut-être, tenue en respect, mais aussi riche

12



de thèmes et d’obsessions qui, dans la haute culture, sont refoulés’ (Angenot 1975, pp. 4–5). Indeed,

popular literature’s frequent appeal to the general, makes it an invaluable cultural barometer

and an important tool of discourse analysis.
15

Focusing on a body of work contemporary to the

Troubles will provide details of the theme’s acculturation in France and shifts in the nature of its

representation over time.

The preponderance of spy thrillers on the Troubles is a reflection of the immense productivity

and popularity of the genre in France.
16

The thriller, with its ‘souci de réalisme’ (Neveu 1985, p. 17)

and voracity for the topical, could scarcely fail to comment on a political and sectarian conflict

occurring within the borders of Western Europe. Eschewing the term’s negative connotations,

thrillers are “paraliterary” in the truest sense as they are written around other forms, perhaps most

significantly the news: ‘Le roman [d’espionnage] suit l’actualité, il est parfois très documenté, ou

s’efforce de donner l’impression de l’être’ (Thoveron 2008, p. 698). The thriller presented readers

with ostensibly factual information about the world, but it did not simply parrot the media lines.

Rather, the thriller’s relationship with the media was more dialogic and was cultivated by the

genre as such by providing instances where conspiracies that purport to lie behind current affairs

on the news, thus presenting themselves as ‘clés pour comprendre une actualité assez compliquée’,

a literature read alongside and in light of current affair: ‘Dans sa gazette quotidienne, le lecteur

découvre des effets, le roman lui indique les causes’ (ibid., p. 699).

The thriller’s claim to represent the present reality also accounts for its role as a vehicle of

ideology. In his comprehensive study of the genre, L’Idéologie dans le roman d’espionnage (Paris:

15
As demonstrated by Angenot in his 1989work 1889, Un état du discours social (Montréal, Le Péambule), a monograph

that explored and expressed the near totality of public discourse in France in the year 1889 by exhaustively ‘privilégiant

la parole qu’une société tient sur elle-même, en la saisissant en acte, en mouvement’ (Pelletier 1991, p. 149).

16
The period from the genre’s inception in the early 1950s to 1965were its ‘âge d’or’, both creatively and commercially.

Each text published by Fleuve noir’s Espionnage series during the early 1960s could expect to sell more than 80,000

copies, while the most popular authors, such as Claude Rank (whose 1975 text Le Serment de Shannon published in the

Espionnage series is examined in chapter 3 of this study (beginning on page 144), sold 200,000 copies per novel, some 8

million copies between 1958 and 1965 (Neveu 1985, p. 21). Gérard de Villiers’ series SAS, whose success outlasted most

of its contemporaries, sold 80,000 copies per novel in 1966 (ibid., p. 26).
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Les Presses de Sciences Po, 1985), Érik Neveu notes the genre’s ‘caractère étymologiquement

réactionnaire’ (1985, p. 191). Paul Bleton too observed the ideologically reactionary tendencies of

the spy thriller genre, characterising it as ‘la narrativisation d’une domination’ whereby the thriller

invariably seeks to enforce a politico-ideological status quo: ‘Chaque roman veille, en 200 pages, à

rétablir la domination initiale, qui modestement (trompeusement?) se nomme équilibre’ (1994,

p. 163). The spy thriller hero’s proximity to the state seems to make this function all but assured

and Bleton refers to spy thriller heroes as ‘Les Anges de Machiavel’, alluding to what he views

as their deeply Machiavellian processes of legitimation. The spy thriller’s domination through

narrative is rendered even more acute owing to their often explicitly political subject matters.

This domination through narrative of the Troubles thriller—what a Marxian reading after Gramsci

would name ‘hegemony’—forms the basis for English-language studies of the form. Patrick Magee

asserts in his 2001 study Gangsters or guerrillas? that most (English-language) examples of the

Troubles thrilller were dangerously reductive, furnishing readers with a ‘steady fusillade of crass

simplifications’ (2001, p. 15) particularly in their representations of Irish republicans. He concludes

that the Troubles thriller’s ideological content and strict observance of the status quomade it part of

a British hegemonic discourse acting to undermine antiestablishment Irish republicanism. Magee

cites historian J. Bowyer-Bell’s indictment of the genre as Troubles trash, stating that ‘in some

strange small way, the thrillers on Irish matters may have played a part in the British campaign

to restore order, if not justice, to Ulster’ (J. Bowyer Bell 1978, p. 22) and concludes by noting the

genre’s ‘lacuna of representation, an indefensible failure to give expression to the collective voice

of grievance of Irish republicanism’ (Magee 2001, p. 220).

Given the immediacy and political import of the Troubles, it is perhaps understandable that

English-language studies of the Troubles thriller have all examined the genre along ideological

lines.
17

The Troubles thriller in the British, and to a lesser extent American, market was a

17
Not only Magee’s, which was adapted from a doctoral research project on the Troubles thriller completed while

Magee, a member of the Provisional IRA, was imprisoned in HMP Maze; other examples are Aaron Kelly’s 2005 study
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‘publishing phenomenon’ (Magee 2001, p. 7); a wealth of hundreds of lesser known but hugely

popular crime fiction and spy novels that, alongside garish news reports from the province,

dictated the characteristics of Ulster and its embattled people across the world.
18

The popularity

and ubiquity of the Troubles thriller ‘ensured the enthronement of the genre as the dominant

mode of fictional representation of the North, putatively giving appropriate form to national

and historical experience’ (Kelly 2000, p. 141). In Northern Ireland, however, Troubles thrillers

were widely derided for their simplistic take on the conflict, its causes, actors, as well as the

protean Northern Irish identity. Elsewhere however, buoyed by images of violence and deprivation

broadcast across the world, the composite image of Northern Ireland was of a war-torn backwater

mired in superstition and sectarianism, a “Third World” enclave at the edge of Europe, providing a

rich vein for thriller authors to exploit. Surprisingly, given their simplism, thrillers on Troubles

matters were often didactic. For many outside of Northern Ireland at the time, these works

of fiction were likely a primary source of knowledge on the conflict and were read ‘by many

people throughout the world—certainly outstripping the readership of social science books on ‘the

troubles’ ” (Bouché 1992, p. 46). While the primary cultural response to the 30-year low-intensity

conflict in Northern Ireland is British and American, France’s contribution cannot be overlooked.
19

Writing in 1975, French journalist and academic Richard Deutsch observes a growing French

interest in Ulster, an interest that had previously been confined to ‘academics, revolutionaries and

Utterly Resigned Terror (Ashgate: Aldershot) and Jayne Steel’s 2007Demons, Hamlets, and Femmes Fatales: Representations
of Irish Republicanism in Popular Fiction (Peter Lang: Oxford).

18
Magee provides in an appendix a comprehensive list of Troubles thrillers published between 1970 and 1999 (2001,

pp. 242–245) also available online on the CAIN (Conflict Archive on the Internet) Web Service at https://cain.ulster.ac.

uk/bibdbs/magee01/index.html. Only one French Troubles thriller appears on this list; an English-language translation

of Gérard de Villiers’ 1974 novel SAS: Furie à Belfast (Paris: Plon) translated as Belfast Connection in a series by Pinnacle

Books of several SAS novels entitled ‘Malko: Spymaster’. Many of these texts were also translated from English and sold

across the world. Journalist turned thriller writer, Jack Higgins’ nine Troubles-themed novels are one such example: In

addition to publication in its original English, Higgins’ novels were published in translation in twenty-nine countries.

19
Outside of the English-speaking world, no other nation approached the Troubles with such editorial zeal. A

bibliography of German-language texts on the CAIN database (available at https://cain.ulster.ac.uk/bibdbs/german.htm)

shows only two works of-German language Troubles fiction contemporary to the conflict: Käthe Recheis (1975). London
13. Juli. Vienna/Berlin/Freiburg: Herder; Robin McCoy (1993). Falkenherz. Holbäk: GayPubs Verlag. My own searches

have revealed no Spanish-language or Italian texts contemporary to the Troubles.
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thriller-writers’ (Deutsch 1975, p. 15) and notes the emerging trend of the thriller as the primary

vehicle of representation.
20

Long before Irish alterity became a near staple of thrillers on Troubles matters,
21
the theme

appears in French non-fiction writing on Ireland. The Anglophile Encyclopedists presented the

subjugation of the Irish as a triumph of Enlightenment values over the obscurantist native Gaelic

culture (Ó Ciosáin 1999, p. 130); evident from the claim of the Encylopédie that the 17th century

Ulster plantations lifted the native inhabitants from barbarism by teaching them such innovations

as law, art, fixed dwellings, and agriculture,
22
after which the Irish became ideal colonial subjects.

The Chevalier de Jaucourt, who wrote all of the Enyclopedia’s Irish content, dismissed out of hand

Irish disaffection with this state of affairs: ‘Je ne parcourerai pas ses diverses révolutions, c’est

assez de remarquer qu’elles paroissent assoupies pour long-tems; Dublin la capitale, ne respire que

l’attache & l’affection au gouvernement établi’ (“Irlande” Jaucourt 1765a, p. 905).
23

A generation

later, French republicanism came to be a beacon for Irish separatists who appealed to the French

state a number of times for assistance in their struggle, culminating in attempted French invasions

of Ireland in 1796 and again in 1798; a theme explored in Chapter 3 of this study, beginning on

page 129. By the twentieth century, French republicanism had ceased to be a destabilising force

on the European stage and French views on Irish affairs had become more circumspect. In 1921,

Librairie Plon published as part of a collection called Les problèmes d’aujourd’hui, the text L’Irlande

insurgée, written by Sylvain Briollay, which offered an insightful summary of Anglo-Irish relations

20
Deutsch himself later wrote his own Troubles novels, featuring sleuthing Celtic studies academic Hippolyte

Braquemare: Belfast blues; Kilt ou double (both 1999), Échec à la Rennes (2000), Doublé à Dublin (2001) all published by

Terre de brume in Rennes.

21
A theme explored in greater depth in “Chapter 1: Irish Crusades”, beginning on page 29.

22
‘On leur enseigna l’agriculture & les arts. On pourvut à leur sûreté dans des habitations fixes. On imposa des

punitions pour le pillage & le vol. Ainsi de la plus sauvage & la plus désordonnée des provinces de l’Irlande, l’Ulster

devint bientôt celle où le regne des lois & d’une heureuse culture parut le mieux établi’ (“Ulster” Jaucourt 1765b, p. 376).

23
Jaucourt wrote over 17,000 articles for the Encyclopédie, almost a quarter of the total (Kafker 1989, p. 144), and so

his economy on the subject is perhaps understandable (especially given that the last rebellion in Ireland had been in

1689) but his characterisation of Ireland as a content colonial holding was ultimately premature.
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and surmised on what might come next for Ireland.
24

As is the case with later Troubles-era representations, literary portrayals of Ireland and Irish

republicanism at this time were mostly in the realm of popular fiction and adventure novels. One

of nineteenth-century France’s most widely read authors, serialist Paul Féval’s texts brought his

stances on the Irish question to the French public.
25

This trend of popular literary representation

continued throughout the twentieth century as Irish revolution became once again a potent subject

matter for adventure with texts like Pierre Benoît’s La Chaussée des géants (Paris: A. Michel, 1922)

and Raymond Queneau’s 1949 On est toujours trop bon avec les femmes (Paris : J. d’Halluin), both of

which portray the events of the 1916 Easter Rising.
26

Roger Chauviré wrote two novels on Ireland,

L’Incantation (Paris: Fermin-Didot, 1929) and Greg le libérateur (Paris: Flammarion, 1949), as well

as numerous other works of non-fiction and translations.
27

Author, journalist, and member of

24
It notes how the path of history has brought Ireland and Great Britain to a decisive moment and, although the

struggle of Irish nationalists and republicans is lionised at times, the book is realistic in its assessment of what can

be achieved: ‘Certes, l’Irlande, qui est seule, ne sera jamais de taille à se libérer des Anglais, mais elle est trop grande

pour ne pas leur être un embarras, parfois un danger, toujours une honte. Le seul moyen qu’ils [les Anglais] aient de

désarmer cette haine inexpiable, et d’alléger leur boulet, serait d’offrir, et très vite, un arrangement sincère, radical, sur

un pied d’égalité entre les deux races’ (1921, p. 132). Briollay’s book met with success. Reviewed in the Irish periodical

Studies: An Irish Quarterly Review in December 1921, the text’s remarkable insight into the British and Irish positions

is praised and it is noted that it ‘has passed through seven editions’ in the six months following publication (Brown

1921, p. 622) and was translated into English the following year as Ireland in Rebellion and published by Talbot Press in

Dublin.

25
Féval wrote two novels in serial form between 1845 and 1848, Les Mystères de Londres and La Quittance de Minuit,

published in the Courrier Français and Journal des Débats respectively, both of whose subject matters are the Irish

question and Féval’s own personal admiration for Daniel O’Connell. Féval’s support for the cause of an Ireland free

from British oppression occupied much space in his short-lived revolutionary journal of 1848 Bon Sens du Peuple -
Journal des Honnêtes Gens where, for a time, he uncharacteristically rejected O’Connell’s non-violent methods and

unequivocally identified Ireland’s revolutionary struggle with France’s own: ‘L’Irlande a retrouvé son épée enfouie

dans les vases de la Boyne; l’Irlande lève le bras. L’Irlande va frapper. L’Irlande est notre sœur; sa cause est celle de tous

les peuples libres. Que Dieu protège l’Irlande!’ (Féval cited in Noël 1992b, p. 96). The bloody tumult of 1848 in France

once again reversed Féval’s position on revolutionary violence and Les Mystères de Londres, published in December of

1848, repudiates the use of force by foiling the Irish revolutionary plot to attack London giving O’Connell once again

the voice of reason (ibid., p. 98).

26
Even respected Oulipien Raymond Queneau’s text was, for a long time, considered outside his oeuvre: ‘For many

critics, the adoption of a pseudonym and the pulp-fiction qualities of novel indicated that [it] had been undertaken for

purely commercial motives’. More recent criticism has place the novel within ‘the Queneau canon’ (Smith 2013, p. 151).

27
Chauviré was awarded the 1930 Prix Montyon for L’Incantation, a prize he had also won three years before for his

translation of the Ulster Cycle, one of four great cycles of Irish mythology sometimes called ‘l’Iliade irlandaise’, from

Irish into French (Paris: Librairie de France, 1926). A 1929 Irish review of his L’Incantation praises the ‘clear beauty of

the author’s scenery, how he catches the spirit of places, and his vivid presentment of characteristic Irish types’ (M.R.
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l’Académie Française Joseph Kessel wrote Mary de Cork (Paris: Nouvelle revue française, 1925),

a tragic novella inspired by his time as a journalist in Ireland for the journal Liberté.28 Kessel’s

novella is a profound examination of the fledgling Irish nation divided by a tragic civil war. Its

protagonist Art Beckett, who had fought for Ireland’s independence in the IRA, now uncomfortably

inhabits the role of Lieutenant in the Irish Army. He fights against former comrades and even his

own wife, who represent the many republicans who viewed the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921 as a

betrayal of the republican struggle.
29

The novella focuses on the human suffering and tragedy

of divisive politics and in the end Art is betrayed by his wife to the anti-Treaty forces with the

unwitting help of their son.

The increased popularity of Breton nationalism and a perception of cultural affinity between

Brittany and Ireland maintained representation of the Irish subject among authors of Breton origin,

even while French popular interest in Ireland waned as stability returned following the end of the

War of Independence (Ducret 1984, pp. 198–199). To focus on the crime genre, this period saw the

publication of Charles Le Goffic’s Les Pierres vertes, (Paris: A. Lemerre, 1931) and Yves Dartois’ La

Roue de Tintagel, Crime Club, 31 (Paris: Denoël, 1961), both combining Breton and Irish subject

matters.
30

But it is outside the crime genre that arguably the most overt comparison of the Breton

1929, p. 509). Chauviré also wrote on Irish matters under the pen-name Sylvain Briollay, in the 1921 essay L’Irlande

insurgée (Paris: Plon). Chauviré’s expertise in Irish matters came from almost 30 years working as the Chair of French

at University College Dublin from 1919 to 1948 (Gaffney 2007, p. 143).

28
Kessel, an Argentine-born Russian Jew had fled to France from Russia in 1908 and retained a vivid memory of the

the Jewish population’s terrorising during pogroms. The treatment of the Irish by the Black and Tans he witnessed

while in Ireland during the Irish War of Independence was a sharp reminder of this. While there, he wrote a series of

ten reports for journal Liberté. Kessel was deeply affected by his time in Ireland: ‘C’est à Cork que j’eus la révélation en

même temps inhumaine et sublime de l’âme irlandaise et là, vraiment je me suis senti irlandais’ (Courrière 1985, p. 232).

29
The treaty did not birth the republic, but instead a 26-country ‘Irish Free State’; a British dominion whose

parliamentarians were required to take an oath of allegiance to the British Crown. It is against this curtailed Irish

independence that Art’s wife Mary fights. She tells her son Gerald: ‘Je me suis cachée pendant dix mois dans les

montagnes, Gerald, et j’ai tiré sur des hommes pour qu’un jour vous deveniez un Irlandais qui ne prête pas serment au

roi d’Angleterre’ (Kessel 1925, pp. 28–29).

30
A trend that continues after this period. Later examples include René-Charles Ray’s, Halte aux crabes (Paris:

Fleuve Noir, 1982). Halte aux crabes was written under the pen name Charles Mazarin. Ray would win, one year later

in 1983, the Grand prix de la littérature policière writing as Mazarin. Laurence Fontaine’s crime fiction novels Noir
dessein en verte Erinn (2009) and Larmes rouges sur Belfast (2011), David Le Yaouang’s Les damnés de Ceallach (2012) and

Opération Revival 946 (2014) all published by Fouesnant-based publishers Yoran Embanner.
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and Irish situations was written, in Paol Keineg’s collection of poetry Histoires vraies. Mojennoù

gwir. Suivi de Irlande du Sud, Irlande du Nord. Iwerzhon ar C’hreisteiz, Iwerzhon an Hanternoz.

(Paris: P.J. Oswald, 1974).
31

The outbreak of the Troubles in 1968 returned Ireland (and Northern Ireland in particular)

to the French national consciousness. The events during the summer of 1968 in both France

and Northern Ireland meant many among the French left saw a common cause with the NICRA

(Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association) and a revivified IRA (Reynolds 2011, p. 11).
32

At this

time, the socialist revolutionary credentials of the Official IRA were a recurring feature texts such

as Michel Carnal’s La Balade irlandaise, Espionnage, 947 (Paris: Fleuve Noir, 1972) and Jean Gérard

Imbar’s Ah, ça I.R.A.!, Série Noire, 1656 (Paris: Gallimard, 1974). Escalating violence in Northern

Ireland, however, and the eclipsing of the Official IRA by the Provisional IRA,
33
led to some French

authors’ recognition that the armed republican movement had lost its ideological and moral high-

ground, and Carnal and Imbar take care to make differentiate between the two organisations.
34

Some other authors saw the role Irish republicanism played in destabilising Britain, one of France’s

Cold War allies, as damning, such as in Gérard de Villiers’ S.A.S., Furie à Belfast (Paris: Plon, 1974).

De Villiers’ novel depicts an Irish republican cell whose plans must be undone by protagonist

31
Away from a popular literary form, political statements are given freer rein. As its title suggests, this collection is

in both Breton and French. A 1976 review of this work highlights its timeliness, given the growing sentiment of Breton

nationalism, and the sympathies of many with the Irish republican movement. Each of the poems are dedicated to

Irish republican comrades and evokes a method of torture alleged to have been used by the British forces on captured

republicans: "Deprivation of Sleep", "Banging the Head Against the Wall", "Beating Men in Darkness", "Slapping the

Ears and Face with Open Hand", "Stretching a Man over Benches with Two Electric Fires Underneath and Kicking Him

on the Stomach" (Galand 1976, p. 198).

32
After a period of relative political stability, both France and Northern Ireland saw protests which escalated

into riots after heavy-handed crackdowns by both French and Northern Irish governments. The Northern Irish civil

rights protests inflamed long-standing tensions and lit the touchpaper for the Troubles. French author Jean-Patrick

Manchette, observing the emerging disquiet in Northern Ireland, noted in his diary in August 1969, ‘tout a démarré

par une campagne en faveur du suffrage universel (car seuls les propriétaires votaient). Ça a dégénéré en émeutes

prolétariennes. D’un côté, les prolétaires des villes. De l’autre, les prolos protestants à la solde des maîtres’ (2008, p. 151).

33
Characterised by Manchette as ‘un I.R.A. new look, pleine de jeunes’ (ibid., p. 151). The Official IRA declared a

ceasefire in 1972.

34
French Gauchistes such as Imbar and Manchette recognised the loss of moral legitimacy of Irish republican

terrorism, and claimed, having seen the socialist vigour of the movement diminished, that ‘le seul avenir rationnel de

l’Irlande du Nord (et des autres pays) est la révolution prolétarienne’ (ibid., p. 454).
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spymaster Malko Linge for the good of the Western world. It also depicts the KGB infiltrating and

manipulating the IRA for its own ends, a paradigm de Villiers exploits frequently (Stomma 1986,

p. 235).
35

Although not prone to the Manichaeanism of most of his contemporaries (Neveu 1985,

p. 99), George-Jean Arnaud’s 1972 spy thriller Le Commander et le Révérend (Paris: Fleuve Noir)

features his popular hero Serge Kovask also unravelling Soviet machinations.
36

This time, it is

the Ulstérien forces that are the puppets of the KGB. Claude Joste’s Balade irlandaise, Espionnage,

1486 (Paris: Fleuve noir, 1979) and Richard Kerlan’s,
37 La Dernière manche: Roman (Paris: J.-C.

Lattès, 1994) both feature IRA plots to economically undermine Britain. In Joste’s novel an IRA

commando attempts to destroy a North Sea oil rig and in Kerlan’s the IRA plot to destroy the

recently opened Channel Tunnel.

While many works appear to be superficial exploitations of Irish matters for commercial

success, some thrillers in the corpus do attempt an engaged and earnest exploration of the ethical

and ideological implications of the Troubles. Author and philosopher Michel Cazenave’s Les Fusils

de l’IRA (Paris: L’Herne, 1977) examines the Irish republican cause as part of a rising trend of

nationalism across the globe during the late twentieth century and questions its foundations,

formulation, and consequences. In the face of domination and oppression, the author asks if ‘[l]a

liberté a parfois les mains rouges de sang.’ Pierre Viallet’s 1978 Irish coffee (Paris: La Table ronde)

uses the backdrop of acute crisis the Troubles provides to explore the implications political and

35
The IRA return briefly to the SAS universe in the 1993 novel Au nom d’Allah (Paris: G. de Villiers), this time

associated with Libyan jihadists, representing the West’s new post-Cold War enemy, Islam.

36
G.-J. Arnaud was enormously prolific, with over 300 novels published under his own and various pen names. In

addition to Le Commander et le Révérend, Arnaud also wrote Colonel Dog; both of which will be explored in Chapter 2).

Arnaud also wrote a series 15 erotic novels set against the backdrop Anglo-Irish conflict during the eighteenth century.

Written under the pseudonym Ugo Solenza, these novels feature heroine Marion Galavay fighting to end British rule in

Ireland. Written between 1974 and 1976, the most violent years of the Troubles, this interesting bifurcation attests to an

unexpected plasticity of the Irish question as subject matter and demonstrates the significance the theme in the French

consciousness over the years. Even before the Troubles, Arnaud was familiar with the Irish subject matter and chose

Belfast as the setting for the opening novel of the Luc Ferran series, 1958’s Luc Ferran du N.I.D which he wrote under the

pen-name Gil Darcy. The series was created by Arnaud and was published for 11 years (Mesplède 2007, pp. 532–533).

37
A pen name of Jean-Jacques Roche, director of training, study, and research at France’s Institut des Hautes Etudes

de Défense Nationale.
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nationalistic strife has on the individual and identity.

Following the signing of the Good Friday agreement and an ending to violence in Northern

Ireland, the Troubles thriller comes to an abrupt end and in its place the crime novel and its

subgenres assume the role of representational medium for Northern Ireland. The plots of texts

from this period suggest that the role of the Troubles text has changed. Where before conspiracies

were unravelled in real time, now we often see lingering secrets coming to the fore.
38

The twenty years from 1998 to 2018 saw the publication of nineteen crime fiction novels with

narratives involving the Troubles. Author Jean-Pierre Bastid’s noir novel Irish stew (Paris: Editions

Mereal, 1999) depicts the intimate thoughts of a serial killer who, owing to the background of

political violence in Northern Ireland, is able to indulge in a grisly murder spree.
39

This book infers

that the Troubles was not led by the ideologically driven, but by criminals seeking to take advantage

of the country’s instability. Irish Stew is a dark and intense character study and is arguably the first

noir novel of the corpus, coming only one year following the Good Friday Agreement. Journalist

and author Richard Deutsch published four crime fiction novels on Ireland during this time.
40

His academic-sleuth protagonist Hippolyte Braquemare engages with a physically and politically

verisimilar Ireland owing to Deutsch’s extensive experience in and fascination with the country.
41

These novels are from Breton publisher Terre de Brume, who also published Maurice Goldring’s

38
Why this change occurs, and the nature of the representation of the Troubles theme and Northern Irish setting in

these forms, would necessitate a second study. Of course, such change can be perceived only with knowledge of what

came before—the Troubles thriller.

39
Published in the collection Black Process, which also features two novels by renowned crime fiction writer Thierry

Jonquet, Irish Stew is a particularly harrowing and uncomfortable novel. The book’s blurb comes with what seems to be

clever marketing, but should in fact be read as a disclaimer: ‘ce livre n’est pas à mettre entre toutes les mains.’ The

phrase of course echoes Marcel Duhamel’s 1948 Série noire “manifesto”: ‘les volumes de la “Série noire” ne peuvent

pas sans danger être mis entre toutes les mains’ (http://www.gallimard.fr/Divers/Plus-sur-la-collection/Serie-noire/).

Bastid is not a stranger to controversy – he wrote the screenplay and directed the 1966 film Massacre pour une orgie
which was banned upon release in France.

40
Deutsch spent 30 years in Northern Ireland reporting on the events of the Troubles for Le Monde and the BBC. He

has published widely on the subject, both fiction and non-fiction.

41
Braquemare is a ‘professeur de Civilisation Irlandaise à l’Université de Rennes.’ The four Hippolyte Bracquemare

novels which deal specifically with the Troubles in Northern Ireland are Kilt ou double (1999), Belfast blues (1999),
Doublé à Dublin (2001), and Échec à la Rennes (2000) all published by Terre de brume in Rennes.
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2001 crime fiction novel Neige sur Galway. Goldring also has written a number of non-fiction

works on Ireland and is professor emeritus of Irish Studies at the University of St. Denis. As with

Deutsch, Goldring’s protagonist is also a university professor caught up in the political violence in

Northern Ireland.

Although the Troubles may be over, the appeal of an Irish setting clearly persists. Many of the

crime fiction novels from this period mix French interests and an Irish setting and storyline. We

see an apparent suicide in Rennes tied into both Irish republican and Ulster loyalist splinter groups

in Gianni Pirrozi’s Hôtel Europa (Paris: Rivages, 2004). Xavier-Marie Bonnot’s 2008 Les Âmes sans

nom (Paris: Belfond, 2008) mixes the killing of a former DST
42
agent in Marseilles with the history

of an IRA volunteer aligned with Breton nationalists during the 1980s. Daniel Hervouët’s L’Étau

(Paris: Des idées & des hommes, 2007) sees a Breton protagonist taking part in Troubles conflict,

as well as opposing Libyan jihadists and André Mastor’s IRA irae (Ajaccio: Albiana, 2010) depicts

an investigation of the death of a former IRA terrorist in Corsica.
43

Following the end of the Troubles, the conflict’s appeal appears to widen. Since 1997, sixteen

graphic novels have taken Northern Ireland or the Troubles as their inspiration. Among these

is the highly successful and widely exported XIII, written by Jean Van Hamme, and illustrated

by award-winning illustrators William Vance and Jean Giraud.
44

With storylines reminiscent

of the thriller, these successful bandes dessinées represent the now de-historicised status of the

Troubles for younger French and international readers. The fourth album in the series Léo Tanguy

by Jean-Noël Levasseur, Irish confit (Spézet: Coop Breizh, 2009), again mixes Breton and Irish

characters and settings with its protagonist, a musician, fleeing Ireland to Brittany after being

42Direction de la surveillance du territoire, the former French internal intelligence agency, dissolved in 2008.

43
The theme of occupied lands and the legitimacy of nationalist agenda and identity is a principal theme of Mastor’s

novels, having also dealt with the themes of Corsican and Algerian independence in Le Dernier tueur de l’organisation
(Ajaccio: Albiana, 2009) and Rebelles (Ajaccio: Albiana, 2006).

44
Albums 14 Secret Défense (2000), 15 Lâchez les chiens! (2002), 18 La Version irlandaise (2007) portray Ireland and

the Troubles. The series’ underlying enigma—the identity of the amnesiac XIII—is resolved in what was at the time

intended to be the series’ finale Le dernier round (2007) with the revelation that XIII is of Irish descent.
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falsely accused of murder. One of the most unusual graphic novels inspired by the Troubles is the

2006 Code McCallum, Tome 1 : Londres by Fred Duval and Didier Cassegrain (Paris: Delcourt). This

imaginative work is set during the 2040s and depicts the ‘IRA Renaissante’ launching an attach

on nefarious neo-liberal capitalist supranational corporations, choosing as its first target ‘le siège

social de Paisley Industry’ (Duval and Cassegrain 2006, p. 11).

‘Le siège sociale de Paisley Industry, une filiale de la Softcorporation, le géant de l’informatique, est détruit

par un plasticage revendiqué dans la nuit par l’IRA Renaissante. Le communiqué est laconique: La guerre

est déclarée aux multicontinentales qui ont réduit les autorités politiques irlandaises, européennes et

mondiales à l’impuissance. . . ’ (Duval and Cassegrain 2006, p. 11)

Daniel Ceppi’s long-running (1977-2012) series Stéphane Clément sees the hero visit numerous

destinations across the world.
45

Although written and published in 1997, Belfast, l’adieu aux larmes

has the protagonist visit the Belfast of 1977, presenting the events of the worst of the Troubles to

generations who may be less familiar with it. Eric Corbreryan and Jef’s Une balle dans la tête, tome

1 : Angus (Paris: EP E. Proust Ed., 2009) and Une balle dans la tête, tome 2 : Dara (Paris: EP E. Proust

Ed., 2010) both tap into a 1970s sepia aesthetic to present the conflict. The visual element and

45
The Stéphane Clément texts are strongly didactic: ‘L’aventure devient aussi un reportage’ (Ceppi 1997)
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filmic quality of these representations seems to hark back to the pithy realist style of the thriller,

as well as an older noir aesthetic (see overleaf).

Often, the Troubles in these thrillers forms little more than a backdrop for diversionary tales of

excitement. Other times, these thrillers position the Irish subject matter within the field of French

concerns. Consequences and outcomes in Ulster threaten to impinge upon or even damage French,

European, or Western prestige or material security. Here, the Troubles and its actors are sites of

transgression, virulent revolutionism, and anti-establishment beliefs that decadent liberal Western

democracies have permitted to grow in their midst. Still others look to Ireland’s interminable

struggle against British imperialism as an indictment of France’s own revolutionary promise, now

largely sacrificed in the name of Realpolitik. The Troubles also offers a space of acute crisis where

questions that bear upon us all are thrown into sharp relief allowing the exploration of questions

of identity, its absurdity, and the impossibility of a firm grasp on such an intangible and plural

concept.

The collating of this corpus was this study’s earliest result. It represents a cross section of

French popular discourse on a conflict that engaged public attention both in itself and for its

possible impact on domestic affairs. More surprising than the intensity of French interest in the

Troubles is its longevity. This study examines works produced during the Troubles, however the

continued output of texts since the end of the conflict implies that for many French people the

Troubles invokes themes that go beyond contemporary political matters. In fact, output in the

twenty years following the Troubles’ end in 1998 exceeds the preceding thirty during the conflict

itself.
46

Nevertheless, popular knowledge of the Troubles and Northern Irish setting in post-1998

fiction owes a debt to the body of work produced while the conflict was ongoing. More than

merely providing apt fictional archetypes to populate the Troubles landscape, Troubles thrillers

informed the contemporary French understanding of the Troubles and Northern Ireland in general.

46
Twenty-four during the Troubles compared to thirty-eight between 1999 and 2018. See Appendix 1 on page 238.
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‘L’histoire des religions s’écrit souvent en lettres rouges’ (Corbeyran and Jef 2009, p. 3)

‘La puissante magie qui dort sous les tumulus n’a pas pour autant déserté la terre d’Irlande.’

‘Le pouvoir des Tuatha dé Dannan ne s’est pas évanoui, il attend simplement qu’on se rappelle à lui.’

(Corbeyran and Jef 2009, p. 5)
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The accomplished and thought-provoking works of the past decade thus in large part depend on

the patchwork oeuvre that is the Troubles thriller corpus and the garish tropes and archetypes it

provided. Looking at a French corpus on the same topic promises to de-territorialise and decentre

such questions and to help clarify the ideological links, tendencies and functions of the Troubles

thriller. This thesis makes this corpus visible and traceable for the first time and in doing so allows

an assessment of its distinctive features and patterns. Taking as its primary corpus fifteen works

of French fiction published in France between 1971 and 1998,
47
this study seeks to address the

following questions and issues:

1. How are Northern Ireland, the Northern Irish people, and the Troubles’ primary actors,

represented in the French Troubles thriller?

2. Will the French corpus perpetuate the reductive representations of its English-language

counterpart, or will it be a site for a more nuanced form of discourse?

3. Following the intensely ideological readings of the English-language Troubles thriller, what,

if any, of these ideological positions are replicated in the French Troubles thriller, or does it

become a site for concerns of a purely domestic, French nature?

4. What can the French Troubles thriller tell us about the development of the thriller genre?

It is the genre’s ideological tendencies that are the focus of Chapter 1. This chapter takes as

a point de départ a late example of a roman d’aventures that establishes motifs of adventure and

dépaysement that become staples in the Troubles thriller and wider thriller genre. Following this,

we look at works that are superficially the most similar to the standard “Troubles thriller”: those

that feature adventure and espionage protagonists who adhere closely to traditional schemas of

heroism most found in the roman d’espionnage of the 1950s-1970s. These novels present heroes

47
See “Primary texts” on page 211.
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engaged in missions with political aims but upon inspection are shown to carry ethical import

and consequences. They espouse a conservative position within which Irish republicanism is a

dangerous aberrance that permits the ingress of ideological heterodoxy, usually from the USSR.

Northern Ireland becomes an exotic and dangerous destination, a wound in the flank of western

Europe that will not close and therefore an ideal space for these Paladins de l’Occident (Neveu

1985, p. 63) to undertake ideological crusades. The analysis of the French Troubles thriller as an

ideologically important medium rests on Gramscian hegemony and the identification of ideology

as disseminated through popular cultural practice and production, embodying itself in concrete

cultural practice independent of the state (and in some instances even with the appearance of

opposing it) but nevertheless still often manifesting a false unity bound in the reproduction of the

conditions of production that characterise and ensure the social and political status quo.

Chapter 2 presents heroes who similarly enforce the political status quo but whose interactions

with the Troubles and Ireland are carried out in a professional capacity only. Continuing from

Chapter 1, the ideological implications of this literature will be considered. Here, the heroics of the

previous chapter’s protagonists are replaced by those who are conspicuously banal and unheroic,

conceived of as action-oriented civil servants and whose heroism is founded, not on feats of daring,

but on a Hegelian dialectic of the spirit, where particularity is subsumed by the universal. These

heroes represent an evolution of the spy thriller genre in response to external crises of authority

and suspicion of the state, as well as internal crises of generic redundancy and formal exhaustion.

Chapter 3 explores thrillers whose protagonists appear to act contrary to the reactionary

tendencies of the thriller and who engage in acts of revolution in Ireland. It similarly rests on

Gramscian notions of ideology as meaning in the service of power but no longer necessarily part

of a hegemonic discourse, instead presenting attempts to formulate counter-hegemonic narratives.

Much as the Irish republicanism of previous chapters was repurposed and presented as an antago-

nistic ideological force, here it is co-opted into various forms of revolutionism according to authors’
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political orientation or rhetorical aims: socialistic, nationalistic, and nihilistic revolutionism. Some

of the texts of this chapter also represent responses to the crisis facing the spy thriller in France

during the latter half of the twentieth century, while others show the subject matter straining at

the confines imposed by the rigid thriller identity.

The final chapter looks at novels that continue the journey of the Troubles subject matter,

incorporating more challenging directions of metaphysical enquiry, and beginning to move away

from the thriller altogether. Although the thriller has demonstrated a surprising plasticity, works

have seldom questioned predicates of the conflict, such as identity and justification for violence.

Thus the Troubles’ migration from low-brow to middle- or high-brow foreshadows the theme’s

proliferation throughout genres following the end of the conflict. Ireland’s specificities are brought

to the centre of these narratives but, as in the real world, are never truly resolved.

The story of the Troubles thriller is also that of the Troubles itself. At the outset, the conflict’s

battlelines seemed clear and its belligerents defined. Its complexity was explained away by its

easy characterisations as a sectarian war waged exclusively by bigots. Over time, as appreciation

for the complexity and intractability of positions became clear, solutions, even far-fetched and

simplistic ones, were no longer forthcoming. The final word on Troubles literature is, like so much

about Northern Ireland, ultimately an interrogative, ‘a fusillade of question marks’
48
that, won or

lost, offers little by way of emancipation.

48
From Ciaran Carson’s 1987 poem Belfast Confetti (1987, p. 31).
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Chapter 1

Irish Crusades: Hegemony in the

French Troubles thriller.

The French Troubles thrillers explored in this chapter ostensibly present themselves as crusades

in Ireland. Protagonists’ missions might arise from political or practical necessities but they also

express a moral dimension. The heroes of this chapter fight against heterodoxy, defending the

established order and status quo of the West. The traditionally conservative
1
ideological character

of the Troubles thriller is well attested to and the spy thriller is populated with heroes who are

unequivocal defenders of the established order: ‘les paladins de l’Occident’ (Neveu 1985, p. 63).

1
The term “conservative” is broad and resists easy characterisation. Indeed, it is consciously self-styled as an

‘anti-ideology’ that stands above other schools of political thought and so claims to avoid their pitfalls (Graham 1986,

p. 172). At its most fundamental, conservatism is a response to change. First elaborated by Edmund Burke, it ‘crystallised

into definite traditions of thought and practice only in the aftermath of the French revolution’ (Gray 1986, p. 82). Its

themes, as expressed by Burke in his 1790 work Reflections on the Revolution in France, centre on traditional historical

structures such as the ‘patriarchal family, local community, church, guild and region [...] under the centralizing,

individualizing influence of natural law philosophy’ (Nisbet 1986, p. 1). Its emphasis on natural law rejects abstract

politico-ideological reasoning or utopianism. Its defence of extant social structures and institutions on the grounds

that such formations produce that which is good in society results in the belief among opponents that conservatism

entrenches social classes and the power of a ruling élite: ‘Conservatism is usually criticized as the ideology of class

domination, and as the political practice which ensures that those presently holding power continue to do so, while

extracting a spurious and deceived consent from the classes that are subject to, and victims of, their rule’ (Scruton 2007,

p. 132).
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Thus, the spy thriller is at heart, ‘une méditation sur l’ordre naturel, fondé sur des communautés

éternelles (nation...), les hiérarchies spontanées du sang, du sexe, des capacités qu’auraient mis

à bas la revendication démocratique, l’égalitarisme, les divagations de l’idéologie et de la raison

raisonnante’ (Neveu 1985, p. 191).

The role of ideological defender requires an opponent, some antithetical Other against which

the hero is pitted. The ‘opposition nous/eux’ is a predicate of the entire spy thriller enterprise, a

‘règle [. . . ] profonde’, the ‘noyau conflictuel du genre’ (Bleton 1994, p. 146). How the spy thriller

resolves this opposition recalls classic crime fiction of the late nineteenth and early twentieth

century. For all its twists, turns, and excitements, at the end it delivers the reader to their point

of departure.
2
The spy thriller carries with it the assumption that the status quo it defends is

unquestionably legitimate and that the threats surfacing in the world are a temporary deviance or

localised savagery:

What the thriller asserts, at root, is that the world does not contain any inherent

sources of conflict: trouble comes from the people who are rotten, but whose rottenness

is in no way connected with the nature of the world they infect. At the base of the

thriller is a breath-taking tautology: “Normally the world functions normally. Today

it doesn’t. Therefore something abnormal is affecting it.” (J. Palmer 1978, p. 87)

How do the Troubles fit into this world view? Is the conflict in Northern Ireland part of this

temporary malfunctioning of an ordered world, a fugitive evil to be expurgated, or has it become

part of the global status quo and some immanent aspect of Irishness that the spy thriller industry

can exploit? What is the roles of the secret agents who go there—are they mere perpetuators of

this dominant order, or are the Troubles catching? How, and why, is Ireland, a Western European

nation, rendered an exotic space outside of the Occident?

2
Indeed, Jerry Palmer perhaps controversially asserts that ‘there is no fundamental difference between the modern

thriller and the traditional detective story’ (1978, p. 106).
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As well as crime fiction, the spy thriller genre draws from the roman d’aventures. From here

it inherits an integral diegetic dépaysement and encounter with the Other. More than a formal

inheritance, this is also an ideological one. Mathieu Letourneux’s study of the genre shows it to be

anchored to the values of its time, a proponent of a compelling ‘discours moral’ that expressed a

range of contemporary ideological and political stances (2010, p. 53). In much the same way as the

spy thriller has been shown to replicate the social and political status quo of the time, adventure

novels, whether consciously or not, could act as ‘formidables machines idéologiques qui échappent

rarement à l’esprit du temps’ (ibid., p. 96). It is a relatively small leap from the narrativisation of

the trope of the genial explorer penetrating the darkest reaches of the known and unknown world

to better know its inhabitants, to the crusader-like secret agent, who accomplishes much the same

task but in service of the state. The first Troubles thriller of this study, which arguably is neither a

thriller, nor about the Troubles, nevertheless places us in an Irish space in which the Troubles’

presence is felt and is fertile ground for the thrillers to take root.

1.1 Prologue: Irish Adventures

Jacques Blois’ (nom-de-plume of Jacques Faucher, 1922-2010) adventure novel Le Signe du trèfle

(1971) is the 173
rd
publication in Fleuve Noir’s L’Aventurier series.3 The Ireland of Blois’ novel

is a space outside of time and the violent upset of Northern Ireland’s contemporary conflict is

conspicuously absent from its pages. This de-historicised Ireland is not, however, free from the

legacy of Anglo-Irish strife and even in the roman d’aventures, a form without explicit politics

(Thoveron 2008, p. 696), the theme is present.

3
Blois appeared frequent in the series, with 24 novels under the L’Aventurier banner. With 206 novels published

between 1955 and 1974, the series was relatively minor and it never achieved the success or prestige of other no-

table Fleuve Noir series of the time, like Spécial Police or Espionnage, which had 2,076 novels published between

1949 and 1987 and 1,095 between 1950 and 1987 respectively. It has been described as a ‘collection hybride’ with

stories that owe much to the traditional roman d’aventures of the earlier 20
th
century, like Arsène Lupin and the

Saint, as well as to the contemporary crime fiction and noir traditions (https://leslecturesdelonclepaul.over-blog.com/

article-collection-l-aventurier-du-fleuve-noir-106311755.html).
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The novel recounts the arrival in Ireland’s rural west of Blois’ aristocratic and swashbuckling

serial protagonist Jacques-Octave d’Iseran (or Joi). He is there en retraite, seeking repose from

the rigours of Parisian society (Blois 1971, p. 9).
4
His repose is sundered by a chance meeting

with Maève (sic), a beautiful four-time widow who lives in an imposing Gothic castle,
5
and the

discover of the legend of the ‘trésor de l’Aude’, a sunken Swedish ship off the coast (ibid., p. 76).

This element of the story is factual. Germany, persuaded by Irish republican Roger Casement, who

had been lobbying for German assistance in Ireland since 1914, sent arms to Ireland aboard the

cargo ship the Aud to support the planned Easter Rising of 1916. As recounted in Le Signe du trèfle,

the Aud was surprised by ships of the Royal Navy and was scuttled by its crew. Now, 55 years

later, Germans of uncertain allegiance have again returned to locate the treasure aboard the ship.

Competing to find the wrecked ship alongside Maève and Joi (disguised as a fishmonger named

Cuchulain),
6
is Mauria, a companion of Maève and rival for Joi’s affection.

7
They join forces to

thwart the Germans and claim the treasure for themselves culminating in an ambush on a beach.

It is discovered however that the treasure is fake—treacherous even to their allies, ‘[l]es Allemands

sont des récidivistes forcenés’ (ibid., p. 231). Joi returns to Paris, having achieved neither rest nor

4
Ireland’s reputation as a rural idyll, cemented in the twentieth century by travel literature such as Heinrich Böll’s

Journal irlandais, translated from the original German and published in France in 1969 by Seuil, appears several times in

the Troubles thriller corpus. Characters who mistakenly seek peace and quiet in Ireland, as well as Joi, are Bruce’s OSS

117 and Roger Mauge’s Brazilian revolutionary hero Luis in Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre (Paris: Plon, 1981). Ireland’s
attractiveness to tourists is also referenced several times in Pierre Nemours 1973 Sauvez l’Irlande, Général (Paris: Fleuve
noire) with Lemoine’s recalling his wife’s annoyance at not being allowed to accompany him on his mission to Ireland

(1973, p. 193).

5
A fitting name, Maève, much like her legendary counterpart Queen Medb of Connacht, is strong, wilful, and

promiscuous, and both can lay claim to multiple husbands, who they each outlive. The etymology of the name is also

significant here. Perhaps originally meaning ‘intoxicating one’ (Coghlan 1979, p. 81), there are several spellings of this

female name to choose from, although none as rendered by Blois. Initially Medb in Old Irish, Blois’ version features a

grave accent, perhaps in an attempt to conform to French orthographical rules.

6
The fabled great hero of Ulster, Cuchulain is, alongside Queen Medb, the protagonist of An Táin Bó Cúailnga (“The

Cattle Raid of Cooley”), one of the principal stories of the Ulster Cycle. The Táin and other stories of Irish legend had

been translated into French in 1926 by Roger Chauviré. Referred to as the ‘l’Iliade irlandaise’ (Paris: Librairie de France,

1926), this translation made available in France one of the most significant works of Irish myth some years before it

was widely available in English with the Thomas Kinsella translation of 1969.

7
Again the spelling is Blois’ own. The name is likely a version of the name “Maura”, itself an anglicisation of the

Irish “Máire”.
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wealth. He is surprised there by Maève, who mistakes his twin brother for him and intends to

make good on her earlier promise to marry him; a dangerous proposition, judging by her four

deceased husbands. Joi considers himself the recipient of his own treasure when he finds himself

instead in Mauria’s arms.

In its studious avoidance of the contemporary conflict in Le Signe du trèfle taps into Ireland’s

literary past, invoking elements of the Gothic novel both in the landscape and the setting of

Maève’s castle. But even in this resolutely ahistorical setting, the Troubles are unavoidable. Maève

displays an Irish republican (or at least anti-British) sentiment when she explains to Joi the puzzling

presence of thousands of stone blocks strewn across the landscape:

Ce sont les murs de la famine. Encore une preuve de l’oppression perpétuelle subie

par notre peuple [. . . ] La couronne se décide à distribuer du maïs, mais “pour ne pas

inciter le peuple à la paresse” contre un certain travail. Et ce travail, tu le vois, tout

autour! Ces millions de pierres, bien rangées, par des hommes ivres de faim et de

mortelle fatigue. (1971, pp. 89–90)

Le Signe du trèfle is an inauspicious beginning to the French Troubles thriller but nevertheless

inaugurates many of its themes: ancient grudges, Ireland as a place suspended outside of history,

and its inhabitants as exotic archetypes. In truth, the avoidance of the Troubles theme here may

not be so much a refusal to engage with contemporary politics, but constraints of the roman

d’aventures genre: ‘pour devenir aventure, une série d’événements doit être détachée du flux

temporel; ils ne doivent pas être pensés en fonction de leur place dans la causalité générale, mais

être isolés en un ensemble possédant sa cohérence propre’ (Letourneux 2010, p. 39). By 1971, the

roman d’aventures was decades into its postwar decline (ibid., p. 9) and, much like the Troubles

that lurk just beyond vision within Blois’ novel, the encroachment of politics eroded the adventure

novel’s audience in favour of the spy thriller, a genre steeped in topicality (ibid., p. 11).

Within the other texts of this chapter, the Troubles conflict is encountered in medias res. Its
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causes are seldom expressed and the conflict is never resolved. It becomes the quotidian existence,

a perpetual state of emergency against which the necessity of ideological orthodoxy is manifest

and the actions (often extra-legal) of secret agents permitted. This chapter views the conservative

thrillers of the corpus as effective tools of a discursive hegemony against liberal or progressive

politics that threatens the dominant order.

The narrative of Gérard de Villiers’ 1974 novel SAS Furie à Belfast (Paris: Plon) rests on the

exoticisation of the Irish and a quest to restore some ideological orthodoxy to Ireland. De Villiers’

hero, Son Altesse Sérénissime Malko Linge is the ultimate increvable of the French spy thriller field

and commands a privileged space within his own textual universe as well as in the real world. In

spite of being a paean to capitalism, SAS also demonstrates the ideological shortcomings of his

position. Linge’s idealised independence and autonomy are revealed as spurious and are a false

consolation for the reader and, even if SAS’s relationship with the state is at times presented as

oppositional, in the end, it remains resolutely hegemonic.

The Irish setting during the Troubles is used in two other conservative thrillers that further

demonstrate the ambiguous relationship between the individual and the state: the 1977 novel

Hécatombe dans l’ombre by Serge Jacquemard (Paris: Fleuve noir) and Cauchemar irlandais pour

O.S.S. 117 written by (Josette) Bruce in 1982 (Paris: Presses de la Cité). These texts represent an

attempt by the French spy thriller genre to democratise heroes
8
and remove from them the taint

of association with the state.

1.2 SAS: Irish exoticism and mythical geography.

Son Altesse Sérénissime Malko Linge’s mission in Ireland in Gérard de Villiers’ 1974 novel SAS,

Furie à Belfast (Paris: Plon) to discover the fate of a missing CIA agent in Belfast, while it has

explicitly political goals, is also a quest to confront heterodoxy and to defend the legitimacy of the

8
Even if, like the aristocratic OSS 117, they are ill-suited to a democratisation.
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Occidental status quo. It is aristocratic master spy Linge’s 36
th
mission and takes place in Northern

Ireland and the Republic of Ireland during the height of the Troubles. Linge has been assigned

the task of tracking down undercover CIA operative Bill Lynch. Lynch had been working for

the United Fund for Northern Ireland, a cover organisation run by the CIA that provides illicit

funding for the Irish republican cause from the USA but whose main purpose is US government

surveillance of Irish paramilitaries. Unknown to Linge, Lynch has been murdered by the IRA, after

he was found spying on one of their meetings in Dublin.

Linge meets Bill Lynch’s daughter, Tulla, a spirited if amateurish Irish republican militant.

Through Tulla, he also encounters a radical Irish republican cell led by Maureen, a fanatic as

dangerous as she is seductive. Beneath Maureen are the ogre-like Big Lad who is also Maureen’s

occasional lover, “Gelinite [sic]” Gordon, the group’s resident explosives expert and an alcoholic,

poisoned by the chemicals he works with, and One-Hand Bryan, who has sworn murderous

revenge against all Protestants following a sectarian attack against him and his family during

which he lost his hand.

During his mission, Malko uncovers proof of Soviet interference in the conflict through the sale

of weapons to the IRA. He also discovers that the IRA Command has been infiltrated by a Soviet

mole who is purging the ranks of the organisation of those who do not adhere to Communist

ideology by delivering them to the Northern Irish police. Using this information, Linge forms an

uneasy alliance with Maureen, who is eager to protect the IRA and the republican cause. Together,

they discover the fate of Bill Lynch, as well as the identity of the mole, thereby removing the

malign Soviet influence from within the IRA. The IRA is severely weakened but with fighters such

as Maureen within its ranks, their war continues. Linge’s mission is a success: the expansion of

Soviet influence in the West is curtailed. The balance of power and status quo are maintained, even

if the Troubles itself remains unresolved.

Embedded within a tradition of literary realism, SAS carefully employs a blend of both truth
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and fiction to entice the reader. The Irish milieu is an ideal platform for this and, where it falls

short, de Villiers fashions it into one. Realism here is an aesthetic element more than a narrative

ethic and its use points to a distinct purpose: ‘C’est le réalisme du petit fait vrai, d’un nom de

rue, d’hôtel, de quartier qui éblouit le lecteur comme vérité. Villiers ne retient du Tiers-Monde

réel que ce qui servira à alimenter la mythologie de l’Occident’ (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975,

p. 1439).
9
Linge is a heroic figure of the Occident juxtaposed against an Irish alterity that feeds ‘les

fantasmes et revalorise les mythes de l’Occident’ (ibid., p. 1414).

Northern Ireland’s violent history naturally lends itself to the thriller. The fact that the Troubles

was intensively observed by the British media and was fought on contested British soil, with

many of its primary belligerents British citizens, meant that its first literary representation took

the form of novels written by British journalists who had gained some knowledge of the conflict

and its actors through professional experience. Whether a passive form of wish fulfilment on the

part of authors to render the Irish subject as knowable, a search for imaginative solutions to the

conflict,
10
or simply an exercise in commercial expediency,

11
British Troubles thrillers delivered

and enforced to the public a very particular portrayal of the conflict and its actors. The thriller’s

inescapable commercial imperative means that British authors gained little by highlighting British

culpability in creating the conditions that gave rise to the Troubles, or perpetuating the conflict

9
It is not, therefore, the popular realism envisioned by Brecht which was ‘more broad and political’ than a mere

rehearsal of the form popular in the 19
th
century. Brecht’s popular (Volkstümlich) realism was to be ‘free from aesthetic

restrictions and independent of convention [. . . ] laying bare society’s causal network showing up the dominant

viewpoint as the viewpoint of the dominators,’ and was therefore not a ‘prime question of form’. In replicating the

realist aesthetic and methods for contemporary consumption, Brecht claims ‘we should cease to be realists ourselves

[. . . ] Reality alters; to represent it the means of representation must alter too’ (1964, pp. 109–110).

10
Such as that identified by Aaron Kelly in his analysis of Troubles thriller, Utterly Resigned Terror (2005), in which he

adopts Fredric Jameson’s model of literature as in one sense ‘inventing imaginary or formal “solutions” to unresolvable

social contradictions’ (Jameson 2007, p. 64).

11
Outlandish Irish practices make for good reading, such as Jonathan Kebbe’s 1991 novel The Armalite Maiden

(London: Heinemann, 1990) summarised by Elizabeth Bouché as ‘good for a few laughs. The stock characters here

include the gangster’s moll, “Black Rose”, more vicious than any male guerrilla—she urinates on a captive soldier—and

her comrade, the sure-shot, red-haired Annie McBride, torn between her loyalty to the cause and her abhorrence of

bombs. Together they smuggle weaponry in their wombs, like tampons’ (1992, p. 46).
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while underway: ‘Axe-grinding equals low sales’ (Magee 2001, p. 16).
12

The caricatures on display

in many of these thrillers are not peculiar to the Troubles, but are instead the continuation of a

larger trend of rendering the Irish ‘exotic, uncontrollable, intractable, violent, mysterious,’ and the

corollary, assure the reader that they are not (Kelly 2012, p. 508). For the British reader indulging

in Troubles fiction during the conflict, reservations about British intervention in Ulster are salved.

Even if the thrillers cannot offer imaginative and final solutions to the problem, cannot dominate

or totally conquer the ‘sheer alterity of the Irish’, incremental material and moral victories assure

them that the threat Irish republicanism represents can, and should, be contained (ibid., p. 509).

And yet, while the exotic Other is undeniably a predicate of the SAS series, Furie à Belfast can

hardly be viewed as part of a discursive crusade against Irish republicanism.
13

This presents a

problem of interpretation for French Troubles thrillers. Although they may superficially differ

little from their English-language counterparts and, read at face value, de Villiers’ novel clearly

contributes to the overwhelmingly negative aggregate image of both Ireland and the Irish re-

publican in particular, such texts cannot in truth be said to be about the business of propping

up the edifice of British sovereignty and legitimacy in Ireland. SAS and other French Troubles

thrillers can scarcely have been intended for the (Northern) Irish reader
14
and so it is unlikely they

were an active part of a discourse seeking to establish or maintain a British hegemony in Ireland.

Ultimately, SAS affirms a different hegemony.

12
Adorno and Horkheimer ascribe the same ideological constraints to popular cultural production in general: ‘They

[producers of popular culture] cannot afford to neglect their appeasement of the real holders of power if their sphere of

activity in mass society [. . . ] is not to undergo a series of purges’ (2002, p. 96).

13
Belfast is not alone in being exoticised in SAS and, even before the reader opens Furie à Belfast, the process

is underway. The novel adheres to a common SAS naming convention; ‘X à/en a locale’ where ‘X’ is an evocative

or tantalising theme. Furie à Belfast preceded by such titles as Magie noire à New York (1968), Massacre à Amman
(1971), Amok à Bali, and Mort à Beyrouth (both 1972) all published by Plon. This convention, although not universal,

nevertheless continued to the series’ final works: La vengeance du Kremlin, Les fantômes de Lockerbie, and Sauve-qui-peut
à Kaboul all published in 2013 by Éditions Gérard de Villiers.

14
Although it is possible that Furie à Belfast was read in Belfast. The original French edition was also reviewed in the

popular Belfast cultural and political magazine Fortnight (Deutsch 1975) and the series’ success means that it is alone

among the works of the French Troubles thriller corpus in having been translated into English in 1976 under the title

The Belfast Connection, the 12th novel in a series entitled “Malko: Spymaster” published by Pinnacle Books in New York.
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The SAS series, arriving on the scene in 1965, during the twilight of French colonial conceits,

appeals to an earlier era of political dominance and provides a measure of nostalgia in a world

now defined by dissent and dissatisfaction with the status quo most succinctly expressed by the

protests of 1968. Clive Bloom notes the dual external-internal reach of the spy thriller genre,

tracing its early development in Britain alongside increasing agitation against the state from

within alongside international ideologies of class that ‘allowed the spy novel to thrive as a useful

propaganda machine to feed paranoia about foreignness [. . . ] but also give a valuable mechanism

for an exploration of the new powers of state control over the indigenous people’ (1990, p. 2). The

many strife-torn hot-spots across the world to which Linge travels provide an ideal platform to

stage a ritual conquering of the egregious Other to assist in state domination at home.

Northern Ireland, and in particular its capital city, Belfast, is presented as an exotic space

from the opening line of Furie à Belfast: ‘C’était le Sinaï après la Guerre des Six Jours!’ (1974,

p. 7). Belfast is not a civilised Western European but a foreign space of inherent disorder. The

city’s primary thoroughfare, Donegal [sic] Street,
15
described as ‘les Champs-Elysées de Belfast’ is

nothing but ‘un alignement de façades noircies et de vitrines en carton.’ Unsurprising perhaps,

given that Tulla reveals to Malko that buildings in the city centre are referred to by republicans

as ‘targets’ (ibid., p. 40). ‘Donegal Street’ is one of many references to existing places in Furie à

Belfast. De Villiers recounts the names of numerous streets and suburbs,
16
landmarks, and public

buildings.
17

The preponderance of locations in the city’s western periphery, in particular the

15
De Villiers misnames the street, which should be Donegall Place.

16
‘Bedford Street’ (1974, pp. 1, 224), the M1 motorway (ibid., p. 8), ‘Lisburn Road’ (ibid., pp. 8, 230), ‘Great Victoria

Street’ (ibid., 9, 40–42, 91–92, 230), ‘Falls Road’ (ibid., 26, 38–39, 54, 79, 85, 93, 100, 102, 139, 200, 230), ‘Shankill Road’

(ibid., p. 26), more commonly misspelled as ‘Shankrill Road’ (ibid., pp. 39, 79, 81), ‘Albert Street’ (ibid., pp. 38, 227),

‘Pound Street’ (ibid., p. 39) —since demolished to make way for the A12 Westlink, which opened in 1981/3—, ‘Fountain

Street’ (ibid., p. 40), ‘Kings Road’ (ibid., p. 40), ‘Andersonstown’ (ibid., 54, 64, 108–9, 230), ‘Donegall Place’ (ibid., p. 73),

‘Convey [sic] Street’ (“Conway”) (ibid., pp. 97, 81), ‘Boyd Street’, ‘Old Lodge Road’ (ibid., p. 82), ‘Queen Street’ (ibid.,

pp. 91, 163, 205, 223), ‘Howard Street’ (ibid., pp. 103, 105, 232), ‘Queen Square’ and ‘Victoria Street’ (ibid., p. 190), ‘Divis

Street’, ‘Wellington Place’ (ibid., p. 204), ‘Ormeau Street’ (ibid., p. 228), and ‘Balmoral Park’ (ibid., p. 245). Such is the

thoroughness of Villiers’ use of named places, the mapping of these places, the frequency of their appearance in the

narrative, and the nature of events that occur there would be an intriguing digital humanities project.

17
Queen’s University (ibid., p. 8), the Crown pub (ibid., p. 10) —itself an evocative milieu being a principal setting in
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Falls Road, and city centre locations, notably the Europa Hotel located on Great Victoria Street,
18

and the affluent area surrounding the University,
19
is indicative of the city’s status as a colonial

settlement, where deprivation and poverty abut onto luxurious symbols of Occidental superiority.

This too is something familiar within the SAS series; the ville coloniale is a space ‘édifiée sur le

modèle de la ville occidentale,’ but that interfaces with the indigenous: ‘D’un côté, la misère, le

meurtre, la prostitution, de l’autre les témoins en béton ou en pierre rose de “la civilisation” [. . . ]

Les hauts lieux de l’Occident ont été contaminés’ (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1417).

De Villiers’ narrative is clearly anchored in an exotic space, but, despite the wealth of docu-

mentary details, is nevertheless a ‘géographie mythique’ (Stomma 1986) the charting of whose

exotic climes is in the order of a travel guide of grotesques; a Guide bleu of the exotic and dan-

gerous. Both thriller and travel guide paint lands largely devoid of people but containing a finite

number of notable places, themes, and monuments, a ‘montuosité [. . . ] flattée au point d’anéantir

les autres sortes d’horizons, de même l’humanité du pays disparaît au profit exclusive de ses

monuments’ (Barthes 1970, p. 114). The rendering into monuments is a twinned domestication

and commodification of the foreign; not the charting of unique details, sights, and experiences,

but their arranging for consumption. The ‘virus de l’essence’ (ibid., p. 114) of the travel guide is

common across the spy thriller genre, which indulges in the imagology of things, rather than

reconstituting them as real objects, or beings of flesh and bone.
20

Carol Reed’s 1946 noir classic ‘Odd Man Out’, the BBC Building, whose marble foyer is a suspiciously conspicuous

locale for a meeting between Linge and the IRA (1974, p. 226); the Europa Hotel (ibid., 10, 38, 40–42, 48, 78, 85, 89, 92,

174, 220, 232–35, 238), Belfast’s City Hall (ibid., p. 40), the ‘Q.G. de la troisième brigade de l’Armée anglaise’ in Lisburn

(likely Thiepval Barracks on the town’s outskirts) (ibid., pp. 73, 234).

18
The hotel represents an ‘oasis de luxe relatif dans cette ville dévastée’ (ibid., p. 48) ‘dominant les buildings détruits

de Great Victoria Street’ (ibid., p. 92).

19
Described as entering ‘un autre univers [. . . ] un bâtiment de briques rouges entouré d’un gazon qui avait l’air

peint à la main’ (ibid., p. 41).

20
Coincidentally, the review of Furie à Belfast alluded to above that appeared in the Belfast cultural magazine

‘Fortnight’ is alongside an updated (1974) edition of the Guide bleu on Ireland in which reviewer Richard Deutsch

recommends the previous edition (from 1932 — ‘it’s a gem, even if you miss the Belfast-Bangor cruise by pleasure

steamers for 1/6 return’) on the grounds that the more recent one has little to recommend Northern Ireland to the

reader (Deutsch 1975, p. 16). The tourist, much like the reader, has more to experience in an antiquated and imaginary

version of Northern Ireland than its true present.
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De Villiers’ approach to writing was informed by his experience as a journalist as recounted

by de Villiers himself in a 1975 interview with Nouvelle Europe Magazine: ‘Je travaille comme un

journaliste. Je me rends sur place, je m’informe auprès des habitants, j’interviewe des personnalités

locales, exactement comme pour écrire un article magazine’ (cited in Stomma 1986, p. 235). The

use of local street names, accurate driving directions, local slang,
21

and even graffiti,
22

are all

aspects of de Villiers’ creation of a semiotically exotic Irish space within Furie à Belfast that has

the illusion of authenticity.

De Villiers’ realism not only anchors the narrative in its exotic setting, but also reveals

ideologically aligned typologies of place. As in Eastern Europe, life in Belfast is a colourless

simulacrum and buildings, streets, sky, and sea in the city and its environs are invariably grey.
23

The stultifying atmosphere infects even the people, who drive grey cars,
24
and have grey eyes.

25

Ireland’s temperate climate and the fact that it is June (1974, p. 11) do not stop it being described

as ‘glaciale’ (ibid., pp. 11, 64, 167, 224), and despite the customary Irish rain, its characteristic

greenness is either ‘un peu triste’ (ibid., p. 181), or ‘jaunâtre’ (ibid., p. 230).
26

Much about de

21
Such as ‘Prods’ which comes with the footnote ‘Protestants en argot catholique’ (1974, p. 18). This foreignising

aspect is absent from some of de Villiers’ contemporaries, some of whom, such as Michel Carnal, tend towards terms

that domesticise, such as ‘Orangiste’ and ‘parpaillots’ (Carnal 1972, p. 9).

22
Seeing a graffito scrawled over a police poster, Linge (and presumably de Villiers before him) notes the unusual

dialogue happening in the public space. The poster, presented untranslated in English, reads ‘If you have informations

[sic] about murders, explosions or other serious crimes, ring 652155. In complete confidence’, and its scrawled reply;

‘Touts will be shot.’ Linge remarks ‘Délicieuse ambiance. C’était rare de voir des appels publics à la délation’ (1974,

p. 39).Throughout the Troubles, Irish Republicans as well as Loyalist paramilitaries were sensitive to and took active

steps to deter police informing among the communities and their own members. Defending the republican movement

against the actions of informers was among the ‘fivefold guerrilla strategy’ IRA, as stated in the 1977 Green Book (Irish

Republican Army 1977).

23
We read of its ‘ciel gris’ (1974, p. 29), ‘la mer grise’ (ibid., p. 137), as well as ‘les façades lépreuses et grise des HLM’

(ibid., p. 230).

24
Republican Tulla Lynch opens fire on a gang of Protestant youths from a ‘petite Austin grise’ (ibid., p. 79) while

another similar (or perhaps even the same) opens fire on Malko (ibid., p. 224). During his second meeting with Maureen,

Malko also makes note of her ‘Chervolet grise’ (ibid., p. 164).

25
Both Maureen (ibid., 88, 93, 105, 109–10, 118, 122, 166, 236, 248, 255) and Tulla (ibid., p. 34) have grey eyes, with

Maureen’s explicitly juxtaposed against Malko’s own trademark ‘yeux dorés’ (ibid., p. 109). Although, at their first

meeting, before she has become both antagonist and love interest, Malko describes Maureen’s eyes as blue (ibid., p. 49).

26
Even whiskey, certainly Ireland’s finest export, is here an unappealing ‘jaunâtre’ (ibid., p. 253). Pedantry repays

little, however, the yellowish whiskey described by Linge comes from a large copper still, at which stage of the distillation

process the whiskey is colourless. Its jaunâtre colour comes from a later period of maturation in wooden, typically
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Villiers’ Ireland is characterised by absence, not just of infrastructure and attractions,
27
but also of

people.
28

Other times, the ruined city centre bustles: ‘Une foule animée, mal vêtue et bruyante

se pressait sur les trottoirs. Devant eux, un taxi stoppa et cracha sept personnes’ (1974, p. 38).
29

Colourlessness of this sort in SAS is endemic of both the natural and built environments of the

Eastern European setting (Stomma 1986, p. 239) while the foule animée is characteristic of Southern

or Oriental milieus (ibid., pp. 241, 243) as is the dirtiness of the environment.
30

If the city is presented as spatially exotic, it is temporally exotic as well; an anachronism. The

ruins of the Falls Road, ‘la grande artère du quartier catholique, évoquait Varsovie en 1945’ and is

a ‘Pompéi en plus triste’ (1974, p. 26), calling attention to the scale of the cataclysmic destruction

of the city, but also to the natural origins of the disaster. The Troubles then are the natural order

of things in Belfast and the corrosive effects of the violence on the quotidian in the city is made

clear. Following the bomb blast that is the novel’s opening paragraph, the disinterest of the people

is apparent, ‘Les passants ne s’arrêtaient même pas. Quoi de plus normal qu’une bombe à Belfast?’

(ibid., p. 7). Belfast is also an interstitial space where tropes of Eastern European poverty and

blandness meet Oriental and Southern disorder and atavism. It is on the fringes of the civilised

world, neither West nor East and, being so out of place, may be especially abject: ‘Belfast, c’était

l’Afrique moins le soleil’ (ibid., p. 46).

Northern Irish privation is an effective foil that makes all the more striking those objects

oaken, casks.

27
To be expected given that ‘L’.I.R.A. semblait manier l’explosif avec une charmante et inquiétante désinvolture’

(1974, p. 40) and so the list of things that have sautés is long: a shoe shop (ibid., p. 7), all telephone boxes (ibid., p. 38),

cinemas (ibid., pp. 40, 85), the Europa hotel — ‘déjà sauté quatre fois’ (ibid., p. 40) —, all the good restaurants (ibid.,

p. 41), apartment blocks (ibid., pp. 40, 102, 205), in short, ‘[t]ous les endroits agréables’ (ibid., p. 27). In the sense of

“explode”, sauter is used 25 times compared to 12 times in all other senses.

28
Like Eastern Europe, Belfast’s streets are frequently ‘désert’ (ibid., pp. 85, 108, 170, 173, 244).

29
Belfast can even simultaneously be both teaming and deserted: ‘la route déserte grouillait de policiers en civil et

en uniforme. Il y avait même un détachement de l’armée. . . ’ (ibid., p. 185). Or perhaps the army detachments are mere

street furniture in Belfast.

30
Andersonstown in particular leaves an impression on Linge: ‘Malko était pris à la gorge par la tristesse de

Andersonstown. Cela sentait la misère, la saleté et la haine’ (ibid., p. 55). Its dirtiness marks it out as a particularly

foreign space with a lack of hygiene typical in SAS of Southern and Oriental lands, but not those of Eastern Europe

(Stomma 1986, pp. 241, 243).
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through whichWestern superiority is established. Among these, the car is a highly charged symbol

of capitalist (and masculine) self-sufficiency (Gilbert 2008, pp. 120–121) and it is one of which Linge

is mostly deprived when in Belfast, owing to the frequency of car-bombs and checkpoints on the

streets of Belfast (1974, pp. 191, 107) as well as the vandalising and immobilisation of his own car

(ibid., p. 64). High-status consumables like the luxury car take on an almost sacred status within

SAS and are opportunities for the reader to delight in ‘reconnaître la puissance de l’Occident’

(Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1417). Linge never recovers his car, and becomes reliant on

vehicles of others throughout. He is thus robbed of the unfettered mobility he usually enjoys and

Belfast is marked out as an entropic space and Linge a distinctly foreign presence within it. His

signature alpaca wool suit
31
elicits surprise, even horror, when Malko enters a bar in the city: ‘Le

silence se fit en une seconde. Le barman contempla avec une surprise horrifiée le costume et la

cravate de Malko’ (1974, p. 101). In an environment defined by its shirking of political, social, and

aesthetic norms, the material symbols of SAS’s superiority fail to resonate.

That luxury is an empty signifier in Belfast affirms a dangerous disconnection from consumer

and capitalistic norms. The most overt example of this comes from the character of Maureen. Her

unwillingness to be seduced by Malko is a rejection of an implicit paradigmatic commodification

throughout SAS, where women are a product like any other.
32

Her stubborn refusal to sleep

with Malko, all the more galling in light of her acceptance of Big Lad’s advances,
33

even after

Linge “won” the right to,
34

is a refusal to honour a debt (ibid., p. 129), a rejection of the rules

31
His suit represents superiority in its refinement and quality, while being sober and unprepossessing, ’[r]affiné,

élégant sans luxe tapageur, Malko par la rigueur, la simplicité, la propriété de son vêtement oppose avec complaisance

une certain idée de l’Occident à la crasse, la misère, l’indigence du costume local’ (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975,

p. 1422).

32
‘Consommer le monde, les femmes et les choses’ are the three pillars of SAS consumption (Thoveron 2008, p. 705).

The status of women luxury consumables will be explored later in the current section (see page 48).

33
Their “relationship” is yet another sign of Irish baseness. Their ‘accouplement bestial’ (1974, p. 67) done in full sight

of Malko demonstrates a primitivism that Linge can scarcely credit. Its non-consensual nature is common throughout

the SAS oeuvre: ‘C’est cette figure de l’Occident que Malko oppose au Tiers-Monde [. . . ] animé d’une sauvagerie

sexuelle’. Such people as Big Lad ‘ne font pas l’amour avec une femme. Ils la violent [. . . ] Peu importe le lieu. L’instinct

est toujours plus fort. . . ’ (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1430).

34
In order to secure the right to sleep with her, Linge and Big Lad must pass to each other a small grenade with a
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of the game. Her rejection, delivered in a tone ‘qu’on prend pour s’adresser à un domestique

indiscret,’
35
impugns Malko’s rank and causes his normal ‘himalaya de self-control’ (Raulin and

Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1432) to crumble: ‘Le sang bleu de Malko se mit à bouillir. Cette pimbêche

révolutionnaire et sadique allait finir par venir à bout de sa bonne éducation’ (1974, p. 129). Linge

supplements her lack of education as he considers necessary: ‘lui administrer la plus belle fessée

de sa vie’ (ibid., p. 131). Maureen’s reneging on her debt horrifies Linge and is compounded

by an equally aberrant rejection of the value of luxury products as well as normative standards

of beauty. She is happy to allow the destruction of the rarities and curios in her family home,

seeing the explosion of a grenade indoors as a small revenge against her ‘pigs de parents’ (ibid.,

p. 124). Linge meanwhile is acutely sensitive to the luxury that surrounds him and notes that he

shelters from the grenade’s blast beneath ‘une lourde table Queen Ann’ (ibid., p. 126) and his later

struggle with Maureen sees a glass broken against a ‘très beau tableau vénitien’ and, in ‘pleine

crise d’hystérie’ (ibid., p. 130), she destroys many of the objets in the mansion.
36

Her rejection of

some of capitalism’s most potent symbols, debt, inheritance, private property, and luxury indicate

a defective sensibility and represent a pathologisation of revolutionism and revolutionaries—a

‘froide hystérie révolutionnaire’ (ibid., p. 113)—common to the spy thriller and SAS.

Maureen cannot even perceive beauty.
37

She responds to Linge’s effusive compliments un-

compromisingly: ‘Qu’est-ce que cela peut faire? La beauté ne veut rien dire’ (ibid., p. 104) and

fuse of unknown length. Whoever holds the grenade the longest is victorious (1974, p. 121). By Malko’s reckoning, ‘le

jeu le plus idiot auquel il avait jamais joué,’ although this does not stop him from accepting it; ‘mais cela l’amusait’

(ibid., p. 124).

35
The reader must imagine what this tone might be like.

36
Among which is a lance, tapestries, armchairs, a statue, vases, paintings, tables, an elephant’s foot, and two organs

(ibid., p. 130).

37
In any case, beauty in Northern Ireland is seldom to be found. There is little in its countryside—which, even if

occasionally ‘verdoyant’ is nevertheless ‘un peu triste’ (ibid., p. 181). Nor is there beauty in its architecture; the only

structure approaching aesthetic merit (Belfast’s city hall) is out of place, ‘étrangement tarabiscotée’ (ibid., p. 40) beside

the city’s other ruined buildings. ‘Beautiful’ is used only to describe Maureen’s Rolls Royce (ibid., pp. 114, 138), a

Venetian painting (ibid., p. 130), Malko’s eyes (ibid., pp. 114, 105), and Maureen (ibid., pp. 49, 51, 61, 63, 70, 104, 106). All

save the latter are imported. Maureen is also ‘superbe’ (ibid., pp. 48, 50, 104, 130) like Tulla Lynch’s breasts (ibid., pp. 30,

32, 205)—as her mother’s once were (ibid., p. 161)—as well as a decorative Narwhal tusk in Maureen’s mansion (ibid.,

p. 109).
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readily sacrifices her family’s ‘magnifique Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud bleu métallisé’ to ram and

bomb a prison. Linge laments the object’s loss: ‘C’était dommage de détruire un si bel objet’

(1974, pp. 112, 114). Her failure to see beauty is thus a targeted attack against the emblems of

capitalist commodities that Malko fetishises and a rejection of normative standards of aesthetic

beauty: ‘The beautiful is that which [. . . ] is represented as an object of a universal delight’ and

declarations of such are accompanied by expectations of agreement from others: ‘when [one]

declares something to be beautiful, [one] expects the same delight from others. [One] judges not

merely for [one]self, but for everyone, and then speaks of beauty as if it were a property of things’

(Kant 2007, pp. 43–44). Maureen’s rejection of beauty reinforces the caricature of the revolutionary

as a barbarian without culture and prone to a nihilism that endangers Western civilisation; an

embodiment of the worst excesses of the Communist East.

The framing of revolutionism as sickness transforms the character of the secret agent. The

guerrier politique now no longer acts only to advance ideology or through political expediency,

but also social hygiene. It is this intrinsic, pathological wrongness that permits Linge’s political

action to be framed, as a majority of spy thrillers paradoxically are, as apolitical. When the spy

in the thriller encounters overt expressions of political belief ‘le refus prend force absolue. La

seule évocation du mot semble susciter chez la plupart des auteurs un réflexe conditionné de recul.

Voire de dégoût’ (Neveu 1985, p. 164). The politics in question are those of the modern liberal

democracy; ‘[la] politique politicienne’ (Neveu 1985: 117). By contrast, the politics of the spy

thriller are not politics at all, but a simply bon sens. Linge is an apolitical, wertfrei38 individual and

it is simply good sense that allies him to the CIA:

Malko ne participe pas à la bataille pour le pouvoir [. . . ] Il a reconnu son camp,

38
The term originates in Max Weber’s 1917 essay Der Sinn der ‘Wertfreiheit’ der ökonomischen und soziologischen

Wissenschaften and the 1919 lecture Wissenschaft als Beruf. Weber cautions against the imposing of value judgements

onto social sciences and economics, as well as the reverse: ‘I cannot bear it when problems of global proportions, with

consequences that concern great ideals, in a certain sense the utmost problems that move the heart, are here turned

into techno-economical questions of “productivity,” and are made a matter of a specialised discussion, as is the national

economy’ (cited in Hennis 1994, p. 116).
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bien sûr, mais c’est là une question de bon sens, pas de politique. Malko ne vit pas

d’illusions. Son réalisme fondamental lui a fait comprendre que le plus sage était de se

ranger du côté de ceux qui ont effectivement le pouvoir. Toujours les valeurs sûres. . .

(Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1433)

Just as Maureen errs on issues of aesthetic judgement, so too is she politically and ideologically

misinformed and her choices are also at odds with readers’ implicit values and aspirations. It is

with a tone of condescension and pity that Linge comforts her when he reveals the existence of

a highly placed mole within the IRA: ‘En politique, Maureen [. . . ] il n’y a pas de traîtres, il n’y

a que des différences d’opinion’ (1974, p. 224).
39

Her diatribes against Protestants, the British,

and capitalism—for her all functionally the same thing, ‘confondus dans la même haine’ (ibid.,

p. 62)—are not taken seriously by Malko: ‘Malko sourit devant cet enthousiasme’ (ibid., p. 50).

Malko’s own politics of good sense, his Wertfreiheit, set him apart from the naive idealism of

the Irish revolutionaries. In a space where the logic of the market is abandoned and against the

hystérie of the Irish revolutionary, Linge is a bastion of market values and rationality. It is through

his interaction with the market that much of SAS’s escapist potential is found: ‘Le plaisir de

reconnaître la puissance de l’Occident, le lecteur l’éprouve encore, et plus subtil, dans la présence

permanente d’objets de consommation, luxueux [. . . ] Comme s’il en était, lui, non pas le producteur

exploité mais le consommateur privilégié; le génial inventeur. . . ’ (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975,

p. 1419). Linge is the arch-consumer, the pinnacle of the food chain enjoying levels of freedom that

his readers cannot but may take pleasure in recognising. Status and luxury are aspects of a freedom

of choice, action, and movement enjoyed by Linge that the reader can vicariously experience.

The spy thriller thus temporarily liberates the reader living ‘in the well-regulated state [where]

autonomous private action can only be appreciated at one remove as an attenuated nostalgia for

39
Linge had previously cautioned Maureen against an idealism, telling her that changing the world was difficult

‘surtout avec des mots’ (1974, p. 72). Of course, Maureen deals in much more than words, but her actions are nevertheless

based on an ideology of social change through anti-establishment action.
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the individual’ (C. Bloom 1990, p. 4). Contrasted too with some of his contemporaries (some of

whom we will see in the next chapter compromised and limited by the attachment to the state

apparatus), Linge’s superlative status
40
and traits

41
impress a heroism that is above and beyond

those of ordinary humans, and recalls the solace provided by superheroes.
42

Linge is an aspirational figure, living a thrilling existence alien to most readers. The reader is

nevertheless gratified to learn that SAS is, like them, motivated primarily through capital, private

property, and standing.
43

Each of these elements is contained within the motif of his ancestral

château at Liezen, a ‘lieu symbolique’ (Neveu 1985, p. 73) along the Iron Curtain, straddling

the Austro-Hungarian border. This building, ‘Son Graal’ encapsulates his heredity, rank, and

social standing within its fabric, and its maintenance is his most pressing priority and motivator.

Following his arrival in Belfast after he is painfully wrenched from civilisation, Malko lays out

a photograph of his château on his bedroom dresser.
44

Its restoration, still unrealised after 36

missions, is, he admits, a Sisyphean task (1974, p. 31). Later, as certain death nears, it is to his

château that his mind retreats: ‘L’image de son château s’effaça’ (1974: 86). The pillaging of

its adjacent parkland by the Hungarian Soviet regime—like Maureen, they care little for beauty

40
He is ‘plus titré et décoré qu’un maréchal soviétique’ and his list of titles is eclectic: ‘l’héritier de dix-sept

générations de noblesse féodale... Margrave de basse Lusace... chevalier de l’Ordre des séraphins, grand voïvode de la

voïvodie de Serbie, Landgrave de Kleitgrauss... chevalier du Saint-Sépulcre, chevalier de Saint-Georges, membre de

l’Ordre noir des chevaliers teutoniques, chevalier de l’Ordre souverain de Malte, chevalier de droit de l’Ordre de l’aigle

noir, prince du Saint Empire Romain germanique...’ (Neveu 1985, p. 73).

41
For example his superhuman memory, that allows him to memorise the serial number of a Kalashnikov at a single

glance (Villiers 1974, p. 70).

42
Umberto Eco’s The Myth of Superman notes a similar escapist potential in stories of superheroes and identifies a

‘nostalgia for individual freedom of action’: ‘In an industrial society [. . . ] where man becomes a number in the realm of

the organisation which has usurped his decision-making role, he has no means of production and is thus deprived of

his power to decide [. . . ] In such a society the positive hero must embody to an unthinkable degree the power demands

that the average citizen nurtures but cannot satisfy’ (1972, p. 14).

43
Neveu identifies SAS’s readers as being from more privileged stratum than the average for spy and crime fiction.

A 1975 survey found that only 27% of crime and spy fiction readers were classed as coming from ‘cadres supérieurs et

professions libérables’ (1985, p. 46), while for series considered ‘haut de gamme’, such as SAS, where textual allusions,

themes, and vocabulary are often more complex, a more petit bourgeois readership is probable (ibid., p. 49).

44
The absurd importance Linge attaches to Liezen is comically exemplified in the first SAS novel, 1965’s SAS à

Istanbul (Paris, Presses de la Cité), where arriving in his hotel room at the Istanbul Hilton, ‘[il] contempler la photo

panoramique d’un mètre de long qu’il avait sortie de sa valise et déployée sur le bureau, c’était son Schloss’ (Villiers and
Raabe 1993, p. 9).
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or patrimony—is a prescient warning to readers of the danger and fundamental unjustness of

socialism, as it undermines the tenet of private property.

With his rank assured by his many lettres de noblesse, many of which were issued by now

defunct nations, an ancestral château, whose borders predate those of the modern Austrian and

Hungarian states, Linge possesses a unity with the state, but not a state in particular. He is instead

representative of a nebulous ruling class. The nature of Linge’s engagement with the CIA presents

him as a mercenary and so his conditional and transactional defence of the capitalist superpower

makes him the ultimate capitalist warrior. His missions are not a defence of capitalism per se

and he offers no defence of the “ideology” of capitalism beyond his own habits as a consumer.

Instead we see him operate in obedience of the brute reality of capital itself. Linge’s independence

is therefore spurious. He may see himself as wertfrei but for his CIA paymasters he is certainly

not beyond worth.
45

Linge’s status as a consumer of luxury is mirrored by his own existence as a

luxury consumable. His reflections on the work outstanding on his château plunge him into an

‘abîme de cafard. Car cela représentait un sacré nombre de morts subites et de risques stupides.

Quelques années de missions dangereuses ou loufoques’ (1974, p. 92). His specialised skills are

certainly profitable but he sits still comfortably within the capitalist paradigm.

Paradoxically, Linge may be a hero of capitalism but he is not a capitalist hero. Linge’s truly

heroic undertakings occur only after he breaks free from the banalising confines of the organisation

and the taint of the market. Linge makes known his dissatisfaction with being in Ireland (ibid.,

p. 106) and he longs to leave it altogether and take ‘le premier avion pour la civilisation’ (ibid.,

p. 46). His wish is granted when he is instructed to abandon his mission before its conclusion

(ibid., p. 229). Much as Heracles, the archetypal hero, completed his heroic actions to expiate sins

and restore honour, Linge’s own labour can be seen undertaken to protect honour, something

45
Cited in SAS à Istanbul as $50,000 per mission (1993, p. 10). The price of his services is Malko’s one revenge on the

bureaucrats of the CIA: ‘certains fonctionnaires de la “company” n’arrivaient pas à comprendre pourquoi on versait des

ponts d’or à un prince autrichien, même Altesse Sérénissime, alors qu’on se conduisait avec une avarice sordide envers

de bons américains. . . ’ (Villiers 1974, p. 92).
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whose value supersedes the material: ‘Malko aurait pour toujours le goût de cendres de la défaite

dans la bouche... Une chose que tout l’or de la C.I.A. et les caresses de toutes les femmes du

monde n’effaceraient jamais’ (1974, p. 232). Thus, in spite of his grounding in the value-free (not

in the economic sense) ideology of capitalism, Linge’s moments of heroism seem to be when he

transcends this.

Linge’s role as a privileged consumer extends to the women he invariably encounters on

his missions. To class women as a product in SAS is not to say that, in Linge’s eyes, they are

unimportant. After all, his entire Weltanschauung revolves around products and in particular

those he considers luxurious. They are objects of consumption, like the bottles of Gaston de

Lagrange that the Europa lacks (ibid., p. 84). We encounter two such “products” in Furie à Belfast,

two female Irish republicans; Maureen and Tulla Lynch. The English-language Troubles thriller

contains numerous female republicans whose mixing of violence and sexuality in fiction acts as a

‘cautionary tale regularly told by the British Army to recruits new to the North of Ireland’ (Steel

1998, p. 273).
46
The sexualisation of the female republican terrorist reflects a wider trend in the

representation of the female terrorist across the world, who ‘rarely escapes her sex’ (Talbot 2000,

p. 165).

The IRA was unusual in ethno-nationalist terrorist groups in having women in its ranks,

(ibid., p. 168)
47
and in Troubles fiction the threat they represent to a mostly male soldiery looms

large; women become deadly and insidious vampiric femmes fatales: ‘representations of female

members of the PIRA share, metaphorically, the seductive and deadly qualities of Gothic vampires,

46
Steel notes that the British press played a role in this, addressing to the public headlines such as ‘The Sexy Steps

of Terror’ (Daily Mail, 23 June 1996), ‘Bomb Gang Beauty’ (Belfast Telegraph, 3 October 1991), ‘Terror in Blue Jeans’

(Daily Mail Daily Mail, 13 November 1984), ‘Blonde Bomber’ (Evening Standard, 12 November 1984) (1998, p. 274).

47
While several studies of women’s involvement in the armed Irish republican struggle relegated them to a supporting

role, mostly as volunteers within the the IRA’s female organisation Cumann na mBan, women played an active role

in the Provisional IRA. In fact, taking into account their smaller numbers within the organisation, they played a

disproportionately large role (M. Bloom, Gill, and Horgan 2012, p. 65). See also Dieter Reinisch (2019). “Women’s agency

and political violence: Irish Republican women and the formation of the Provisional IRA, 1967–70”. In: Irish Political
Studies 34.3, pp. 420–443.
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draining the will and feeding off the blood of British soldiers and citizens’ (Steel 1998, p. 274). Steel

collectively calls these imaginary female Irish republican killers “Vampira”. Far from revealing

something novel about the Irish republican movement, however, Vampira speak more to British

desires and needs:

Vampira constitute the very stuff that lies at the heart of the British desire with regard

to the North of Ireland, protecting that desire from the nature of its own destructive

reality [...] they are figures that arise as an effect of the Troubles that function to

shield, through fantasy, the British from the trauma of the violent conflict that has

unfolded over the past thirty years. (ibid., p. 275)

The female Irish republican represents a unique and particular threat, whose proponents are

estranged from the normality of British life and mores. Characters such as Maureen occupy

an analogous role in the French Troubles thriller: the derangement of “normal” middle- and

upper-class women who are a cautionary tale about the dangerous trend of female liberation.
48

Maureen is exemplary of the threat as well as the appeal of the female terrorist, made partic-

ularly visible in her markedly different presentation to the novel’s other female terrorist, Tulla.

Malko meets Tulla as he arrives at his accommodation in Belfast’s relatively peaceful suburbs.

While he investigates her father’s disappearance, he adopts Lynch’s cover as an employee of

the United Fund for Northern Ireland. Tulla, who is staying in the house, is unaware of Malko’s

presence and emerges into the living room partially nude, covered only in part by a lace dressing

gown and drinking from a bottle of milk.
49

Her child-like face (Villiers 1974, p. 24) speaks to an

innocence that, while titillating, presents her as innocuous.
50

Even as she obliquely tells Linge

48
The attribution of an excess of freedom as a cause of female terrorism is noted both in fictional and academic

criminological representations. Rhiannon Talbot, citing D.E. Georges-Abeyie, notes among the attributed causes

of female terrorism, ‘women are rejecting stereotypical roles and thus adopting traditional male roles that include

revolutionary and terrorist violence [and] hormonal disturbances, caused by excessive freedom and particularly by

having sexual relations before maturity’ (2000, p. 171).

49
Milk, according to Barthes, is ‘le véritable anti-vin’, its ‘nature crémeuse, et donc sopitive [...] associée à l’innocence

enfantine’ contrary to the more blood-like and essential wine (Barthes 1970, p. 72).

50
Although she is not entirely unattractive to Malko. As both she and Linge make their way to their separate
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that she has spent her day occupied with ‘la chimie...’ (that is, fabricating petrol bombs) Malko

notes that ‘elle n’avait pourtant pas l’air d’une dangereuse pasionaria’ (Villiers 1974, p. 48).

This is not the case for Maureen. Her overt sexuality contrasts starkly with Tulla’s infantilisa-

tion. She is ‘une créature superbe [. . . ] Elancée, un corps à transformer un cardinal en bête’ who

leaves Malko ‘subjugué par [sa] beauté’. Where Tulla drinks milk, Maureen drinks only alcohol.

In the Europa Hotel’s bar, she orders an ‘Irish Mist’ whose ‘nom poétique’ belies ‘un redoutable

et sirupeux concentré de whisky’ (ibid., pp. 48–49).
51

She is, Tulla reveals, ‘très politisée’ which

Malko understands to be a ‘euphémisme poli’ for a vicious killer (ibid., pp. 50–51). When not

being ‘très politisée’, she works as one of the Europa Hotel’s resident "Bunnies", a scantily clad

barmaid.
52

Even clothed she is stimulating. Malko later notes her ‘pull jaune échancré qui était un

appel au viol’ (ibid., p. 60), an observation that foreshadows his later sexual assaults on Maureen.

Maureen’s sexuality is, Malko notes, one of her ‘ressources très diversifiées’ (ibid., p. 51)

and she is not afraid to use her resources in politics: her ‘vie sexuelle était inséparable de son

action politique’ (ibid., p. 166). Her flirtatious behaviour and her love making with Malko are

to maintain his fugitive loyalty to their cause or to bait him, as is the case during the interlude

in Maureen’s family mansion. The same passion and haughtiness that anger Malko, leading to

Maureen’s infantilisation via ‘la plus belle fessée de sa vie’ (ibid., p. 131) is also what attracts him

to her: ‘Men are attracted to these violent women in as far as their raw emotion can be presumed

to translate into sexual abandonment. Yet they are simultaneously repulsed by women who show

such strength, fearing sexual emasculation’ (Rolston 1989, p. 50). Such women are abhorrent and

transgressive but conquering them is a reassertion of patriarchal strength. Malko’s assumption

bedrooms he observes the ‘pointes de ses seins [qui] semblaient prêtes à déchirer la laine de son pull. Elle était superbe,

avec l’assurance des femmes qui n’ont pas aimé. Malko l’enveloppa d’un regard franchement intéressé’ (Villiers 1974,

p. 31).

51
Barthes notes that whiskey, contrary to wine, whose drinking is a ‘geste’ with a ‘valeur décorative’ and is consumed

without the aim of inebriation, is ‘bu pour son ivresse “la plus agréable, aux suites les moins pénibles”, qui s’avale, se

répète, et dont le boire se réduit à un acte-cause’ (1970, p. 70).

52
The Europa did not have Bunnies but instead "Penthouse Poppets"; a more provincial and sanitised version of

Playboy Bunnies (Morrison 2016, p. 22).
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of a presumably absent paternal role in disciplining Maureen is rewarded by a vicious attack.
53

Taken over by rage, Malko pins Maureen and is stopped from ignobly raping her by her sudden

offering of herself, which she soon after withdraws - another deal reneged upon. Malko responds

by completing his intended rape: ‘Il n’avait pas prémédité cet ultime outrage mais les cris de

douleur de Maureen déchaînèrent ses mauvais instincts’ (1974, p. 134). She finally relents, perhaps

resigned to the fact that she has overplayed her hand.
54

Maureen’s wanton and often sadistic violence and sexual profligacy are signs of the moral

degeneracy of the female terrorist within the thriller, whose embracing of violence is a betrayal of

a supposed natural maternal role:

Once women have taken the plunge into the unnatural and rejected the prime role

of mother, anything is possible. For a start, women embrace violence exceeding that

of men. [Violent women] represent raw, unadulterated emotion. They tremble with

rage, shake with anger, get carried away in emotion. There is no control, no standing

back a little to savor the power of violence. Instead, there is total emotion. (Rolston

1989, p. 50)

Malko’s apparent mastering of Maureen here is the resolving of a ‘cultural anxiety about the

dangers of “unstable” women with anxieties about terrorism’ (Steel 1998, p. 275). Characters like

Maureen and Tulla are formal devices whose presence provides companionship, impetus as well

as a necessary antagonism, whose conquering affords the opportunity for Malko to affirm his

masculinity, virility, and strength. Maureen and Tulla are both examples of femininity that has

been compromised by revolutionary ideals and that endangers society both politically and socially.

53
It is common trope within SAS that the female terrorist’s dysfunctional relationship with the father is the usual

predicate for violence (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1437).

54
The novel’s very last scene, however, depicts Malko offering Maureen a pardon he has exacted from the British

government on her behalf. This she rejects, determined to continue her fight, at which moment Malko sees that a ‘lueur

infiniment douce brilla pendant une fraction de seconde dans les yeux gris de Maureen’, a sign that, even as he believed

he had tamed Maureen, he was mistaken: ‘Il comprit qu’il ne l’avait pas vraiment violée’ (Villiers 1974, p. 255).
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Such fears contribute to the representation of female terrorists in the real world as well, where

their femininity is either effaced by adherence to revolutionism, or co-opted by it. Either way,

female terrorists are never simply terrorists, they are dangerous aberrations that call out to be put

to right.

Exception lies at the heart of SAS’s heroism, a ‘dynamisme potentiellement porteur de valeurs

bien différentes de celles de l’idéologie de départ’ (Bleton 1994, p. 63). Neveu defines the classic spy

as ‘homo hierarchus’ (1985, p. 110), a different species from normal men. The hero is a ‘surdoué

génétique’, possesses a ‘corps glorieux’ (ibid., p. 100), ‘une virilité rayonnante’ (ibid., p. 103), ‘une

intelligence hors pair’ (ibid., p. 104), ‘le poids de l’hérédité’, will be characterised by an ‘exercice

de l’autorité’ (ibid., p. 114), and a ‘conscience sans troubles’ (ibid., p. 115). Paradoxically, he is

both a guerrier politique but adheres to a ‘principe d’apolitisme’ (ibid., p. 115). Linge is, by design,

the apogee of all these traits. SAS entered the spy fiction market at a time when the prestige

and sales of the genre’s stalwarts, a ‘vieille garde’,
55
were being eroded by newer breeds of spy

heroes. Imported from abroad, Ian Fleming’s gentleman spy James Bond was particularly decisive

in ushering in new sorts of heroes. SAS’s rank, traits and predilections are a direct response

Bond.
56

In an interview de Villiers noted ‘[à] ce moment-là, I. Flemming [sic], le père de James

Bond, est mort. J’ai pensé qu’il y avait une place à prendre puisque Flemming avait rendu au

roman d’espionnage ses lettres de noblesse et qu’avec lui les gens y avaient repris goût’ (cited in

ibid., p. 25).
57

At the series’ height during the 1970s, each volume sold upwards of 400,000 copies.

Including reprints, annual sales numbered 4 million (ibid., p. 26) and, as of January 2021, all 200

SAS novels remain in print. SAS’s success is a shift in spy fiction from novels of the vieille garde

55
Typified by authors such as Pierre Nord, Jean Bruce, and Dominique Ponchardier, all of who eschew politics

almost completely and are guided instead by a ‘conscience professionnelle et patriotisme’ (Neveu 1985, p. 70).

56
SAS’s first appearance was in 1965 with the S.A.S. à Istanbul (Paris: Plon) and came the year after the death of Ian

Fleming.

57
It was not an entirely faithful copy (ibid., p. 25). Levels of violence and eroticism in SAS are heightened and the

son of Scottish gentry translates to an Austrian prince whose abilities place him above his peers. Each novel contains

multiple scenes of torture, violence, both mundane and sexual, as well as exotic and luxurious milieus and products.
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to those with a new type of hero who ‘ne se contentent plus d’évoquer le goût d’aventure ou de

l’amour de patrie [. . .mais qui] ont conscience de remplir un rôle politique et de défendre un type

de société’. Alongside Claude Rank’s Force M series published by Fleuve noir,
58
SAS represents

the ‘triomphe des guerriers politiques’ (Neveu 1985, p. 71). SAS may reject the overt politics, and

his heroism may be predicated in large part on his personal exceptionalism, but his relation to a

political entity, in this case the USA through the CIA, equally forms the basis for his legitimacy as

much as it provides practical grounds for his mission.

1.3 SAS, the spy thriller, and hegemony.

Hegemony is inscribed on the pages of SAS. Linge is a hero whose every action is an assertion of

his own superiority and that of the dominant capitalist Western order he represents. Ireland in

turn has become a non-Western Other that demonstrates ‘par chacun de ses gestes, par chaque

parole, son infériorité’ (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1424). A mercenary, SAS’s alignment

with the Western powers is purely pragmatic. The presentation of Linge as being outside ideology

is certainly a conscious one although it is also certainly spurious: ‘ceux qui sont dans l’idéologie se

croient par définition en dehors de l’idéologie’ (Althusser 1976, p. 114). Opponents of the apparently

natural formations and systems of belief Linge adheres to are pathologised into malignancies

whose detection and removal is ‘simplement un exercice d’hygiène sociale’ (Neveu 1985, p. 207).

This simple exercise of hygiene is the ‘leçon éthique, la morale des fables de l’espionnage de

fiction’ (Bleton 1994, p. 43) expressed succinctly in the Machiavellian adage “the end justifies the

means”. This governing ethic was for Machiavelli a practical lesson of statecraft where security and

integrity of the state (embodied in the Prince) were paramount: ‘Therefore, let a prince conquer

and maintain the state, and his methods will always be judged honourable and praised by all. For

ordinary people are always taken in by appearances and by the outcome of an event’ (Machiavelli

58
Discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3; see page 144.
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2005, p. 119). Princes are rarely decisive agents of the modern apparatus of the state but the

principle is unchanged in the schema of legitimation in the spy thriller: ‘le but, l’État, légitime les

moyens; l’espionnage fait partie de ces moyens’ (Bleton 1994, p. 43).

SAS may be given to flights of heroism when the opportunity presents itself but his legitimacy

stems from his relationship to the state. Beyond his status as a state legitimised operative, he

himself is a prince; a representative of the established order and part of its fabric. His rank and titles

place him outside the secret agent’s normal ‘chaîne de légitimation’ (ibid., p. 43) and he is able to

liberate himself from the taint of inhumanity and bureaucracy that clings to the secret organisation,

that ‘mal nécessaire’ that is ‘à la fois légitimante et perverse, mandatrice et manipulatrice’ (ibid.,

p. 44). However, Linge’s pretensions of independence and freedom are false and he in truth is

bereft of true autonomy.

To what extent does SAS truly consent to his mission? He laments the never-ending renovation

of his château that ‘ressemblait au mythe de Sisyphe’ (Villiers 1974, p. 31) and the dangerous

missions he is compelled to undertake to achieve his goal. SAS makes clear that he is in Ireland

for remuneration only: ‘Malko soupira. S’il n’avait pas juré à Alexandra [his perpetual fiancée] de

changer tous les planchers de l’aile nord de son château avant l’automne, il aurait pris le premier

avion pour la civilisation. . . ’ (ibid., p. 46). This curtailed freedom aligns him closely with the

reader, who similarly finds their labour exchanged to maintain their lifestyle. For those who have

placed themselves outside of the capitalist paradigm, such as Maureen, this contract is alien. When

Malko agrees to help her rescue Tulla Lynch, she reacts with scepticism. Doing so would be to act

against the orders of his CIA paymasters: ‘Vous n’êtes pas de la C.I.A.?’ Maureen asks. His reply:

‘Hélas, si. Mais elle n’a pas acheté mon âme’ (ibid., p. 248). But what have they bought? Perhaps

not his soul, but undoubtedly his action, his productive forces redirected towards the ends of the

state. Following Althusser’s definition of ideology as the material manifestation through practice

of the individual’s imaginary relationship to the relations of production (1976, pp. 105–108), Linge
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is apprehended as subject, as ideology has no form other than that of actions. Thus Linge exists

firmly ‘dans une représentation du monde déterminée’ (1976, p. 106). Like his readers, he may

take solace in his continued custodianship of his soul.
59

The apparently ideology-free existence as

an expression of independence is falsely consoling and is one aspect among many that reveal SAS

and the spy thriller genre at large as part of a hegemonic discourse.

The recurring theme of the defence of the West, a goal presented as properly natural and

transcending mere politics is ‘plus généralement réinterprétée comme domination et assujettisse-

ment’ (Bleton 1994, p. 46), an interpretation that invariably leads to identification of the genre’s

‘fonction objectivement propagandiste’ (Neveu 1985, p. 208). A Marxist critical framework helps

to elucidate this propagandistic function of the spy thriller; how this literature not only mirrors

the manifestations of the hegemony of the dominant class but is an active component within a

broad and eclectic hegemonic apparatus. Marx and Engels were both aware of an interrelatedness

between material and economic spheres, and social, political, and cultural ones.
60

Gramsci ex-

panded on traditional ideas of base and superstructure, describing how connections between the

cultural and the material were complex and reciprocal, as well as highlighting the importance of

hegemony of the means of symbolic production and domination of the material. Hegemony in this

sense is understood as the securing of the “free” consent of the people to be ruled, where “free”

means without physical coercion or domination. This provides a framework to view works of

cultural production such as the spy thriller as appropriate mediums for such hegemonic activity;

59
A false consolation that recalls Marx’s own famous observation on religion in the introduction to his Critique

of Hegel’s Philosophy of Right written in 1843: ‘Religion is the sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless

world, just as it is the spirit of spiritless conditions. It is the opium of the people. To abolish religion as the illusory

happiness of the people is to demand their real happiness. The demand to give up illusions about the existing state of

affairs is the demand to give up a state of affairs which needs illusions’ (1975, pp. 175–176).

60
For much time, traditional interpretations of Marx’s writing on this interrelatedness focused on relations that

were characterised as causal between ‘the mode of production of material life’, or “base” (Grundlage), and its ‘social,

political, and intellectual life processes’, or “superstructure” (Überbau). Raymond Williams notes that the resulting

schema of ‘determining base’ and ‘determined superstructure’ (2009, p. 75) is ironic given ‘that the force of Marx’s

original criticism had been mainly directed against the separation of “areas” of thought and activity’ (ibid., p. 78). He

further cites correspondence from Engels acknowledging the ‘real and methodological complexities’ in the study of

these elements’ interactions (ibid., p. 80).
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not merely objects of distraction for the masses, but an ideological tool in service of the ruling

classes. Unlike formalised notions of “ideology”, hegemony is

a saturation of the whole process of living—not only of political and economic activity,

nor only of manifest social activity, but of the whole substance of lived identities and

relationships, to such a depth that the pressures and limits of what can ultimately

be seen as a specific economic, political, and cultural system seem to most of us the

pressures and limits of simple experience and common sense. (Williams 2009, p. 110).

In this respect, with its realistic and topical objects of representation, opportunities for identification

with even superlatively heroic protagonists, and antagonists whose thwarting is sound good sense,

the spy thriller, with its ubiquity, ease of consumption, and a (low) cultural cachet placing it below

suspicion, is an ideal site of hegemonic discourse.

This sort of everyday, undercover propaganda achieves a closeness to the reader that is really

only possible for popular cultural objects. Walter Benjamin, discussing the transformation wrought

on art and culture by the possibilities of mechanical reproduction notes how a closeness is a facet

of interpellation:
61

‘in permitting the reproduction to meet the beholder or listener in his own

situation, it reactivates the object reproduced’, entering the subject matter into the life of the

consumer, fulfilling a ‘desire of the present-day masses to bring things closer’ (Benjamin 2010,

p. 15).
62

61Interpellation is the means by which ideology enters the sphere of the individual and identifies them as subject;

the “hailing” of the individual as a concrete subject in a way that defines their identity, entering their lives, shaping and

imposing its ideas on everyday material practice (Althusser 1976, pp. 110–116). The Althusserian term is fitting given

that the ideologically-laden popular cultural object (a precipitate of what Althusser names appareils idéologique d’État
which, like Gramsci’s hegemony, is distinct from material “repressive” state apparatuses) achieves an intimacy in the

lives of consumers that “higher” forms of culture cannot.

62
Benjamin discusses primarily the transformation of the visual image through facsimiles and film, whose develop-

ment had begun ‘to keep pace with movable-type printing’ (2010, p. 13) in terms of reproducibility. Benjamin cites the

fact of such reproduction as responsible for the erasure of the auratic character of art; an aspect of literary production

long since passed, with Saint-Beuve writing a century prior to Benjamin of ‘la détresse et le désastre de la librairie en

France’ now that literary production had lamentably been subject to industrialisation (Sainte-Beuve 2013, p. 7). The

result was a literature that ‘n’organisera rien de grand ni de fécond pour les lettres, parce que l’inspiration n’est pas là’

(ibid., p. 44).
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Troubles thrillers are identified as a tool of hegemonic discourse by Patrick Magee. He likens

their didactism to the morality tale whose binarism and simplism can feasibly accommodate and

transform any ideological or political issue whatever its complexity. Thus, the Troubles’ myriad

causes, belligerents, victims, and objectives are elided in what is in essence a modern conte:

The IRA is the big, bad ‘other’ of the British morality tale. The conventional, set piece

confrontations, between good and evil, hero and villain, capitalism and communism,

West and East, in Troubles fiction translate into the battle between the forces of law,

order and civilisation on the one hand, and on the other, the deviancy and chaos

attributed to the Provos. (Magee 2001, p. 18)

Popular mediums such as the thriller are ideally placed to present this narrative to individuals

in Britain. However, Magee (and history) tells us that British hegemony was never achieved in

Northern Ireland—there would be no Troubles if it had.
63

Consensus on the Northern Irish state’s

legitimacy, the right of the government and its ruling class to wield power, and the right of a

monopoly on violence by the state never fully materialised. But a wider hegemony broadly existed

prior to and was sustained throughout, namely, the legitimacy of a state and the right of a ruling

class to existence. The deeper precept of the Troubles thriller, capitalism as the dominant order

in the West, persisted. Magee’s presentation of the Troubles thriller as a genre sui generis, as

distinct from the thriller at large, leads inevitably to the conclusion that its “purpose” is the attempt

to maintain the British status quo in Ulster, and not that of a wider capitalist agenda which, it

could be argued, underpins all of Ireland’s woes.
64

The French troubles thriller shares within its

63
Indeed, total hegemony never can be: ‘The reality of any hegemony, in the extended political and cultural sense, is

that, while by definition it is always dominant, it is never either total not exclusive [. . . ] On the contrary, any hegemonic

process must be especially alert and responsive to the alternatives and opposition which question or threaten its

dominance’ (Williams 2009, p. 113).

64
As it was, most famously by James Connolly. True Irish freedom was not merely the replacing of one system for

another functionally identical one, but a wholesale transformation of the form of the state. Writing on the possibility of

uniting nationalist and socialist traditions in Ireland, Connolly insisted on the urgency of the latter over the former:

‘If you remove the English army to-morrow and hoist the green flag over Dublin Castle, unless you set about the

organisation of the Socialist Republic your efforts would be in vain. England would still rule you. She would rule you
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English-language counterpart in a majority of cases numerous traits and the same tendencies of

simplification and didactism. However, it remains free of the charge of attempting to strengthen

British domination over Ulster. SAS and, as we will see, a majority of Troubles thrillers in the

French language are about the business of presenting the Troubles in Ulster within a Western

capitalist hegemonic schema and the eradicating of conspiracies centred there.

It is the Irish characters the Troubles theme provides who offer exoticism and peril and whose

revolutionism makes them ideal subjects for KGB manipulation and compulsion; a stage on which

the playing out of the Machiavellian schema in SAS can occur. While much of the detail of

the narrative is accurate—even revealing
65
—it nevertheless presents few specificities from the

Troubles. Even Maureen, the seductive but deadly revolutionary with upper-class origins at the

head of a band of terrorists each occupying various stages of human evolution, is a routine SAS

trope.
66

It is this interpretation of the Troubles thriller genre that is the conclusion of Aaron

Kelly’s 2005 study, The Thriller and Northern Ireland since 1969: Utterly Resigned Terror. Focusing

on thrillers produced in Ireland and Northern Ireland, Kelly eschews the traditional reading of

through her capitalists, through her landlords, through her financiers, through the whole array of commercial and

individualist institutions she has planted in this country and watered with the tears of our mothers and the blood of our

martyrs [. . . ] It would be tantamount to a public declaration that our oppressors had so far succeeded in inoculating us

with their perverted conceptions of justice and morality that we had finally decided to accept those conceptions as our

own, and no longer needed an alien army to force them upon us’ (1987, p. 307).

65
For example, it seems improbable that the USSR would become involved in the Troubles, supplying new and

traceable weapons as depicted in Furie à Belfast. However information smuggled from the KGB’s foreign intelligence

archive in 1992 by archivist Vasili Mitrokhin demonstrates Soviet involvement and de Villiers’ depiction may contain

some element of truth. The Official IRA requested weapons from the KGB in November 1969. The KGB was initially

sceptical of the ability of the IRA to receive a shipment of weapons and keep secret the origin of such a shipment

(Andrew and Mitrokhin 2001, p. 278). In August 1972 under an operation code-named SPLASH (“Plan for the Operation

of a Shipment of Weapons to the Irish Friends”) went ahead, delivering a significant amount of weapons and ammunition

to the Official IRA. Unlike in S.A.S., Furie à Belfast, the KGB took intricate steps to conceal the weapons’ origin (ibid.,

p. 385). With these revelations only revealed after the Soviet Union’s fall, this aspect of de Villiers’ plot is strangely

prophetic.

66
Terrorist cells in SAS are typically ‘constitués d’un très petit nombre d’hommes (quatre ou cinq), ils sont dirigés

par une femme [. . . ] Généralement issus du peuple, éprouvés, délabrés par la vie, et n’ayant plus que la mort à attendre,

ces tueurs apparaissent privés de tout pouvoir – même sexuel [. . . ] Ils s’en sont remis à Elle, qualifiée de Pasionaria.

L’origine sociale de cette femme est tout autre. Liée à la grande bourgeoisie du pouvoir, son engagement oscille entre

la charité chrétienne et la mégalomanie dangereuse. Ses motivations s’expliquent souvent par son attachement — ou

son opposition — au père: sa lucidité politique s’en ressent et elle frise l’hystérie. Ses projets échouent et se payent de

plusieurs vies humaines’ (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1437).
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the ‘closed ahistorical continuum’ that is the Northern Irish thriller as a ‘passive reflection of the

North’s own interminable stasis’ (2005, p. 3). Rather, he seeks a ‘redemptive transcription’ of both

the thriller form and Northern Irish politics, to ‘find hope in texts that seem devoid of solace’ (ibid.,

p. 2). While Magee may see the seconding of specificities of the Troubles as part of a schema of

propagandistic misrepresentation, he may de-emphasise this larger paradigm, overlooking the

‘ungraspable and penumbral conspiracy, which ultimately foreshadows and obsessively stalks these

texts’, namely ‘the seemingly vast inscrutable logic of the global conspiracy of global capitalism

itself’ (ibid., p. 164). Given the overarching commercial imperative that underpins the Troubles

thriller, both English and French, the genre demands to be read in this ideological light.

Alongside the presentation of contentious narrative elements as simple and their resolution

therefore obvious,
67
repetition, and thus the spy thriller’s seriality, also plays a role in their existence

as aspects of a hegemonic discourse. The high degree of repetition from one text to another is an

integral aspect of popular serial production, consumption, and interpretation (Bleton 1995, p. 51).

The iterative schema of the spy thriller and other forms of popular literature replace lost forms

of ‘foreseeable communication’ that characterised social interactions in pre-industrial societies.

The contemporary worker and consumer navigating shifting and unpredictable social norms, far

from being turned away by redundancy, come to it for escape and repose (Eco 1972, p. 21). It

lends heroes a mythic potential through their essential agelessness and narrative predictability, an

aspect not availble to non-serial heroes (ibid., p. 15).
68

The reading of the spy thriller narrative in full view of its redundancy has about it something

of a ritual; like stories from pre-modernity whose events were eternally posterior and likely

67
Obviousness is another aspect of how ideology exerts itself, in this instance through ideological recognition

identified by Althusser: ‘C’est en effet le propre de l’idéologie que d’imposer (sans en avoir l’air, puisque ce sont des

“évidences”) les évidences comme évidences, que nous ne pouvons pas ne pas reconnaître’ (1976, p. 111).
68
The stasis of the serial spy thriller may even render its resolutions illusory and the actions of the spy absurd,

compared in particular with the detective in the crime fiction novel: ‘au moins il [le policier] résout les problèmes

auxquels il est confronté. L’espion ne peut influencer le cours des évènements d’actualité auxquels il s’affronte, il ne

peut changer l’histoire [. . . ] Le sujet est en principe inépuisable, mais les conclusions risquent de décevoir, sauf à nous

démontrer l’absurdité de ces actions’ (Thoveron 2008, p. 697).
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already known to their audience.
69

Linge’s mission to Ireland does not attempt to resolve the

crisis in Ulster and while there he meets and temporarily frustrates his old enemy, the KGB.

This encounter is the staging of a ritual; an agonistic encounter between the protagonist (with

whom the reader identifies) and the Other. It is the assertion of superiority of one’s own culture

or ideology—exdoxa—juxtaposed against something uncanny. Victory is assured and the exotic

milieus within SAS are an almost entirely symbolic space where ‘mythe et réalité se confondent’

and where the reader experiences the pleasure of recognising ‘la puissance de l’Occident’ (Raulin

and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1416).

The violence of the spy thriller narrative is ritualised insofar as it becomes centred on this

temporary expurgation. Bloom likens the repetitive taking to task of the ideological antagonist as

akin to Orwell’s two minutes of hate, the daily channelling of rage and anguish derived certainly

from the domestic conditions of life, but channelled outwards (C. Bloom 1990, p. 10; Orwell 1987,

pp. 14–18). The ritual is characterised by its focus, Emmanuel Goldstein, the heretical former party

member with his conspicuously foreign (Jewish) name, as well as its televisual medium; a modern

medium for a modern ritual. Be it television, or the mass-market paperback, the reproducibility

of the spectacle divorces it from ritual (which is tied to the religious cult) and as a result ‘the

whole social function of art is revolutionised. Instead of being founded on ritual, it is based on

a different practice: politics’ (Benjamin 2010, p. 17). From novel to novel in spy thrillers series,

texts ‘keep[. . . ] hammering away at the same meaning we have peacefully acquired upon reading

the first book of the series’ (Eco 1972, p. 21). This “hammering away” is an effective method

of fixing meaning, where it renders a ‘rhetorical function’—the theme of the degeneracy of the

non-Western Other—‘a commonplace’ (Franco Moretti 1988, p. 5) while simultaneously closing off

contending interpretations. In its moments of conservative paroxysm, popular cultural forms like

69
Eco invokes narratives surrounding Hercules, Roland the Paladin, ecclesiastical art, and Oedipus as all examples

of the myth whose “success” is not the revelation of some unknown element or antagonist, but the recognition and

reception of the expected and familiar (1972, pp. 14–15).
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the spy thriller readily assume a propagandistic function making the genre ‘a direct intervention

by the state at the level of the imagination by one of its unpaid functionaries: the Cold War Artist’

(C. Bloom 1990, p. 10).

The Troubles subject matter has thus provided fertile ground for SAS to enact a crusade against

dangerous beliefs and demonstrate, through his success, the superiority of the Western capitalistic

line. If the word “crusade” is routinely misapplied, it is nevertheless a parallel that Linge himself

invokes.
70

Tellingly, this comes when his own personal conduct deviates wildly from acceptable

norms. He excuses his attempted sexual assault of Maureen by saying to himself that ‘ses ancêtres

durant les croisades en avaient fait bien d’autres. Et que cela n’avait pas terni leur blason. . . ’

(1974, p. 67). He attributes his actions to an excess of Irish whiskey, which seems to have the

power to ‘faire fondre son vernis de civilisation’ (ibid., p. 67), and is indicative of the generally

corruptive nature of Irish alterity. For Linge, like his holy predecessors, if he errs during his

own crusade, his cause’s justness leaves his honour intact and does nothing to subvert the moral

legitimacy of his mission; namely, to save Ireland from heterodoxy (heresy, even) of deviant Irish

revolutionaries corrupted by the pervasive malignancy of the arch-nemesis in the SAS universe,

the USSR. Once rooted out, Ireland can once more be returned to the bosom of the Occidental

capitalistic endoxon.71 The crusade metaphor is apt for illustrating this unambiguously moral

aspect of SAS’s mission in Ireland: ‘crusading operated as the ultimate manifestation of conviction

politics in medieval western Europe’, the physical outpouring of a ‘worldview conducive to a siege

mentality, a form of cultural paranoia so often the underbelly of cultural assertiveness’ (Tyerman

70
From the 18

th
century to the present, we tend to use the term synonymously with ‘any vigorous good cause’,

particularly those including narratives of ‘just cause and sanctified violence’ (Tyerman 2005, p. 138) seeing inevitable

but often flawed parallels between the circumstances of medieval Europe and Middle East and our own. The disparities

between the Middle Ages and the Cold War periods are clear, however the moral dimensions of the activities of spy

thriller heroes and a persistent cultural and ideological Othering of the Irish subject justify the term.

71
The premise of the Aristotelian dialectic is ‘the asking of something acceptable to everyone, most people, or the

wise’—endoxa is here translated as ‘something acceptable’—(Aristotle 1997, p. 9). Unlike later Platonic arguments, where

common opinions are often introduced so that they may be critiqued, Aristotle uses such a premise to ‘clarify what

could justifiably be retained’ (Bunnin and Yu 2004, p. 209), an inherently conservative position. A similar dialectic is

present in the spy thriller which typically presents an unerring defence of the status quo.
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2005, p. 83). The deeply conservativeWeltanschauung present in the spy thriller similarly enacts

decisive manifestations of belief based on a mentality of besiegement. The spy thriller is a modern

discursive response to a timeless threat of ‘barbares aux portes’ (Neveu 1985, p. 128). Within this

schema, the presentation of Ireland, the Irish, and the Troubles as exotic and an exception to the

comfortable Western European edifice is a predicate to SAS’s ethical imperative, the valorisation

of the Occident.

The metaphor of the crusade can also inform a reading of the French Troubles thriller showing

it not to be in service of British hegemony in Ireland, but within the domestic (French) space. The

Anglo-Norman invasion of Ireland in the twelfth century, although not a crusade, was nevertheless

legitimised through appeals to Irish religious heterodoxy and the invasion’s accompanying textual

legitimacy (primarily in the form of the writings of Gerald of Wales and the Papal Bull known

as Laudabiliter) emphasised Irish alterity and English royal piety.
72

The document’s validity is

uncertain and it is likely to be a fabrication produced after the invasion with the goal of asserting

the crown’s supremacy in Ireland over its own knights.
73 Laudabiliter and the British Troubles

thriller both locate a source of deviancy in Ireland, but neither can be seen as credible attempts to

convince the Irish of their own alterity.
74

Although the French Troubles thriller is distant from the

72
For better or for worse, Gerald of Wales’s chronicles are the primary historical source for the invasion of Ireland.

He recorded in his Topographia hiberniae (1187) numerous descriptions of oddities and uncouth customs of Ireland and

the Irish such as a fish with three gold teeth ‘of about fifty pounds weight [. . . ] and that the colour they assumed was a

presage of the golden times of future conquest immediately impending’ (Cambrensis 1905, p. 72), ‘a woman who had a

beard, and a hairy crest and mane on her back’ (ibid., p. 84), ‘an animal which was half-ox, half-man’ (ibid., p. 85), ‘A

goat that had intercourse with a woman [. . . ] O foul and disgraceful deed’ (ibid., p. 86) and even ‘that cocks in Ireland

crow at different hours from those in other countries’ (ibid., p. 87). Even Ireland’s saints are ‘of a vindictive temper’,

an appropriate communion for a people who are ‘beyond all others irascible and prompt to revenge’ (ibid., p. 111).

His later text, Expugnatio Hibernica written in 1189, included the first known copy of Laudabiliter, and presented the

Irish as a barbarous people, corrosive of order and a challenge to the Roman Church, in response to which the Papacy

charged the English king ‘to enter this island of Ireland in order to subdue the people and make them obedient to laws,

and to root out from among them the weeds of sin’ (ibid., p. 261). This narrative reconfiguration of the Irish as exotic,

specifically in terms of manners and religious orthodoxy, was novel for its time and was ‘one of the most fundamental

ideological shifts in the history of the British Isles’ (Gillingham 2000, p. 24).

73
Allegedly issued in 1159 by Adrian IV, the first and only English Pope, it seems to have been ‘dusted off’ by Gerald

of Wales some time after the invasion (Vincent 2018, p. 190).

74
It is difficult to assess the exposure of Northern Irish people to Troubles thrillers. The reticence of the Northern

Irish writers to broach the topic in literature points to an antipathy towards the subject. Leading crime fiction author
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politics of contemporary Ulster, the character of Linge’s mission in Ireland is strikingly similar to

this schema: ideological heterodoxy is present in Ireland, a demonstration that the world beyond

the Western sphere of influence is a breeding ground of horrors against which a defence can and

must be undertaken.

1.4 Old Blood and new: Bruce’s OSS 117 and Serge Jacquemard’s

Galaad in Ireland.

SAS’s heroism is based on his exceptionalism. His superlative traits make him a desirable proposi-

tion for his employers. He can even at times transcend the diktats of his agency—moments of true

heroism. Two other texts of the Troubles thriller corpus, Josette Bruce’s Cauchemar irlandais pour

O.S.S. 117 (Paris: Presses de la Cité, 1982) and Serge Jacquemard’s 1977 Hécatombe dans l’ombre

(Paris: Fleuve noir), make visible this tension between the state and the individual but, lacking the

superlative rank and traits of Linge, their protagonists do not so successfully liberate themselves

from the state. The Irish setting is again shown to be exotic and the Troubles offer points of

ingress for damaging non-orthodox beliefs into the Western sphere. Both novels come later than

SAS, during a period of crisis for heroic representation in the thriller throughout the 1970s, when

the authority and legitimacy the state began to be questioned. Maintaining the motif of the

superlatively gifted hero but without the autonomy of SAS, Bruce and Jacquemard’s protagonists,

in their antinomy to the state’s inhuman will, still attempt to resist the bureaucratisation of the

Adrian McKinty reflected on local writers’ apathy in a 2017 interview: ‘It was basically a society that was scared, and

under siege, and it almost maybe seemed vulgar to be dealing with these issues that were so intense and scary’ (Magennis

2017). The British and American monopoly on the topic may also have played a role. McKinty brands Hollywood films

on the Troubles as ‘complete artistic failures’ that were off-putting for anyone looking to represent Northern Ireland

in a serious or thoughtful way. American Elizabeth Bouché, in a 1992 article for Belfast cultural magazine Fortnight,

comments on the gathering of Troubles thrillers in Belfast’s Linen Hall Library as a ‘freak show’. Her own status as

a foreigner allows her to enjoy such novels with a ‘detached amusement’ but, given texts’ representational laziness,

Northern Irish writers’ antipathy to the depicting the conflict, and Northern Irish audiences apparent ‘obsession [. . . ]

that the world is getting the wrong idea about Northern Ireland’ (Bouché 1992, p. 16), it seems unlikely they were

widely enjoyed in the country.
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spy hero that we see in the next chapter.

Few demonstrate the shifting topography of the spy thriller field more effectively than the

OSS 117. The series boasts an impressive longevity and was published for 33 years from 1949 to

1963 and again from 1966 to 1985. Each of the 88 novels during this initial 14-year period were

written by series creator Jean Bruce (1921-1963). Following Bruce’s death, his widow, Josette Bruce

(1920-1996), took the helm and wrote a further 143 texts. The series was once again renewed by

the Bruces’ children François and Martine in the series “Les nouvelles aventures d’OSS 117” which

comprised 24 novels published between 1987 and 1992.
75

Bruce’s spy hero, Hubert Bonisseur de la

Bath, an American Louisiana-born agent, but of French descent, sets a precedent for French spy

fiction in the post-war period.

His creation came at a moment when the United States was ascending to the position of

superpower and guardian of theWest and so Bruce’s choice to have anAmerican hero acknowledges

the reality of the eclipsing of European hard power. At the same time, his ancestry assures him

a cultural cachet that few Americans can access: ‘Hubert Bonnisseur de la Bath avait hérité de

ses lointains ancêtres français, le goût de la grandeur, de la beauté, de la majesté’ (J. Bruce 1982,

p. 23).
76

Hubert is a seasoned and experienced agent, decisive, independent, well-bred, in excellent

physical condition, who acts instinctively; traits that become clichéd as the decades have passed.
77

75
Although the authorship of the series is uncertain. The novels cite only the Bruce surname, with the foreword of

the novel Le Cartel revealing that the texts of the series ‘sont l’œuvre de plusieurs personnes, dont l’identité n’est pas

dévoilée’ (1988).

76
The choice of name for Bruce’s protagonist is deliberate; “bonir” (or “bonnir”) translates from old French slang as

“to say” or “recount” and “bath” as “good” or “agreeable”.

77
Given OSS 117’s status as archetypal, it is unsurprising that the character was reprised once again in the 2006

satirical film OSS 117: Le Caire, nid d’espions. Set in Egypt in 1955, the film depicts the exotic locale of Cairo as a hotbed

of clandestine activity. OSS 117, retaining his WWII American code-name, is now an SDECE agent and so is dispatched

to the region by the French president to, according to the film’s official synopsis, ‘mettre de l’ordre dans cette pétaudière

au bord du chaos’. A 21
st
century view of the series reveals elements of OSS 117’s characterisation have aged poorly,

providing director Hazanavicius ample material to pillory. Scrutiny of these outdated aspects, as well as the faithful

recreation of a mid-century aesthetic, have been hailed as among the film’s most interesting and successful elements:

‘Le véritable intérêt du film réside dans la re-création du personnage d’OSS 117, hilarant parce que franchouillard,

chauvin, xénophobe, bourré de préjugés raciaux, coloniaux et culturels, misogyne, homophobe. Toutes caractéristiques

qui étaient déjà dans les romans de Bruce, et que les auteurs du film ont eu la bonne idée d’amplifier suffisamment pour

aboutir au portrait type du Français arrogant’ (Morain 2006).
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OSS 117’s literary inception precedes that of James Bond by four years and so Bonisseur de la Bath

is an archetypal, refined but lethal, gentleman spy.

The first OSS 117 novel, the 1949 Tu parles d’une ingénue!. . . was the inaugural text from

the newly founded Fleuve noir publishing house and the first in its series “Spécial police”. The

following year, Jean Bruce would be the first author published in its new Espionnage series, which

was largely responsible for the codifying of the spy thriller genre in France. Bruce later moved to

rival house Presses de la Cité directing and publishing in the series Collection Jean Bruce from

1953, in which all further OSS 117 novels appeared.
78

Bruce was one of several early figures whose

prolific output helped to usher in an ‘âge d’or’ for spy fiction in France (Neveu 1985, p. 20).
79

OSS

117 is emblematic of ‘la vieille garde’ of French spy fiction, typified by an unwavering aversion to

politics in favour of patriotism and a taste for adventure (ibid., p. 68). The series’ revival in 1966

under Josette Bruce attracted milder critical praise and was seen by many as little more than an

exclusively commercial enterprise,
80
with the plots described as being ‘d’une persévérante banalité’

(Veraldi 1983, p. 98). Coming almost 30 years after the series’ inception, Cauchemar irlandais pour

OSS 117 (1982) arrived in a marketplace that was radically different from its post-war heyday.

Newer, more politically orientated heroes had arrived and OSS 117 was unable to respond to the

needs of readers as effectively as younger rivals. Neveu notes such failings as ‘documentation

médiocre, incohérences du personnage qui joue à la fois sur le registre de l’olympien par son

standing et du “loubar” par ses comportements’ (Neveu 1985, p. 69). Josette Bruce is the only

female author in the Troubles fiction corpus. However, this fact seems to have done little to cause

Bruce to alter Bonisseur de la Bath’s traits or behaviour. Whether unwilling to seriously alter

78
Bruce’s final novel published with Fleuve noir was 1952’s Sous peine de mort, the 26th in the Espionnage collection,

and Bruce’s 18
th
.

79Tu parles d’une ingénue !. . . was written over a three-week period and for a time Bruce continued to write one

novel a month (Veraldi 1983, p. 98).

80
It was Josette Bruce who encouraged her husband to begin writing novels after their own detective agency folded.

Following Jean Bruce’s death, she was hesitant to continue the OSS series in her husband’s place, protesting to his

editor ‘Mais, je ne suis pas écrivain!’ to which he replied, ‘Lui non plus’ (ibid., p. 98).
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the formula that had brought such success to and her husband or aware of the demands and

composition of her audience,
81
Bruce affected only minor change to the series. Nevertheless, she

was able to adapt and thus preserve Bonniseur de la Bath by making him ‘le plus politique des

vétérans’ (Neveu 1985, p. 81). This ensured his continued presence within the spy thriller field

while many rival series faltered.

Cauchemar irlandais pour OSS 117 is the 210
th
novel of the series “Collection Jean Bruce” and

the 122
nd

written by Josette Bruce. The novel depicts OSS 117 seeking repose from his stressful

lifestyle in rural Co. Kerry where Ireland’s otherworldly peace is fitting for Hubert who ‘avait

voulu oublier le matricule “OSS 117” et retrouver la vie tranquille des hommes qui n’ont rien à voir

avec le monde parallèle du renseignement’ (1982, p. 8). Before long he becomes the target of not

only the IRA (who suspect him of spying for the British), but also MI5 (who believe he is working

with the IRA), the CIA (who suspect him of being a mole and leaking sensitive intelligence to the

Russians), and the KGB (who attempt to stop Hubert from revealing the identity of the real mole).

Severed completely from his agency’s support, Hubert relies on his considerable experience

and faculties to repeatedly escape capture and dodge assassination attempts. His mission to

uncover the real mole and thus prove his innocence takes him across the border into Northern

Ireland. Along the way he enlists some allies, either through seduction, for which Hubert has

some talent, or through chance, which plays a significant role in the story. From Belfast, having

at last convinced fellow CIA agent Enrique Sagarra of his innocence, it is a short trip to London

where Hubert reveals the real mole’s identity clearing his name.

Heroism for OSS is instinctive. With instincts so finely attuned to danger that they become

almost a sixth sense, we see Bonisseur de la Bath begin to react even in the face of an unrevealed

and unknown danger. Driving through an otherwise peaceful and idyllic Irish countryside, quite

81
The spy thriller is undoubtedly an object for male consumption. Little research has been done regarding the

sociology of the readership of the roman d’espionnage, although Thoveron does cite one survey that places the genre’s

average female readership at 10%, inexplicably rising to 35% for SAS (Thoveron 2008, p. 710). Attempts to increase this

readership, such as the series “Victoria” written by Annick de Villiers (see page 164) met with little success.
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suddenly ‘[s]es yeux venaient d’accrocher quelque chose et son réflexe fut automatique. Il ne

réfléchit même pas tant son habitude du danger était grande’ (1982, p. 14). Hubert, both through

habituation and luck, acts instinctually and decisively: ‘Son instinct d’agent spécial ne le trompait

jamais’ (ibid., p. 15). He need only train his weapon in the general direction of a distant target

and ‘[t]héoriquement, ses automatisme d’agent spécial devient faire le reste’ (ibid., p. 139). As

in marksmanship, so too in romance: ‘Sans réfléchir, uniquement guidé par ce désir qui venait

de l’envahir, Hubert s’avança vers elle’ (ibid., p. 59). Readers are left in little doubt that Hubert

Bonisseur de la Bath is an extraordinary individual.

However, by the time Cauchemar irlandais pour OSS 117 was published the aloof and privileged

professional had dated. Bruce’s awareness of the shift from protagonists whose heroism is predi-

cated on standing and genetics to those for whom experience is pivotal is reflected in references to

Hubert’s exceptional conditioning and experience. OSS 117 is revealed to the reader as someone

for whom ‘l’habitude de voir la mort rôder autour de lui’ (ibid., p. 12) is commonplace. Indeed, his

training verges on being excessive: he is ‘l’homme surentraîné, habitué au danger’ (ibid., p. 35).

OSS 117’s heroism is supplemented by exceptional training and experience, but not predicated

on it. Other agents, such as Hubert’s colleague Enrique Sagarra, are similarly trained for the

dangerous and the unexpected (ibid., pp. 139, 176) and even the IRA have access to training and its

combatants are experienced individuals.
82

Training and experience offer a kind of heroism that is

accessible to almost anyone and thus represent a democratisation of the hero that existentially

imperils veterans such as OSS 117. Where brute force is needed, any number of henchmen can

perform almost as well as he and for tactical reasoning, technology (such as the CIA’s tactical

computer) threatens to make his intuitions and analytical skills redundant. For that reason, both

are shown as lacking here. Hubert is dismissive of the CIA’s tactical computers that have not only

failed to detect the mole within the agency, but have also wrongly directed culpability toward

82
One of Hubert’s would-be republican assassins, Michael Blaney ‘était un combattant confirmé à l’entraînement

poussé et à l’expérience conséquente’ (J. Bruce 1982, p. 73) but is soundly defeated by OSS 117 in combat.
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him: ‘Ça, c’était la meilleure! Les sacro-saints ordinateurs de la CIA avaient confirmé qu’il était

urgent de le faire disparaître! Simplement parce que des informations leur avaient été données

à ingurgiter’ (J. Bruce 1982, p. 90). The motif of the tactical computer is a crystallisation of an

inhuman bureaucratic element antithetical to the action-orientated agent.

In his study of the thriller genre, Jerry Palmer classifies three archetypes of character in the

thriller: the Amateur, the Bureaucrat, and the Professional. The Bureaucrat believes that through

‘programmed action’ they can ‘abolish the random’ (1978, p. 7). Thriller antagonists are often of

this type (Palmer’s analysis uses the example of James Bond’s principal antagonist in his earlier

novels, SMERSH). It is a flawed dogma and the Bureaucrat is not able to attain the heroic and

is invariably thwarted by the hero. A Professional, the hero has the capacity to learn from past

experiences and adapt but the Bureaucrat does not: ‘In the world of the Bureaucrat everything has

a place and a time [he] cannot learn from experience because in his world there is nothing new

and unexpected [. . . ] This is why, when circumstances deviate from the norms he has established,

he is lost’ (ibid., p. 11). This is where OSS 117 surpasses the CIA’s computer, which simply cannot

imagine the un-programmed. Computers, through their expense and complexity also represent a

denial of fair play and human attributes. OSS 117 is sceptical of the role computers play in the

spying game, seeing them as representative of an inhuman Realpolitik directed by expediency

that the diminishing cachet of the state throughout the late 1960s and 70s brings to the fore.
83

83
They are, nevertheless, a potent metaphor for superhuman mental capacity and can be found elsewhere in the

corpus. Not all usages are negative. SAS’s superlative mental reasoning is often related in terms of a computer: ‘Son

cerveau se mit à travailler comme un ordinateur bien programmé’ (Villiers 1974, p. 233). This trope is present from the

very beginning of SAS and we read in 1965’s S.A.S. à Istanbul that ‘[à] la CIA on l’appelait parfois l’IBM à cause de

sa mémoire prodigieuse’ (Villiers and Raabe 1993, p. 4). The metaphor’s efficacy is lessened by the fact that the IBM

2361 constructed in 1965, then ‘the largest computer memory ever built’ (IBM 2020, p. 27), had a capacity of 2MB—a

little over 2 million bytes (Pugh, Johnson, and J. H. Palmer 1991, p. 203)—while an ordinary human brain may have an

equivalent capacity of one quadrillion (10
15
) bytes (Interlandi 2016). Perhaps aware of the clumsiness of the metaphor,

Dominique Ponchardier uses it less literally in 1978’s Irish micmac (Paris: Plon): ‘Sa tête travaillait à la vitesse des
quinze ordinateurs de la CIA ajoutés à ceux du KGB’ (Dominique 1978b, p. 81). A memory like that of a computer is

not restricted solely to the espionage heroes of the corpus. In Georges-Jean Arnaud’s 1980 novel Colonel Dog (Paris:

Fleuve noir) the character of Sullivan, a former IRA militant is similarly equipped with a ‘formidable intelligence et une

mémoire d’ordinateur’ (Arnaud 1980, p. 132).
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The IRA, lacking the resources of the larger national intelligence agencies but who have a

surfeit of dedicated manpower, succeed in capturing OSS 117 where others fail:

Bien sûr, il était tombé sur le groupe qui pouvait raisonnablement être considéré

comme le moins “professionnel” de tous ceux étant à ses trousses, mais dans certaines

occasions, les idéalistes ne faisaient pas non plus le détail et s’avéraient même parfois

plus résolus et intransigeants que des agents de services secrets. (J. Bruce 1982, p. 110)

Republicans (the only Irish people portrayed in Cauchemar irlandais) are presented with ambiva-

lence, perhaps because their organisation relies solely on this human aspect being challenged in

the CIA. Irish republican combatants are driven by very human motivations: idealism,
84
a sense

of honour, and a desire for legitimacy.
85

The sole overt instance of anti-Irish sentiments in the

novel comes from the novel’s antagonist Jonathan Demsley who believes Hubert to be working

alongside republicans and views such an alliance as indicative of some character defect in Hubert

(ibid., p. 84). Belfast is presented as an occupied city, in a sense legitimising the Irish republican

fight: ‘. . . quel que fût le temps, Belfast conservait son atmosphère étrange de ville blessé, occupée’

(ibid., p. 143). Undesirable, certainly, but the Troubles (and presumably the British “occupation”

of Northern Ireland with it) is the status quo. In the eyes of Hubert, being in a perpetual state

of war is simply the lot of the city: ‘Ici, le combat était de chaque instant et Belfast exhibait les

meurtrissures d’une lutte sans fin’ (ibid., p. 143). An Irish idiosyncrasy, the conflict’s resolution

is not an objective of OSS 117. Neither Hubert nor Enqrique Sagarra ‘n’avaient pas le cœur à

s’intéresser au conflit irlandais’ and their own mission to exonerate Hubert and find the identity

of the real mole is a ‘problème [. . . ] tout autre. Et pas moins crucial’ (ibid., p. 143).

84
One such combatant, Michael O’Blaney, feels ‘l’exaltation à se battre pour l’Irlande et rien d’autre ne comptait’

(1982, p. 73).

85
For example, after capturing Hubert, they are keen to be seen as respecting due process and convene a court

martial: ‘les Républicains avaient la réputation de faire les choses dans les règles, pour bien montrer qu’ils respectaient

un code précis et n’étaient pas qu’un regroupement de terroristes uniquement préoccupés de faire des coups de main et

de lutter contre l’État britannique’ (ibid., p. 106).
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OSS 117 arrives in Ireland a seasoned agent and the series well established, although past

its commercial and critical high point. Shifts in demand to which the spy thriller was unable to

respond, compounded by an ‘absence de sang nouveau’ among writers (Neveu 1985, p. 42), began

to push the hitherto popular and productive spy thriller formula towards obsolescence. This is not

to say the form was exhausted totally and some new authors, such as Serge Jacquemard, came to

the field during this twilight. Jacquemard produced an impressive oeuvre: 28 novels in the series

Espionnage at Fleuve noir, from 1977 continuing until the series’ cessation in 1987, 30 published in

the collection Spécial police between 1974 and 1987, 43 in Flics de choc (1980 - 1988), 16 in Grand

Succès from 1973 to 1980, and from 1987 until the series’ demise in 1996. Jacquemard also assumed

the mantle of the spy thriller increvable Paul Kenny.86 Jacquemard’s 1977 novel Hécatombe dans

l’ombre (Paris: Fleuve noir) was the author’s first work of spy fiction. The novel brings together

several of the genre’s tried and tested tropes: the professional team (likely borrowed form Claude

Rank’s Force M), the inclusion of computers and technology (and an antagonistic relationship with

them, visible also in Cauchemar irlandais pour OSS 117 ), anticommunism, the inscrutable agency

director, le Vieux,
87
and an antagonistic relationship between parent agency or organisation and

agents.

Jacquemard’s novel introduces the shadowy “Galaad”, a secret section of the NSA whose task

it is to ‘résoudre les problèmes devant lesquels les autres services butaient’ (Jacquemard 1977,

p. 17). The name recalls the most chaste of Arthurian knights, whose purity allows him to succeed

in the legendary quest for the grail where even Lancelot, his father, cannot.
88

Used by Jacquemard

86
Beginning with 1953’s Sans issue !, 28th in the series Espionnage, the Kenny novels feature the recurring protagonist,

SDECE agent Francis Coplan. Created initially to fill the void left by Jean Bruce’s departure from Fleuve noir in 1952,

the series enjoyed considerable success in its heyday, selling upwards of 3.5 million copies in 1970.

87
A trope introduced by Dominique Ponchardier (Thoveron 2008, p. 701) whose 1978 novel Irish micmac (Paris:

Plon) will be examined in the next chapter.

88
Expressed in Tennyson’s presentation of the knight in his 1842 poem Sir Galahad, which draws from Malory’s

Le Morte d’Arthur : ‘My strength is as the strength of ten,/Because my heart is pure.’ His purity also immunises him

from temptation and makes him a figure of orthodoxy: ‘But all my heart is drawn above,/My knees are bow’d in crypt

and shrine:/I never felt the kiss of love,/Nor maiden’s hand in mine’ (Tennyson 2007, p. 166). Galahad’s purity—his

resistance to temptation is not a feat of strength of will, but through ‘stainless purity [. . . ] without moral and ethical
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as his clandestine group’s codename, it is a symbol of faith, bravery, and orthodoxy. Its members

are highly skilled and trained individuals who possess a remarkable intelligence, are polyglots,

and are skilled in multiple forms of combat. They are, in short, the ideal group to unravel the

mystery of an unknown and inexplicable, fatal sickness that seems to have returned along with the

astronauts from a top-secret lunar mission. The disease spreads and the US government’s greatest

minds are unable to find a cause, let alone a cure. One of the astronauts from the mission, Colonel

William Corfield, is suspected. The NSA, aided by its tactical computer, determine that the most

sensible course of action is to eliminate Corfield. Convinced of Corfield’s innocence, Johnny Slay,

Galaad’s mission leader, travels to Northern Ireland to investigate an apparent outbreak of the

same mystery illness of a leading Irish republican militant, Mary Connolly.

Following the deaths of over three hundred mourners at Connolly’s funeral, the team forge an

alliance with the IRA to stand against the formidable firebrand preacher Reverend Kevin Butler

and the terrorist group he leads, the Unionist Castigators. The IRA aid them in their investigation

and eventually Johnny Slay discovers that the Russians are behind the killings. The KGB, having

recently suffered a string of costly and embarrassing defeats, released the deadly nerve agent

responsible for the deaths on American soil to demonstrate the Soviet Union’s continued potency

and save its leadership from imminent government purges brought on by its ineffectualness. Slay

delivers the agent responsible—the wily and ruthless Colonel Youri Groukine of the KGB—to the

IRA and the team return to the USA with the evidence they need to clear Corfield of suspicion. A

few days later, however, Slay discovers that Corfield has been assassinated as the US government

does not wish the poisonings to become public knowledge and potentially endanger thawing

relations between the USA and the USSR. Bitterly, but with resignation, Slay remarks ‘C’était la

raison d’État qui triomphait. . . ’ (1977, p. 222).

conflicts’— as well as divine protection that places him beyond all moral reproach, makes him a less than compelling

figure for modern literature (Lupack 2007, p. 444). Some modern recreations of the character, such as in Lavie Tidhar’s

2020 novel By Force Alone (London: Head of Zeus) transform the knight into a more engaging character, if a morally

repellent one.
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Jacquemard’s novel ends by explicitly recalling the tension between the inhuman will of the

state and the personal autonomy of the individual. Slay, despite his role as a dutiful and honourable

agent, is repelled by the sacrificing of a citizen in the name of political expediency: ‘La nausée

envahit Johnny Slay’ (1977, p. 222). The members of Galaad, although they are ethically aware,

lack the independence of SAS who is able to partially resist the will of the organisation. Wholly

subordinate to its whims, they can only express their discontentment, at least to each other.

As with OSS 117, the tactical computer as a representation of the inhuman will of the state is

also present in Hécatombe. Slay learns of the computer’s recommendation to eliminate William

Corfield and is highly critical of the NSA’s unthinking obedience: ‘Eux et leur foutu ordinateur!

[. . . ] Il avait froid dans le dos, car il se souvenait qu’à trois reprises dans le passé, il avait été témoin

de décisions semblables concoctées par le fameux ordinateur de la N.S.A.’ (ibid., p. 82). Both OSS

117 and Johnny Slay’s disdain suggests that some ineffable human element is lacking in modern

politics and espionage. They represent an approach to planning that eschews human instinct and

feeling; the bureaucratic element.

Jacquemard’s heroes encounter the Troubles only tangentially, however they are sufficiently

impacted by the suffering of the people they see that their professionalism and allegiance to their

mission is challenged. Galaad’s unusual composition is worth noting. Aside from Johnny Slay

its members are conspicuously Irish-sounding; Sean Fitzsimmons, Shirley Mahone, and Jimmy

O’Dwyer.
89

We soon learn that Slay, Fitzsimmons, Mahone, and O’Dwyer are all of Irish descent

and, feeling a personal connection with Ireland, react to the devastation of Belfast caused by the

conflict with sadness and remark on the dramatic difference between the image of Ireland as a

bucolic idyll and its reality: ‘Johnny Slay secoua la tête, le cœur serré par la tristesse. [Ils] étaient

des Américains d’origine irlandaise et le spectacle qui s’offrait à eux de ce qu’était devenue cette

partie du “vieux pays”, de la verte Erin, était particulièrement affligeant’ (ibid., p. 96). Mahone in

89
The fifth and final member of the group, Sally Gadinksi, remains in the USA for the duration of the mission,

guarding William Corfield from an NSA assassin.
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particular, as a member of the ‘Irish American Committee’,
90
has her loyalties tested when doubt

is cast on the trustworthiness of the republicans Galaad is working with. When suspicion is cast

upon the IRA after the bombing of the headquarters of the Unionist Castigators seemingly based

on intelligence supplied by Galaad, Slay cautions Mahone to maintain her professionalism: ‘il ne

faudrait pas que le triomphe de la cause catholique, que tu souhaites de tout ton cœur, entrave

nos activités au sein de Galaad’ (1977, p. 139). Happily, the republicans are shown to have been

trustworthy, and instead it is Loyalists being controlled by the Kremlin, who present upset to the

status quo.

While the Russians do not hesitate to manipulate the Troubles to their own ends, Galaad

rejects such partisanship. Slay’s saving of Brennan, a republican militant, who is being pursued by

the British Army (ibid., pp. 100–103) is an act in line with his mission’s directives, offering Slay

the opportunity for inroads into the clandestine organisation and not spontaneous heroism: ‘Je ne

peux me permettre de sauver la vie des gens à tout bout de champ’ (ibid., pp. 108–109). Despite his

own feelings on the alliance, Slay makes clear that he has no desire to become mixed up in the

conflict on either side (ibid., p. 130).

If Slay and his team approach Irish republicans with a benevolent ambivalence, Ulster Loyalists

and the British receive an overwhelmingly negative characterisation. The British army are ‘troupes

d’occupation [...] universellement haïes’ (ibid., p. 97). Meanwhile, the Protestant residents of Belfast

are blind to the suffering of their Catholic neighbours: ‘Ces ordures de protestants [. . . ] ne s’en

font pas du tout pendant que nous, on se fait massacrer par les Britiches’ (ibid., p. 102). The

word ‘terroriste’ is paired only with the fictional Unionist Castigators, who align themselves

with Groukine who offers the use of the Russian nerve agent to eliminate Catholics. The IRA,

however, is referred to as a participant in a ‘guerre civile’ (ibid., p. 106) and its militants are not

90
A fictional version of the organisation NORAID (Irish Northern Aid Committee); an American body alleged to

have raised funds for the Provisional IRA; an accusation the organisation denies. Jacquemard’s fictional organisation

provides financial support to the Republican cause, as well as ‘aides d’autres natures. . . ’ (Jacquemard 1977, p. 94).
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terrorists, but soldiers in an internecine conflict. Further critique of the British state is offered

through the obvious collusion between the Army and the Unionist Castigators. We read that

the Castigator’s HQ is passed by British Army patrols who take no action against so what is

blatantly a terrorist headquarters (1977, p. 129).
91

One of several caricatures of the Rev Ian Paisley

in the corpus is presented here: the Reverend Kevin Butler.
92

Johnny Slay provides the following

résumé of the reverend’s paramilitary organisation: ‘J’ai entendu dire dans cette bonne ville de

Belfast que les Unionist Castigators, et leur chef, constituaient une secte d’assassins fanatiques

qui n’hésitaient pas à massacrer femmes et enfants lorsqu’ils n’appartenaient pas à la religion qui

était la leur.’ Butler does not contradict this, responding only with a ‘signe de tête imperceptible’

(ibid., pp. 168–169).

Organisations such as the KGB and the NSA demonstrate a disregard for human life that

appals Slay. When Groukine reveals the number of deaths following the testing of their chemical

weapon,
93
the Russian’s matter-of-fact reply ‘glaça le sang dans [ses] veines’ (ibid., p. 210). Slay’s

distaste for taking human life extends even to those of unscrupulous enemies. Refusing Groukine’s

request for political asylum in the USA, Slay devises what he feels is a more fitting solution. He

will hand the Russians over to the IRA, who presumably will deliver its own justice in light of the

lives casually taken by Groukine in Belfast. He admits, however, even when his ‘sale besogne’ is

being carried out by another, he is repulsed by it (ibid., p. 217). The parallel between Slay’s own

parent agency, who find it politically expedient to execute one of its own (the unfortunate William

Corfield), and the Russians’ casual disregard for life when testing their weapon highlights the

dangers of a deference to the will of the state. This antagonism between agent and organisation, and

91
Which rather helpfully presents itself as such; ‘Ça ressemble à un quartier général de terroristes, ou quelque chose

comme ça’ (1977, p. 129).

92
Others include G.-J. Arnaud’s Rev Jonathan Murphy from the 1972 novel Le Commander et le Révérend (Fleuve

noir), Michel Carnal’s Révérend Haslett in La Balade irlandaise (Fleuve noir), and Révérend Forster in Claude Rank’s

1974 Le Serment de Shannon (Fleuve noir). With the exception of Arnaud, most of these are parenthetical characters,

merely adding authenticity to the Northern Irish récit.
93
With victims of the weapon numbering in the hundreds of thousands (ibid., p. 221).
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thus the state, is apparent here. It mirrors the tension between the undemocratic and superlative

classical hero and the democratic and banal professional hero of the next section. It is this distance

between agency and agent that sees heroes such as Slay and his team straddle the division between

the classically heroic, and the professionals of the next chapter.

1.5 Conclusion

This first exploration of the French Troubles thriller has presented a genre steeped in a conservative

ideology. Beyond the merely diegetic, these novels are part of a discursive crusade that seeks to

establish and enforce a referential conservative hegemony in the real world beyond the confines

and specificities of their subject matter. While it appears to retain tropes and representational tics

from its English-language counterpart, its object is different. The othering of the Irish that seems

to be the aim of the British Troubles thriller is here only a means towards a different end. The

French Troubles thriller seeks to use the Irish subject matter, already extant within the popular

imagination as a place of adventure, exoticism, and danger, to lionise traditional institutions and

formations. Its goal is imperfectly achieved, however, and they appear to lend weight to Aaron

Kelly’s claim in his own study of the Troubles thriller, following Fredric Jameson, that, ‘[no]

ideology, no matter how ingrained, dominant or discursively self-enthroned [...] can survive its

own attempt to elaborate itself fully’ (2005, p. 8). Interpretation can reveal incoherence within

the SAS Weltanschauung. His freedom is granted through success within the capitalistic game,

and ultimately dependent on his obeisance to its schema—subservience to the market and the

political status quo. His concern for private property and his acceptance of a form of wage slavery

dispels the spurious notion of his freedom.
94

Nevertheless, compared with his contemporaries,

94
In his 1847 essay (Lohnarbeit und Kapital) derived from a series of unfinished lectures, Marx expands on the

contrary relationship between wage labour and capital, as well as the essay Theorien über den Mehrwert published in

1863 as part of a continuation of 1859’s A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (Zur Kritik der Politischen
Ökonomie). He cites Simon-Nicholas Henri Linguet’s Theorie des lois civiles (1767), which offered a critique of the

‘Bourgeois-Liberal View of the “Freedom” of the Labourer’: ‘The rich man, who has arrogated to himself the exclusive
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he exercises much greater potential autonomy. He is a mercenary and, should he choose, he

could refuse a mission or, as we have seen, alter its parameters or objectives. His rank of Prince
95

confers on him a concomitance with the state—a semantic embodiment of the state function—that

his contemporaries do not enjoy. For most spies, beholden to an agency from whom legitimacy

stems, their independence is not so radical. In the Machiavellian schema of the spy thriller, ‘L’État

légitime le Prince, lequel légitime l’Espion’; for most the source of legitimacy is one link further

away in the ‘chaîne de légitimation’ that underpins the spy(Bleton 1994, p. 43).
96

The need for

the organisation is undeniable, but particularly for those who are unable to exercise the sort of

autonomy that SAS enjoys, it is a source of tension.

While we have been introduced to a number of Irish types, a nuanced analysis of the Troubles

conflict—its causes, conditions, belligerents—appears to have been forgotten. This reflects their

status within the novels. The Troubles subject matter is certainly present but is shown to be merely

material for reflections on themes of domestic importance. Whether republican or loyalist, the

Irish people we encounter (almost exclusively terrorists), are set pieces in an endlessly repeated

schema of a threatening Other being neutralised in favour of the dominant political and social

order. Expectations that the Irish constitutional question would dominate the content of the corpus

must be checked. What the subject matter does reveal, however, is a remarkable plurality; a feature

that remains a constant throughout this thesis.

Closer inspection of the heroes of the French Troubles thriller shows that even the most

exceptional of heroes under capitalism is as alienated as the ordinary worker, and their freedom

curtailed in the same way. The next chapter explores heroes who are defined by their professional

possession of [the gifts of nature], only at this price consents to restore even the smallest part of it to the community. In

order to be allowed to share in its treasures, it is necessary to labour to increase them’ (Marx and Engels 1989, p. 241).

Thus labour, far from a liberating force or a conduit to communal enrichment, benefits solely those who control the

means of production.

95
See footnote 40 on page 46 for Linge’s varied list of titles.

96
Of course, contemporary politics have little need for princes, who instead is narrativised as Patrie and then Bloc

or other international organisation (Bleton 1994, p. 44).
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grounding within the state apparatus and whose moments of heroism are not when they transcend

their professional roles, but when they surrender to them.
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Chapter 2

Irish Jobs: The Professionalisation of

the spy in the French Troubles thriller

The heroes of the Troubles thriller corpus we have seen so far have encountered Ireland as an

exotic locale and the Troubles that take place there as ideologically aberrant. Its belligerent people

are seen to cling to anachronistic habits and beliefs, and to reject the civilising effects of the

Western capitalistic way of life. While the protagonists of this chapter certainly still view Ireland

as a strange and backward place, its alterity is no longer an integral part of their narratives and

instead, with protagonists’ heroism predicated on professionalism, the Troubles theme and Irish

milieu become tangential, offering simply the material with which domestic French issues are

explored.

With Ireland and its people relegated to minor roles within these texts, the page space afforded

to them also decreases. Nowhere is this clearer than in the first text to be examined in this

chapter, Dominique Ponchardier’s Irish micmac (Paris: Plon, 1978). Set entirely in France and

Switzerland, Ponchardier’s Irish have the barest of resemblances to their real-world counterparts.
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The inscrutable names given to his republican and unionist groups — the “White Cats” and “Golden

Eggs” respectively — are indicative of this text’s disconnect from the real Troubles. Its title too,

which consigns the Troubles to mere funny business, reaffirms the diminished importance of the

Troubles subject within its narrative. Instead, domestic French concerns such as the reassessment

of the diplomatic and political character of the French state are of consequence here.

The Troubles subject matter continues to be largely elided in Michel Carnal’s Balade irlandaise

(Paris: Fleuve noir, 1972). Its protagonist Philippe Larsan is in Ireland strictly on business as

he hunts a French traitor while opportunistically trying to gain a technological advantage for

France over her allies. Larsan leaves behind the simplistic Manicheanism common in the more

ideologically charged texts of the previous chapter for a more pragmatic position. He enlists

the help of both republican and unionist characters in Belfast and draws a moral equivalence

between his own agency’s aims and motives and those of his rivals and enemies, who are no longer

ideologically aberrant villains, but colleagues.

Pierre Nemours’ hero Général Frédéric Lemoine intervenes in Ireland and brings the Troubles

onto the field of domestic European affairs in Sauvez l’Irlande, Général (Paris: Fleuve noir, 1973).

Lemoine saves Ireland as an affirmation of France’s new role as protector and guarantor of

sovereignty, saving the Irish both from themselves as well as American intervention and zero-sum

mercantilism. It is a rare example of a thriller that presents a possible route to peace in Ireland.

However, even this, which would presumably implicate the Irish heavily in the narrative, becomes

a matter for the ‘Européens’ (1973, p. 232) and peace in Ireland is finally achieved once it becomes

part of European economic and political policy.

The final texts of the chapter—both by Georges-Jean Arnaud and both featuring American agent

Commander Serge Kovask—both place the Troubles subject matter on the periphery of an ongoing

global struggle against increasingly aggressive and rapacious capitalism. The Troubles subject

matter is viewed as a peripheral concern whose belligerents lack ideological convictions. We also
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begin to see the emergence of a moral dichotomy that divides the motivations of combatants

into those driven by ideology, and those driven by necessity. The transformation of the hero

into a professional does little to change his participation in a hegemonic discourse. If anything,

it accentuates it even more as the professional is wedded to the status quo even more than the

crusaders of the previous chapter. Where before some deviation from the state was possible, the

dialectic of the professional hero renders such autonomous action all but impossible.

2.1 Irish Micmac: The Troubles reaches France.

Traditional tropes of dépaysement and exoticism in the spy thriller, traits that seem constants

within the genre, are challenged by the professionalisation of the Troubles thriller spy. The 1978

novel Irish Micmac (Paris: Plon), part of the series “Le Gorille” by Antoine Dominique, penname of

Dominique Ponchardier (1917-86), provides the reader with neither distant and exotic locales nor

superlatively gifted heroes. The novel takes place entirely in metropolitan France and neighbouring

Switzerland and its chief protagonist, Antoine Paquet, son of Le Gorille, is frank about the abilities

of spies,
1
as well as his own unsuitability for the role.

2
The spy protagonist has also undergone

a simultaneous professionalisation and banalisation. The transformation from the crusading

hero of the previous chapter to the bureaucrat—a ‘rouage de la machine de l’État’ (Bleton 1994,

p. 44)—recolours his interactions, as well as his textual and ethical configuration.
3

The series Le Gorille was originally published in Gallimard’s Série noire between 1954 and

1
Heroes’ usually flawless marksmanship is a fantasy of frivolous American cinema: ‘seuls au monde les cow-boys

des films américains font mouche, leur visée étant scandée par le galop du cheval’ (Dominique 1978a, p. 199) and the

conspicuous luxury that often surrounds the spy is equally false: ‘La profession de barbouze tirée n’a jamais enrichi son

homme’ (ibid., p. 129).

2
Antoine admits he is not ‘tout à fait au point pour atteindre le positivisme des barbouzes brevetées’ (ibid., p. 183).

3
It is interesting to note that of the four secret agent protagonists examined in this chapter, three are of French

nationality and are also employed by the French state. This is considerably above the genre average. Of the 30 spy

serial thriller heroes examined by Érik Neveu in his L’Idéologie dans le roman d’espionnage, fewer than one third are in

the employ of the French state (1985, p. 23).
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1961.
4
During this time, Ponchardier, writing as Antoine Dominique, dominated the spy fiction

output of the series and was the author of 43 novels during this seven-year period. One in every

ten novels published in the Série noire featured Ponchardier’s espionage hero Géo Paquet, alias

Le Gorille, making Ponchardier the most prolific author of the entire Série noire. Ponchardier

left behind both Gallimard and writing in 1961 when called to serve in de Gaulle’s government.

Under de Gaulle, he was tasked with organising the combat against the right-wing terrorist OAS

(Organisation Armée Secrète) in Algeria in 1963, before being appointed French Ambassador to

Bolivia from 1964-68.
5
A hero of the Resistance, Ponchardier took part in the Liberation of France

in 1944 and later served in French Indochina.
6
His retirement from writing is broken during this

period only by the 1963 thriller Tête-de-fer (Paris: Gallimard).
7

Returning to writing in 1978, Ponchardier produced a further 21 original Le Gorille at Plon.
8

Ponchardier’s personal experience as a barbouze9 means that he brings savoir-faire and authenticity

to the spy thriller. His staunch patriotism also sets him apart from many of his contemporaries.
10

A fervent Gaullist, France’s ‘imperative of grandeur’ (Hoffmann and Hoffmann 874) is detectable

4
Long before it became the home of politically aware and transgressive crime fiction in the néo-polar, the Série

noire was also a home for spy fiction. Thoveron notes, ‘Duhamel [series creator and director between 1946 and his

death in 1977] ne croit pas vraiment que les Français puissent faire de bons auteurs policiers mais pense que, pour

l’espionnage, ils peuvent convenir’ (2008, p. 700).

5
Inspired by his experiences during his time as the French ambassador to Bolivia and abandoning his nom de plume,

Ponchardier also wrote the semi-autobiographical La Mort du Condor (Paris: Gallimard, 1976). His own career and

status certainly inspired his novels. In La Mort du Condor, Ponchardier is ‘l’ancien baroudeur devenu ambassadeur’

who ‘précédé de sa légende’ mixes adventure and politics in an unconventional form of professionalism (taken from the

blurb of La Mort du Condor) available at http://www.gallimard.fr/Catalogue/GALLIMARD/Blanche/La-Mort-du-condor.

6
https://www.ordredelaliberation.fr/fr/compagnons/dominique-ponchardier

7
The novel does not feature Le Gorille but instead draws from Ponchardier’s experience in Latin America, depicting

corruption and intrigue in a ‘récit palpitant [. . . ] où se succèdent les thèmes chers aux amoureux de l’héroïque Aventure’

(Dominique 1963).

8
Many Le Gorille texts originally published by Gallimard were also republished alongside later ones resulting in a

chronologically confusing series. Ten were published by Plon in 1978, five of which were original.

9
Ponchardier is credited with introducing the word to literature (Thoveron 2008, p. 701).

10
Casting himself as the mysterious “Pondom” (Ponchardier, Dominique), a double agent during the 1958 putsch

d’Alger in the novel Le Gorille en révolution (Paris: Gallimard, 1958), he prophesies the return of nationalism and the

cult of the nation state: ‘La mode va revenir aux croyances nationales. Fini le chic du scepticisme intellectuel [. . . ] Je

suis un âme élémentaire, moi! Je suis francophile, moi! C’est assez rare chez un Français. Cela ne fait pas “intellectuel”.

C’est même assez vulgaire! . . . Mais, croyance par croyance, je préfère croire!’ (1958, p. 181).
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throughout his novels, in tension with the politically tumultuous period of ‘décolonisation néces-

saire’ (Gaulle 1961) that took place during the first decade of the Fifth Republic as de Gaulle sought

to strengthen and regain the lost prestige of the French nation, both severely damaged during the

mid-twentieth century. Compelled to redefine its role on the world stage, France in Irish micmac

is no longer the rapacious coloniser, but a pragmatic and well-meaning arbiter.

The novel begins by depicting a nascent peace process between the two sides of Northern

Ireland’s sectarian conflict that has been brokered by French diplomats. When the representatives of

each of the two sides—the Catholic White Cats, and the Protestant Golden Eggs— are assassinated,

the peace process is threatened with each side suspecting the other of treachery. The French secret

service headed by Le Gorille must investigate the killings and foil the plot to derail the peace

process. He seeks help from his son Antoine (also known as Toinon, or L’Elastoche)
11
as a traitor

within the French secret service itself is suspected. Toinon, who is not a professional spy, must

work with other more seasoned agents such as Paulo, an affected and ostentatious war hero whom

Toinon mistrusts. Toinon eventually reveals that neither the White Cats, nor the Golden Eggs, are

the culprits. Instead, a ‘troisième larron,’ (1978a, p. 122) an employee of the British embassy, M.

Gantier, is revealed to have orchestrated the killings in an attempt to derail the peace process that

would have preserved partition in Ireland and with it, Northern Ireland—‘l’abcès irlandais’ (ibid.,

p. 206)—as part of the United Kingdom.

The plot of Irish micmac demonstrates a keen political insight. The novel’s primary antagonist,

M. Gantier expresses a very real British exasperation and even despair with the Troubles and

Ulster’s intractable people.
12

Ponchardier is alone in the French Troubles fiction corpus considering

11
The latter in reference to his tall and lean frame – a stark contrast to Le Gorille’s imposing physical bulk.

12
Despite public assertions of unity—British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher once remarked that Northern Ireland

was ‘part of the United Kingdom [. . . ] as much as [her own] constituency’ (HC Debate 10 November 1981 vol 12

c427)—the British political class have always felt Northern Ireland as a place apart; an opinion extended to include

even Ulster’s most fervent of Unionists, whom the British viewed as ‘backward bigots’ (Neumann 2003, p. 20). Many

within the British government during the Troubles were unenthusiastic about Northern Ireland’s place in the Union.

Lord Gowrie, a Northern Ireland Office minister from 1981 to 1983 expressed this lack of enthusiasm: ‘if the people of

Northern Ireland wished to join with the South of Ireland, no British government would resist it for twenty minutes’
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the consequences for Britain of its participation in the Troubles beyond the integrity of the Union,

a goal born more from ideology than political pragmatism. Irish micmac is also the only novel in

the Troubles fiction corpus that does not take place in Ireland or Northern Ireland, seeming to

eschew the spy thriller’s customary need to exoticism that situating a narrative in Ireland would

fulfil.

Foreignness and its implicit threat, however, are still present and the centring of the operations

of Irish republicans in an unnamed ‘bistrot des Irlandais’ (1978a, p. 33) creates a semiotically

foreign space within French territory. With its low ceilings, dilapidated appearance, and a long bar

where ‘[é]videmment [les patrons] buvaient de la bière brune’, it disorientates the French visitor:

‘Tout de suite il [Toinon] avait été étonné par l’ambiance exotique de cette petite salle pauvre de la

banlieue parisienne’ (ibid., p. 28). The ingress of the foreign as justification for clandestine action is

a common conceit during the earliest iterations of the spy thriller, ‘alors que l’acceptabilité morale

de l’espionnage était encore un thème dominant du genre.’ The theme appealed to the ‘valeurs

revanchard[es]’ of its audience and a belief that, where the foreign threatens the integrity of

France, ‘la fin, l’amour de la Patrie, justifie les moyens’ (Bleton 1994, pp. 315–316).
13

With a foreign

enclave erected in French territory, the Troubles are themselves dépaysés, and Ponchardier’s novel

sets the stage for a meditation on the role that France’s intelligence agencies might now play and

with it a new identity for postcolonial France.

The insinuation of the foreign Irish into the French space is replicated within the ranks of la

(Neumann 2003, p. 20). Today, Northern Ireland remains the only part of the United Kingdom with a constitutionally

assured mechanism for exiting the Union; the Good Friday Agreement, of which the British government is a guarantor.

Kevin Meagher, a former special advisor to the Labour government’s Northern Ireland Secretary from 2007 to 2009,

writing in favour of Irish unification, characterises British ambivalence towards Northern Ireland: ‘Northern Ireland

is our unloved lodger. We are forced to cohabit because of some binding agreement, signed by our forefathers, from

which there is no pain-free escape clause’ (Meagher 2017, pp. 41–42). Meagher’s second book, published in Northern

Ireland’s centenary year, takes as its title a famous quote from a British Home Secretary Reginald Maudling who, after

his first visit to Ulster in 1970, is said to have remarked, ‘For God’s sake bring me a large scotch. What a bloody awful

country’ (Meagher 2021).

13
Citing the 1916 novel Zigomar au service de l’Allemagne (Paris: J. Ferenczi) foreign encroachment within la Patrie

occurs in an unsavoury milieu, a ‘Tavern luxembourgeoise’ that is the focus of a rift in the ‘tissue de la francité narrative’

(Bleton 1994, pp. 315–316) in a manner similar to Ponchardier’s ‘bistrot des Irlandish’ (1978a, p. 117).
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Boîte itself by Paulo Hustard who, despite being ‘un de ces vieux guerriers chançards des dernières

campagnes militaires’ (1978a, p. 11), is viewed with mistrust by Toinon. Paulo comes to symbolise

a foreign excess. His vanity (ibid., p. 115), his displays of ostentation, his wealth, the harem he

keeps, and the orgies they engage in—his apartment is described as ‘néronien’ (ibid., p. 46)—are all

spoken of with a barely disguised distaste by Le Gorille, who with modesty refers to ‘ce qui se

passait nuitamment chez le satrape’ (ibid., p. 186). Paulo’s domain is not the lodgings of a civil

servant, but an exotic space where he holds court: ‘il est installé tout tranquillement dans une

vie des temps lointains, comme s’il tenait un cour royale [...] il a des habitudes de milliardaire

[...] C’est un peu comme si Paulo s’était constitué une chevalerie’ (ibid., p. 43). Given that ‘[l]a

profession de barbouze tirée n’a jamais enrichi son homme’, (ibid., p. 129) Paulo’s personal wealth

implies his career as a spy has been and continues to be a search for thrills and not the dutiful

abnegation of the self that will come to characterise professional heroes.

Géo Paquet himself is representative of a more austere Gaullism.
14

Juxtaposed against the

excess of Paulo is the almost familial monthly gathering of Le Gorille, his own former superior,

Berthomieu, ‘le Vieux du Vieux’, and Toinon. The three share a pot of stew, la Daube, whose

inexpensive ingredients and Provençal origin hint to a more traditional and unprepossessing

existence than Paulo’s ostentation (ibid., pp. 42–44). ‘C’était peut-être du temps de l’Indo qu’ils

avaient pris ces habitudes?’ Toinon reasons; unsavoury practices brought back to France from

his dalliances abroad (ibid., p. 39). For the French reader, whatever they may feel about France’s

reduced position among the nations of the world, there are some dangers to adventuring beyond

the national space, perhaps even dangers to French moral fibre.

Paulo’s “redemption”
15
comes after he heroically endangers himself to save Toinon. As he is

carried away on a stretcher, le Gorille observes morosely: ‘C’est tout un monde qui boite, c’est

14
While his earliest adventure may see him ‘s’égare un peu dans les jupons’, this ‘[f]aiblesse passagère’ never recurs

(Thoveron 2008, p. 701).

15
Although beyond his arguably loose morals, he is guilty of nothing.
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toute une époque qui part en congé sur un brancard! [. . . ] Marre des héros. Les héros faut les

mettre aux musées!’ (1978a, p. 217). Le Gorille too, once an imposing force, as his codename

suggests, is a figure from this spent, limping world and is equally changed, arguably reduced, by

modernity, ‘[p]uisqu’il était devenu presse-machin comme tout le monde avec la cinquantaine’

(ibid., p. 20).
16

This dispiriting admission by Ponchardier, that the time of heroes is passed, is not

total: the decisiveness of Paulo’s intervention—he saves Toinon’s life and ensures the success of

the mission—maintains the possibility that there is still space, and perhaps even a need, for heroes.

The selection of Toinon, the next generation of Paquets, to assist this investigation nevertheless

points to this passing of the old. ‘Nous avons besoin de quelqu’un qui a des yeux neufs’ confides Le

Gorille (ibid., p. 24). Toinon offers new ways of thinking as he is unburdened with the habits and

beliefs of the past and, as someone outside of the agency, is therefore beyond suspicion. Toinon

admits that he lacks the requisite ethical makeup of the secret agent and cannot adhere to the

‘positivisme des barbouzes brevetées’ (ibid., p. 183). A lawyer by profession, he is aware of the

ethical implications of his mission, possessing a distance from the state that the barbouze brevetée

does not. The spy, whose governing maxim could well be the Machiavellian ‘Qui veut la fin veut

les moyens’ (Bleton 1994, p. 42) struggles to separate an ethical ought from legal is.17 Toinon

certainly does not feel that the ends sought by the spy are justified by any means and is openly

critical of tactics employed by the agency in the past. He scorns the morals of spies when, in his

soundproofed cellar (Toinin, an audiophile, enjoys loud music), he cynically asks Berthomieu,

16
The name is shared by General de Gaulle’s bodyguards who, like Paquet, were ‘[d]’une fidélité à toute épreuve’

(Flohic 2010, p. 24).

17
Although legal positivism comments merely on the fact that a given legal code cannot be said to be the fruits

of an ethically positing set of natural laws: ‘It is in no sense a necessary truth that laws reproduce or satisfy certain

demands of morality, though in fact they have often done so’ (Hart 2012, pp. 185–186). Faced with the absence of a

transcendent source of ethical and legal right, positivist views of law identify the necessity of a sovereign power from

which the conditions and authority of law are derived, but to whom its prescriptions are not necessarily applicable.

Toinon’s conception of law is a normative one, where laws are ‘generalized plans or planlike norms, issued by those

who are authorized to plan for others’ (Shapiro 2011, p. 115). This position concedes the non-existence of a universal

ethic or natural law, but nevertheless seeks to apply standards of ethical rigour to the law. Toinin, unlike his elders,

does not enjoy an ethical carte blanche to act contrary to legal (and even more demanding) ethical standards.
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the wizened former head of French Intelligence, ‘ça vous aurait plu ça, dans le temps pour mener

vos interrogatoires sans qu’on entende les hurlements’ (1978a, p. 184). Berthomieu’s reply, that

psychological torture and not brute force was used, does little to change Toinon’s opinion and

there is a moral equivalence between these two methods of torture that Berthomieu fails to see.

Toinon’s critical assessment of the agency, the symbolic passing of its old guard, Le Gorille’s

admission of the need for new eyes; all signify a much-needed renewal of the French secret service,

itself emblematic of the aggressive foreign policy decisions of colonial France.

Although the title suggests that the Irish question is a central aspect of Ponchardier’s text,

reading the novel we see that it is tangential. Documentary detail, an essential ingredient in the

spy thriller, is absent where Irish matters are concerned. Even the Troubles’ main belligerents,

its paramilitary organisations, are given bizarre and irrelevant names: the White Cats and the

Golden Eggs. We learn little of either side’s motivations for ending the conflict, especially given

that neither achieves its strategic goals through the proposed power-sharing agreement. The sharp

focus on France and internal French affairs in a novel that outwardly courts the exotic Irish subject

matter infers an overriding concern for France. France as an earnest arbiter on the world stage

no longer among the grasping colonial powers, is the central theme of Irish micmac and reveals

Ponchardier’s own patriotic and politicised stance. The government into which Ponchardier

entered service in 1958 was that of de Gaulle’s newly formed Fifth Republic, a regime that faced

much opposition for pursuing policies of decolonisation. France’s former glory on the world stage

and its present comparatively diminished status sees Le Gorille substituted for a younger and

softer figure for whom the Machiavellian positivism of the spy game is abhorrent. O’Tenness of

the White Cats reflects on the easy assurance of the French: ‘C’est ça le don des Français, ils sont

toujours bien dans leur peau. Puis il pensa que c’était vrai uniquement sur leur sol natal, parce

que les Français à l’étranger se sentent gauches, déplacés’ (ibid., p. 16). The inference here is that

French abandonment of colonial ambitions was both voluntary and natural, a step in the national
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journey to self-realisation. The rhetorical need to show France as a state for whom national

sovereignty is inviolable reflects Ponchardier’s stance on France’s relatively passive role in the

wider geopolitical space coaxed into action to protect the integrity of the state apparatus and to

assure the efficacy of the French diplomatic services.

With Irish republicanism at least superficially comparable to the recently successful inde-

pendence movements within France’s own former colonies, the issue of Irish independence is

approached with Gaullist magnanimity.
18

As French diplomats attempt to organise a power-

sharing arrangement in Northern Ireland that would see partition remain, le Gorille shares his

own opinion on the matter: ‘leur faudrait un Kemal Ataturk!’ (1978a, p. 206). His attitude to

decolonisation is not shared by contemporaries such as de Villiers and Rank who deliver scathing

assessments of decolonisation.
19

Here, the issue of Irish independence is unproblematic and only

its specific character is criticised. Reference to the founder of the modern secular Turkish Republic,

whose foundation also normalised the country along Western lines, contrasts greatly with the

anachronistic religious sectarianism of the Irish.

Politically alien to France, so too are the Irish culturally remote. Their foreignness is referenced,

most commonly through the Irish language, which Irish terrorists seem to employ habitually.

The Irish speak ‘en dialecte’ or ‘sabir’, (ibid., p. 75) leaving Toinon ignorant of what is being said

around him. The status afforded the Irish language—merely a dialect, a utilitarian lingua franca or

18
Somewhat remarkably, given the numerous similarities between the two conflicts, no authors directly invoke

France’s own postcolonial strife, although the French press readily identified the Troubles with the événements d’Algérie.
Deslandes postulates that the ‘condamnation unanime de la politique britannique en Irlande du Nord’ may be ‘une

sorte de vengeance à l’égard d’un pays qui ne s’est pas gêné pour fustiger la politique française pendant la crise

algérienne’ (2013, p. 117). Journalists used comparisons between then two to explain the often incomprehensible events

in Ulster to French readers. Unionist were likened to les Pieds-noirs (ibid., pp. 184–185) and Loyalist paramilitaries

to the OAS, serving to ‘donne aux lecteurs français une idée précise de l’extrémisme de leur violence’ (ibid., p. 168).

Pro-Irish republican publications likened republicans to ‘Algériens qui participaient à la lutte de libération de leurs

pays’ (“L’Humanité” 25 May 1981, p. 7. ibid., pp. 144–145).

19
1967’s SAS broie du noir (Paris: Plon), the seventh iteration of the SAS series and Linge’s first mission on in Africa,

was an opportunity for de Villiers to attack independence movements on the continent. L’Express notes, ‘On n’a rien

écrit du plus acide sur la décolonisation’ (cited in Villiers and Raabe 1993, p. vi). Claude Rank, whose own novel on the

subject of Irish independence will be examined in the next chapter, similarly described Algerian independence and its

economic issues as ‘la liberté nazie’ (Neveu 1985, p. 148).
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pidgin—reveals much about the view of the Irish as uncouth. Even when speaking fluent French,

the Irish manage to debase it: ‘Son français si pur parut profanateur à Toinon’ (1978a, p. 81). For

Toinon and the other French characters, the enigmatic Irish language fails to have meaning, not

merely because its words are empty signifiers, but also because of some deeper psychic disconnect

between the French mind and the Irish one.

Depictions of Toinon’s aggressors are typical of those found elsewhere in Troubles thrillers,

both French- and English-language. They engage in torture, albeit a “clean” form,
20
that differ-

entiates them from the more civilised French who, even in the old days, claim to have disdained

physical methods of torture: ‘Les gnons sur la gueule, c’est de la grosse cavalerie à flicaille de

banlieue, dépassée depuis longtemps’ (ibid., p. 184).
21

Toinon’s torturers—aside from the murdered

representatives at the peace talks at the novel’s opening—are the entirety of the Irish representation

in the book. Unnamed, they are an affected type, L’Élégant, and a primitive ‘anthropopithèque’

(ibid., p. 75), who is not quite human, but human-like: ‘l’humanoïde’ (ibid., p. 81). The diminishing

of Irish republicans along with the side-lining of the Troubles conflict itself, serve to trivialise it. It

is, as the novel’s title suggests, mere “funny business”. Both undermine any probable or rational

motivation for either side of the Troubles conflict and belie the fact that for many who joined these

20
Antoine is subjected to foot-caning, a practice known as bastinado or falaka (Dominique 1978a, pp. 85–89).

The technique takes advantage of relatively unprotected nerves on the soles of the feet and can, depending on the

instruments and techniques used, ‘yield mildly swollen feet to broken bones that damage a person permanently’ (Rejali

2009, p. 273). The practice originated in Sung China (960-1279CE), was later adopted widely in the Arab world, and

was used by the British and French in their colonies, as well as by la Malice under the Vichy regime. A contemporary

resurgence of the use of falaka, even beyond areas where the practice was historically common, alongside similar

methods where no mark is left on the torture victim, owes much to its cleanliness as a form of torture. Its inclusion

here speaks once more to Ponchardier’s experience in the field of twentieth century espionage.

21
However, Berthomieu’s claim that the French military did not engage in torture beyond the purely psychological

is false. Beginning in Indochina during the 1930s and culminating in disturbingly routine implementation in Algeria,

French forces were enthusiastic in their use of electrical torture alongside stress positions, waterboarding, and even

falaka. The gégène, a low voltage electrical generator used for army signalling equipment, was a readily available and

commonly used implement of torture. Its use is described in detail in the 1959 text La Gangrène published by Éditions

de Minuit and Henri Alleg’s La Quéstion, also published by Minuit in 1959. Alleg himself was subjected to electric

shock torture and waterboarding in Algeria. The book was banned in France shortly after publication. Darius Rejali

discusses the practice in detail, noting its normalisation among French forces in Algeria, citing one soldier: ‘Torture by

electricity [. . . ] first looked upon as useful, then as indispensable, has finally come to be considered matter-of-course,

just as normal and proper as any other’ (ibid., p. 163).
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organisations, violence was felt to be a rational and justified decision. It is not a conflict in the

true, geopolitical, sense of the word and its belligerents, at least in France, are indistinguishable

from gangsters.

Ponchardier’s title for his second Le Gorille novel following his return to writing is a break

from the convention implicitly established for the 43 novels published at Gallimard. Traditionally,

Ponchardier’s hero takes centre stage with titles juxtaposing le Gorille against or implicating him

in an intriguing theme (Le Gorille sur/dans/et/en/aux) such as Le Gorille dans le cocotier (1956), Le

Gorille au frigo (1957), and Le Gorille en révolution (1958).
22

For the titles of later novels at Plon, Le

Gorille is submerged within the plot: L’African Terror (1978), Du sang dans le caviar (1981), and

of course Irish micmac.23 This change hints at a shift in the presentation of the spy as a heroic

protagonist to a decreasingly heroic and increasingly banal individual whose status as “hero” is

predicated on his professional role. The substitution of Le Gorille points equally to an awareness

of the changed face of the spy thriller.

During Ponchardier’s 17-year hiatus from the field, the spy thriller’s heroes underwent a

transformation from superlatively gifted surhommes motivated by personal codes of honour and

patriotism who do not seek to problematise the actions of the state or the ethical assumptions on

which its directives (and the spy’s actions) are based to a more banal but realistic protagonist.

By the time Ponchardier wrote Irish micmac, his hero had become overshadowed by younger

heroes with motivations more complex than patriotism. For this second iteration of Le Gorille, ‘le

cœur n’y est plus’ (Thoveron 2008, p. 702) and these works were not as well received. Even if no

longer occupying pole position within the field, the longevity of the series is notable. Bleton names

Ponchardier’s hero as among the ‘increvables’ of the genre; series whose remarkable ‘longévité et

22
Variations on this theme exist. Some few titles are plays on words; L’Archipel aux gorilles (1958), Le Gorille tatoué

(1958); but the integral, named, position of the hero is a constant.

23
Later texts return le Gorille to the title, but most reminiscent of a classic work of crime fiction (1982’s Le Gorille et

la môme éblouie, perhaps suggestive of the series’ status as classic in the field and an attempt to attract readers through

nostalgia.
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[. . . ] hégémonie’ throughout the 1950s, 60s, and 70s left a lasting impression on generations of

thriller readers and who shaped the field profoundly (Bleton 1994, p. 38).

The professionalisation of the hero, a process we will soon see more fully expressed in the

works of Michel Carnal and Georges-Jean Arnaud, seconds the spy to his organisation and leaves

little room for personal heroics. Berthier’s impression of Le Gorille’s imposing bulk stooped over

a typewriter announces the end of Le Gorille’s classic heroism and the arrival of the professional

and bureaucratic spy. The change lessened heroes and made them more like the conspiratorial

organisations they face, but also more like the readers they entertain: ‘the hero has become the

same soulless creature of bureaucracy as his enemies, an anti-hero devoid of any hope, or tragic

potential – he is one of us (on our side) and one of them, a pawn in a wider game’ (C. Bloom 1990,

p. 4).

On the face of it, Ponchardier’s novel has advanced the exploration of the French perception of

the Troubles little. The determined ambivalence with which the theme is approached—its primary

actors are not even named—signify the extent to which, by the time Irish micmac was written in

1978, the theme had ceased to attract the interest of many in France, Ponchardier among them. The

resolution of the Troubles
24
is shown to have been made possible through a cautious and sober

Gaullist intervention. A successful demonstration of France’s diplomatic capabilities, it equally

requires that the Irish themselves cede ground and implicitly indicts them for having not done so.

Ponchardier’s description of O’Tenness, who, despite a ‘jeunesse fort besogneuse [. . . ] n’avait pas

hérité de la haine sociale qui sépare en profondeur les catholiques pauvres des riches protestants’,

(1978a, p. 15) raises the question of why he is a member of a sectarian paramilitary group at all.

Why he should now seek to end the conflict, even though his organisation’s primary strategic

24
Although even in this, the reader is given little of substance. O’Tenness reflects that he ‘comptait beaucoup sur

l’intervention secrète de la diplomatie française pour arbitrer souplement et éteindre peu à peu, avec de la patience, des

conflits urticants et féroces’ (Dominique 1978a, p. 16). We can assume from M. Gantier’s attempts to undermine the

actions of the peace process on behalf of the British state, that its outcome would preserve partition in Ireland, and

so too can be assume that his outing as antagonist restores the peace process, although, following the novel’s second

chapter, the theme is never again reprised.
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objectives (the unification of Ireland) have not been met, is not addressed. Instead, an expectation

of how Ponchardier thinks the Irish should behave is laid out: with a ‘réalisme vigoureux’ that

translates to the abandonment of a struggle he has (presumably) sworn to fight. The insistence

on pragmatic actors who eschew their own particular convictions is not only an expectation for

the Irish, but for the professionalised hero at large and signifies a reframing of the heroism of the

Troubles thriller protagonist. It is part of a larger reimagining of spies in the thriller following an

erosion of their heroic precepts that sees them transformed from Machiavellian to Hegelian.

2.2 The spy as Hegelian hero

When natural superlative traits and rank are no longer available to espionage heroes, heroism is

defined through professionalism, training, and experience:

L’expérience du personnage est sans doute ce qui compte le plus, plus que sa puissance

physique ou intellectuelle. Quelle que soient les qualités du héros, généralement

grandes, car il s’agit, la plupart des cas, d’un surhomme, celui-ci apparaît limité: il

est soldat — un fonctionnaire — un rouage, un exécutant dépendant d’une hiérarchie

rigide. (Thoveron 2008, p. 697)

To varying degrees heroes still, but now constrained by limitations. Heroism, no longer solely the

gift of lofty paladins and supermen, can now be accessed by a fonctionnaire. This development

forces a reassessment of the spy thriller hero whose heroism derives from the legitimacy extended

to him by the state through a dialectic of the spirit. Thus, the spy is no longer simply Machiavellian,

but Hegelian.

Sociologist Philippe Zarifian explores the implications of heroism according to Hegel, arriving

at the conclusion that it is the fonctionnaire who is the true hero of the modern world (2009, p. 70).

For Hegel, the state is the ultimate moral end, or the Absolute will—‘the actuality of the ethical
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idea’ (Hegel 2008, p. 257). To serve the state as fonctionnaire is to abjure solely the particular (one’s

own will) and to wed it to the universal (the aggregate will of individuals and civil society, both of

which comprise the state), to arrive at a synthesis; an objective ethical terminus that is the result

of a reciprocal relationship between the particular and the universal known as the Absolute will.
25

In service of the Absolute will of the state, the ‘right of heroes’ is synonymous with the ‘right to

coerce’ (ibid., p. 97) and, against the needs of the state, the individual’s desires and rights pale: ‘An

individual person is certainly something subordinate, and as such he must dedicate himself to the

ethical whole. Hence, if the state claims life, the individual must surrender it’ (ibid., p. 83).

The individuality and the dynamic independence of the hero are now at odds with patriotism

and how to serve the state. Patriotism itself, formerly a carte blanche for heroes within whom

the state synecdochally exists, can no longer be a virtuous individualism and the patriotic hero

must become a servant whose own will is subordinate to the state’s. As the Absolute will of the

state is the objective result of the aggregate will of each individual, its fulfilment becomes that

of the individual: ‘The patriotic individual sees the state as the full and necessary expression of

his own subjectivity’ (Kainz, Hegel, and Marx 1974, p. 46). A personal patriotism becomes deeply

solipsistic.

Despite the spy thriller’s reconfigured heroic protagonist, the ends sought by thriller heroes,

both “traditional” and professional, remain much the same. Actualisers of the Absolute will,

professionalised spies act as a tool of social hygiene, defending the established political order and

realising its goals. Thus, this renewed form of hero ‘épuré des passions et intérêts,’ (Zarifian 2009,

p. 72) maintains the status quo through a process of professional and patriotic asceticism and duty.

25
Hegel characterises this dynamic reciprocity in his Outlines of the Philosophy of Right: ‘In civil society, each

individual is his own end, everything else is nothing to him. But except in contact with others he cannot attain the

whole compass of his ends, and therefore these others are means to the end of the particular individual. A particular end,

however, assumes the form of universality through this relation with other people, and it is attained in the simultaneous

attainment of the welfare of others. Since particularity is inevitably conditioned by universality, the whole sphere of

civil society is the territory of mediation where there is free play for every idiosyncrasy, every talent, every accident

of birth and fortune, and where waves of every passion gush forth, regulated only by reason shining through them’

(Hegel 2008, p. 181).
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The newly acquired mundanity of spies is an aspect that lessens their heroism through con-

straining action. Bleton consigns the spy to a position of subordinacy, describing them as ‘le plus

menu rouage de la machine de l’État’ (1994, p. 44) whose heroism arrives via a chain of legitimation

that abstracts the spy from the state by interposing figures and bodies of increasing power and

agency. Within this schema, the spy is a tool, a means to an end, ‘l’une des actualisations possibles

des moyens dont le Prince doit fait usage pour maintenir l’État’ (ibid., p. 45). Both suggest that the

subordinate location of the modern spy within the state apparatus as reductive in some sense of

heroism. However, in another sense, the modern spy can be framed as heroic because of this.

2.3 C’est un vilain mestier que d’espionner: Philippe Larsan on the

job in Ulster.

This section’s title, taken from the first edition of the Dictionnaire de l’Académie Française (1694,

p. 397), demonstrates the unequivocally negative connotations of spying and the person of the

spy within French society.
26

Despite Montesquieu’s counsel that the use of spies was not the

‘pratique ordinaire des bons princes’ (1748, p. 326), domestic espionage was commonplace during

the Ancien régime and helped to assure the putative omniscience of the king (Becker 2001, p. 74).

The Revolution and the succession of politically volatile regimes at the beginning of the nineteenth

century in France did not mark an about-face on spying, but throughout the century ‘the French

seriously developed an understanding of spying as something inherently abject’ (ibid., p. 76) and

republican ideals of personal rights and liberty came to be seen as antithetical to clandestine

activity. The taint associated with spies in the real world extended to their fictional counterparts,

and even to crime fiction, with the role of the private detective frequently conflated with that of

26
As prescriptive as it is descriptive, the Dictionnaire informs the reader that ‘on pend les espions quand on les

descouvre’ from the first to the fifth editions, after which, in the sixth and seventh editions, ‘on fusille les espions quand

on les découvre’, but now only when ‘à la guerre’ (1835, pp. 678–679). Spying remains a vilain métier according to the

Dictionnaire until the present ninth edition, whose publication began in 1986.
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the spy.
27

Following tales of WWII resistance heroism, the fictional French spy became a gallant soldier

who possessed superlative traits of intelligence and bravery, as well as an unambiguous ethical

certainty (Veraldi 1983, pp. 76–78). Driven as much by a taste for adventure and personal honour

as a defence of la Patrie, the French fictional spy was an avatar of the state; an aspirational figure

who was exceptional and aloof from the ethical concerns of ordinary people. Spy fiction presented

a reassuring view of the world in which French and Western values and supremacy, even where

they were challenged, remained ultimately secure.

Throughout the 1960s, however, the arrival of more stylish and exciting heroes such as Ian

Fleming’s James Bond challenged the supremacy of this figure. Before the gentleman spy, French

spies ‘pâlissent quelque peu’, seeming more and more to ‘[faire] figure de ternes besogneux’ (Neveu

1985, p. 24). France’s own gentleman spies were the response to this new demand and figures such

as Gérard de Villiers’ princely spymaster Son Altesse SérénissimeMalko Linge and Jean Bruce’s OSS

117, Louisiana-born Hubert Bonniseur de la Bath, both of who dominated domestic spy thriller

production for much of the decade.
28

Both, however, were distant from the French state, being

foreign born and plying their trade for the CIA.

The hegemony of the state did not survive the 1960s intact and the events of 1968 assailed the

state’s authority and reputation—foundational aspects of the spy. The post-1968 world was an

‘ère nouvelle qui a eu notamment pour conséquence de rudement secouer le monde éditorial de

l’espionnage’ (Thoveron 2008, p. 713). A form that was capable only of rigorously representing

endoxa (Eco 1966, p. 91) was fast outliving its ‘artistic usefulness.’
29

All the while, the spy thriller

machine, a prolific and highly iterative industry, saturated the market with thousands of books

27
A popular literary figure in elsewhere in the Western classic crime fiction canon, the private detective’s reputation

suffered in France during the inter-war years through acts of ‘espionnage syndical’ (Kalifa 2007, p. 237).

28
Although, OSS 117 precedes Bond by four years. See page 65.

29
FrancoMoretti uses the term to present a theory of a regular ‘life-cycle’ of a genre (2003, 77–80) echoing Shklovsky’s

remarks of the decline of forms and genres as marked by a descent from newness and vitality to staleness and aridity

(2005, p. 56).
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whose plots and themes were approaching redundancy because of constant replication. This com-

bination—market forces, a shifting social landscape, and generic evolutionary pressure—prompted,

once again, the creation of newer spy heroes and demanded the adaptation of existing ones.

Heroes no longer have access to transcendental legitimation through status or stature and their

actions, seen in their own light, can be deeply immoral: ‘L’espion de papier doit être malveillant et

assumer sa malveillance pour redresser les torts, sans espérer pouvoir être légitimé par quelque

grande passion malheureuse ou par quelque malignité du sort [. . . ] à mesure de leurs actes, de

l’humaniste au psychopathe la distance est mince’ (Bleton 1994, p. 161). For professionalised

heroes, heroism is contractual and rests entirely on their relationship with the state. It marks the

spy out as a modern hero whose existence is possible only within the paradigm of the modern

nation state. This shift also heralds a greater tendency towards realism and French heroes manifest

a marked ‘réserve politique’ in their behaviour (Neveu 1985, p. 162).
30

Michel Carnal’s serial secret

agent protagonist, Philippe Larsan, is exemplary of this and his heroic configuration also affects

how he encounters Ireland, the Troubles, and its belligerents.

Michel Carnal, one of several pen-names of Michel Beaudet (1928-2008), although also a writer

of crime fiction, is remembered primarily for his works of spy fiction and in particular Larsan

(Mesplède 2007, p. 194). By the time of La Balade irlandaise (1972), Carnal had won both the

Grand prix du roman d’espionnage in 1960 for À l’Ouest d’Aden (Collection Jean Bruce, 62, Paris:

Presses de la Cité) and the Grand Prix de littérature policière in 1964 for the novel L’Année du tigre

(Collection Spécial-Police, 381, Paris: Fleuve Noir, 1963).

La Balade irlandaise provides a frank portrayal of the ethically ambiguous nature of spying and

the organisation Larsan works for, the SDECE.
31
The novel recounts Larsan’s mission to Ireland to

30
Some critics cite realism as what separated French spies from their international peers (Veraldi 1983, p. 103).

31
Colloquially called La Boîte, the SDECE (Service de Documentation Extérieure et de Contre-Espionnage) was the

French external intelligence agency operating between 1944 and 1982. The agency was officially under the authority of

the French military but was controlled by de Gaulle. Known for its bizarre operations the ‘powerful [and] uninhibited’

agency’s reputation was tarnished following scandals and embarrassing revelations throughout the 1960s. Among

these was the revelation in 1962 by defected Russian agent, Anatoliy Golitsyn, of a Soviet spy ring operating within
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recover a French national recently outed as a Soviet mole, Bernard Kaspert. Kaspert fled France

after being discovered selling confidential industrial intelligence—technological advancements

related to the development of Concord—to the USSR. Now located in Northern Ireland, he is

selling British aerospace secrets to the USA. Larsan enlists the help of a cell of Irish republican

extremists and Catholic zealots, as well as a former RUC officer, to track down Kaspert. Also

hunting Kaspert are East German agent Helmund Heinz and a group of CIA agents. An altercation

with the Americans leaves one agent dead, killed by one of Larsan’s dubious republican allies, who

themselves are later killed by Heinz, but not before they in turn fatally wound the German. Larsan

successfully navigates the chaotic streets of Belfast as well as its complex socio-political geography,

eventually tracking down Kaspert, recovering the appropriated British intel and thereby furthering

France’s own technological advancement at the expense of an ally.

This mission seems a simple one at the outset. Kaspert is isolated and a feeble opponent who

presents little threat to Larsan. He gauges his mission to be beneath him, ‘pas spécialement un

boulot pour moi [. . . ] n’importe quel sous-fifre aurait pu faire l’affaire’ (Carnal 1972, p. 87). We

are, however, soon reminded that Larsan is not a surhomme. His martial skills are average,
32
his

the SDECE that ‘caused the resignation of two French intelligence chiefs, and the departure of President de Gaulle’s

intelligence adviser’ (Polmar and Allen 1997, p. 238). Golitsyn provided the CIA intelligence after defection stating that

the SDECE was ‘riddled with Soviet moles’ (ibid., p. 327).

In 1970, under orders of President Georges Pompidou, attempts were made to bring the often lawless organisation

under increased government scrutiny and regulation. Its newly appointed chief, Alexandre de Marenches, wrote of the

agency: ‘Some agents were running drugs and guns; others were engaged in kidnapping, murder and the settling of

the most bloody scores.’ Despite this change of leadership, it continued aggressively pursue French interests abroad,

particularly in Africa, and often in collaboration with the CIA. It was dissolved in 1981 and replaced with the DGSE

(Direction générale de la sécurité extérieure) whose flagrant activities of industrial espionage made it a fitting successor

to the SDECE (ibid., pp. 497–498). The SDECE returned once again to French public consciousness following the

production between 2015 and 2018 of a satirical comedy series Au service de la France produced by ARTE that depicts

one new recruit’s journey through the outlandish and Kafkaesque service. The series’ German title reveals more about

the current of exceptionalism that ran throughout the agency: Frankreich gegen den Rest der Welt.
32
During combat with a CIA agent, Larsan becomes quickly aware that his opponent is more than a match: ‘Bien

sûr, moi aussi, je savais me battre [mais] Le meilleur, il l’avait, le bougre . . . Plus jeune . . . Toute juste sorti des camps

d’entraînement de la C.I.A. où l’on enseigne maintenant cette lutte chinoise qui ne m’est guère familière’ (Carnal 1972,

p. 180).
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deceptions fail to convince,
33
his threats fail to intimidate.

34
Nor is his reasoning superior to that

of ordinary men.
35

The Organisation, previously assigned a largely unseen bureaucratic role that was at times

antagonistic to the moral sensibilities of the spy, is now the sole means of Larsan’s legitimisation.

It has become one of the novel’s dramatis personae whose role in the narrative is analogous to the

‘mediator’ or ‘connective incident’ of the folk tale as mapped out by Propp’s Morphology of the

Folk Tale. This role is the function ‘that brings the hero into the tale’, induced by a request (often

from authority) or through compulsion (1968, p. 36).
36

The fact of professional spies’ employment

introduces a contractual obligation. They are stripped of agency and the opportunity to pursue

their own particular wills, a dialectic of the spirit that is a predicate of their heroism.

Larsan is aware of his own subordinated will. His interactions with the enemy Soviet agent

Helmind Heinz further betray an ideological ambivalence but equally show his own will in tension

with his professional obligations. His contact with Heinz is not characterised by antagonism, but

by recognition that both men share a profession. Larsan, who believes that he had unintentionally

killed the German during a previous mission, had mourned Heinz’s supposed death and expresses

relief at the man’s survival: ‘l’agonie de cette homme “mort” par hasard et par ma faute, avait

été un remords pour l’assassin, pourtant endurci que j’étais devenu [. . . ] C’était un homme,

et nous faisions le même métier’ (Carnal 1972, p. 139). He has no investment in the mission

33
Larsan attempts to plant a microphone in Kaspert’s office by disguising himself as a ‘client pressé qui vient de

loin’, an approach that, he admits, is not ‘nouveau nouveau’ (Carnal 1972, p. 88). His ploy—leaving behind a briefcase

secreted with microphones—is a ‘vieux stratagème qui avait fait ses preuves’, but, he adds, ‘pas aujourd’hui, hélas!’

(ibid., p. 92).

34
Attempting to interrogate a republican militant, Katie Gallagher, Larsan issues vague and ominous-sounding

threats (‘je pourrais me montrer. . . disons. . . désagréable’) that are not taken at all seriously: ‘Quelque chose passa

dans le regard de Katie Gallagher. Oh! pas un reflet de crainte. Elle se mit à rire, ou plutôt m’éclata de rire au nez,

littéralement’ (ibid., p. 113).

35
He is not afforded the providential insights that lead other spies inexorably to their missions’ successful conclusions

and Larsan cautions himself against the sort of leaps of logic that feature in many spy thrillers, becoming a ‘prisonnier

de ses certitudes’ (ibid., p. 78). The world in which he operates does not assure success: ‘l’avenir ne se livrait pas plus à

moi qu’il ne se livre d’ordinaire aux hommes’ (ibid., p. 212).

36
A number of other conceits may also be used to draw the hero the tale: a call for help, the announcing of a lack or

misfortune, or the hero having experienced some wrong or transgression (Propp 1968, pp. 36–37).
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itself, whose objectives he sees as pointless. During combat with CIA agents Larsan asks himself

‘[q]u’éprouvais-je au juste?’ This interruption during an episode of violent action is an unusual

moment for introspection and even more unusual is his response: ‘Rien [. . . ] tout cela me paraissait

grotesque et inutile’ (Carnal 1972, p. 181).

With an ambivalence that verges on the nihilistic, we may ask why Larsan does his job at all.

We know what motivates his rivals: Heinz’s efforts are to be rewarded with ‘un excellent rapport’

while the American Don Keats is promised a ‘jolie prime’ (ibid., pp. 67, 75). In both instances, the

remunerative and reputational incentives offered reveal that these agents have motivations that

tend to the particular and we therefore question the ethical legitimacy of their actions. Larsan

receives no such compensation and, that he pursues and completes his mission regardless, shows

the extent of his self-abnegating heroism.

If Larsan does not believe in the utility of his mission, or its ideological justification, his position

on the Troubles conflict itself is similarly ambivalent. Assistance from republicans tracking down

Kaspert (who is believed to have been taken prisoner by the IRA) is transactional and comes only

when Larsan has helped them locate one of their own missing militants. Larsan voices frustration

at this parenthetical quest whose revelations are ‘strictement inutile!’ (emphasis is the author’s) and

have nothing to do with his own ‘petits problèmes et surtout aucune raison de s’en préoccuper!’

(ibid., p. 133). While in Ponchardier’s Irish micmac the imposing of semiotically Irish and exotic

elements on French soil dislocates, the effect is even more pronounced when the French agent is

in Ireland. It is the unstable mix of religion and politics intrinsic to the Troubles that are arresting

to Larsan; the fanatical republicans and Catholics Brian O’Dwyer and Mary Mac Dougall,
37
and

the bizarre parades and dress of the Orange Order, whose ‘chapeau melon tiré bas sur les oreilles

et gantés de coton blanc, [s]’étonna’ (ibid., p. 199).

37
The former is viewed only as a threat because of this, with Larsan conscious of the danger of the ‘fanatique

empêché’ (Carnal 1972, pp. 114–115). The latter is the pasionara, the beautiful and terrible female revolutionary: ‘C’était

une fille farouche et fière, calme et exaltée. Un curieux mélange du romantisme Gaël, qui fait les martyrs, et de la

froideur révolutionnaire, qui engendre les fanatiques’ (ibid., p. 151).
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Larsan’s dispassionate professional approach means that he can enlist the help of both repub-

lican and loyalist alike. He is assisted in Belfast by the avowedly loyalist Barthélemy O’Connor, a

former RUC officer and present drunkard who works as an SDECE correspondent in Northern

Ireland (Carnal 1972, p. 87). O’Connor is a rare, if ancillary, representation of Ulster unionism in

the corpus. Professional expediency does not mean Larsan holds a personal affection for Ulster’s

Protestants and the novel’s opening chapter features a terse exchange with an RUC officer, whose

help Larsan is trying to enlist to locate Kaspert: ‘Ici, sir, nous sommes Orangistes, sir, et fiers

de l’être [. . . ] Moi, je suis Français et catholique romain’ (ibid., p. 9). The use of “Orangiste”

points to a domestication of this aspect of the Ulster paradigm that helps to situate it as exotic in

both Northern Irish and French spheres. It may recall a lingering historical French antagonism

with the Dutch Republic under William of Orange and France’s Louis XIV. This antagonism can

also be inferred from the frequent use of this marked term, “Orangiste(s)” (11 times) to the more

neutral “protestant” or “protestantisme” (3 times). Larsan, who narrates, on one occasion even

uses the term ‘parpaillots’ (ibid., p. 17), stretching the use of the sobriquet from its usual French

context to include Protestants in Ulster, anchoring the Troubles in the tradition of France’s own

sixteenth-century religious wars and the St. Bartholomew’s Day massacre.
38

These marked and unusual terms serve also to differentiate a mild and affable British Protes-

tantism and a more puritanical and dangerous Ulster variety. Servants of the Northern Irish state

may be under British rule but Northern Ireland is not Britain: ‘je me rendais compte que si j’avais

jusqu’à présent eu affaire au policier fonctionnaire de la couronne britannique, c’était maintenant

l’Orangiste irlandais qui se trouvait devant moi. Cela faisait une sacrée différence’ (ibid., p. 16).

The novel also includes its own firebrand Evangelical Protestant preacher, the Reverend Hasslett

whose presence ‘mettait dans le paysage une note guerrière,’ but, Larsan adds derisively, ‘quand

38
Nineteenth and early twentieth century popular fiction on the subject frequently invoke this antagonist, describing

Protestants as ‘misérables parpaillots’ (Dumas 1845). The choice of name for Larsan’s Ulster companion, Barthélemy, as

well as the choice not to translate the name to its English equivalent, Bartholomew, similarly domesticates Ulster’s

religious strife while rooting it firmly in the past.
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même bon enfant’ (Carnal 1972, pp. 219–90). These elements render Ulster Protestantism exotic

for the French reader. At the same time they recall an image that already exists within popular

culture, both provided by the media and articulating it in line with a tradition of classic examples

of popular fiction from the beginning of the industrialisation of literature and adventure novels

of the nineteenth century, recalling the genre’s origins as well as its broad appeal to a mostly

Catholic French audience.
39

Carnal’s thriller depicts France’s intelligence agency, the SDECE, with candour, an element

often absent from much French spy fiction, which privileges ‘l’Espion dans ses relations avec son

Organisation’ (Bleton 1994, p. 45). Its absence permits the secret agent protagonist to focus on

action, response, virility, and violence.
40

We see Larsan attend meetings in the organisation’s Paris

headquarters,
41
where the impression is of a labyrinthine agency that struggles to keep its house

in order. We read of a recent change of management and of suspicion surrounding the previous

director’s allegiance.
42

Despite the embarrassment caused by the Kaspert affair for the French

state, it initially attracted a cursory response; ‘l’arrestation de quelques lampistes,’ designed to

restore the agency’s pride but failing to counter Russian gains as a result of industrial secrets

stolen from France (Carnal 1972, p. 81). The ‘formidable “coup de balai”’ (ibid., p. 80) that follows

the leadership change has resurrected the Kaspert affair. Locating and capturing Kaspert, the new

39
The Reverend Ian Paisley was presented by much of the popular French press during the Troubles as both

dangerous and risible, a ‘clown fascist’ (Deslandes 2013, p. 39). Paisley calques feature in several of the novels of the

Troubles fiction corpus, including G.-J. Arnaud’s Le Commander et le Révérend (1972), Pierre Nemour’s Sauvez l’Irlande
Général (1973) and Serge Jacquemard’s 1977 Hécatombe dans l’ombre, all published in Fleuve noir’s series Espionnage.

His influence extends even beyond the Troubles era and in the 2006 graphic novel Code McCallum by Fred Duval and

Didier Cassegrain (Paris: Delacourt) set during the 2040s, the first target of the ‘IRA Renaissante’ is the headquarters of

a ruthless multinational corporation ‘le siège social de Paisley Industry’ (Duval and Cassegrain 2006, p. 11).

40
The French spy is traditionally a ‘spécialist de “l’action”’ (Carnal 1972, p. 87) whose overt heroism precludes

bureaucratic activities common to the more speculative British spy (post-James Bond): ‘L’espion britannique est un

analyste, un intellectuel. L’agent français appartient au service action, est un combattant’ (Neveu 1985, p. 36).

41
The ‘Boîte’ as it is referred to in the novel is the Caserne des Tourelles in the city’s 20

th
arrondissement. Formerly

a WWII internment camp, the Caserne remains the headquarters of France’s present-day external intelligence agency,

the DGSE (Direction générale de la Sécurité extérieure). It is also frequently referred to as ‘la piscine’ owing to its

location close to a swimming pool (Polmar and Allen 1997, p. 497).

42
Larsan obliquely refers to the fact that ‘le vent précédent’ has ‘tourné.’ It was, however, ‘le vent d’est’ according to

‘les méchantes langues’ (Carnal 1972, pp. 81–82).
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SDECE director insists, is a pragmatic move and not an act of revenge.
43

This, along with the

goal of acquiring British intelligence, suggests the mission was concocted to assuage the agency’s

wounded pride and to get ahead of allies, rather than solely protect national interest and reveal

the SDECE to be a morally compromised body.

We begin to see justification for Bleton’s indictment of the amorality of spy’s Organisation

as a ‘mal nécessaire, un ectoplasme inéluctable mais un peu importun [. . . ] à la fois légitimant

et perverse, mandatrice et manipulatrice’ (1994, p. 44). It comes as no surprise that these ignoble

conditions fail to inspire Larsan. Following a deadly altercation with a rival American agent,

Larsan does not seem to be convinced that his mission’s objectives are worth the effort, referring

to the ‘putains d’avions qu’on allait construire bientôt avec [. . . ] un tas [de] saloperies pour

lesquelles on se foutait sur la gueule comme des malpropres’ (1972, p. 185).
44

Larsan demonstrates

an awareness of the ethical implications of his mission and his profession. He is scornful of a

stance that would present his mission as unjustly heroic. His rescue of Katie Gallagher from the

CIA, far from being motivated by the altruism of a goodly hero, is a transaction, an exchange for

information on his target’s location. Wryly Larsan casts himself as a knight, receiving a just reward

for his heroic action: ‘Le chevalier qui délivre la demoiselle a toujours droit à la reconnaissance

d’icelle’ (ibid., p. 191). His alienation from his mission’s goals, however, does not alter its outcome,

in which respect he remains a devout paladin de l’Occident. In fact, his awareness of the morally

ambiguous nature of his profession makes him an ideal modern spy: ‘Le professionnel froid,

désabusé, constitue sans doute le meilleur candidat au rôle de héros sériel’ (Bleton 1994, p. 48). A

post-ideological hero like Larsan is one response to a ‘crise des modèles et des valuers’ signalling

a ‘démoralisation de l’Occident’ (Neveu 1985, p. 158). Larsan’s ambivalence that verges on the

nihilistic is not the only response, however. Among others, such as Pierre Nemours’ hero Général

43
Ferret-Barbier, the new SDECE director, insists ‘c’est un luxe qu’un service comme le nôtre ne peut s’offrir’ (Carnal

1972, p. 85).

44
Specifically, to recover intelligence stolen from the British on the formulation of a new type of epoxy used in the

construction of supersonic aircraft.
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Frédéric Lemoine, the response takes the form of a return to traditional values.

2.4 Travail, famille, patrie: Frédéric Lemoine’s conservative

heroism

From his debut, initially as Colonel Lemoine in 1963’s Mise à mort published in Fleuve noir’s

Espionnage, and later Général, Lemoine exemplifies values that recall an era of French grandeur

and security; a conservative response that attempts to reconcile French history with a European

and global present. His missions demonstrate that, even as concepts like patriotism, duty, and

authority were under attack or their legitimacy challenged, arguments can be made for their worth

and validity (Neveu 1985, p. 158).

Nemours, penname of Breton-born Pierre Guillemot (1920-1982), spent large parts of his career

as a journalist abroad; a war correspondent from 1939-1945, then in Morocco until 1960, and then

in Brussels until 1963. He wrote crime and historical fiction, but specialised in spy thrillers and,

writing for Fleuve noir from his 1963 debut until his death, published 111 novels at a rate of five

or six a year.
45

Recognised for his meticulously researched and original plots, Nemours’ 1970

novel Yung-Ho s’est mise à table won him the Palme d’or du roman d’espionnage (Mesplède 2007,

p. 417). 1973’s Sauvez l’Irlande, Général (Paris: Fleuve noir) came as the Troubles were reaching

their violent zenith but had not yet settled into the low-level grinding antagonism that came to

characterise their later years. While some authors use the Troubles to form an exotic backdrop,

Nemours’ text engages with potential avenues to peace and reconciliation, even in the face of

escalating violence and histrionics from its participants.
46

Nemours writes skilfully about Ireland

and Irish matters as well as drawing on his own Breton heritage to create a plot which sees persons

45
https://pierrenemours.fr/bio/

46Sauvez l’Irlande, Général is also not Nemours first novel adopting the Irish subject matter although 1969’s La mort
attend à Killadoon (published in the Fleuve noir series Spécial Police) draws from Ireland’s gothic literary heritage and

associations.
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unknown attempt to derail Northern Irish peace talks, threatening to destabilise the integration of

the UK and Ireland, both new EEC member states, as well as the consolidation of European power

in its own sphere of influence.
47

His fictionalised peace process recognises that peace in Ulster

would only be reached as a result of power-sharing between both communities and would have to

include the conflict’s belligerents (Nemours 1973, p. 143).
48

The novel opens on a familiar scene in the city of Derry in Northern Ireland: an Orange

order parade led by a firebrand Protestant preacher, Ian Rathbone. Disturbance breaks out and a

Catholic youth is shot by an operative of an elite Commando. The group, composed of operatives

of multiple nationalities, believe they are working for the IRA. They escapes the city and cross the

nearby border, pursued by both the British and Irish military; an unusual occurrence, they believe,

given the tacit support of the IRA by the government of the Irish Republic.
49

Shortly after, in France, Capitain Jacques Rivière, aide and ‘fils spirituel’ of Général Lemoine,
50

arrives in Brittany to investigate a mysterious occurrence: a gravely injured Irishman washed up

on the Breton coast. The man regains consciousness and reveals his identity; Seamus O’Neill, an

officer of the Irish police’s Special Branch. He has been on the tail of the Commando responsible

for the killing in Derry whose actions, although disavowed by the IRA, nevertheless threaten to

undermine a secret peace agreement being negotiated.

Rivière is shortly after joined by Lemoine and their investigation moves from a group of

47
The UK and Ireland both joined the European Economic Community on 1 January 1973, in spite of French

opposition to the accession of both states’ membership (De Gaulle blocked both Irish and British attempts to join the

community in 1963 and again in 1967).

48
This latter aspect was overlooked during the negotiation of Sunningdale and the brief Stormont administration

that followed with more extreme parties on both sides excluded from the process. For many republicans throughout the

1970s, the armed struggle was viewed as the appropriate, and the only, response: ‘It was to take a long time for more

aggressive northern nationalists to accept these key truths in the situation: the politics of struggle could blind people to

wider realities, and had a self-sustaining dynamism to it in republican areas’ (English 2007, p. 389).

49
In fact the Irish government at the time, under Taoiseach Liam Cosgrave, whose father had been the Irish state’s

first Prime Minister and led the state to victory against the anti-Treaty forces, took a harsh stance against the Provisional

IRA. The Cosgrave government ‘anathematized’ the group, ‘assailing the IRA with great vigour [. . . ] He subsequently

espoused a course of confrontation of all the Irish nationalistic beliefs — or myths. . . ’ (Coogan 2002, p. 149).

50
https://pierrenemours.fr/autres-personnages/
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Breton nationalists who have been sheltering members of the Commando, to Ireland, where a

second operation is planned that will undo a nascent EEC-backed peace process. Arriving in

Belfast, with the help of the local police, Lemoine and Rivière manage to stop a bomb being

detonated in a busy department store, thereby protecting the fragile ceasefire. A short time later,

Lemoine is in Luxembourg where assembled European leaders are signing a treaty, ensuring that

the planned uranium enrichment plant will be constructed in Ireland. It is revealed that the plot

was masterminded by a rogue CIA cell looking to further American interests by having the plant

built in Spain, outside the sphere of EEC influence.
51

The signing of this treaty will ensure both

Irish economic prosperity and European atomic energy independence.

Sauvez, l’Irlande Général is, alongside Dominique Ponchardier’s Irish micmac, a rare example

of a thriller that proposes a peaceful solution to the Troubles in Ireland. In both instances, it is

under the auspices of French agents. Nemours places his hero in the service of France at a time

when its role and standing on the global and European stage has been altered. Among these

changes were the expansion of allegiance from patrie to bloc, here the EEC. Thus, the possibility

that a new identity for the people of Ulster can be negotiated coincides with France’s own political

reconfiguration following its loss of colonies and attendant status. Viewed through a European

lens, the Troubles is no longer a localised phenomenon, and so, with French and Irish interests

aligned, Lemoine responds to the plea, ‘sauvez l’Irlande!’ (Nemours 1973, p. 62).

Under Lemoine, ‘le silhouette de l’agent français se dessine sous un jour valorisant: personnage

équilibré, ferme sur la défense de l’intérêt national, mais aussi fraternel, éloigné des ambitions

colonialistes, du fanatisme, de l’anticommunisme sommaire’ (Neveu 1985, p. 84). French agents’

even-handedness and equanimity, far removed from the nationalistic excesses of foreign agents

(Thoveron 2008, p. 699) imparts a conservative Gaullist ideal through their obedience to the

51
Spain’s first application to the EEC in 1962 was rejected as the country was then a dictatorship and thus viewed as

incompatible with European policy. It would not be until after the death of Franco in 1973 that negotiations for Spain’s

entry could begin. Spain joined the EU along with Portugal in 1986.
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state.
52

Lemoine’s family life too casts him as a representation of French bourgeois traditionalism,

a ‘dimension familiale peu fréquente’ in the spy fiction genre as a whole and Lemoine stands

out as a faithful husband and dutiful father (Neveu 1985, p. 84). But the most explicit aspect

of his relationship with France is the rank it has bestowed upon him. Lemoine’s high rank

within the military places him at the heart of the French state.
53

The army is, for many French

conservatives, ‘[l]’expression charnelle de la patrie’, representing a continuity that successive

governments and regimes cannot all claim (Rémond 1982, p. 468). Thus, Lemoine adheres to

traditional conservative French values of the home (famille), duty and service (travail), as well as

obedience to and veneration of the state (patrie).

We evoke Vichy’s socio-cultural origins and legacy here as they resemble the socio-cultural

predilections of much of the spy thriller genre in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s. Both Gaullist and Vichyite

schools drew from the same ‘universe of values’ and both were ‘steeped in the same late-nineteenth

century nationalism’ that valorised ‘la France éternelle’ (Burrin 1996, pp. 118, 198). The Pétainiste

reconfiguration of France’s republican tripartite motto that is this section’s title reflects popular

and lasting cultural trends that neither began nor ended with France’s wartime collaborationist

regime and which are visible even in late twentieth-century Gaullism, such as that of Nemours’

hero.
54

The recourse to traditional values is a common tendency in the genre whose authors’

‘socialisation politique ne débute ni en 1958, ni en 1968, mais le plus souvent dans les dernières

années de la Troisième République’ (Neveu 1985, p. 42).

52
With its monastic connotations, Lemoine’s name itself is suggestive of faithfulness, fidelity, and obeisance.

53
He is the ‘directeur adjoint’ of the agency and his absence during the novel’s opening chapters is because of ‘des

réunions ministérielles’ (Nemours 1973, p. 40).

54
The re-imagining of republic’s motto was advanced by Pétain himself in an address to the French people in

September 1940 in the magazine Revue des Deux Mondes. The aspirational liberté, égalité, fraternité which contained

within it strident calls for social change certainly jarred with the realities faced by the Vichy state. Pétain, no doubt

aware of the inconsistency of triumphal republican values in 1940, addresses the French people in his article “La

Politique sociale de l’avenir” with his own more sober tenets. With his eyes on future generations of French within

the radically redrawn European political landscape, he warns against instilling such ‘grands mots et d’espérances

illusoires’. Certain values implicit in the politics of the Third Republic that had led directly to its fall (such as liberalism,

capitalism, and collectivism), were denounced as foreign importations into France and in their place were tenets of a

new socio-political regime that was ‘profondément français. . . ’ (Pétain 1940, p. 116).
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Reference to Vichy’s socio-cultural context proves fruitful here as it reveals a common national-

istic tendency during times of crisis or national rebuilding, be it physical or spiritual. Re-orientating

the national spirit towards traditional ‘indigenous’ values represents a drawing from the wellspring

of the nation, a common trope within nationalistic discourse, particularly in times of threat or

reconstruction: ‘through nationalism societies try to propel themselves forward to certain kinds

of goal [. . . ] by a certain sort of regression—by looking inwards, drawing more deeply upon their

indigenous resources, resurrecting past folk-heroes and myths about themselves and so on’ (Nairn

1975, p. 18). Pétain is explicit about this aspect, finishing his article with an affirmation of domestic

resources and intrinsically French thought: ‘Et nous verrions ainsi comment, sans nous renoncer en

aucune manière, mais au contraire en nous retrouvant nous-mêmes, nous pourrions articuler notre

pensée et notre action à celles qui présideront demain à la réorganisation du monde’ (Pétain 1940,

p. 117). This is not to characterise Nemours’ hero as necessarily reactionary,
55
but to emphasise

that his attachment to traditional French values of family, duty, and patriotism constitute the doxa

of his ethical backdrop.

Even during the postwar years, with French territory restored but French authority and politi-

cal reach damaged, French agents in the spy thriller, in contrast to their international homologues,

(particularly American) manifest a ‘réserve politique’ indicative of a ‘fragilité française.’ Conser-

vative authors recursively invoke classic French national attruibutes, ‘celle[s] de la France, terre

de liberté, d’intelligence, et de fraternité’ (Neveu 1985, p. 162). The French secret service under

Lemoine does not hesitate to lend assistance in resolving the Troubles. ‘L’idéologie de 1789’ (ibid.,

p. 162), characterised by French generosity of spirit, is manifest here from the novel’s central

conceit; it is the duty of Lemoine to save Ireland, not the Irish themselves.

For Lemoine, his military authority is his ‘carte maîtresse’ (Nemours 1973, p. 228) and when we

do see his authority challenged, his response is a recourse to a traditional notion of authority: ‘il se

55
Lemoine is notable among spy thriller protagonists insofar as he maintains a vigilance against fascism; an

‘inquiétude inhabituelle dans le personnelle de cette littérature’ (Neveu 1985, p. 84).
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trouve que la parole d’un général français a encore quelque valeur sur le marché’ (Nemours 1973,

p. 133). The notion of the value of a general’s word sur le marché is also a criticism of the values of

the market encroaching on sacrosanct domains of the state. The culprit here is the United States of

America, whose economic power and mercantilism are antithetical to French values situated often

outside of the market, reflected in the ‘thématique ambiguë du capitalisme cosmopolite’ across the

spy thriller genre (Neveu 1985, p. 162).
56

The novel’s concern for continent-wide macropolitics means that the Troubles are largely

forgotten. Shared European sovereignty and the decline of the importance of national borders

seem to quash the issue and the only expressions in support of Irish freedom come from Breton

characters. Their understanding of the issue, however, comes from naive cultural shibboleths,

rather than political awareness. Breton himself, Nemours shows his awareness of the sympathy felt

by many from Brittany for the Irish, ‘compatriotes et coreligionnaires’ who have been ‘odieusement

maltraités’ (Nemours 1973, p. 137). One such sympathiser, Alex Le Rebour, a former French army

officer and OAS member, views the Irish struggle through his own Breton nationalism and cares

or knows little of the specifics of the Irish struggle: ‘il semblait plus préoccupé par les problèmes

spécifiquement bretons et par la “celtitude”, que par la politique nationale’ (ibid., p. 129). Another,

M. de Kermael shows that his own perception of Irish republicanism is far from reality (and

equally far from the politics of traditionally right-wing Breton nationalists), referring to the men

he sheltered as members of the ‘L’Armée Irlandaise Clandestine’ with Lemoine noting the absence

of the word ‘Républicaine’ (ibid., p. 137). The romanticism of the Irish struggle displayed by Le

Rebour and the Kermaels contrasts with Lemoine’s political pragmatism. He is taken aback by

their naivety and the ease with which the conspirators enlisted their help. With Breton separatism

56
The nefariousness of American prosperity is a recurring trope within French spy fiction, with over 60% of works

depicting American intervention placing emphasis on ‘le poids souvent occulte des intérêts américains dans la vie

intérieure des pays avec qui les Etats-Unis nouent des relations. Ces allusions [. . . ] invitent toutefois à ne pas prendre

pour argent comptant les proclamations de fraternité et de désintéressement des autorités américaines’ (Neveu 1985,

p. 159).
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a questioning of the integrity of the French state, these naive characters reflect poorly on the wider

movement and the Troubles themselves also become a cautionary lesson of the consequences of

weakened national integrity.

Overt representation of Irish republicans is entirely absent from the pages of Nemours’ novel.

It does, however, depict (unfavourably) Ulster unionism and Protestants, who are represented by

the Reverend Ian Rathbone, another of the corpus’s Ian Paisley calques. His description at the

novel’s opening provides a window onto Paisley’s reception in France and the belligerent Ulster

Protestantism he represents: ‘C’était le pasteur Ian Rathbone, leader du protestantisme militant en

Irlande du Nord.’ Rathbone’s ‘profil mussolinien’ and brand of Christianity, described as ‘loin de la

doctrine du Christ’, imply an authoritarianism counter to French republican ideals of fraternity

and freedom. This is only enhanced through comparison to Oliver Cromwell—a figure vilified

in Ireland. Rathbone cites Britain’s interregnum Lord Protector: ‘J’enfoncerai jusqu’aux genoux

dans le sang des catholiques’ (Nemours 1973, p. 12).
57

The parade over which he presides is not

a cultural celebration, but a militaristic show of strength. Those parading form ranks ‘avec une

rigueur toute militaire’ and the accordions that accompany the parading ‘colonne’, ‘attacquèrent

une marche irlandaise’ (ibid., p. 11).

Lemoine leans heavily on the authority afforded to him through his proximity to the state and

its needs supersede his own will. A sense of duty, even when the task at hand is distasteful, directs

his actions. When he and Rivière pursue and catch the wounded CIA agent, Wilcox, they are faced

with the choice of interrogating him on the spot, obtaining potentially vital information but risking

his death, or seeking medical attention for the man and risk losing the opportunity altogether.

Lemoine refuses to aid Wilcox unless he reveals his co-conspirators. This highly unethical act

results in the man’s death and causes Lemoine discomfort, but such acts are done in defence of

France and are therefore permissible: ‘Le métier, les circonstances, amenaient rarement, mais

57
As if to assure French readers that he is not taking liberties, Nemours appends the footnote ‘Malheureusement

authentique!’ (Nemours 1973, p. 12).
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parfois, le général Frédéric Lemoine à faire des choses dont il avait honte. Devant cette vie qui

s’enfuyait déjà, il se rassembla pour accomplir la mauvaise action que son devoir lui imposait’

(Nemours 1973, p. 215). Alongside this sense of duty, authority is an essential aspect of Lemoine’s

heroism. His commanding presence compels cooperation and obedience from those with whom

he interacts: ‘Plus que l’énoncé de son grade, son autorité naturelle [. . . ] lui assurait un ascendant

immédiat sur les hommes appelés à collaborer avec lui’ (ibid., p. 126).

The novel’s conclusion depicts ‘les Européens [. . . ] en train de signer un traité’ (ibid., p. 232) that

will ensure European nuclear energy independence and with it, French prosperity.
58

Immediately

following the treaty’s signing, and despite the demonstration of the fruits of cooperation between

states, the novel claims this episode shows the limitations of the state and democratic process: ‘C’est

bien ce qui prouve [. . . ] que la politique des nations n’est pas toujours faite par les gouvernements.

Trop souvent, les groupes de pression, les minorités agissantes, leur forcent la main’ (ibid., p. 234).

With the efforts of Europe’s democracies revealed to be vulnerable, the need for strong and forceful

intervention is plain and there remains a need for heroes such as Lemoine who embody older

traditions. French values are protected and even afforded the opportunity to flourish within the

European framework.

French nationalism may now have found a home in the bosom of Europe, but Lemoine’s

concern for sovereignty is reducible no further than the French nation, whose indivisibility is

inscribed in the first article of the present republic’s constitution and stretches to the foundation

of the First Republic.
59

It is here that the moral of Nemours’ novel is to be found. Although a

native of Brittany, Lemoine is scornful of Breton nationalism. Its adherents draw from a romantic

58
France’s enthusiastic adoption of nuclear power came following the 1973 oil crisis during which its dependence

on foreign oil was made clear. Gaullist futurism is encapsulated in a 1975 EDF advertising slogan for its swiftly growing

nuclear programme: ‘En France, on n’a pas de pétrole, mais on a des idées’ (Hecht 1998, p. 319), itself inspired by

a speech delivered by President Auriol’s in 1949 following France’s successful production of plutonium (Motulsky,

Lehmann, and Colomb 2013, p. 141). French post-war technological advancement compensated for its political decline

adding ‘to the radiance of France’ (Hecht 1998, p. 2).

59
Although some small steps have been taken since 2003 to decentralise the governing of France, it has been, for

over 200 years, ‘a model of a unitary state’ (Marrani 2013, p. 87).
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notion of celtitude and their politics, like those of Ireland’s own nationalists, lead only to division

and instability.

Few French Troubles thriller texts resolve the situation in Northern Ireland so favourably and

its resolution comes hand in hand with a hopeful future for Europe as a whole. At the same time,

however, the Troubles theme is no less a backdrop for Nemours’ own concerns. The particularisms

of Ulster’s opposing groups are elided here; the disproportionate influence of Northern Ireland’s

Protestant unionist majority has (through some unspecified mechanism) been tempered, unionists’

fears about this loss of authority and greater ties to Dublin, as well as the threat to the integrity of

the union with Britain this represents, have been allayed. Republicans have been convinced to

give up their own goals of a unified Irish Republic, particularly when their armed campaign has

over only a few years borne such fruit. In reality, it would require decades of costly stalemate to

both sides in Northern Ireland before such concessions would begin to make sense to extreme

elements on both sides, making Nemours’ novel a somewhat encouraging, if fantastical, account

of the Troubles.

2.5 The ethical margins of the Troubles thriller: G.-J. Arnaud’s

Commander Serge Kovask

The professional heroes of the corpus have seldom managed to reconcile the tension between

the inhuman will of the state and their own ethical or honour codes. This tension is of particular

concern to George-Jean Arnaud’s (1928-2020) serial spy hero, Commander Serge Kovask. Kovask

is the hero of 76 novels written between 1961 and 1986 (Mesplède 2007, pp. 459–460), two of

which are part of the Troubles thriller corpus.
60

Kovask is a seasoned professional, a military

man,
61

but far from authoritarian. He respects democratic process, equality, collective action,

60Le Commander et le Révérend (1972) and Colonel Dog (1980) both published by Fleuve noir.

61
Specifically, a lieutenant in the United States Navy at his debut in 1961’s Forces contaminées, lieutenant-commander

in Brumes jaunes (1963), and finally commander in the 1965 text Fonds dangereux, all published by Fleuve noir (Alfu
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progressive values, and choice—a far cry from his conservative counterparts. Lacking also the

traits of a surhomme, Kovask challenges the definition of a hero altogether, acting more often as

‘enquêteur que démiurge’ (Neveu 1985, p. 98). Working initially as an American secret agent, and

later a US Senatorial investigator, Kovask seeks to uncover and thwart enemies of freedom from

both sides of the Iron Curtain. Kovask sees little moral difference between the actions of both

Eastern and Western Blocs and is all too aware that such actions are as motivated by politics as

they are by ideological conviction:

Vous le saviez pourtant que notre auréole c’est du toc, c’est du chiqué? Nous n’avons

même plus d’idéal, même plus de prétexte du patriotisme. Le communisme? Ce n’est

pas plus écœurant que notre American way of life. Et de l’autre bord, vous croyez

qu’ils sont férocement anticapitalistes? Pensez-vous sincèrement que nos rencontres

. . . au sommet de cette lutte secrète soient le contact violent de deux idéologismes

différents? (Arnaud cited in ibid., p. 97)

Kovask was not conceived as a platform for such ethical concerns and Arnaud was initially

attracted to the spy thriller genre by the freedom its healthy sales afforded him. With sales of up to

200,000 per novel, his spy thrillers gave him the opportunity to ‘réaliser [son] rêve d’adolescent’,

to live off his writing and to write crime fiction novels (Tremblay 2005, p. 63). Over time, Arnaud

realised that the spy thriller, which at the outset had been for him as for many authors little

more than ‘purement alimentaire’ (Neveu 1985, p. 97), could offer a platform for his own personal

politics. Despite disapproval from his publishers for his left-wing views, healthy sales allowed

him to continue to write as he pleased.
62

Arnaud wrote widely, across many genres and under

1983, p. 219).

62
In private correspondence on the matter, Arnaud notes the influence of his own politics in his literature: ‘La

position idéologique de mes bouquins? Je suis un homme de gauche et cela devrait sentir. À plusieurs reprises le Fleuve

noir qui ont un vrai intérêt des œuvres de Kenny et [d’]autres me reprochent mes positions mais continuait de m’éditer.

Par contre mes romans policiers connaissaient une certaine appréciation des critiques et cela plaisait à mon éditeur’

(Arnaud 2019).
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many pen-names.
63

His first novel, the 1952 text Ne tirez pas sur l’inspecteur (Paris: Hachette), a

work of crime fiction, was published under the pseudonym Saint-Gilles and won him the Prix du

quai des Orfèvres. His many crime fiction works are a ‘critique très aiguë de la société française’

(Mesplède 2007, p. 101) decades before the néo-polar transformed French crime fiction into a

platform for such critique. Arnaud was also a lauded author of science-fiction, notably for his

long-running dystopian series La Compagnie des Glaces, published by Fleuve noir between 1980 and

2005, depicting capitalistic global railway companies’ control over a post-apocalyptic, ice-locked

planet Earth.
64

This same vein of activism is equally detectable in Arnaud’s many works of spy

fiction where the US, traditionally depicted as a guard dog of the West, is indicted for its imperialist

tenancies most visible in the actions of the CIA.
65

Heroes such as Kovask bring an anti-establishment bent to the spy thriller. Although far

from radical revolutionaries overturning the Western political status quo, their ‘ton quelque peu

contestataire’ (Neveu 1985, p. 30) is an unexpected development within the genre. Kovask is an

exemplar of a left-wing progressivism that, applied to the spy thriller, highlights an antagonism

between progressive politics and the genre, seeking space for ethics within the spy’s métier

infâme.66

Working at the series’ outset for the ONI (the US Office of Naval Intelligence), Kovask changes

63
Arnaud’s decision to adopt a pseudonym avoided confusion with the author Georges Arnaud, whose successful

1950 thriller Le salaire de la peur (Paris: Julliard) was brought to screen in 1952 by Henri-Georges Clouzot.

64
These, alongside several of his crime fiction and spy thriller texts, have been recently republished by French Pulp

Éditions (https://frenchpulpeditions.fr/).

65
The CIA is Arnaud’s ‘bête noire’ (Neveu 1985, p. 97), although Arnaud does have his hero work alongside the

agency on two occasions, the 1963 novel Mission D.C. Espionnage 327. Paris: Fleuve noir and 1968’s Doublé pour le
Commander Espionnage 654. Paris: Fleuve noir (Alfu 1983, p. 219).

66
Critique of Arnaud’s works often appears to stem from political, and not aesthetic, differences. Gabriel Veraldi

dismissed Arnaud, stating that he is ‘un cas [. . . ] typique de ces “auteurs” qui, entièrement dépourvus de talent et

ignorant tout du monde secret, veulent remplacer les compétences manquantes par une surenchère de provocation’

(1983, p. 106). Elsewhere Veraldi demonstrates a sensitivity to social critique of the genre, taking issue with Marc

Angenot’s characterisation of early twentieth century feuilletons that were precursors to the contemporary spy thriller

as ‘romans revanchards’. While Angenot notes a ‘nationalisme intolérable [qui] se combine avec une germanophobie et

un anglophobie virulentes’ (1975, p. 89) in these texts, Veraldi criticises Angenot’s ignorance of the differing sensibilities

and rhetorical conventions of the era and, in any case, the roman revanchard ‘ne faisait que répondre, avec beaucoup de

retard et une relative modération, au pilonnage des propagandes anti-française’ (1983, p. 69).
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to a non-military role, that of Senatorial Investigator, working under Democratic Party Senator

John Holden. His ethical awareness means that he is unable to dismiss the moral failings of the

state and he is unique among the heroes of the corpus in changing employment. Arnaud was

explicit about his motivations for this change: ‘Kovask ne peut rester dans un service secret et à

l’occasion des Fossoyeurs de la liberté où il enquêtait avec le sénateur Holden sur l’action de la CIA

contre Allende il quitte l’ONI’ (cited in Neveu 1985, p. 97). Two years before the publication of

Fossoyeurs de la liberté, in the 1972 novel Troubles thriller Le Commander et le Révérend, Kovask

speaks critically of his superiors’ authoritarian approach (Arnaud 1972, p. 224). By the time

of his second visit to Ireland, 1980’s Colonel Dog, Kovask has settled in this final position as US

Senatorial investigator and he remains in this role until the final novel of the series, 1986’s Cerveaux

empoisonnés.

An overt alliance with a politician, whose role as such legitimises Kovask, is a ‘singularité’

within the spy thriller genre (Bleton 1994, p. 201). Where a majority of authors eschewed or

were critical of politics and democratic processes, Kovask’s many missions ‘s’insèrent toujours

dans une actualité directement politique’ (Neveu 1985, p. 98). Far from the knee-jerk criticism

of democratic and political processes that typify the spy thriller genre in general, Kovask can

fulfil his ideologically unique role through these processes. Kovask challenges the preconceived

notions of the heroic spy protagonist, rarely flouting legal or moral customs and avoiding violent

confrontations. Kovask refutes not only the politics of the spy hero, but the stature of the spy hero

as well. He is a ‘héros discret’ (ibid., p. 98) who is not a womaniser, does not flaunt wealth or status,

and does not possess physical or mental qualities of the surhomme. His non-Western heritage—his

mother is Russian (ibid., p. 100)—equally places him on the margins of acceptability. Although a

defender of the Occident, he is the corpus’s only professional spy who develops critique of the

system he serves and is its least heroic, least superlative, and most marginal.

Outside of his two Troubles thrillers, the Irish subject matter appealed to Arnaud personally.
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Aside from his Kovask novels, and the pre-Troubles 1958 Luc Ferran novel Luc Ferran du N.I.D.,67

Arnaud was also the author of fifteen erotic novels set during an earlier period of Irish strife; the

tumultuous years of the 18
th
century. Written under the pseudonym Ugo Solenza, these novels,

published between 1974 and 1978, depict the adventures of Irish revolutionary Marion Galaway.

Private correspondence with Arnaud in early 2019 revealed the author’s sincere attachment to

the character Marion: ‘Je suis tombé amoureux de cette création.’ Arnaud adds that he had long

reflected on the possibilities that the character offered, but his publishers had ‘d’autres horizons’

and his efforts remained on the more commercially viable crime fiction and spy thrillers.

1972’s Le Commander et le Révérend introduces us to the republican “Claw Commando”, whose

members are radicalised Northern Irish youths and wealthy American Margot Mulligan. While

fleeing a riot, they kill two British soldiers and escape to the Irish republic. They are hunted

by Belfast’s ‘révérend enragé’ Jonathan Murphy (1972, p. 25) and tracked by Kovask’s partner,

Francesca Pepini, who is disguised as an old Romanichelle. Kovask and Pepini are in Belfast

attempting to recover Margot Mulligan, the daughter of US Navy Admiral Mulligan. Were proof of

her involvement with the Commando to fall into Soviet hands, it could be used to compromise the

admiral’s position as the commander of a US Navy flotilla in the Mediterranean. With information

indicating that Murphy may be a KGB agent, Kovask approaches the reverend claiming to be a

representative of a secret group of American businessmen and offers financial support for Ulster’s

unionists in exchange for information on the Commando. The Commando, now in rural Co. Kerry

and running low on funds, stages a bank robbery. Pepini, once again disguised as a Roma, is

approached by the group and agrees to transport them in her horse-drawn wagon. She tries but is

unable to contact Kovask in Belfast. Kovask, who is under surveillance by Murphy, is intercepted

67
The IRA of the 1950s encountered in the first Luc Ferran novel was an organisation that had nowhere near the

infamy of its 1970s “Provisional” iteration. Nevertheless, the IRA planned and executed an unsuccessful campaign

against the Northern Irish state between December 1956 and March 1962 (J Bowyer Bell 2008, p. 291) that doubtless made

it an appropraite subject matter for this early spy thriller. The IRA enjoyed limited tactical successes but republicans

failed to gain initiative or popular support and ultimately gained only new martyrs for posterity (ibid., p. 299).
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and taken prisoner by the Reverend. He eventually reveals to the Reverend that he is an American

agent and the two enter an uneasy alliance, agreeing to share information. Kovask and Murphy

travel to Kerry, searching for the Commando. In a showdown, Murphy and his men arrive and

surround the cottage and attack it. The Irish police arrive, surround, and arrest the surviving

members of the Commando and Murphy.

Kovask and Pepini escape with Margot and. while Pepini accompanies her to New York,

Kovask returns to Belfast to collect the Reverend’s incriminating evidence on Margot (photographs

implicating her in the Commando’s murder of the two British soldiers). Kovask recovers this and

encounters one of the Reverend’s men, Parkson, who is a CIA agent. The CIA are suspicious of

Kovask and his activities. To protect Margot from the CIA and her father, Kovask renders the man

unconscious and returns to the United States.

Le Commander et le Révérend comes two years prior to Kovask’s break with the US Office

of Naval Intelligence and so he comes to Ulster under the aegis of the American military. His

professional status forms the basis of his legitimacy to operate but his duty conflicts with his

awareness of America’s rising imperialism. His democratic convictions are in tension with the

authoritarian character of the military and he admits to Pepini that, ‘L’amiral Mulligan est un

homme autoritaire, trop autoritaire,’ and speculates that he is capable of becoming ‘une sorte de

dictateur en Méditerranée’ (Arnaud 1972, p. 224). After Margot has been rescued from the Claw

Commando and Reverend Murphy, Kovask tells Pepini of his own order to return the incriminating

photographs of Margot to her father. Pepini decries ‘cette sale politique’ and, fearing that Margot

may not be free from the threat of blackmail and that her own father may use the documents

they recover to coerce his daughter’s obedience, ‘lui souhaite de devenir rapidement orpheline. . . ’

Kovask attempts dismiss Pepini’s fears: ‘Croyez-vous qu’il soit d’un tel machiavélisme?’ (ibid.,

pp. 224–225). This does little to dispel doubts and uncertainty remains over Margot’s fate and the

danger people like Admiral Mulligan represent to the democratic ideals of the West. Moral, but
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also loyal, Kovask declines to offer open critique of his superiors and we are unsure if he ever

hands over the recovered evidence.
68

Instead, the role of critic is assigned to Kovask’s partner, Cesca Pepini, whose introduction in

1971
69
allowed Arnaud to resolve the problem of being ‘[e]ngagé dans une entreprise où il n’est

pas à l’aise’ (Alfu 1983, p. 235), that is, the problem of having found himself part of a literary

complex replete with characters and themes extolling a conservative and authoritarian world view.

Where heroes’ female companions are typically beautiful, paper-thin victims, the sexagenarian

Pepini is entirely different, a ‘collaboratrice du héros qui ne soit ni jeune, ni belle, ni faible’ (ibid.,

p. 235). Her marginal status as an elderly woman allows her to accomplish tasks Kovask cannot.

She is able to disguise herself as an innocuous Romanichelle selling religious trinkets and, taking

advantage of Irish superstition, moves freely throughout republican strongholds in West Belfast,

areas where Kovask would attract attention and suspicion (Arnaud 1972, p. 49). Her disguise also

allows Pepini to insinuate herself into the Commando. Her status as marginal and weak and thus

invisible is once again an advantage as, perceiving her to be of little threat, the group openly

discuss its plans in front of her (ibid., p. 158).

She is also a ruthless and skilled combatant ‘[s]ans pitié aucune’ and in 1971’s Le Commander

et la Mamma is introduced hunting down corrupt CIA-sponsored militia in Greece. Unlike Kovask,

Pepini is someone who ‘appuie toujours sur la détente avant de discuter’ (Arnaud 1971) and in

Northern Ireland we see her on mission with an unusual cache of weapons (sulphuric acid, razor

blades, tear gas, pepper spray) that Kovask describes playfully as a ‘panoplie’ (Arnaud 1972, p. 74).

68
Kovask’s aversion recalls France’s republican tradition of military impartiality throughout the Third Republic,

when the Army was referred to as La Grande Muette and members of the armed forces were even denied the right to

vote. There were ideological and practical reasons for the removal of franchise from members of the military. Faced

with numerous political ‘convulsions’—‘from 1793; the First Republic, the Directory, the Consulate, the First Empire,

the First and Second Restorations, the “Bourgeois Monarchy” of Louis-Philippe [. . . ] the Second Republic [. . . ] the

Second Empire, the Commune, the Third Republic, Hitler’s Third Reich and Pétain’s Vichy and de Gaulle’s Free French

Committee, the Fourth Republic, and finally de Gaulle’s Fifth Republic’, it was challenging for politicians (and perhaps

the army itself) to truly know where they loyalties of the military truly lay (Horne 1984, p. 6).

69
Beginning with the 1971 novel Le Commander et la Mamma (Espionnage 877, Paris: Fleuve noir) and continuing

to Kovask’s final adventure in 1986’ Cerveaux empoisonnés (Espionnage 1852, Paris: Fleuve noir).
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She is equally at home with more conventional weapons, ably wielding a machine gun in the final

chapter of Colonel Dog saving Kovask who has been trapped by the novel’s antagonist.

Le Commander et le Révérend introduces a theme that recurs throughout several texts of this

study; the question of who among Irish republicans can legitimately wield violence—those who

enter the conflict on ideological grounds, or those who enter through necessity or as a response to

oppression? Most of the members of the Claw Commando have been driven to extreme action

through deprivation and poverty. Each of its young members have the ‘même visage ingrat,

même corps mal développé, malingre. Même air vieillot, épuisé. Et, surtout, hargne similaire

qui devenait vite, à la moindre circonstance, une haine farouche contre tout et tous’ (Arnaud

1972, p. 86). This characterisation of radical Irish republicans’ motivation as nihilistic is their

most common criticism in Arnaud’s texts.
70

The violence of the Commando, while coming from

a space of genuine grievance, is shown to be without form, petty, and ultimately self-defeating.

The American Margot Mulligan, with her wealthy background, has no experience of poverty

and oppression and her motivations are therefore purely ideological. Pepini highlights the gulf

separating Margot from the rest of the group, who are ‘catholiques jusqu’au bout des ongles’,

do not necessarily share her own devotion to socialist ideals (ibid., p. 211). When some of the

Commando’s members express unease at the plan to rob a bank in the Irish Republic, hesitant to

take money from ‘nos compatriotes, des vrais Irlandais’, it is Margot who reminds them of their

true goals: ‘Il ne s’agit plus de nationalisme, mais de libération des peuples. L’argent doit être

70
France’s own history with anarchist terrorists is reflected in the distaste for violent action apparently voided of

political meaning. Such are the lasting perceptions of anarchism in French popular culture that to portray the Claw

Commando as such effectively brands them as callous and aimless terrorists. Following the spate of anarchist bombings

in Paris during the 1890s, the French public, thanks to a relentless campaign of demonisation by the conservative and

moderate press and authors, supported tacitly by the government, cast the anarchist in a uniformly dangerous light:

‘pour la population peu au fait des débats théoriques, la figure de l’anarchiste terroriste provoque la panique’ (Granier

2005, para. 2). The aims of such marginal groups are easily presented as entirely absent through conscious campaigns

of misinformation as well as misapprehension. Thus, for Arnaud, with a liberal globalist conscience, the nationalistic

concerns of groups such as his own fictional commando are without merit. Just as a wilful misunderstanding took place

in works portraying France’s own anarchists and their political aims, so too here are the political aims and ideologies

of the Claw Commando elided for more engaging studies of the (wretched) characters; ‘toute réflexion politique est

évacuée au profit d’une analyse purement psychologique’ (ibid., para. 4).
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pris où il se trouve et les bourgeois du Sud ne valent pas mieux que les orangistes du Nord’ (1972,

pp. 78–79).

Even when she becomes aware that the Commando plans to use her as a hostage, she stoically

accepts her fate, seemingly content that her family’s wealth and status may in some way help the

republican cause: ‘Si mon honorable famille peut enfin jouer un rôle honnête, pour une fois, je ne

serais pas la dernière à faire la fine bouche’ (ibid., p. 189). Her self-sacrifice places her ethically

above the self-interested motives of her comrades, who fight from necessity. The republicans of

Le Commander et le Révérend, in their short-sightedness, mistake Margot’s pure motives as an

attempt to assuage a guilty conscience because of her class privilege: ‘Ce serait trop facile, parce

qu’on a mauvaise conscience à cause de sa famille et de ses origines, de rejoindre ceux qui luttent

pour leur peau et parce qu’ils sont au bout de désespoir’ (ibid., p. 188). With their combat founded

on self-interest, their fight is directionless and corruptible. Margot, on the other hand, having

come from wealth and forsaken it, is impervious to the corruptive effects of power and wealth.

Pepini tells her: ‘Tu es trop bien, trop pure pour rester avec ces voyous [. . . ] Car ils vont devenir

des voyous. L’argent va leur gâter le cœur et, bientôt, ils ne songeront qu’à lui, oublieront de

lutter pour un idéal plus noble’ (ibid., p. 207). Under the pen of conservative authors, the pairing

of socialism and Irish nationalism has provided a basis to associate republicans with the USSR

and, with it, legitimise conservative heroes operating in Ireland. The association is made once

again in Le Commander et le Révérend with the Reverend Murphy condemning the politics of Irish

republicans and citing them as indicative of a malign foreign influence in Ireland: ‘Des maoïstes

[. . . ] de sales rouges intoxiqués par la propagande gauchiste étrangère’ (ibid., p. 71). For Arnaud,

however, it is the extent to which Irish republicans err from socialism that makes their fight less

‘pure’. Privileging the global struggle against rapacious capitalism, the Troubles, insofar as they

are tainted by nationalism, are an ignoble struggle.

The interpretation of the Troubles as a class war masquerading as a sectarian one is common
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among France’s political Left. Left-leaning French press publications often framed the Troubles’

characterisation as a religious conflict as belying its true nature: ‘Le conflit irlandais se dégage de

son aspect religieux pour prendre son vrai visage de conflit des classes’ (Taken from L’Humanité,

18/08/69, as cited in Deslandes 2013, p. 26).
71

The shortcomings of Irish republicanism thus revealed,

Arnaud makes clear that the Troubles in Le Commander et le Réverend is merely epiphenomenal to

a greater malaise. It is in the USA, not Ireland, where the ‘véritable lutte’ is to take place: ‘On dit

que c’est des Etats-Unis que viendra la prochaine révolution’ (1972, p. 207).

Among the most significant of shifts visible in Arnaud’s conception of the Troubles between

his two novels on the conflict is its movement from epiphenomenal to a ‘véritable lutte’ occurring

elsewhere, to a theatre of combat in its own right. 1980’s Colonel Dog tells the story of Kovask’s

second mission to Ireland, no longer in the service of the US Office of Naval Intelligence, but as

an investigator working for the US Senator Holden. A newly formed European Commission for

antiterrorism is meeting in Belfast to discuss the seemingly interminable threat posed by Irish

republican terrorists. One of the delegates, the Italian jurist Ettore Marala, protests against the

exclusion of a representative from the Republic of Ireland as well as rumoured collusion between

several multinational corporations (Toyota, Grundig, Guinness), Protestant paramilitaries and the

British, French, and German governments.

A Northern Irish journalist, Lillian Taylor, contacts Marala and attempts to bring proof of this

collusion. She tells him of an former Colonel in the French army and a veteran of the Algerian War,

who has been sent to Ulster to advise the UFF.
72
Before they can meet however, Lillian Taylor is

71
Left-leaning authors adopted this same narrative. Author Jean-Patrick Manchette, writing as the violence in Ulster

was first arising, recorded in his journal his impression that, beneath the guise of religious strife, the proletariat of

Ulster was on the journey to becoming aware of the nature of its own oppression: ‘les pillages populaires dénotent

que sous le socle de fanatisme religieux, les actes du prolétariat d’Ulster sont en avance sur leur conscience’ (Entry

dated 14/07/71, Manchette 2008, p. 383). Jean-Gérard Imbar’s 1974 text Ah, ça I.R.A.! which will be examined in the next

chapter, confronts and interrogates this narrative.

72
The Ulster Freedom Fighters was an group operating within the UDA (Ulster Defence Association) whose role was

to commit violent retaliatory actions against the nationalist and Catholic communities in Northern Ireland, shielding

the (then legal) UDA from legal censure. The UFF was a simple ‘streamlined’ organisation whose goal was to ‘take the

war to the IRA’ by showing them ‘that loyalists could be even more brutal.’ While IRA killings of Protestant civilians
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murdered. Francesa Pepini and Serge Kovask offer their assistance to Marala as, with his oversight,

the Commission may be able to, at last, ameliorate the political deadlock in Ireland.

Kovask and Pepini investigate the murder of Lilian Taylor, making contact with her sister,

Maggie, a doctor whoworks in the dangerous and poverty-stricken Catholic ghettos ofWest Belfast.

Maggie’s romantic relationship with an IRA militant, Ian Gonhor, attracts the attention of the

RUC, who regularly harass her. Gonhor reveals that he has Lillian Taylor’s documents, but Maggie

is unable to reach him because of RUC surveillance. Kovask meanwhile uses his connections in

the USA to organise a boycott of Guinness, pressuring the company’s representative in Northern

Ireland, a man named Lawrence Parker, into providing him with information on the mysterious

French colonel.

Kovask learns that the French officer in Ulster is called Colonel Dog—so named because he

keeps a pack of fierce dogs—and is the leader of a clandestine commando tasked with missions that

Loyalist paramilitaries do not want to become involved with. Their investigation eventually reveals

the whereabouts of Colonel Dog—an old house on the outskirts of Belfast that once belonged to

the Ballansacs. Arriving to confront Colonel Dog, however, Kovask learns that he has been lured

into a trap and is confined to the Ballansacs’ abandoned home with a pack of dogs belonging to

the Colonel. Pepini, searching for Kovask, arrives at the Ballansac house. Kovask escapes and he

and Peini trap Colonel Dog inside the house with his dogs. He eventually emerges, telling Kovask

that he had been sent to Northern Ireland by the French secret service, who have since cut ties

with him. Kovask does not believe this but the memory of the ferocious dogs will stay with him

for a long time.

While in some respects Colonel Dog shows a development in Arnaud’s Troubles representation,

both novels still retain some more tokenistic aspects of Irish and Troubles representation. Irish

food is invariably bad—‘pas très enthousiasmant comme gastronomie’ (Arnaud 1972, p. 56)—and

were claimed to be accidental, ‘[t]he UFF made no such apology’ (Taylor 1999, p. 116).
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the Irish predilection for alcohol persists. In Le Commander et le Révérend, Kovask navigates Irish

roads with difficultly owing to their many drunk cyclists (1972, p. 116) and by the time of Colonel

Dog (1980), alcohol (and Guinness specifically) is as responsible for the deaths of militants as

‘les balles de soldats britanniques’ (1980, p. 152). Guinness’s famous 1927 advertising slogan, ‘Le

fameux [. . . ] Guinness is good for you,’ touting the supposed health benefits of the drink, is here

invoked with irony and juxtaposed against the damage alcohol has caused the Irish, which ‘a fait

des ravages dans le cœur des Irlandais’ (ibid., p. 55).
73

These familiar tropes of Irishness place the

reader in a familiar discursive field, recalling other works of fiction as well as nebulous cultural

assumptions about the Irish. By 1980, however, Arnaud’s perception of the Troubles has evolved. It

is no longer a peripheral conflict in a global class war and is now a key battleground in a sustained

campaign waged by an aggressive capitalism that has state sovereignty in its sights. Guinness,

beyond the damage to health and society through heavy consumption, assumes a role of corporate

villain. Arnaud accuses it of having a vested interest in maintaining a subservient and divided

population in Ulster and have interfered directly in its democratic and political processes.
74

Both texts are sympathetic to Irish republican grievances. Republican combat is ‘la guerrilla

urbaine’ (ibid., p. 19) and its proponents are dejected and ignorant, having been cast aside and

largely forgotten by the state and ruling classes. At worst they are incompetent moral actors,

committing acts of violence when faced with no other option. In Colonel Dog, where republicans

are less prominent, Arnaud challenges the normal definition of terrorism as something only a

non-state actor can perpetrate. Kovask’s Italian ally and member of ‘La Commission Européenne

de lutte contre le Terrorisme’, Ettore Marala, calls out the bias in the Commission which applies

73
The slogan in question, “Guinness is good for you”, was not initially used in Ireland, owing to the drink’s already

healthy market share (Yenne 2007, p. 93). The slogan’s ultimate success is in its ubiquity becoming even a tool of some

San-Antonian wordplay for the blurb of 1977’s Hue, dada !: ‘Là-bas [en Irlande], y a que des ivrognes, mais alors des

vrais de vrai! Etant donné que Guinness is good for leurs pommes, ils s’en cognent des pintes. Tandis que nous autres,

en Francerie, c’est des pintes de bon sang qu’on s’envoie.’

74
It is revealed to Kovask that recent attempts to re-establish the death penalty in Northern Ireland come from

Guinness, and not London (Arnaud 1980, p. 55).
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a narrow definition of the term: ‘On ne discute ici que du terrorisme de l’I.R.A., mais on oublie

celui des légalistes’ (1980, p. 10), alluding to the campaign of terror that the British government

and Protestant colonists have waged against the native Irish for generations (ibid., p. 24). Marala

also remarks upon the Commission’s silence on the worst of the conflict’s atrocities which, ‘les

statistiques le prouvent, ont été commises par les U.V.F. ou les U.F.F.’ (ibid., p. 11). Such a claim

is difficult to substantiate (especially given that the IRA is responsible for more deaths during

the conflict than the UVF and UFF combined) and may be an example of a bias against Ulster

Protestants, whose primary representative within the French consciousness was the zealous Rev

Ian Paisley, a fact that may cast Ulster’s Protestants as zealous fanatics.
75

Republican violence is legitimised, or its moral wrongs mitigated, by reference to the past

sufferings of Catholic Irish under British rule. In Colonel Dog, the son of the Italian consul in Belfast

recalls these, characterising Irish Catholics as habitually passive people who have reacted violently

only in this latest instance of persecution: ‘Le terrorisme est le fait de ces gens-là depuis toujours.

Les catholiques ont supporté la violence durant des siècles avant d’y répondre’ (ibid., p. 24).

Historical sectarian persecution continues in the form of contemporary economic discrimination

and each of Arnaud’s novels refers to West Belfast’s impoverished Catholic neighbourhood as a

‘ghetto catholique’ (Arnaud 1972, pp. 26, 38, 1980, pp. 191, 196).

Thus, the Troubles are framed as entirely class-based and oppression along religious lines is

intended solely to maintain a class of divided and weakened workers. The businesses implicated

interfere because they ‘ont besoin d’ouvriers catholiques pour les sous-payer’ (1980, pp. 27–

28). Working class Protestants are damaged also through this action and the British state too is

75
Some maintain, however, that there may be a qualitative difference between republican and loyalist killings. This

controversial statement was, to an extent, explored by Robert White in his 1997 article The Irish Republican Army:
An Assessment of Sectarianism. While it is the case that the IRA is responsible for a greater number of deaths overall,

Protestant paramilitaries killed proportionally and actually more Catholic civilians than the IRA did Protestant, both

prior to 1980 (the year of Colonel Dog’s publication) and throughout the conflict. This may be attributable to the IRA

targeting of the British Army and Northern Irish state forces as providing a greater number of visible and “legitimate”

targets, while Protestant paramilitaries may have struggled to differentiate members of the IRA from Catholic civilians.
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implicated in action to maintain the status quo: ‘En écrasant irrémédiablement l’I.R.A. C’est la

seule possibilité. Ils boycotteront les discussions entre les deux communautés car unis, ces gens-là

pourraient se retourner contre eux, exiger des aménagement sociaux, une nouvelle politique

économique en Ulster’ (Arnaud 1980, p. 76). The tool of British oppression in Ireland—capitalism—

means that the antagonism in Colonel Dog is not an external Other, but comes from within the

domestic and European spheres. The French, German, and British governments are implicated

in a plot to target republican militants who pose a threat to the capitalist hegemony and the

European antiterrorism commission threatens to become a body that targets republican terrorism

only because it represents a threat to this hegemony, while state-sponsored terrorist organisations

operate with impunity. Marala voices his fears that the Commission is only another example of

the ‘vague d’hystérie actuelle de nouvelle chasses aux sorcières’ that leading European nations

wage against bodies critical of capitalism’s dominance (ibid., p. 18). Manipulating the development

of countries outside their own borders for their own ends, the European nations now ‘prennent le

relais’ of the CIA (ibid., p. 54).
76

While Irish Catholics in Colonel Dog are shown as victims of rapacious capitalist forces,

the extent to which their republicanism is mired in nationalism and sectarianism diminishes

its legitimacy. Its association with Catholicism in particular is a source of critique in Arnaud’s

texts. Even prior to the Troubles, Arnaud, writing as Gil Darcy, set the first novel of the Luc

Ferran series in an Ireland where the malign influence of religion and the sectarian division it can

engender are plain. Ferran, investigating an attack on an American shipment of ICBMs docked at

Belfast, navigates a country where an ‘atmosphère de bigoterie’ is pervasive (Darcy 1958, p. 62). As

76
Arnaud’s suspicion of state and capitalism are visible here. The “taking up the baton” of the European nations

from the US implies a unity of purpose among nations where capitalism firmly holds sway. His suspicion of national

intelligence agencies, who here act with little oversight and not in the interests of all, is visible even in the first Luc

Ferran novel where Arnaud places his hero in an organisation superseding national agencies: ‘Luc Ferran, Français,

appartient au N.I.D. (Nato Intelligence Department, Bureau de Renseignements de l’O.T.A.N.) [. . . ] Ce service secret

domine de sa puissance les services secrets nationaux, le M.I. 5 Britannique, le C.I.A. américain, le Deuxième Bureau

français, qui voient leur rayon d’action limité par la terrible activité du N.I.D. qui lutte pour la sauvegarde des pays

occidentaux’ (Darcy 1958, p. 11).
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parochial as Belfast feels to Ferran, he acknowledges that across the border in the Irish Republic

conservative Catholic clericalism means common freedoms are denied: ‘Il lui avait suffi, pour

imaginer l’ambiance qui pouvait y régner, de lire que Camus et Anatole France étaient interdits

dans les bibliothèques et ne circulent que sous le manteau’ (Darcy 1958, p. 37). Irish religiosity and

obscurantism here manifest as a censorship contrary to modern French cultural enlightenment.
77

The theme of an oppressive Catholic Church continues in both of Arnaud’s Troubles thrillers.

Irish clericalism occupies an unusual place and it is noted with irony that ‘cette religion synonyme

d’oppression un peu partout est ici symbole de liberté.’ So great is the deprivation of the Irish,

however, that their faith has come to form an integral part of their identity: ‘Mais ça leur réserve

quoi, aux Irlandais? Un truc comme dans l’Iran de Khomeiny’ (Arnaud 1980, p. 25).
78

Beyond cultural policing and censorship, more corporeal Irish freedoms are also curtailed

because of the influence of the Catholic Church. In Colonel Dog, we see an Irish woman denied

access to abortion and compelled to seek treatment in England.
79
The woman chafes under the

77
Criticism of censorship and the incommensurate influence of conservative Catholicism in the Irish Free State

and Republic are justified. Censorship, driven largely by the Church (from which the early Irish state claimed both

legitimacy and authority), was presented as ‘a benign act with “Mother Ireland” and the welfare of its people at its heart,

ensuring the importation of immorality, particularly sexual morality, was not allowed to “pollute” the Free State.’ It

quickly became ‘a powerful tool in the maintenance and deepening the hegemony of the church’ (Keating 2015, p. 290).

The list of works banned is long and eclectic. Authors whose works fell foul of the Censorship Board include Marcel

Proust, André Gide, Somerset Maughan, Aldous Huxley, George Orwell, Daphne du Maurier, Ernest Hemingway, C.S.

Forester, H.G. Wells, (Green and Karolides 2005, p. 296) Heinrich Böll, Émile Zola, Thomas Mann, Graham Greene,

André Malraux, John Steinbeck (Ó Drisceoil 2005, p. 147). Seemingly contrary to its role of protecting Ireland for

salacious foreign views, numerous Irish authors found their works banned in the Irish Republic: ‘The list of banned

Irish authors in the 1930s and 1940s reads like a “Who’s Who” of Irish literature’ with names such as James Joyce,

Samuel Becket, Frank O’Connor, Liam O’Flaherty, Brendan Behan, Edna O’Brien, and Benedict Kiely notable additions

to the list of works deemed ‘evil literature’ (ibid., p. 148).

78
Tocqueville’s posthumously published Voyages also show this positive relationship between Irish people and

the clergy: ‘[i]l existe un incroyable union entre le clergé d’Irlande et la population catholique’ who appear to have

genuine concerns for the material welfare for Ireland’s many poor; ‘Le clergé repoussé du haut de la société se penche

entièrement vers le bas: il a les mêmes instincts, les mêmes intérêts, les mêmes passions que le peuple’ (Tocqueville 1864,

p. 390). Tocqueville notes in correspondence that his impression in Ireland is that ‘le sentiment religieux y conserve de

puissance, sans devoir absorbant et destructeur de tout autre mobile des actions humaines. Rien ne ressemble moins à

ce qu’on voit dans tant d’autres pays catholiques’ (ibid., p. 129).

79
This is one of several instances when the Troubles thriller corpus would benefit from a feminist reading, the role

of women in the Troubles and (assigned roles in) Troubles representation promising to elucidate much about their male

counterparts and protagonists. The role of women in SAS was discussed briefly in section 1.2 on page 48 but could

fruitfully be expanded to include in particular Roger Mauge’s Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre (1982), Maurice Gouiran’s
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restrictive influence of the Church: ‘J’en ai marre, dit la fille, marre de ces interdictions. . . Je n’ai

pas demandé à être catholique et à subir les interdictions du Vatican. C’est dégueulasse’ (1980,

p. 40).
80

The theme of religious authoritarianism remained a relevant theme for Arnaud until

the final Kovask novel, 1986’s Cerveaux empoisonnés, in which Kovask and Pepini investigate

collusion between right-wing political parties, the CIA, and the anti-communist l’Association pour

l’Unification du Christianisme Mondial (Ficini 2014). While Irish matters might lend themselves

well to Arnaud’s concerns about conservative and religious authoritarianism, it is clearly a topic

that transcends the Troubles paradigm.

Despite Arnaud’s evident distaste for conservative Catholicism, its negative influence is shown

to be a more passive one in Ulster, particularly when compared to Ulster’s Evangelical Protestant

tradition. The firebrand Protestant pastor is, after the IRA, the most recognisable and common

Troubles trope in the French Troubles thriller.
81

The Reverend Jonathan Murphy is shown as a

zealot whose sermons incite violence and maintain sectarian division. Kovask refers to Murphy

as an ‘illuminé intransigeant et dangereux’ whose reputation has spread across Europe (1972,

p. 24), a claim substantiated by the media attention Paisley received in France and his frequency

in the Troubles fiction corpus.
82

His sermons are shown to contribute to the rising sectarian

violence in Ulster and his parishioners often leave his sermons only to immediately commit acts of

vandalism of Catholic-owned businesses (ibid., p. 64). Initially suspected by Kovask and his agency

of being a Soviet agent operating in Ulster, Murphy is eventually unmasked as a petty gangster

L’Irlandais (2018), as well as texts beyond the immediate corpus, such as Raymond Queneau’s On est toujours trop bon
avec les femmes (1947).

80
While the influence of the Church in the Irish Republic was certainly visible on this and related issues, the

continued criminalisation of abortion in Northern Ireland is as much a result of the political domination of conservative

Protestantism. In fact, “moral” issues such as access to abortion represent a significant point of divergence between

Northern Ireland’s Unionist establishment and the legislatures of Great Britain where access to abortion was initially

governed by the 1967 Abortion Act, while in Northern Ireland provision was made under the Abortion (Northern

Ireland) Regulations 2020, regulations brought into force by the British government during a three-year period of

political deadlock in which the Northern Irish legislature did not sit.

81
See footnote 92 on page 74 for other examples.

82
See footnote 39 on page 100.
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whose clothing of himself and his church in religious fervour is a cynical racket: ‘Plus le temps

passe et plus je comprends que vous n’êtes qu’un illuminé sans pouvoir, Murphy. Votre Nouvelle

Eglise, c’est de la frime. Vous ne recherchez qu’un profit personnel et vous vous foutez bien de la

cause que vous prétendez défendre’ (Arnaud 1972, p. 143). His ministry is not just dangerous and

polarising, it is hollow.

Such a uniformly negative view of Paisley, here and across the French Troubles thriller corpus,

may come from a lingering sense among the French public that such sects are a less legitimate

type of church, particularly when compared to Catholicism, ‘the quintessence of the Church

type’ (Fath 2005, p. 400) Max Weber’s sociology draws attention to a Church-sect dichotomy that

informs French views on religion, especially given the ‘relative scarcity of religious products’

within the French marketplace of faiths (ibid., p. 400). The result is the view that the evangelical

tradition, which continues to grow while more traditional religious structures, like Catholicism,

decline, is a last gasp of the religious impulse. Such sects that come in the wake of ‘religious

decomposition’ in France and that ‘refuse modernity’, are ‘communitarian niches for marginalized

populations’, or are ‘culturally unadapted transplants’ (ibid., pp. 405–408). Translated to the

Troubles stage, the Reverend Murphy—an ‘illuminé’ to his detractors (more a charismatic mystic

than clergy)—represents the incursion of the non-native and is a fitting candidate for the suspected

Soviet agent seeking to damage the fabric of (Northern) Irish society. That Murphy is subsequently

revealed not to be a Soviet agent, and truly is only the leader of an evangelical sect, does not

make him any less antagonistic. The pluralism of the religious marketplace in which such sects

arise, frequently characterised as an American importation, smacks of the capitalist market; a

space bloated with choice but bereft of substance where a clerical class plies the trade of conmen.

Compounded with Weberian associations between the emergence of capitalism and Protestantism,

Murphy’s operation is little more than a racket.

The changes in representation of the Troubles, as well the transformation of Kovask’s rela-
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tionship with the state, are evidence of his ‘longue évolution’ that eventually led to ‘révolte et à

la dénonciation de l’Amérique impériale’ (Neveu 1985, p. 30). He and his creator are a rarity in

the spy thriller genre. His beliefs are nuanced and circumspect and he supports progressive and

liberal politics of change. Nevertheless, even following his schism with the armed forces, Kovask

remains a dutiful servant of the state, and in spite of the worst excesses of America’s aggressive

foreign policy throughout the 1970s, retains the ‘espoir d’un redressement intérieur de la société

américaine’ (ibid., p. 97). A readiness to critique the system of which he is a part, and yet not act

against it, or even provide solutions to issues beyond the immediate and the local, means that

Kovask remains, albeit with mitigations, ‘un paladin de l’Occident’ (ibid., p. 100).

2.6 Conclusion

If the Irish subject matter is neglected in this chapter, this reflects its limited use in framing

domestic French concerns. Agents’ involvement in Irish affairs is a professional obligation, often

lamented. The result is that particularisms of the Troubles and Ireland fade into the background as

newer and different domestic concerns are brought to the fore. These texts, perhaps more than

they are Troubles thrillers, are meditations on France’s role in the postcolonial world, where it is a

leading nation, but not the leading nation, within Europe. The professionalism of its spies means

they are not the ideological paladins of a former age, but employees exerting the will of the state.

The banalisation of the spy thriller hero that robs the figure of typically superlative traits

comes after a shift in popular politics. The diminishing of the spy’s rank and standing change them

from an authoritarian figure to a worker. Even this, however, does not resolve the tension between

state and hero, examples of which are visible even with those closely aligned with the conservative

character of the state (such as Lemoine) or the self-abnegating employee (Larsan). Non-ideological

warriors also do not require ideological enemies. Political rivals, the USA in particular, people these

novels. Troubles actors are part of a collection of literary devices, sometimes benign, sometimes
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malign, in the orbit of the chapter’s protagonists. The success or failure of the ventures carries

little import for the professional heroes.

French ideological ambivalence to the Troubles in thrillers certainly comes from a fatigue with

the theme. Writing in Le Monde Diplomatique in 1980, more than a decade after the Troubles were

first reported in the French media, Patrick Rafroidi dubs the Troubles ‘la guerre qui s’éternise’.

Rafroidi notes the conflict’s historicity as well as the glut of literature that has sprung up in its

wake, explaining that it ‘déchire depuis maintenant plus d’une décennie les deux communautés

[. . . ] analysées ad nauseam par les esprits les plus objectifs ou les plus partisans, les plus au fait ou

les plus ignares’ (Rafroidi 1988, p. 158). The Troubles itself would continue for almost two more

decades seeming all the while to be the status quo in Ireland.

The thrillers of the last two chapters show the medium to be supple but all share a common

ideological foundation at heart. All depict the Western, capitalistic, world order threatened by

ruptures in the status quo like the Troubles and, through contact with the sort of aberration the

Troubles represents, shows itself to be legitimate and defensible. Even the more anti-establishment

Arnaud errs on the side of conservatism, maintaining the belief that the West, represented by

the USA, is capable of reforming its most egregiously undemocratic elements. The works of the

next chapter, however, go further. Their depictions of protagonists permitting or even seeking

revolutionary action in Ireland, a blatant affront to the political status quo of Europe, demonstrate

that the thriller is indeed a ‘littérature en mutation permanente’ (Neveu 1985, p. 19). The Troubles

again shows that it is a fertile theme for further political, social, and ideological exploration of

issues specific to Ireland and on a wider scale.
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Chapter 3

Irish revolutions: Reformist French

Troubles thrillers

If the image presented so far of the thriller genre is one characterised by near universal conser-

vatism, this is mitigated by some authors and publishers who attempt a ‘réorientation idéologique’

(Thoveron 2008, p. 713). Pressured by changing demands of public taste, producers of thrillers

sought to capitalise on new and previously unexplored avenues within the market. Thus, a striking

and discrete configuration within the French Troubles thriller corpus is apparent; those novels

where the Troubles is neither the status quo, nor where it is “resolved” with a peace accord, but

with the upending of the established order and the institution of a new one. These are novels of

revolution.

Whether conservative or progressive, the revolutions these texts depict systemic and far-

reaching social and political change. For many this is the realisation of the dream of a united

socialist Ireland, while for others revolution signals the restoration of an ancient (and mythic)

national sovereignty. For others still, the motif of revolution is an opportunity to expose and
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expound the dangers of revolution. The revolutionary thrillers thus represent a departure from

the norm by depicting radical alterations to the status quo made possible through the Troubles

subject matter.

3.1 L’espionnage dégringole: crisis and response in the spy thriller.

A crisis afflicted the spy thriller from the latter half of the 1960s. Public tastes shifted and, unable

to respond adequately or rapidly enough, the genre suffered a chronic decline in sales and cultural

capital and, by the late 1970s, the traditional French spy thriller formula that had contributed to

the commercial success of many, began to feel stale: ‘l’espionnage dégringol[ait]’ (Thoveron 2008,

p. 713).

Even ‘increvables’ of French spy fiction (Bleton 1994, p. 38) were obliged to transform them-

selves ‘au goût du jour’ (Neveu 1985, p. 27). Many were unable to respond to changing tastes and

a widespread cull among genre stalwarts took place from the late 1970s and continued throughout

much of the following decade. Some of the once commercially robust series in the Troubles fiction

corpus disappeared; G.-J. Arnaud’s hero Commander Serge Kovask ceased appearing in publica-

tions after 1986, having been a fixture of 66 novels across 25 years,
1
although Arnaud continued to

publish prolifically until 2005, most notably as an award-winning science-fiction writer (Mesplède

2007, pp. 101, 459; Vincenti 2011). Philippe Larsan, created by Michel Carnal, had his final outing

in 1980’s La colère d’Arès, seventeen years after his first, 1963’s L’Année du tigre.2 Following his

final spy fiction novel, Carnal, winner of the Grand prix du roman d’espionnage as well as the

Grand prix de littérature policière in 1960 and 1964 respectively, ceased writing altogether along

with many of his contemporaries (Neveu 1985, p. 32). Pierre Nemours’ Général Frédéric Lemoine

too disappeared following the 1982 novel Les prisonniers de Quaïtbaï, having been a recurring

1
Beginning with Forces contaminées Espionnage 274 and ending with Cerveaux empoisonnés Espionnage 1852, all

published by Fleuve noir.

2
Both published in Fleuve noir’s series Espionnage, numbers 1534 and 362 respectively.
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protagonist since 1963’s Mise à mort.3 The once iconic series O.S.S. 117 also saw its popularity

fall. In 1977 publisher Plon boasted ‘Soixante millions de volumes vendus,’ but did not specify that

40 million of these were sold between 1950 and 1965 (Neveu 1985, p. 25). And where each text

published in Fleuve noir’s Espionnage series in the early 1960s could expect at least 80,000 units

to be sold (with some authors shifting 200,000 per title) by the end of the 1970s, this figure was

closer to 40,000 (ibid., pp. 21, 25). By the mid-1980s, the genre that had been a proverbial littérature

alimentaire for many an author and publisher was waning. Writing in 1985, Neveu observes that

Fleuve noir ‘semble s’être résigné à la décrépitude du genre de l’espionnage’ (ibid., p. 32). Just two

years later, in 1987, after 1,905 novels, the Espionnage series ceased publication altogether. Of all

the classic series, only Villiers’ SAS would survive the 1980s.
4

It is arguably the tide of vocal egalitarianism which occurred in 1968 that inflamed popular

notions of progressive social change and revolution, and that in turn threatened social attitudes

that were the spy thriller’s precepts (patriarchal authority, patriotism, the state, capitalism...). The

concrete results of the events of May-June 1968 in France are difficult to determine—or may even

be negligible.
5
While few concrete changes were effected, 1968’s cultural and social ramifications

are incontrovertible. 1968 was a ‘révolution symbolique [. . . ] à cause de ce qu’elle signifie plus

qu’elle ne l’effectue’ (emphais is the author’s; Certeau 1994, p. 32) whose result was the awareness

by some of society’s disenfranchised that, not only did they have a voice, but that language and

power were bound. The suspicion of the state and authority more generally spared no part of the

established order:

[La crise de l’autorité] n’a pas seulement touché les parents, le patronat, les directions,

3
Also both published in Fleuve noir’s Espionnage, numbers 1661 and 369 respectively.

4
Only the author’s death would bring the series to an end. The final SAS novel was 2013’s La vengeance du Kremlin

published by Éditions G. de Villiers, the 200
th
in the series.

5
Michel de Certeau, who wrote and was present for much of the unrest in 1968, notes the quick abatement of

agitation, having seemingly advanced the cause of freedom little: ’Les pluies d’août semblent avoir changé les feux de

mai en restes abandonnés au service de voirie [...] L’après recommence l’avant, nous y sommes de nouveau’ (1994,

p. 29).
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l’État, mais aussi le pouvoir (tenu pour illégitime), le savoir (complice du pouvoir sous

l’apparence de la neutralité), la culture (accusée d’être répressive), le patriotisme (qui

serait relique du passé), les idéologies de parti (contraires aux intérêts qu’elles servent

en fait), etc. Tout ce qui “faisait autorité” a été atteint par un même soupçon: qu’est-ce

qui se cache derrière? (Certeau 1994, pp. 108–09)

The legacy of les événements of 1968 was an intellectual shift that placed a new emphasis on

ethics, lasting long after the “révolution” had abated: ‘Que les déchets d’une révolution manquée

soient jetés à la poubelle, ce n’est pourtant pas dire qu’elle est oubliée’ (ibid., p. 29). Julian Bourg

summarises this intellectual shift ‘What had been revolutionized was the very notion of revolution

itself’ (2017, p. 4). Repercussions of this were felt across all sections of French society but for the

spy thriller, the touchstone that had assured authority of its heroes had been removed. At the

same time, in light of a new concern for ethics, its necessity had been heightened.

For the protagonists of the conservative thriller, the established order is the a priori source of

ethical (and professional) legitimation they require, and its survival is the end they seek: ‘Tout le

statut du héros renvoie à la notion centrale de hiérarchie justifiée’ (Neveu 1985, p. 114). However,

the increased concern for the ethical implications of the legitimacy of the state in France post-1968

recast the spy’s role as a sentinelle de l’Ordre (ibid., p. 175) in a sharply political light. The spy

ceased to be a simple ‘technicien du combat’ and instead was understood as fulfilling a ‘rôle

politique et de défendre un type de société’ (ibid., p. 71). The spy’s intense proximity to the state,

far from an assurance of legitimacy, now leaves a taint.

Publishers and authors struggled to respond to this shifting ethical topos and few new younger

authors wrote spy thrillers during this time. This ‘absence de sang nouveau’ (ibid., p. 42) meant

that the spy thriller during the 1970s was increasingly a genre of old white, bourgeois, metropolitan

men, and essentially of ‘anciens combattants.’
6
The spy thriller was now seen to be out of touch

6
Following interviews, correspondence, and surveys of spy fiction authors responsible for 70% of all sales (including
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with a liberalising reading public in post-1968 France.

The genre itself also encouraged the overuse of devices and tropes that pushed it further

towards ossification. Neveu indicts authors themselves who did much to discredit their work

‘usant et abusant des mêmes scénarios et ficelles’ (1985, p. 33). Driven by an overriding commercial

imperative, texts’ need for recognisability demanded an adherence to formulae and established

tropes. Fixity of form, in a large part, defines a genre; a literary product that is recognisable by the

mobilisation of more or less stable sets of constraints, tropes, and images that ensure works were

visible on readers’ ‘horizon of expectation’ (Jauss 1982, p. 23). While an undoubtedly productive

strategy, the stringent generic constraints placed on the spy thriller left it at a developmental

impasse. Stunted innovation imperilled attractiveness on the literary marketplace and stripped the

genre of a necessary vitality.
7
Privileging commercial concerns at the expense of creativity and

innovation during the 1970s, the espionage thriller began to exhaust its ‘artistic usefulness’ (Franco

Moretti 2003, p. 77), that is, how it communicated aspects of the world in novel and arresting

ways. Viktor Shklovsky’s account of an art form’s descent from vitality, where the newness and

strangeness of the text arrest the reader, to aridity, where all is familiar and stale, is that of the spy

thriller exhausting its narrative possibilities:

Every artistic form undergoes a journey from birth to death, from visibility and sensual

perception, when a thing projects admiration and emerges into visibility in every

twist and turn toward recognition, when the thing, the form becomes a dull imitator

of memory and tradition, becoming invisible to the client himself. (Shklovsky 2005,

p. 56)

Josette Bruce, Arnaud, Nemours, Rank, and Villiers) Neveu summarised authors’ social background: 65% were over the

age of 50, 30% published their first texts before 1965. 80% of authors had some relation to the military or the law; 25%

former police or army officers, with a further 25% active in the Resistance. A further seven also spent extended periods

in former French colonies (Neveu 1985, p. 64).

7
For the Russian formalists, innovation (or “divergence”) was ‘the core of esthetic perception and the source of

artistic values’ (Erlich 1955, p. 252). Artistic forms that cease to innovate risk exhausting themselves: ‘The value of

literature lies in its novelty and originality’ (ibid., p. 252).
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Neveu cites authors Pierre Boileau and Thomas Narcejac, writing in 1964 during the twilight of

the spy thriller’s golden age, on how the genre had ‘fixé ses thèmes une fois pour toutes - un peu

comme le western - et seule une secousse sociale imprévue pourrait, dans une certain mesure, les

modifier’ (Neveu 1985, p. 30). 1968 provided this secousse sociale and yet, when the moment came,

the spy thriller was unable to adapt. The same crisis faced other genres of popular fiction, notably

the polar whose formal features, once productive, generating numerous bestsellers, had become

restrictive. Unlike with the roman d’espionnage, these were subsequently altered or done away

with altogether, leading to the invention of the néo-polar; a re-invigoration that offered crime

fiction in France a new vitality and relevance.

The three texts of this chapter each offer the possibility of a reformulation of the genre, leading

it away from relegation as a ‘dull imitator of memory and tradition’. Once again the Troubles

subject matter and the Irish and Northern Irish setting provide material for the thriller’s continued

evolution as well as meditations on domestic French concerns. We see echoes of France’s own

revolutionary past within the contemporary Irish setting. Jean-Gérard Imbar’s 1974 novel Ah, ça

I.R.A.! (Paris: Gallimard) reflects on France’s own revolutionary past, asking if its people have

abandoned or betrayed its ideals, while also asking what a fitting response to representations of

conflict and suffering such as the Troubles should be. Roger Mauge’s Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre

(Paris: Plon, 1981) presents revolutionary activity in Ireland under the more familiar light of

aberration and a more aggressive Irish republicanism presages potential challenges to national

security from abroad. Mauge presents a foreign, KGB-sponsored, Monte Cristo-like protagonist

whose guile and superlative heroism inspire otherwise gormless and politically ignorant IRA

volunteers to finally oust the British. His novel does not connect with issues of Irish identity or

sectarian division—issues which were and remain at the political forefront in Northern Ireland

and we come to see that Mauge’s vision of the Troubles as a class struggle is a caricature. Claude

Rank’s Le Serment de Shannon (Paris: Fleuve noir, 1975) depicts an entirely different brand of Irish
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revolutionism that is steeped in nationalism, laying claim to sovereignty through historic suffering

linking the individual to the national whole. His revolutionary ideal comes from the Right and

taps into Irish republican (and French) veins of militarism and ethnic nationalism.

3.2 The revolutionary thriller hero.

Even as thriller heroes negotiated the dialectic that brought them from figures of heroic exception-

alism to professionals, some instead sought a ‘réorientation idéologique’ (Thoveron 2008, p. 713) to

the Left. The task is not without complications. The thriller hero is both ‘individuel et exceptionnel’

and thus a ‘personnage anti-collectif’ (Bleton 1994, p. 203); a poor standard bearer for socialism

and novels of social transformation. Within the spy thriller genre at large, the extent of this sort of

change was often little more than a superficial inversion of political polarity, with no perceptible

changes to the charismatic hero. Thoveron, referring to the series “Enigmes autour du monde”

published by Les Editeurs français réunis, a publisher associated with the French Communist

Party, speculates on what such a hero might look like: ‘héros du type M.V.D. 117, Ivan Bondinsky,

voir San Antoniov’ (2008, p. 715).
8
Thoveron’s summary of an Eastern Bloc heroic secret agent

demonstrates the absurdity of having protagonists simply parrot Soviet dogma but remain aloof

8
The series Thoveron refers to brought together works from France as well as various Eastern bloc countries. 23

texts were published within the collection starting with Bulgarian Andrei Gulyashki’s 1963 novel Mission à Montchilovo
(first published in 1959) and ending with the 1966 text Les Major trois doigts by Frenchman André Monnier. An eclectic

collection, in addition to contemporary crime fiction and spy thrillers, the series also republished Balzac’s 1833 novel

Ferragus, chef des dévorants. Thoveron’s characterisation of Soviet spy fiction as derivative is only partially justified as

spy fiction from the Eastern bloc had a distinctiveness that set it apart from Western traditions. Gulyashki and others

offered sometimes state-sponsored “Soviet Bonds” that differed substantially from the Western archetype. Gulyashki’s

hero Agent Zakhov was ‘more of a detective than a superspy, a man of simple tastes who nonetheless is able to best

[his US Western rival] the brutal and misogynist 07’ (Jens 2017, p. 34). Culturally severed from the West, where spy

fiction was in the ascendant throughout the twentieth century, the spy in Russian popular culture did not receive the

same cultural redemption until much later—and even then it would be a qualified redemption. Intelligence services

as a whole had been tainted by association with Stalin’s Terror but, eager to emulate the popular and propagandist

success of Fleming’s Bond during the 1960s, the KGB supported, both financially and even through access to its files,

depictions of Soviet intelligence agents that were sympathetic. Contrasting with the often ‘cartoonish’ violence of their

Western counterparts (ibid., p. 37), popular Soviet secret agents acted with greater regard to life and death in light of

the memory of the “Great Patriotic War” (WWII) whose impact in Russia was many times greater than in the West.
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and isolated figures of exceptionalism. The Carlylean view of history, that it is ‘but the biography

of great men’ (1993, p. 26) is at odds with a socialist “hero” with a materialist conception of history

with its focus on collective action and structural, systemic change.
9

Michel Schwartz, an experienced photojournalist, is on assignment in Belfast, along with his

colleague Gilles Forel, to report on the spiralling Troubles conflict.
10

He maintains a working

relationship with the IRA, a relationship that allows him to be in the right place at the right time

to get the best photographs: ‘où Michel Schwartz passe, on est sûr que ça tabasse’ (Imbar 1974,

p. 8). When a republican bombing instigated by his friend, Sean Cahill, goes wrong, Michel helps

him to escape the scene and finds himself drawn deeper into the IRA. His suspected involvement

with republicans makes the RUC regard him with distrust, and he is arrested and interrogated by

Special Branch. Soon after however, he is mysteriously released. He suspects that his agency’s

boss has used his own connections within the British government to arrange his release.

Taking advantage of his professional skills as a journalist, and the IRA’s need for publicity,

Michel integrates further into the organisation. He interviews the former IRA head, Hugh Mac

O’Connell. The interview is cut short when Mac O’Connell’s safehouse is besieged by the RUC.

Michel manages to escape, along with Mac O’Connell’s daughter, Kitty. They shelter in the relative

9
Collective action is among traditional socialism’s most lionised of virtues. Citing the original song text of

L’Internationale: ‘Il n’est pas de sauveurs suprêmes, Ni Dieu, ni César, ni tribun, Producteurs, sauvons-nous nous-

mêmes, Décrétons le salut commun’ (Pottier n.d., p. 2).

10
The inspiration for the character of Schwartz may have been renowned press photographer Gilles Peress, of

Magnum photos, whose powerful and candid photography of Bloody Sunday embedded the image of a war-torn Northern

Ireland within the French psyche. His current project ‘Hate Thy Brother’ draws from the conflict hotspots he has visited

during his career (in addition to Troubles-era Northern Ireland, Peress has also worked in Bosnia, Iran, Palestine, and

Rwanda). The difficulty faced by the photographer when photographing such scenes of suffering—something Imbar’s

protagonist must later face up to—are summarised by Peress during an interview in the book Hidden Truths: Bloody
Sunday 1972: ‘I remember taking a few pictures then. I remember I was crying as I was doing it. I remember that I didn’t

want to intrude too much, but that at the same time I felt this obligation to shoot, to document. It is always the same

fucked-up situation: you are damned if you do and damned if you don’t. . . ’ (Ziff 1998, p. 74). Another possible inspiration

is Gilles Caron. Caron, who founded his own agency, “Gamma” in 1965, covered many of the world’s conflict’s during

the late 1960s and early 1970s (including, as well as the Troubles, the Six Day War, the May 1968 protests in France,

and the war in Vietnam). He disappeared, presumed dead, while on assignment in Cambodia in 1970. Caron’s images

of Northern Ireland chart the early events of the Troubles, mainly the Battle of the Bogside in August 1969 and the

deployment of the British Army onto the streets of Derry (www.fondationgillescaron.org/la-vie-les-realisations/).
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safety of a pub owned by Sean Cahill’s brother, Dan (who is a member of the now inactive Official

IRA). Their respite is short-lived as Michel is suspected by the IRA of being a spy because of his

proximity to several failed operations and losses of life. Michel is absolved however when the

PIRA discover that Michel’s colleague, Forel, is working for the British government. Realising that

his boss is using the cover the profession of journalist provides to help the British government spy

on Republicans, Michel goes to Paris and confronts him.

On his return to Belfast, Michel is arrested by the RUC and is imprisoned. Forel, who has

been released following an exchange of prisoners, comes to Michel and has him moved to a

British-controlled prison ship. Hugh Mac O’Connell, who Michel believed had been killed during

the siege, is present. Michel and the other republican prisoners engineer a daring prison break and

escape to republican-held West Belfast where Michel is greeted as a republican hero and reunited

with Kitty.

Imbar’s protagonist is an attempt to depict a hero of socialism but is also an investigation into

such a concept’s shortcomings. Michel Schwartz is conspicuously unheroic. He is, by his own

admission, a ‘révolutionnaire à la manque’ (Imbar 1974, p. 83), principled and passionate, but more

at ease behind a camera than a gun. Schwartz the man is banal in his skills and characteristics,

but is a relatable hero because of this, less aloof than his conservative peers. His view of himself

is prosaic and he holds no pretensions of heroism. His mission to show the world the injustices

and human suffering that are happening in Ulster is not a heroic crusade, but instead ‘l’Ulster

Mic-Mac Show’ (ibid., p. 112). He compares himself to his colleague Forell, and admits to envying

the physique
11
and self-control of the younger man (ibid., p. 52). Michel lacks a cool head under

pressure and struggles to hide his fear when confronted with danger (ibid., p. 61).
12

His self-appointed mission is to show his audience ‘des images atroces, pleines de haine, de

11
‘... il [Forel] paraît vachement en condition, enfin nettement plus que moi qui ne vais plus à ma salle de boxe

française que pour m’entretenir. Il me file des complexes, tiens!’ (1974, p. 49).

12
In an exchange with Kitty: Qu’est-ce qui fait ce bruit-là ? s’inquiète Kitty. – Mes dents. – Tu as peur ? – Oui, je

l’avoue’ (ibid., p. 112).
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douleur. Elles sont censées atteindre l’automate occidental, lui faire prendre conscience de la

menace et de l’abomination de la guerre’ (Imbar 1974, p. 21). He is highly critical of his French

audience who are not incited to action after viewing his images of suffering and injustice without

realising his own culpability in the same act. As someone with close ties to the IRA, Michel has

advance knowledge of the organisation’s attacks; attacks that he merely photographs (ibid., p. 8).

Such own mission sounds noble but it too is ultimately little more than observing. This places

him in an ethically dubious position. Michel chides his wealthy Parisian audience, some of whom

consider his images of suffering ‘intolérable’ and not true photography (ibid., pp. 205–206). But

such a reaction is perhaps a natural one. Apathy to such images may not be a cold disinterest, but

the consequence of feelings of ‘rage and frustration’ brought on by the observer’s powerlessness

when confronted with such images (Sontag 2003, p. 91). For all his own moral outrage, is Michel’s

position a better one?

He is aware of his position as a ‘fouineur professionnel’ (1974, p. 7) and at the same time of

how ineffectual his mission to make the public aware of global injustices is: ‘Je me suis bâti cet

idéal, même si je me fais des berlues, même si je ne choque que moi’ (ibid., p. 21). Faced with

seeking out and photographing instances of suffering, his professional status risks being merely

exploitative and voyeuristic. An industry that profits from such suffering, like journalism (and the

thriller), may even itself contribute to apathy on the part of a powerless public. Michel wants his

images to bring about feelings of outrage at unchecked injustice and compassion for victims, but

even this, if realised, achieves little: ‘Compassion is an unstable emotion. It needs to be translated

into action or it withers’ (Sontag 2003, p. 90). If, through the mediation and abstraction of the

image, the apathy of his Parisian audience is condemned, what moral worth has his own looking?

The same ethical bind faces Dan Cahill, a member of the Official IRA, who shelters Michel and

Sean Cahill—his brother—when they are on the run from the RUC. Although a supporter of the

Irish republican cause, the organisation to which Dan belongs called a ceasefire in 1972 and, aside
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from internecine conflict with other Irish republican groups, pursued its goals through political

methods only. Dan adopts a similar position to Michel: ‘moi, je suis un officiel, un rouge, un de

la politicaille, quoi!’ (1974, p. 30). Sean, a member of the Provisional IRA, is highly critical of his

brother’s position: ‘Tu es de gauche parce que ça t’arrange bien! [...] Tu as préféré le blabla à la

cogne pour te bâtir un îlot de bonheur en plein chambardement, tu es un foutu égoïste’ (ibid.,

p. 31). Dan changes his position following his brother’s death—‘le sang appelle le sang’ he tells

Michel (ibid., p. 30)—and soon after joins the ranks of the Provisionals.

The tension, perhaps incompatibility, between the privileged position of an onlooker and

combatant is a dichotomy already seen in Arnaud’s Le Commander et le Révérend where the

author’s sympathies with Irish grievances are made clear, but the legitimacy of the use of violence

by the IRA is questioned.
13

Whereas Arnaud saw the privation and suffering endured by Irish

republicans as implicitly undermining their legitimacy, Imbar casts doubt on the morality of a

privileged position of detachment held by those who may choose whether to take part in the Irish

republican struggle or not. Dan’s motivations to take up arms seem natural but may be equally

specious. The violence of the IRA was often justified as communal defence and therefore an

inevitable consequence of British and Northern Irish state oppression. An exchange between Dan

and Michel, who still opposes the IRA’s methods, shows the tension between the two positions:

—Les salauds! je m’écrie.

—Non, les cons, dit Dan, seulement les cons, car ils sont du bon côté.

—Je me demande où il se trouve, le bon côté.

—Celui des fauchés, des exploités, camarade.

—Ouais, tu dois être dans le vrai, peu enclin pour l’heure à affronter sa dialectique.

(ibid., pp. 175–176)

This ethical defence—based on the moral superiority of the oppressed—is common to revolutionary

13
See page 117.
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texts in the corpus. By itself, however, this reasoning, that those who are oppressed are morally

superior by virtue of their weakness, is defective.
14

Michel is aware of the spuriousness of this

reasoning and the goals of the IRA—the stated defence of the persecuted Catholic community—

does not mitigate every action.
15

Michel’s reluctance to engage Dan in discussion is a tension

unresolved between these two positions; a socialist, largely theoretical one, and a nationalistic,

active one.
16

The eclipse of the Official IRA by the Provisionals, both in activity and support,

in both Imbar’s novel and the real world, reflects the side-lining of socialist politics within Irish

republicanism.
17

Both Dan Cahill’s and Michel’s setting aside the position of observers and

adopting violent methods mirrors a shift in how the Troubles conflict itself was perceived. Political

motivations present at the conflict’s beginning were gradually elided for simpler, nationalistic

14
Bertrand Russell sees the sentiment of the ‘superior virtue of the oppressed’ as ‘one of the persistent delusions of

mankind’ and one that is common among the nationalism of oppressed nations. He sees the same tendency present in

the English characterisation of the Irish as ‘possessed of a special charm and mystical insight’, a characterisation that

disappeared at the time of Irish independence from Britain, or ‘when it was found that the expense of continuing to

oppress them would be prohibitive’ (1950, p. 58).

15
There is little evidence to suggest that the IRA achieved this. Richard English, in his study Does Terrorism Work?

notes that IRA violence tended ‘to prompt retaliatory violence against Catholics from Protestant loyalist paramilitary

groups’ (2016, p. 112). The Provisional IRA was also responsible for 383 deaths of Catholic civilians, mostly through

punitive killings or assassination of Catholic members of security forces, or accidental killings the use of indiscriminate

methods, such as bombing (McKeown 2001).

16
The refusal of the IRA to engage in political processes drew criticism from the French left-wing press and the

‘terrorisme aveugle’ of the Provisional IRA was often contrasted with the meritorious Officials: ‘Les Provisoires

représentent, pour le Républicanisme et les ouvriers du Nord et du Sud de l’île, le plus grand danger qui soit jamais

apparu sur le scène politique irlandaise. [...] Ils ont, dans l’esprit des peuples irlandais et britannique et du monde

entier, identifié le républicanisme à la violence, à la terreur insensée, au massacre d’innocents, à la mutilation d’êtres

humains, aux crimes confessionnels, à la division de la classe ouvrière, le tout, sans objectif politique, économique ou

social qui puisse influencer le statu quo en Irlande’ (L’Humanité 20 January 1976 cited in Deslandes 2013, p. 124). Others

took a different view, with Le Nouvel Observateur publishing a detailed report on the two organisations, citing both as

defenders of Irish freedom: ‘Rouges et Verts, ils sont les héros du mythe nationale renaissant à la vie. L’Irlande qui est

en train de naître sera leur œuvre’ (28 February/5 March 1972, cited in ibid., p. 125.)

17
The Provisional IRA, although they remained ‘rhetorically committed’ throughout the Troubles to socialist ideals

(English 2016, p. 109), were scornful of ‘the other IRA’s obsession with politics’ (J Bowyer Bell 2008, p. 109). One of the

organisation’s founders, Seán MacStiofáin said on the subject: ‘Certainly as revolutionaries we were automatically

anti-capitalist. But we refused to have anything to do with any communist organisation in Ireland, on the basis of

their ineffectiveness, their reactionary foot-dragging on the national question and their opposition to armed struggle’

(English 2003, p. 158). The Provisionals’ Green Book nonetheless emphasises the ideological dimension of the armed

struggle for new and prospective volunteers: ‘Before any potential volunteer decides to join the Irish Republican Army

he should understand fully and clearly the issues involved. He should not join the Army because of emotionalism,

sensationalism, or adventurism [...] he should examine his political motives bearing in mind that the Army are intent

on creating a Socialist Republic’ (Irish Republican Army 1977).
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ones.
18

Nationalism was an integral part of Irish republicanism. It offered a shared narrative

that could bring together people from a diverse range of backgrounds, political affiliations, and

ideological viewpoints. At the same time, however, it is an exclusionary force. Foreigners, like

Michel, have little cause to join such a movement. Having merely witnessed the suffering of others,

he lacks the same justification—however spurious—as Dan. Kitty Mac O’Connell is explicit in

singling out interference from Michel’s boss (who has been using his agency as a cover outfit for

British agents) as unacceptable based on the fact that he is foreign: ‘. . . un journaliste qui n’est pas

concerné, puisque étranger, et qui se prête à des manœuvres de ce genre, je le diluerais volontiers

dans un bain d’acide’ (1974, p. 184). It seems a certain authenticity unavailable to foreigners is

required in order to be a legitimate participant in the conflict.

For Michel, it is only after he experiences suffering and loss (the death of his friend Sean, his

own imprisonment and torture by the RUC) that he begins the transition from privileged observer

to a participant and republican hero. This heroic becoming happens only after his professional

role is abandoned. Acting instinctively, he saves Sean Cahill ‘des pattes du RUC’ (ibid., p. 18) and

decides to take him to (relative) safety. This is an abandonment of the professional in favour of an

active and, as he sees it, ethical engagement: ‘Ma démission ne m’aura pas torturé outre mesure’

(ibid., p. 15). The role of observer is no longer an option: ‘Je ne peux pas me permettre de camper

plusieurs jours dans un lit, pendant que de vrais hommes, le fusil à la main, bâtissent l’histoire’

(ibid., p. 80). Later, Michel stands alongside the IRA during the siege of Hugh Mac O’Connell’s

hideout and thus, handed a pistol, ‘Voilà comment on passe du 24 x 36 au 9 mm’ (ibid., p. 101). His

saving of Sean commits him to a path of engagement with the conflict and later his own experience

of suffering assures his authenticity as a combatant.

The novel also cites a precedent for the involvement of the French in Irish affairs. Mac Logan,

18
This shift was observed by the French press as well. Deslandes notes ‘à partir de 1971, les journalistes français font

remarquer que le conflit entre dans une nouvelle phase: à “la guerre de religion” se substitue un combat nationaliste.

On ne parle plus de droits civiques mais de guerre contre l’ennemi ancestral pour la libération nationale’ (2013, p. 121).
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the IRA commander, alludes to ‘des exilés irlandais [. . . ] sur des barricades françaises en 1848’

(Imbar 1974, p. 194).
19

The reference to revolution that led to the foundation of France’s Second

Republic recalls a historical estrangement between French and Irish republicanism, with France

establishing itself as part of the status quo and no longer looking to further Irish separatists’

ambitions. From the outset, Imbar’s novel invites comparisons between the two. As well as naming

the Irish Republican Army, the novel’s title is a play on the revolutionary hymn, ‘Ça ira!’
20

and

its single-line synopsis in the Série noire’s catalogue recalls the song’s revised and more radical

version: ‘Les Anglichocrates à la lanterne!’

Now however, where once the French revolutionary tradition gave life to the Irish, contempo-

rary French republicanism is found to be a distant and abstract ideology for its citizens. Following

his time in Belfast, Michel’s return to Paris is a grave disappointment as he sees a people unmoved

by the plight of others.
21

He characterises the French as a ‘peuple qui s’asphyxie’ who are suffering

a ‘mort lente’, such is the distance between modern France and the republican ideals on which it

was founded and still claims to observe. Schwartz would rather return to the danger of Belfast

‘où les passions sont exacerbées, mais où au moins elles existent’ (ibid., p. 203). The violence,

ideological zeal, and purity of France’s republican origins are shown as contrasting with the

nation’s present Realpolitik and France’s own devotion to a tradition of egalitarian republicanism,

he claims, is here observed in rhetoric alone.
22

19
There were certainly Irish émigrés in France during the 1840s but there is no evidence for significant Irish

involvement in the 1848 revolution. The French Second Republic, unlike the first, sought favourable relations with

Great Britain and so did not support Irish republican or independence movements (Petler 1985, p. 467). This did not

stifle Irish enthusiasm whose memories of the efforts of the First Republic to assist Irish Independence were part of the

Irish popular memory. Writing on the 1848 Revolution, Charles Duffy, a leading Young Irelander, voiced Irish hopes

in the organisation’s newspaper: ‘Ireland’s opportunity, thank God and France, has come at last.’ (ibid., p. 493). The

short-lived Young Ireland rebellion, also known as the Famine rebellion, took place in July 1848 and received no aid

from abroad. It was defeated by a small number force from the Irish Constabulary.

20
Written in for the Fête de la Féderation in 1790, the song’s original, more moderate verses were transformed over

time to ‘Malgré les mutins tout réussira! becoming ‘Les aristocrates à la lanterne [...] les aristocrates on les pendra!’

(Soboul, Suratteau, and Gendron 1989, pp. 177–178).

21
Imbar’s distaste for Parisian aloofness is recorded by Manchette in his journal, where he describes his friend as

‘dépourvu de tout parisianisme, jusqu’à en être fragile, vulnérable’ (2008, pp. 542–543).

22
James Connolly, in his 1897 pamphlet ‘Socialism and Nationalism’, spoke of the shortcomings of the French
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Imbar’s characterisation of French republicanism’s shortcomings challenges readers to examine,

in light of nationally professed beliefs of freedom, equality and brotherhood, how they respond to

representations of suffering. It does this both in the comparison of French and Irish republicanism,

the former a spent force and the latter still engaged, and through the challenging of the reader to

be conscious of his or her own position of privilege in observing and consuming material depicting

the suffering of others. The ability of the observer to look away from (or to not read) narratives

of suffering places a responsibility on them to engage. For Schwartz, his mission to expose the

realities of the Troubles through images falls short and engagement for him takes the form of

armed action. What this means for the reader can be summarised by Sontag’s analysis of the moral

dimension of narratives of suffering: ‘To set aside the sympathy we extend to others beset by war

and murderous politics for a reflection on how our privileges are located on the same map as their

suffering [...] is a task for which the painful, stirring images supply only an initial spark’ (2003,

pp. 91–92). And while it is difficult, perhaps impossible, to always articulate an adequate response

to the suffering of others, representations such as Imbar’s may manage to bring it nearer. It is not

perhaps a call to violent action—a course open only to a few—but it does invite readers to observe

and become aware of their own favourable positions, to perhaps not judge so harshly or quickly.

The novel responds to the need for an ethical articulation of the conflict in popular culture and

eschews a priori presumptions of legitimacy and justification, even on the part of its participants.

Through Troubles subject matter has begun here to develop a greater complexity and so the

inclusion of Troubles narratives that transcend the simple binaries of sectarianism and nationalism,

shedding light on the role of class and economic oppression at work in Northern Ireland, makes

Imbar’s novel an evolution of the subject matter in popular culture. His attempt to show a rationale

Republic. Connolly’s call for a true socialist uprising in Ireland, a goal he viewed as concurrent with the realisation of

the Irish Nationalist goal to free Ireland from British sovereignty, precluded a French style republic: ‘Not a Republic, as

in France, where a capitalist monarchy with an elective head parodies the constitutional abortions of England, and in

open alliance with the Muscovite despotism brazenly flaunts its apostasy to the traditions of the Revolution’ (1987,

pp. 304–05).
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for violence and the inadequacies of a position confined to theoretical socialism hints at a less

comfortable but unavoidably present aspect of contemporary Irish republicanism; nationalism.

3.3 Nationalism and Revolutionary Conservatism in the French

Troubles thriller.

The word “revolution” throughout much of the twentieth century calls forth for most images

of red flags and barricades—popular revolutions underpinned by calls for equality and guided

by socialism. Socialism was present in Ireland but was by no means the only ideology at work

in Irish republicanism, nor was it the most prevalent, popular, or relevant. Awareness of class

conflict among working class Catholics in Northern Ireland was always secondary to religious and

sectarian oppression and many saw working class Protestants, as well as the Unionist political

establishment, as their aggressors and so socialist narratives of class oppression failed to address

the concerns of many Catholics in Northern Ireland. Nationalism instead formed a much more

tangible rallying point. It could encompass a range of political or ideological stances as its only

prerequisite was a belief in the justice and necessity of a united Ireland, whatever the character of

the post-reunification state that would follow.

Irish revolutionaries in the twentieth century seized upon narratives of self-reliance and Irish

republicanism was nourished by nationalism. The slogan sinn féin amháin (‘we ourselves’ or

‘ourselves alone’) became synonymous with the cause of Irish republicanism when it was taken

as a name by the political party Sinn Féin formed in 1905, whose victory in the 1918 General

Election and subsequent establishment of the First Dáil (Parliament) signalled the beginning of

the Irish War of Independence.
23

As a slogan, it succinctly captures narratives of self-reliance and

23
The Provisional IRA during the Troubles claimed a ‘direct lineal succession with the Provisional Government of

1916, the first Dáil of 1919 and the second Dáil of 1921’ (Irish Republican Army 1977) and thereby legitimacy to fight

the British in Ireland.
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exceptionalism that colour later and contemporary Irish republicanism.
24

This nationalistic revolutionary form is depicted in Claude Rank’s 1975 novel Le Serment

de Shannon (Paris: Fleuve noir). Its hero, former British Army officer Victor Lisney, eschews

contemporary politico-ideological stances and instead draws from a more immanent politic of

patriotic nationalism.
25

Here the reader is subject to a sleight of hand: Rank’s revolutionary

narrative champions a status quo even more regressive and illusory than do the conservative

thrillers, proposing a primordial Irish state that has existed in the minds of its people for centuries

and that vindicates itself through the depth of its suffering and sacrifice.

On the face of it, Claude Rank’s inclusion in a chapter on narratives of revolution and national

liberation is surprising. His right-wing politics
26
are in keeping with those of his publisher, Fleuve

noir, in whose Espionnage series he published for over 30 years, between 1956 and 1987.
27
One

24
Joyce’s xenophobic and anti-Semitic character The Citizen, modelled after GAA founder Michael Cusack, boorishly

cuts off Bloom in Barney Kiernan’s pub in the twelfth episode of Ulysses with the slogan: ‘Sinn Fein! says the citizen.

Sinn fein amhain! The friends we love are by our side and the foes we hate before us’ (Joyce 2008, p. 293). For Joyce, who

treated Irish republicanism with scepticism, the Citizen and Cusack embody uglier aspects of the nationalist tradition

in Ireland. The Citizen’s exclusion of Bloom from discussion represents the exclusivity that Irish nationalism—as

with any nationalism—could contain: ‘The very unsettling force of the novel in general—and of the “Cyclops” episode

in particular—can be located in the way that it stages those processes of national identification which allow certain

citizens, but not others, to feel at home’ (Woodruff 1999, p. 277).

25
It is no coincidence that nationalism’s styling of itself as an apolitical stance is a recurring feature in the spy

thriller. Nationalism strives always to seem both inevitable and vital, and thus above other systems of belief, which

can be reduced to simple politicking: ‘Le nationalisme n’a pas de théorie, à peine de programme: il a des antipathies

puissantes, des aspirations vigoureuses; il est instinctif, passionnel, secoué d’élans furieux’ (Rémond 1982, p. 157).

Rémond speaks specifically of French nationalism, however, while the materials of one nationalist tradition differ, the

psychology behind it remains the same: ‘All nationalisms work through a characteristic repertoire of social and personal

mechanisms, many of them highly subjective. But the causation of the drama is not within the Volk’ (Nairn 1975, p. 8).

26
These earned Rank the scorn of fellow Fleuve noir authors on the other side of the political spectrum, such as

G.-J. Arnaud and Gérard Delteil. In an interview (along with several other notable thriller authors, Fajardie, Jonquet,

and Raynal among them), Delteil accuses Rank of anti-Semitism and is critical of Fleuve noir’s complicity; ‘Au Fleuve

Noir, ce sont des marchands de papier [. . . ] le seul auteur qui était censuré, c’était Claude Rank, néo-nazi, qui avait

pondu des pages antisémites. Et ils l’avaient censuré non pas parce qu’ils étaient indignés, mais parce qu’ils avaient

trouvé que c’était hors de sujet, que ça alourdissait l’histoire’ (Souchard, Médiène, and Tabet 1998, p. 118).

27
Rank volunteered with the Free French forces during the Second World War, before becoming a journalist in

peacetime. His first novel published at Fleuve noir was Orage sur les pistes (Paris: Fleuve noir, 1956). Including Le Monde

en Marche and other texts, Rank wrote over 200 novels in the Espionnage series, with 1987’s Les Amours d’Ariane his
last. During the series’ heyday, the period 1960-65, each of Rank’s novels sold at least 200,000 copies—significantly

greater than Fleuve noir’s already sizeable print runs of 80,000 copies per novel (Neveu 1985, p. 21). His novels have

been praised for their attention to detail and the accuracy of research and documentation. Rank also wrote historical,

war, and crime fiction (Mesplède 2007, pp. 620–21).
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such example of Rank’s conservative politics was his ambivalent attitude to decolonisation. As

France’s colonial possessions drifted from its sphere of influence, conservative authors such as

Rank voiced suspicion of new nations’ independence, with Rank dubbing Algerian independence

‘la liberté nazie’ (Neveu 1985, p. 148). As the son of a former colonial governor, Rank’s position

‘illustre à merveille [une] relation privilégiée à la France d’outre-mer’ (ibid., p. 43). All the more

surprising then that Rank should depict a victory for the Irish national liberation struggle as a

completion of the decolonisation of Britain’s oldest colony that had been in stasis for a generation.

Rank portrays the fomenting and birth of a revolution, but it is one that occupies an entirely

different place on the political spectrum than that of Imbar.

Rank’s novel is a complex thriller in keeping with his signature photorealistic style that the

author himself characterises as ‘très difficile à lire’ (ibid., p. 117). It forms part of the series Le

Monde en marche, which numbered 144 novels published between 1967 and 1987 in Fleuve noir’s

Espionnage series.
28

The series was written exclusively by Rank and featured espionage agency

Force M and its leader and principal hero, former French army colonel Eric Prince. The other

agents named in the novel are MacLiffeal, French but of Scottish ancestry, and Alexandra de

Sambres, a young French-Canadian. Unusually, its hero is former British army officer turned Irish

republican Victor Lisney, and the agents of Force M occupy a peripheral role.

Le Serment de Shannon opens with Lisney’s arrival in Belfast. He has just been released from

a three-year sentence in Dartmoor prison in England for his part in a botched IRA bombing in

Belfast during which the device exploded prematurely, killing several civilians as well as Lisney’s

comrade, and costing Lisney a leg. He has returned to Belfast to search for his wife and daughters,

with whom he has had no contact since his imprisonment. Now in the dismal urban landscape

of Belfast during the mid-1970s, Lisney is completely isolated. He is scorned by both sides of the

28
The series’ title has a curious likeness to the movement turned ruling party of the present French administration,

La République En Marche!, although the latter’s exclamation mark has the feeling of an imperative, while the former is

merely descriptive.
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embittered local community; by Catholics for having served in the British Army, and by Protestants

and loyalists for his republican terrorism.

His arrival in Belfast is observed by Force M who, working for the French government, are

attempting to recover a shipment of weapons that the government sold to the IRA three years prior.

Before the weapons could be delivered, a traitor within the organisation diverted the shipment

and its location remains unknown. The French government and Force M suspect that only Lisney

knows their whereabouts.

Force M become aware that Lisney is in communication with a gang of young Catholic

revolutionaries, who go by the name The Rakes of Mallow.
29

Force M agent Alexandra DeSambres,

working undercover as a journalist, infiltrates the group to discover if Lisney is providing them

information on the weapons. Lisney’s search for his wife and daughters leads him to his former

Republican comrades, Willy Korbs and Jason Murell. Lisney confronts Korbs and accuses him of

having provided faulty equipment to sabotage their final mission, betraying the cause of Irish

freedom.

Lisney leaves Belfast for the Republic of Ireland, travelling circuitously to Ireland’s isolated

western coast. As he arrives at his destination, he is intercepted by Murell and Korbs. Korbs

questions Lisney about the weapons, taunting and beating him. The Rakes come to Lisney’s aid

and Korbs is court-martialled before a revolutionary tribunal convened by Lisney. The truth of

Korbs betrayal is revealed – he was responsible for diverting the weapons which he planned to

ransom to the IRA. However, he was tricked in turn and is ignorant of their final location. Three

years earlier, he also supplied Lisney with a bomb designed to explode prematurely, killing him.

For his crimes, Korbs is sentenced to death by the Tribunal and is executed.

29
The title of a traditional Irish folk song named after the Co. Cork town of Mallow. The song’s protagonists

celebrate their general dissoluteness: ‘Beauing, belling, dancing, drinking, / Breaking windows, damning, sinking, /

Ever raking, never thinking, / Live the Rakes of Mallow. / Spending faster than it comes, / Beating waiters, bailiffs, duns,

/ Bacchus’s true-begotten sons, / Live the Rakes of Mallow . . . ’ (Yeats 2002, p. 162). The song dates from at least 1746

and is included in the collection Twelve English and Irish Airs compiled by Burk Thomoth and published in London

(Dowling 2014, p. 114).
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The Force M agents now approach, having come to recover the weapons and certain that

Lisney alone knows their whereabouts. Lisney, who it is now revealed had outwitted Korbs years

before, taking and hiding the weapons himself, tells Prince that they are hidden beneath the dunes

of the beach and in the many caves along the coast. Lisney pledges to use the weapons to arm a

new Irish revolutionary army that will at last free and unite Ireland. Force M experiences one of

its rare failures, although Prince is untroubled by the loss; this is the fight of the Irish—one that is

just and with which they will not interfere.

Rank’s journalistic background led to him spearheading a new style of politicised espionage

fiction in France (Neveu 1985, p. 71). The Force M novels superseded the simplistic narratives

and heroes that had come before and offered an exploration of current events on the world stage.

The foreword to Rank’s 1963 novel La Guerre à la paix (Paris: Fleuve, noir)
30
shows his desire

to present realistic narratives inspired by current affairs: ‘. . . la cause, la nôtre, toujours la même:

l’actualité servant de décor à la fiction’.

Force M consists of seven agents who represent a range of nationalities, as well as political and

professional standpoints and backgrounds. This diverse group of both males and females (including

couples) gives the appearance of a congenial professional family. Their lives and positions remain

privileged however: ‘ils arborent les signes de l’appartenance aux happy few [et] affichent sans

ostentation un standing (résidences luxueuses, piscine, employés de maison, toiles de maître)’

(ibid., p. 72). Despite its implicit support of the Western regimes for whom it works, Force M

retains a distance from the state and, as an independent group, is able to refuse missions. This

conceit freed Rank from having to navigate the difficult terrain between a national and general

good as with other heroes, such as Arnaud’s Commander Kovask. Rank notes: ‘Je ne veux pas

assumer les erreurs, les imbécillités, des ex-gouvernements successifs, qu’ils soient socialistes,

gaulliens, giscardiens, ce qui me permet d’avoir les coudées franches et de dire ce que je veux

30
This novel is also partially set in Ireland, with Dublin taking centre stage as a no man’s land for clandestine

activity among the world’s great powers.
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à qui je veux quand je veux’ (Neveu 1985, p. 72). This allows room for protest. In Serment de

Shannon Agent Alexandra de Sambres expresses distaste for her mission’s motivations, which

are, as she sees it, ‘[m]anœuvres électorales’ and she views the surveillance and manipulation of

Lisney as a ‘répugnante toile d’araignée’ woven around him (1975, pp. 47, 53).
31
Rank, through

Force M, uses this platform of distance from the will of the state as an effective means of critiquing

the French government’s decisions in the real world. This distance from the state also makes

defeat conscionable for Force M. Prince’s easy acceptance of his mission’s failure implies that his

motivations and belief in its goals do not extend beyond the professional and is a critique of the

French state’s mercantilism and betrayal of core republican values, such as universalism.
32

This is not the first time Rank has offered a critique of clandestine action and national Re-

alpolitik. The 1967 novel Un métier de salaud foreshadows a plot that depicts individuals—traitors

and faithful servants alike—used by their agencies for expediency. Under these circumstances,

Bleton’s summary of the novel could as well apply to Le Serment de Shannon: ‘le récit ironique

d’une recherche démoniaque de valeurs authentiques dans un société dégradée, dont l’issue est

nécessairement un échec avec retour au conformisme du groupe’ (1994, p. 66). This search for

authentic values eschews the interpretation of the Troubles in Ireland as a socialist struggle.

Rank’s Irish revolution is characterised by its leader, Victor Lisney, who embodies soldierly traits

of independence, patriotism, and honour. His is a soldierly revolution and he, as leader, will be at

the front of ‘six milles hommes en marche vers la nouvelle Eire [sic]’ (Rank 1975, p. 209).
33

Lisney

31
The French government is reluctant to accept responsibility for the predicted escalation of violence in Ireland,

particularly given the recent entry of the British into the European common market.

32
Prior to 1871, the universalist ideals of French republicanism ‘were invoked to challenge Europe’s monarchical

order and to liberate the oppressed in Poland, Ireland, and elsewhere’ (Jennings 2011, p. 146) following Robespierre’s

declaration at the Convention nationale in February 1794 (17 pluvoise an II) that France, ‘jadis illustre parmi les pays

esclaves [. . . ] devienne le modèle des nations, l’effroi des oppresseurs, la consolation des opprimés’ (Robespierre and

Carrel 1840, pp. 543–544). A decree in November of the same year saw the French republic ‘accordera fraternité et

secours à tous les peuples qui voudront recouvrer leur liberté, et charge le pouvoir exécutif de donner aux généraux les

ordres nécessaires pour porter secours à ces peuples, et défendre les citoyens qui auroient été vexés, ou qui pourroient

l’être pour la cause de la liberté’ (Desenne 1820, p. 361). In Rank’s novel, the French state’s undermining of Irish

republicanism, reneging on its sale of arms a decade before, seems a betrayal of republican values.

33
The Irish for Ireland is Éire. Just as L’Académie Française ‘ne peut que déplorer que l’usage des accents sur les
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offers no indication throughout the novel that he is seeking social change of any sort and his new

Ireland, ambiguously defined, is not new at all, but is an idealised concretion of one that already

exists through the centuries-long struggle of its people (Rank 1975, pp. 211–212). In this respect,

the creating anew of an ancient nation is a revolution in a semantic sense only.
34

Aside from

verisimilitude, the presentation of an Irish republican movement that is defined by nationalistic

motivations, the Irish subject matter offers Rank an opportunity to espouse a form of revolutionary

conservatism.

I borrow this term from the proto-fascist movement, also known as ‘soldierly or new nation-

alism,’ that exerted influence on society and politics in Weimar Germany, the fated democratic

republic that struggled to rule post-imperial Germany between 1918 and 1933. The term “rev-

olutionary conservativism” denotes ‘a tradition of militaristic, authoritarian nationalism which

rejected liberalism, socialism, democracy and internationalism,’ that prepared the way for the rise

of National Socialism (Woods 1996, p. 1). The movement was not classically conservative. It did

not seek a return to the Wilhelmine state and institutions, but instead sought to instil soldierly

traits of camaraderie and honour in civil society as a remedy to Germany’s postwar ills (ibid.,

p. 9). While it rejected socialism, it also sought dialogue with popular Leftist movements of the

time: ‘[it] sought to carry forward military values into peacetime society, and which redefined

socialism in terms of the community of frontline soldiers’ (ibid., p. 9). The stance was initially

articulated by author Hugo von Hofmannsthal in his 1927 speech Das Schrifttum als geistiger Raum

der Nation.35 The movement spoke directly to the German nation which had been ‘shattered by

majuscules soit flottant’ (Académie française 2020) so too is the diacritic fada in Irish an important orthographic

component. Eire translates as “load” or “burden”, adding a unintentional nuance to Lisney’s immanent soldierly

revolution (although “Eire” is a masculine noun).

34
In fact, in this sense, it is not unlike the revolution that led to the formation of the Irish Free State, the precursor of

the modern Irish republic: ‘If revolutions are what happens to wheels, then Ireland underwent a revolution between 1916

and 1922 [. . . ] social and political institutions were turned upside down, only to revert full circle upon the establishment

of the Irish Free State’ (Fitzpatrick 1977, p. 232). The Irish Free State that emerged was, if anything, more conservative

than the kingdom it replaced.

35
Hofmannsthal’s speech (with its ‘significantly untranslatable title,’ although an approximation might be "Literature

as the spiritual domain of the nation") saw the affinity between the state and the nation (defined by its cultural praxis) as
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defeat and disenchanted with [democracy]’ (Guillemin 2012, p. 501). It describes an ideological

horizon shared by Rank’s novel which presents similar traits, such as disenchantment with politics,

and an embracing of soldierly values of honour and authority.

Victor Lisney’s entry in Le Serment de Shannon marks him out as an unlikely hero: ‘Sur le

quai glacial de la Queen’s Station de Belfast, nous attendions un étrange unijambiste [...] maigre,

pardessus limé, valise misérable maintenue par des ficelles [...] un clochard en somme’ (1975,

p. 7).
36

From a decorated war hero, Lisney has now sunk to become an ignoble (and failed) terrorist.

Far from the hyperbole of wealth present in SAS or Luis, he is entirely lacking financial means

and standing,
37
reputation,

38
agility,

39
and virility.

40

However, this unconventional heroic archetype is common across Rank’s oeuvre: ‘Le militaire

déchu force le respect. Le thème revient sans cesse chez Rank, dont les ouvrages sont hantés par

d’anciens héros. . . ’ (Neveu 1985, p. 176) and Lisney’s disparaging first appearance accompanies

echoes of a more noble past. Lisney’s lowly mien is the result of an active disassociation with his

military heritage, an integral part of his identity that he rejects and when addressed by his military

rank he responds, ‘Je suis simplement Victor Lisney. J’ai quitté l’armée’ (1975, p. 19). Lisney who

was once ’un officier britannique à l’honneur rigide’ (ibid., p. 19) undergoes a transformation

integral to the true existence (Dasein) of both. Hofmannsthal viewed the culture and nationhood of France as evidence

of this. He claimed that Germany too, if its cultural heritage and distinctiveness could be guarded and nourished, would

also achieve this: ‘The literature of the French assures their true existence. Wherever unity, and not disunity, is perceived

to be, there lies the nation’s true existence. The nation [of France] has thus become an inseparable communion that is

bound together by unbreakable bonds of language and intellect. Therein the entire natural and cultural life of its people

is contained. A nation-state such as this seems to constitute a complete universe of the mind and has forever been the

stalwart counterpart to German distractedness and incoherence [. . . ] No idea exists in the political realm of the nation

that does not already exist in its literature. . . ’ (translation is my own). Obvious parallels can be drawn between the

narrativisation of aspects of traditional Irish culture and the natural existence and right to sovereignty of the Irish state.

36
The figure of Lisney is a fitting metaphor for Ireland itself; from a once outwardly faithful imperial subordinate,

whose pursuit of freedom—perhaps reckless—has left him mutilated and incomplete.

37
Lisney overnights initially in an abandoned garage in the town of Carrickfergus (Rank 1975, p. 29). He is later

forced to pawn his watch to support himself and receives state unemployment benefits (ibid., pp. 58, 124–24, 149).

38
When not hiding his past, Lisney struggles to escape condemnation for his crimes. We see him harangued by a

support service worker his military past scorned (ibid., pp. 14–15)

39
As a result of his prosthetic leg, he struggles with stairs (ibid., p. 18) and walks with a cane (ibid., p. 58).

40
Lisney’s only relationship is with Molly, an impoverished fifteen-year-old girl (ibid., p. 92). We learn later that his

wife, Mary Frances, has become engaged to another man while Lisney was in prison (ibid., p. 207).
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into a hero alongside his rediscovery and reclaiming of his identity as a soldier. Referred to as

‘L’ex-lieutenant colonel de Sa Majesté’ (Rank 1975, p. 83) throughout the novel, his past shame

(service to and betrayal of the British crown) becomes the foundation for his revolution’s success.

For many among Rank’s conservative readership, the soldier is a ‘sentinelle de l’Ordre’ (Neveu

1985, p. 175) who stands against the debasement of society through the imperilment of traditional

values and structures. Among conservative spy fiction authors such as Rank, the soldier, as much

as the secret agent, is the terra firma within the tumult who represents ‘l’idéal humain le plus

élevé’ (ibid., pp. 175–76). Lisney comes to accept his military heritage during a court martial of

Korbs, for which he assumes his ‘véritable grade militaire pour présider [la] Cour,’ (Rank 1975,

p. 184) an action that serves to establish both the legitimacy of the presumptive Irish state he is

building and his own authority to act on behalf of it.

Rank’s proximity to France’s colonies, his own military career, and his right-wing politics,

help to explain the status of his hero as well as the emphasis on soldierly values. His militaristic

heroes embody ideal soldierly traits: ‘Droiture, patriotisme, sens de l’honneur, goût de risque et de

la lutte’ (Neveu 1985, p. 176), in short the ‘expression charnelle de la patrie’ (Rémond 1982, p. 468).

Lisney is a suitable leader of a conservative revolution. His revolution manifests, not as one that

seeks to destabilise Ireland, but one that restores a historical sovereignty.
41

Lisney’s assumption of the role of revolutionary ‘Leader’ (Rank 1975, p. 214) is not the sub-

ordinating dialectic of the professional, but a symbolic union with la Patrie; a nuptial oath.
42

41
Lisney, although mostly a taciturn figure, delivers a lengthy soliloquy citing the historic Irish revolutionary

tradition and age-old crimes of the English oppressor (Rank 1975, p. 211). English intrusion in Ireland is merely a

lengthy interregnum of the just Gaelic order.

42
This simple title, spontaneously given by the Rakes to Lisney, signifies that Lisney’s rule and authority is not like

those that came before. It does not rely on any system or structure, nor is his authority confined to a purely military or

political role. His leadership is free from the connotations and contrivances of ideology. Its closeness to the fascist titles

Führer and Duce (both of which translate simply as “leader”) is noteworthy. The German term was introduced to the

right by Austrian Georg Ritter von Schönerer, whose anti-Semitic, pan-Germanic ethnonationalism was present in later

19
th
and early 20

th
centuries. He was scornful of the other nationalities and ethnic groups in Austria-Hungary, who he

viewed as inferior to the German race. He addressed Parliament in 1902 using the pseudo-medieval greeting ‘Heil!’

and his followers referred to him as ‘der Führer’. His attempts to bring Austrian Germans closer to their traditional

and pagan heritage met with little success in Austria and his movement quickly declined (Evans 2004, pp. 42–43).
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Relinquishing his former family and taking Molly Maghera symbolises that he is ‘remarié avec

l’Irlande’ (Rank 1975, p. 216). This evokes a parallel with Ireland’s ancient Gaelic kings who, as

part of their inauguration, are said to have practised a form of hierogamy, symbolically wedding

their demesne (through union with the goddess who represents it, or who otherwise assures its

fertility).
43

The presentation of Lisney as a Celtic hero is explicit. In the novel’s final chapter, Prince

makes the comparison between Lisney and King Arthur, the saviour of Celtic Briton, returning

now in his people’s greatest time of need:

Il se détourna, contempla l’océan. Les vagues étaient plus fortes, les rochers au loin,

noyés d’écume, se mettaient à ressembler aux ruines de Tintagel. Le sort de l’Irlande

était quelque part par là. . . Les armes resurgiraient au jour dit, et dans une fracassante

tempête, la légende du roi Arthur, Celte de la liberté offrant son aide aux pauvres

Gaëliques, renaîtrait, en forme d’oracle, par ces cinquante-six tonnes de mort. (ibid.,

p. 214)

Lisney’s realisation of heroism is also transformative for his followers, the sectarian gang of

youths, the Rakes of Mallow. After assuming his role of ‘Leader’, and relinquishing his former

life along with his search for his wife and daughters, the Rakes see that Lisney is ’définitivement

avec eux [...] demain pouvait être le jour où, quittant leur tenue de voyous, ils deviendraient de

vrais combattants’ (ibid., pp. 214–215). This transformative quality of heroism is a classic trope of

the hero figure, the centrality of which was noted by Carlyle is his lectures on the subject of hero

worship.
44

Central to the conservative mindset is the belief that it is fromwithin the political establishment

that the nation is weakest and the most vulnerable to corruption. Lisney’s former comrade Willy

Schönerer’s German nationalism and anti-Semitism undoubtedly influenced Adolf Hitler which the latter encountered

first while living in Linz, where Schönerer’s followers were common (Evans 2004, p. 163).

43
The practice appears to have been an insular Celtic peculiarity (Warmind 1992, p. 199) and is known only through

varying, complex, and contradictory literary references (Mac Cana 1955).

44
‘We cannot look, however imperfectly, upon a great man, without gaining something by him. He is the living

light-fountain, which it is good and pleasant to be near’ (Carlyle 1993, p. 21).
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Korbs embodies the grasping, careerist individual whose success—he is ambiguously described as

a ‘spokesman politique’ (Rank 1975, p. 76)—comes despite his superficial allegiance to the Irish

republican cause.
45

Not only corruptible, political republicanism is also aloof from the suffering

of those it is supposed to serve. We see the Rakes snubbed by nationalist MP Bernadette Devlin,

whose absence from a meeting signals to the youths that mainstream republicanism, of which

she is (in the novel at least) emblematic, has abandoned them: ‘elle nous laisse tomber, oui, la

mère Aliskey [...] Elle est plus député, elle est devenue bourgeoise’ (ibid., p. 107). However, Rank’s

description of Devlin-McAliskey is an unusual one:

Bernadette Devlin, la grande “pasionaria” du Nord [...] un petit député de un mètre

cinquante. Revolver au poing en 69, barricades, bagarre à Bogside à coups de briques—

et de cocktails Molotov. Air de petite fille à nattes de jardin public, mais âme de Jeanne

d’Arc [...] un mètre cinquante de viande de tigre. (ibid., p. 107)

His choice of Devlin as a symbol of aloof political republicanism may speak more to a desire to

discredit anti-establishment voices, while acknowledging the imaginal appeal of Devlin, than

reality.
46

Lisney, a soldier, is antithetical to the ‘duplicité du politicien’ and so the Rakes, whose

rejection by mainstream political republicanism affords them a purity, are ideal soldiers in Lisney’s

revolution.
47

The Rakes embody an ideological purity, their rudeness and abjection an integral

part of the Irish nationalist narrative. At the the novel’s end, Molly Maghera takes up the mantle

45
Korbs’s opportunism and cynicism is called out by Lisney; ‘Tu as toujours agi en rat. Le “Mouvement,” tu t’en es

toujours moqué. Tu es un rat avide de puissance. D’argent aussi’ (Rank 1975, p. 129).

46
Devlin was an outspoken supporter of the civil rights movement in Northern Ireland and MP for Mid-Antrim

between 1969 and 1974 (at 21, she was then the youngest MP in history). Unusually for a republican, she did not run on

an abstentionist ticket and was a vocal presence in Westminster. She was ‘Very young, very sincere, wildly out of touch

with the tradition-encrusted electorate, she was accepted by the Republicans because she did not look like a stayer

in Mid-Ulster politics, backed by the Civil Rights movement because she symbolized all the idealism of the young’

(J Bowyer Bell 2008, p. 360). She is known for her deeply socialist politics—once referred to as ‘Castro in a miniskirt’—as

well as for striking Home Secretary Reginald Maudling in the House of Commons when he claimed that the killing of

protesters by the British Army on Bloody Sunday was self-defence. Devlin had been present at Bloody Sunday and,

unusually, was not permitted to take the floor in the House of Commons during discussions of the event (Moreton

2008).

47
Force M observe that the IRA leadership ’semblait s’occuper peu des "Truands de Mallow" (Dont l’IRA du reste

devait, avec juste raison, de méfier, leur fantaisie et leur indiscipline trop connue)’ (Rank 1975, p. 154).
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of embodying Ireland: ‘Je n’aurais plus honte, je refuse d’avoir honte ! Moll... Molly Maghera!

Regarde-les en face [...] Voilà l’Irlande, malheureuse et déchue [...] Elle est sale et ternie, faible,

vivant dans un ghetto mais elle est d’Irlande’ (Rank 1975, pp. 212–213). Impoverished, ragged, wild,

and passionate, she is a fitting allegory for a nation long oppressed that is fighting for sovereignty

and self-determination. Lisney’s patriotic nationalism then is doubly natural according to according

to familiar nationalist folklore
48
and here through a highly personal relationship, that of a symbolic

marriage to Molly and thus Ireland.

Despite an obvious affection for Ireland, Rank is aware of his status as an outsider. His heroes’

defeat in the novel appears alongside an acknowledgement that the fight in Ireland is the business

of the Irish themselves and not that of Force M (ibid., p. 213). Force M are consigned to the role of

spectators and they appear in only three of the book’s thirteen chapters.
49

That Prince will report

their mission’s failure to his superiors ‘sans grand chagrin’ (ibid., p. 213), suggests a degree of

antagonism between Force M and the French government.

The dialogism of the Irish republican tradition introduced in Imbar’s text is here occluded by

Rank’s presentation of the Irish cause as particular and exceptional. Irish suffering and resistance

surpass that of the French:

Votre pseudo-Résistance de la dernière guerre n’est que plaisanterie face à une guerre

secrète qui dure depuis cinq siècles. Les génocides d’Hitler et de Staline ont été dépassés

ici, sur ce pays où les neuf dixièmes de la population étaient parfois massacrés en

quelque mois, le seul Cromwell plus féroce que ne l’a jamais été un dictateur des

temps modernes... (ibid., pp. 211–212)

Whether these words are Rank’s or Lisney’s, the assertion that Irish suffering is greater than even

48
Nationalism is often seen as a necessary stage in the development of the nation. Its visceral subjectivity seems to

feed on this narrative of naturalness that opposes starkly cerebral and abstract ideology: ‘Whenever we talk about

nationalism, we normally find ourselves before too long talking about “feelings”, “instincts”, supposed desires and

hankerings to “belong” and so on’ (Nairn 1975, p. 7).

49
This is in addition to occasional short asides in between chapters. The shift to Force M is signalled by a change in

the narrative voice—from third person to first for Force M agents—as well as typography.
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the holocaust and Stalinist purges is alarming. While it serves to bolster militant republicanism’s

ethical justification, it is demonstrably false and adds weight to accusations of anti-Semitism

made against Rank. Emphasis on the particularism of the Irish cause jars with French republican

universalism and the image of France commonly seen in spy fiction more generally: ‘L’idéologie de

1789 fait [...] une spectaculaire résurgence dans le domaine des relations internationales. Grande

et généreuse, la France se situe aux antipodes de la rapacité mercantile de ses rivaux’ (Neveu 1985,

p. 162). Le Serment de Shannon marks itself as a notable outlier here. Not only have the French

government reneged on its contract of sale with the IRA but in doing so, it has also reneged on its

self-assumed role as a deliverer of liberty and freedom.

3.4 Red only on its covers: Roger Mauge’s Luis contre la reine

d’Angleterre (1981).

The new political landscape post-1968 demanded new heroes. One example was Roger Mauge’s

militant revolutionary hero Luis de Assis Kammembley. According to Gabriel Veraldi, Mauge’s

series stands out among French spy thrillers in expressing ‘une sensibilité de gauche rare dans

le roman d’espionnage’ (Veraldi 1983, p. 102). In truth, there are other, more notable cases of

left-wing spy thriller, chiefly with Arnaud’s commander Kovask, Alix Karol, and Vic Saint Val.
50

Nonetheless, Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre represents a radical take on the Troubles thrillers

that have come before. Its diegesis proposes the most profound shift of the status quo in Ireland

depicted in any of the novels of the Troubles thriller corpus—the unconditional surrender of the

50
The latter two both pastiches of the espionage genre and both created by Patrice Dard, the son of Frédéric Dard,

creator of France’s pre-eminent comedic Commissar, San-Antonio. Karol, ‘animé par une verve rabelaisienne’ works for

the secret services of the Third World with a view to ’faire triompher les grands principes humanitaires’ (Neveu 1985,

p. 95). Despite this politically progressive stance, the novels (twenty-one in all, published between 1974 and 1977 by

Fleuve noir, presently back in print at French Pulp Éditions) contained little by way of anti-establishment discourse and

instead ‘Poilade et gaudriole sont les deux mamelles d’Alix Karol’ (Éditions 2018). Vic Saint Val also works under the

aegis of an unusual organisation, “WISP” (World Institute of Statistics for Peace), a UN agency. Once again, whatever

opportunity for social critique this presents is not exploited and both Saint Val and Karol ‘ne combattent pas tant le

système politique économique et culturel de l’Occident que ses excès’ (Neveu 1985, p. 96).
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British and their withdrawal from Ireland and an end to partition on the island.

Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre is the second novel featuring Mauge’s revolutionary Brazilian

billionaire hero, Luis de Assis Kammenbley. The first, 1979’s La Sarbacane, published by Grasset,

introduced Luis abandoning his playboy lifestyle when confronted with the realities of oppression

and inequality in his homeland of Brazil. He goes on to lead a doomed assault against corrupt

government forces, before disappearing into the jungle at the end of the novel, his fate unknown.

Now at Plon, Mauge’s revolutionary ‘héro justicier’ (Mauge 1981, p. 6) has been resurrected at

the behest of Gérard de Villiers, within whose collection, Gérard de Villiers présente, the Luis

novels are published—surprising given de Villiers’ conservative politics. The novel opens with the

entrapment and execution of a British army officer in Northern Ireland by a merciless republican

cell composed of ‘filles infernales, qui refoulent leurs instincts sexuels pour les sublimer dans

la cruauté sadique’ (ibid., p. 92). The highly sexualised method of the solider’s execution—the

magazine of a handgun emptied ‘tout dans le cul’ (ibid., p. 18)—establishes immediately the novel’s

violent and erotic credentials.
51

Following the events of La Sarbacane, Luis arrives in Ireland having been released from a

prison camp in the Brazilian jungle run by the ‘impitoyable inspecteur Nadler, le chef de police

anti-subversive de Rio’ as well as the ‘Escadron de la Mort’ (ibid., p. 21) following the intercession

of Frère Augusto, a friend of Luis’ late father, Esuebio de Assis Kammenbley. Believing Ireland

to offer respite—‘En Irlande tout est simple et paisible’ (ibid., p. 20)—Luis is sent to Ballywheelyn

monastery in the Republic of Ireland, close to the Northern Irish border, to recover following his

ordeal in prison. During his convalescence, the monks try to turn him from the violent life he had

led in Brazil. However, Luis’ ‘conscience révolutionnaire aiguë’ (ibid., p. 21) means that this is

impossible, and he soon joins the struggle of an IRA cell based in the monastery itself and led by

the monk Brother Seamus.
52

He joins the IRA on a mission to ambush and destroy a British Army

51
The particular role played by the female terrorist is also present in SAS see 1.2 on page 48.

52
A reminder of the novel’s exoticism for the French reader, Brother Seamus’s introduction has the footnote
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company, however British intelligence outwit the republicans, surrounding them and threatening

to destroy the entire IRA cell. Luis shrewdly organises a retreat and the republicans regroup while

Luis, now committed to the republican cause, plans an audacious scheme to free Ireland from the

British: They will capture and ransom the British monarch, whom they will release only when

the British forces in Ireland surrender and withdraw completely. Luis also meets the beautiful

but cold Bernadette, a nun and one of the ‘filles infernales’ from the novel’s opening chapter

(Mauge 1981, p. 92). Bernadette is driven by hatred and revenge after the Army killed her younger

brother during an interrogation (ibid., p. 40). While both she and Luis are attracted to one another,

Bernadette is consumed by a fanatical hatred of the British and dedication to the republican cause

that leaves no room in her life for love or romance.

Working with the IRA, Palestinian mercenaries, and Col. Gaddafi,
53
Luis kidnaps the Queen

from Royal Yacht Britannia while at sea in the Persian Gulf. Meanwhile, in Ireland, the IRA have

overrun HM Prison Maze, where many republican prisoners are being held, and are currently

besieged by the British Army. With the Queen as a hostage, Luis and his newly-formed ‘Armée

de Libération Internationale’ (ibid., p. 235) demand the reunification of Ireland, the release of the

IRA prisoners, and that the BBC broadcast to the world the humiliation of Britain—the result of

centuries of oppression of the Irish people and its own hubris (ibid., p. 243).

Luis’ motivation to join the IRA is not the historic suffering of the Irish, but to assess his

own combat readiness (ibid., p. 98) and so Mauge’s héros justicier feeds his own heroic ideal of

principled combat for its and his own sake. We begin to see that Luis’ heroism is not altruistic, but

solipsistic. Even characters within Mauge’s novel question Luis’ motivations. Brother Augusto

fears that Luis will be unable to truly renounce his violent past motivated by an all-consuming

revenge that, ultimately, serves no cause but his own (ibid., pp. 21–22).

‘Prononcez Chameusse’ (Mauge 1981, p. 28).

53
Luis’ revolutionary credentials impress the Colonel who declares ‘Vous êtes un espoir, maintenant [. . . ] pour tous

ceux qui travaillent à façonner un monde nouveau’ (ibid., pp. 180–82).
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Despite the novel’s movement away from the Troubles’ status quo, Luis represents a superficial

transformation of the spy thriller and the novel conforms to its classic model of heroism. Luis

the hero is a paragon of competitive individualism and self-determination. His life is defined by

his heroic action: ‘La vie vaut la peine d’être vécue si on la vit pleinement et dans un combat’

(Mauge 1981, p. 192). In this, as in many respects, he is the ‘alter ego’ of SAS (Bleton 1994, p. 216).

Physically, Luis is sporty and seductive: ‘un homme de vingt-sept ans, aux yeux verts, d’une

grande beauté, avec l’allure souple d’un athlète’ (Mauge 1981, p. 20). His vitality is such that, even

following a brutal regime of torture in a Brazilian prison camp, a short period of rest, exercise, and

a restorative diet
54
at Ballywheelan monastery is sufficient to restore his vigour and he becomes,

once again, ‘Luis le révolutionnaire, le fauve aux muscles d’acier et au regard sans pitié’ (ibid.,

p. 24). Luis swift restoration to vigour illuminates another important aspect of his heroism and

the hero as fauve is another classic trope of the roman d’espionnage. Neveu too notes the frequent

depiction of the spy thriller hero as a creature of the wild. His association with the poise, tenacity,

and predatory instincts of the big cat contribute to the stereotypical corps glorieux of the hero. His

body is a site of an almost divinely appointed heroism: ‘Le héros participe d’une filiation divine,

il échappe aux maux du commun des mortels, il est autre. [...] On naît tigre ou panthère, on ne

le devient pas’ (Neveu 1985, p. 102). Thus, Luis’ superlative physicality reminds the reader that,

although he may have acquired competencies through training and education, it is his superior

heredity that makes him exceptional and heroic.

Mauge has pushed this aspect of Luis’ heroic traits to its logical extreme. While other heroes

may have access to attributes of the sauvage, Luis is so by his remarkable heredity. We learn that

his paternal grandmother was an ‘Indienne des Andes’ (Mauge 1981, p. 105) and Luis too is an

‘homme de la forêt d’Amérique’ (ibid., p. 95) and can call upon a preternatural tracking ability

54
At mealtimes, the hero is given ‘un morceau de viande rouge acheté spécialement pour lui’ (Mauge 1981, p. 25).

Red meat is of course apt for Luis: ‘c’est la viande à l’état pur, et quiconque en prend, s’assimile la force taurine’ (Barthes

1970, p. 72), unlike the monks, whose meals are frugal.
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and instincts: ‘Ses narines redevenaient celles d’un animal pour humer les odeurs de la nuit... À

ces moments, Luis se sentait dans un état second, purement intuitif, un instinct de bête fauve ou

de primitif’ (Mauge 1981, pp. 91, 104) This imagery of the noble savage, established even from

the title of La Sarbacane, continues in Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre.55 A Nietzschean aristocrat

and predator, Luis is far from a hero of the people and is closer in stature to Gérard de Villiers’

aristocratic surhomme, SAS Malko Linge.

Luis’ heredity and heritage permit him to play a double game, uniting in his person both

primitivism and Western civilisation. This is because, incongruently for a socialist revolutionary,

Luis is a billionaire. That his wealth is inherited (even SAS is subject to wage slavery) places him

at the apex of spy thriller heroes in terms of financial means. He therefore enjoys the advantages

that familial wealth affords; status, education, connections. Luis enjoyed a privileged and varied

education. He attended university in Heidelberg and Moscow, is a polyglot, and ‘n’ignorait rien

de la philosophie allemande ni de la littérature russe’ (ibid., p. 105). His studies of Napoleon’s

campaigns as well as modern guerrilla tactics in a Cuban training camp inspire his own combat

against the British. Luis also possesses distinguished ancestry. His mother was an Aldobrandini,

an ancient Florentine patrician family who count a Pope among their ancestors.
56

His reputation

and connections allow Luis to secure a meeting with and support from Colonel Gaddafi and he

comes to command an IRA cell with ease.

Does Luis the hero succeed in the exposition of the socialist revolutionary position, even if he

himself is an imperfectly realised socialist hero? He does reject the ideology and political system

55
Luis is exceptional in his closeness to the noble savage archetype. This trait immediately recalls the spy thriller’s

origins in the roman d’aventures, whose own roots are the feuilletons of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

where the sauvage archetype was ‘une habitude, presque un tic’ (Messac 1928, p. 1199). Bleton notes the presence of the

sauvage in service of Western civilisation in some of Luis’ contemporaries. Heroes Burt Brando by Gérard Cambri and

Le Conch by Jacques Blois, according to Bleton, ‘ferment la boucle ouverte par Fenimore Cooper’ by bringing together

Amerindian traits of wildness with the “civilising” impulse of the West (1994, p. 216). Thus, far from being thematically

opposed to Western civilisation, noble savagery is pressed into its service.

56
Clement VIII - to whom Europe may owe the introduction of coffee following its pontifical baptism, having

previously been the drink of infidels (Parker and Austin 2011, p. 12).
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that has permitted the kind of oppression he has witnessed in Brazil and Ireland. He tells former

British Army colonel Liddelton, recruited by Luis as part of his plot to kidnap the Queen, ‘Nous

ferons s’écrouler le vieil ordre pourri qui règne hypocritement sur la planète’ (Mauge 1981, p. 193).

At the same time, however, he declines to name or even characterise this vieil ordre pourri. His

targeting of the British monarch seems an expediency and he never voices dissatisfaction with

heredity rule or the British class system. His de-facto alliance with the Irish state is certainly

not an ideological one. Ireland did not recognise the Soviet Union until 1973 and it had begun to

transform its protectionist economy into one of the world’s freest. Some capitalist conventions are

of value to Luis, notably protections of private property. Even as he pledges to dismantle society,

he fondly recalls the ‘merveilleux appartement qu’il avait [à Rome] au sommet du palais qui avait

appartenu à son père’ to which he returns following his victory in Ireland (ibid., p. 27). He rejects

outright the state’s monopoly on violence, declaring that ‘tout ce qu’il haïssait et tout ce qu’il

était voué à combattre [est] une force organisée au service des volontés inhumaines qui décidaient

selon leur bon plaisir de faire obéir ceux qui ne voulaient pas obéir’ (ibid., p. 109). However, even

superficial examination suggests that Luis’ politics depart from revolutionary socialism but quite

where they arrive is unclear. Having rejected the right of the state to impose its will on citizens,

Luis, following the events of Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre, becomes the first hero of French

spy fiction to work for the KGB (Neveu 1985, p. 123). Beyond a vague anarchism, Luis offers no

political or ideological markers by which the reader may orientate themselves. Author and critic

Michel Lebrun notes this same inscrutability; ‘le personnage jouait [. . . ] toujours un jeu double

ou triple, je n’ai pas encore très bien saisi, après lecture de trois volumes, sous quelle bannière il

se place’ (Thoveron 2008, p. 717). Luis’ political beliefs are certainly iconoclastic, but precisely

what he is in favour of remains elusive. His stated desire to ‘venger les faibles’ (Mauge 1981,

p. 22) is unconvincing. It allows him to assume the ethical mantle of the virtuous oppressed while

perfectly embodying the anti-collectivism of the spy thriller hero (Bleton 1994, p. 203). Luis may
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place himself alongside the subaltern, but as both a hero and an individual, he is undoubtedly

hegemonic. He may superficially appear to be an innovation within the spy thriller genre, offering

an insight into the sensibilities of the popular Left, but he offers little that is novel or arresting.

Introduced by Gérard de Villiers—whose name, emblazoned on the cover of Luis contre la

reine d’Angleterre, dwarfs that of the author—the series does not represent a break with the

heroic paradigm of the thriller. Luis’ heritage, wealth, and privilege place him amongst the most

undemocratic of heroes in the corpus and his assumption of the role of saviour contradicts his

adherence to a revolutionary socialist stance. Luis the hero is doubly reactionary; both through his

elevated status and superhuman traits, but also through his formulaic construction. In his essay

on the stories of James Bond, Umberto Eco is critical of Fleming’s hero, not for his explicit political

or social stances (although these are at times objectionable), but for the fact that, much like Luis’

own revolutionary politics, they are ‘une décision idéologique [...] par pure exigence rhétorique,‘

that is, ‘pour des raisons de commodité [commercial]’ (1966, p. 91). Such a construction according

to a set formula makes its hero ‘dogmatique [et] intolérante’ (ibid., pp. 91–92). Mauge’s superficial

invocation of clichés of the popular Left does little to change this.
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Roger Mauge (1981). Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre. Luis 1. Paris: Plon

Examining the novel’s paratext, the cover proclaims the novel to be standard thriller fare. A

shapely woman reclining dominates the lower third of the novel’s cover. Her gaze is lowered, she

is smoking, and a machine gun rests against her exposed thighs. Dressed only in a leopard-print

bikini, she appears relaxed, and ignorant of the dramatic scene of vehicles exploding immediately

behind her.
57

One of two serial identifiers—‘Gérard de Villiers présente’—places the novel firmly

in the orbit of de Villiers’s more successful series. Beneath this we see “Luis” in large lettering

57
The reader will doubtless try to link her to one of the novel’s female characters, all of who are nuns.
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outlined in white recalling the covers of SAS, whose series title often adopts a similar design.

In front of this, the silhouetted hero surges to the fore, a dynamic, if mysterious, presence. A

collection of deliberate signifiers places the novel plainly on readers’ horizons of expectation,

invoking the spy thriller’s holy trinity of classic tropes: exoticism, eroticism, violence. Perhaps as

a concession to the hero’s far-left politics, the cover is red.

The first novel featuring Luis de Assis Kammenbley, 1979’s La Sarbacane, published by Grasset,

introduced Luis fighting in his homeland of Brazil against the ravages of a corrupt capitalist

system. The novel had been published as part of the collection Constantin Melnik présente.58 Now

at Plon, the series stretched to a further eight novels ending with 1983’s Le Vengeur de diwi. The

same ideological gulf that separated collection from text at Grasset persists at Plon; the avowedly

anti-Communist de Villiers can have little sincere sympathy for the revolutionary ideals of Mauge’s

hero.
59

Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre is not an attempt to broaden the appeal of the thriller genre.

That thriller stalwarts such as Dominique Ponchardier and Auguste Le Breton also appear in the

Gérard de Villiers présente suggests that its success is banked on tried and tested formulae. As with

Luis, and elsewhere in the series, formulism is taken to its logical extreme. Two other notable

creations are Victoria and Brigade Mondaine. The series Victoria, written by Annick de Villiers

(Gérard de Villiers’ second wife) numbered five novels, all published in 1979. We can infer from its

short existence that the series’ attempts to ‘mettre au féminin la recette SAS’ met with limited

success: ‘loin d’être une formule nouvelle, les aventures de cette beauté remuante passant de lit

58
Melnik, a former advisor to the government of Charles de Gaulle, working under Prime Minister Michel Debré,

and coordinator of the French secret services during the Algerian War, left the world of Intelligence after the war and

entered publishing, working as director of a collection Constantin Melnik présente at Fayard, and later Grasset, and

himself wrote a number of texts, both fiction and non-fiction. An unwavering opponent of Communism, Melnik’s

presentation of a hero ostensibly aligned with Moscow would raise questions were Mauge’s hero not so obviously a

pastiche (Lefebvre 2014).

59
De Villiers, in a 2012 interview with the news magazine Jeune Afrique notes: ‘Politiquement, je suis résolument à

droite, libéral, anticommuniste, anti-islamiste, anticommunautariste, antisocialiste, et c’est à peu près tout!’ (Saint Perier

2012).
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en lit au milieu d’une crise historique sont du Cecil Saint-Laurent
60
très vulgarisé’ (Veraldi 1983,

p. 101). The series Brigade Mondaine enjoyed greater success. With 337 novels published between

1975 and 2012 (signed “Michel Brice” but the product of several writers) the series ‘mélange la

pornographie et [...] la nécrographie’ (ibid., p. 101). Published alongside Luis, the conspicuous

commercialism of these two series implicates Mauge’s in the same. Mauge’s series contributes

little to the political reconfiguration of the genre, or to its processes of innovation. Rather, it

sinks it further into the morass of reactionary conservative texts and in reality, the series ‘n’a de

“rouge” que ses couvertures’ (Neveu 1985, p. 124). The existence of such a spurious revolutionary

thriller has little to do with appealing to a new left-wing thriller audience. Instead, it affirms to

its politically conservative readership that the threat of socialism has the potential to disrupt the

comfortable European status quo.

The inconsistencies of Luis’ position, his directionless anarchism, his solipsism, are an attempt

to communicate to the novel’s readership the consequences of the ‘gangrène révolutionnaire’

(ibid., p. 168). Mauge’s stance on the Left is made clear in his 1988 biography of Jean-Marie le

Pen in which he laments the popular socialist policies of post-war France.
61
It is with difficulty

therefore that we read Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre as anything other than pastiche. What are

the consequences of such a representation on the Troubles? Mauge’s novel demonstrates, once

60
1919-2000, French author of numerous historical novels often with heroine protagonists, elected to l’Académie

française in 1986.

61
Mauge presents a French electorate who have been preyed upon by a surreptitious Left: ‘les tenants de la pensée

de gauche sortirent du ventre du cheval de Troie de la Résistance.’ Traditional French patriotic nationalism is, he claims,

unfairly decried by the Left for whom it ‘n’est respectable et admirable que s’il est algérien, tunisien, marocain, etc.

auquel cas même l’arme du terrorisme lui est permise’ (1981, pp. 7, 12). Mauge’s equation of French nationalism (an

example of what Tom Nairn refers to as ‘core-area’ nationalism) and that of Algeria, Tunisia, or Morocco (peripheral

state nationalism), belies the vastly different material conditions that led to their development. Historically the result

of nations’ uneven development (that is, some nations’ and peoples’ domination of others) nationalism in peripheral

states and marginalised peoples is a compensatory reaction. Here, nationalism uses folk myths and narratives to create

a sense of identity greater than the material reality. However, where peripheral states’ nationalism could galvanise

populations, and create productive and inclusive narratives of identity, nationalism in more powerful states, directed

inward, often developed into narratives of exclusivity. ‘While the mainspring of nationalism is progressive, the abusive

versions of it are regressive, and tend towards the encouragement of psychological atavism, the exploitation of senseless

fears and prejudices, and so towards violence’ (Nairn 1975, p. 17).
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again, the function of the Troubles theme as a malleable setting for domestic French issues to be

explored; giving voice to the fears of France’s conservatives of the potential consequences if the

projects of the Left are allowed to foment. Here, however, it is to the exclusion of all else and the

result of Luis’ intervention in Ireland is an almost total elision of the Troubles subject matter.

The Irish we encounter are almost exclusively active terrorists. They are spirited but unso-

phisticated combatants with little organisational flair. This means they are adequate soldiers, but

require leadership of the sort, it seems, only Luis can provide. Bernadette blandishes Luis, asking

him to lead their group: ‘J’ai compris qui vous êtes. Il n’y a personne parmi nous qui puisse mener

une bataille contre les Anglais comme vous [. . . ] il n’y a pas, parmi nous, un cerveau assez solide

pour maîtriser la situation que je veux créer’ (Mauge 1981, p. 146).
62
Here, Mauge taps into the

familiar trope—connected to the supposed moral superiority of the oppressed—that the Irish and

other oppressed peoples are spiritually gifted and as a consequence, are ill-suited to mundane

activities of organisation and statecraft. The Irish are seen as among those ‘gifted poetic races

[but] too idealistic to succeed in this wicked world’ (B. Russell 1950, p. 59). Such characterisations

contributed to an image of the Irish as abstracted from the concerns of the material (and political)

world.

Too poetic and idealistic to assume the role of soldiers and in the case of the Catholic Irish, too

God-fearing, ‘[i]l y avait une contradiction évidente entre ce qu’on apprenait aux petits Irlandais

au catéchisme, et ce qu’on leur demandait de faire ensuite quand ils s’enrôlaient dans l’IRA’ (Mauge

1981, p. 129). This leads to a paradoxical portrayal of Irish republicans who are cruel and barbaric,

as well as civilised. Luis notes that Irish republicans have a recurring predilection for castrating

captured British soldiers, or at least threatening to. Luis asks IRA volunteer Desmond Gilpatrick,

‘On coupe beaucoup de couilles, à ce qu’il paraît, chez vous?’ (ibid., p. 122). Faced with this

barbarism Luis notes the irony of Europeans who believe themselves to be more ‘civilisés’ than

62
Bernadette is referring to unspecified plans she has been developing to defeat the British. These are never revealed

or realised, and Luis’ own audacious scheme takes precedence.
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South Americans when some, like Irish Republicans, behave ‘aussi cruellement que pourraient le

faire des hommes à la peau rouge ou aux yeux bridés’ (Mauge 1981, p. 70). Irish cruelty, however,

is presented as a response to that of the British, who are in turn described as brutally torturing

captured republicans. Luis learns from his exchange with Gilpatrick that the Irishman had written

to the commander of the English forces in Belfast asking that the practice cease. Having not

received a reply, Gilpatrick notes ‘Alors, j’ai ma conscience pour moi. . . ’ (ibid., p. 122) Intuiting

that this is just how war is done in Ireland, Luis soon after adopts the tactic himself, colourfully

intimidating a British captive: ‘Préférez-vous vos épaulettes à vos couilles?’ (ibid., p. 133). The

obvious symbolism of gelding captured soldiers aside, the act creates a parallel with the scalping

practised by Amerindians.

The role of the Troubles is solely to provide Luis with a platform to demonstrate his own

heroism and guile, and to alert the reader to the hubris and brutality of the Left as well as the

instability its projects’ realisation would bring. The uniting of revolutionary socialism and Irish

republicanism is unsuccessful here, but it is doubtful that this was ever the goal of Mauge’s novel.

We could well ask if Luis contre la reine d’Angleterre is about the Troubles at all.

3.5 Conclusion: The revolutionary thriller as counter hegemonic

discourse?

As Ireland and the Troubles have been a platform for discursive hegemony, have they, in the form

of the revolutionary thriller, become the site of a counter hegemony? The commercial imperative

to which the thriller is beholden produced a genre that, with few exceptions and despite its

enormous size and variety of heroes and authors, offered little substantive challenge to the status

quo. Virginia Woolf said of the author of popular literature, ‘Society is not only his paymaster but

his patron’ (1952, p. 181) and so, dependent on positive appraisal by their readership, publishers
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and authors were unable to establish counter hegemonic forms, had they even desired such a

change. Adorno and Horkheimer speak of the ‘relentless unity of the culture industry’ (2002,

p. 98) claiming that popular culture, in all its forms, duplicates the entire world, rendering its

representations part of its world. Its imitation is ‘finally posited as absolute’ and, being only style,

devoid of content, ‘divulges style’s secret obedience to the social hierarchy’ (ibid., pp. 103–104).

Nevertheless, Gramsci notes that expectations for such a shift in form would come from the people;

such change should be organic and could not be directed.

While popular culture might be an imperfect tool for radical or subversive discourse, it is

the case that hegemony is never complete nor total: ‘it does not just passively exist as a form of

dominance. It has continually to be renewed, recreated, defended, and modified’ (Williams 2009,

p. 112). Laclau notes that hegemony, by operating on the level of culture and meaning, reveals

its own vulnerabilities. A system or group enjoying hegemony operates on the level of ‘floating

signifiers’ attempting to pin down and affix meaning. Such is the ‘open nature of the social’

compounded by ‘equivocity’ of the signification of terms and concepts, we see that no hegemonic

system can establish itself totally: ‘The field of the social could thus be regarded as a trench war in

which different political projects strive to articulate a greater number of social signifiers around

themselves’ (1990, pp. 28, 29). In the context of the Troubles, then, we see the revolutionary thriller

as part of the always ongoing conflict of hegemony that is centred on ambiguities in representation;

are the IRA righteous warriors of Irish freedom, or cynical and brutal terrorists? Are the Troubles

a nationalist conflict between irreconcilable sovereignties, an internecine sectarian struggle, or a

class war?

The possibility of a counter-hegemonic discourse in a popular form such as the thriller does not,

of course, mean that any text that depicts successful revolutionary activity is counter-hegemonic.

Readers of Roger Mauge’s hero, Luis de Assis Kammembley, can scarcely have been convinced by

his scant rhetoric or solipsistic revolution. On the contrary, his hoarding of wealth, consorting with
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despots, and disregard for international law,
63
all present him as an unpalatable and hypocritical

individual. In spite of a narrative that is outwardly oppositional to theWestern, capitalist hegemony,

Mauge’s novel is undeniably a part of it. The production of apparently oppositional stances in

culture is in fact a function of hegemonic practice: ‘It can persuasively be argued that all or nearly

all initiatives and contributions, even when they take on manifestly alternative or oppositional

forms, are in practice tied to the hegemonic: that the dominant culture, so to say, at once produces

and limits its own forms of counter-culture’ (Williams 2009, p. 114). The appearance of dissenting

thrillers after 1968 bears the likeness of an ‘emergent cultural practice’ which has here become

‘incorporated’ into the hegemonic schema (ibid., p. 124). It may appear that social upheaval has

been recognised and thus accepted, but in truth a pastiche of it has been brought into the open

and permitted to speak on upheaval’s behalf, rendering it inconsistent, self-absorbed, and absurd.

Other, formal, features of the thriller genre also render it unsuited for antiestablishment

discourse. The styling of thrillers as realistic representations make them ideal hegemonic tools with

Steel characterising the social realist style as ‘one of the most effective vehicles of ideology, the most

persuasive popular means of constructing “how it is” through drawing on the recognisability of

certain characters, scenes and situations [...] Generally, realist fiction does not change perceptions

about reality, its dependence on recognisability tends to entrench received ideas’ (Steel 1998, p. 276).

Imbar’s novel is an attempt, within a realistic narrative, to restructure meanings attached to the

terrorisme aveugle of the IRA, through uniting contemporary Irish republicanism and France’s

own republican tradition. We recall his protagonist’s exchange with Dan Cahill, a former member

of the Official IRA who has recently become a Provisional. Its flaws notwithstanding, the IRA are

the sole voice and protection of Ulster’s oppressed Catholic population, they are ‘du bon côté [...]

Celui des fauchés, des exploités’ (Imbar 1974, p. 176).

Claude Rank side-steps the problems of alienating the conservative sensibilities of the thriller-

63
Insofar as he is acting on behalf of the Irish state, Luis taking hostage the Queen of the United Kingdom would

seem to be a war crime (United Nations 1949, Art. 34).
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reading public by presenting a revolution that threatens no social change. The conservative

revolution he imagines for Ireland follows nationalist lines, eschewing international influence,

thus retaining a sense of purity and demanding little of the French reader. His choice of politically

unaligned child “soldiers” reinforces the impression of an indigenous revolution drawing from

the nation’s most fundamental of resources. Their weapons, once French, have been indigenised,

wholly claimed in a literal sense by Ireland itself. This is a trait common to nationalism:

[I]t is through nationalism that societies try to propel themselves forward to certain

kinds of goal [...] by a certain sort of regression—by looking inwards, drawing more

deeply upon their indigenous resources, resurrecting past folk-heroes and myths

about themselves and so on. These idealistic and romantic well-springs adhere to

every form of nationalism. (Nairn 1975, p. 18)

Rank’s presentation of British rule in Ireland is as a lengthy interregnum; an upset to the just status

quo of rightful Irish sovereignty. Lisney’s soldierly revolution is an uncompromising assertion of

the national spirit such as this is a compelling narrative for many conservative readers.

The partial transformations of the thriller suggest that the Troubles subject matter has now

acquired a complexity that means it strains at the thrillers generic confines. We may even question

whether the thriller form is capable of representing complex and at times distasteful realities, such

as the Troubles. The texts of the next chapter push this further, taking the Troubles far from the

comfort of the thriller paradigm.
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Chapter 4

Irish Questions: Interrogations into

identity in speculative Troubles

literature.

Writing for Le Monde Diplomatique in May 1980, Patrick Rafroidi noted that, among the many

works that came in the wake of the Troubles, some few brought the subject matter beyond the

realm of popular literature and into ‘la littérature tout court’ depicting Troubles-era Ireland as

inhabited by ‘créatures de chair et de sang qui ne définissent pas exclusivement des circonstances

extérieures’ (1988, p. 158). This trend, already emerging in works such as Jean-Gérard Imbar’s 1974

proto-néo-polar Ah, ça I.R.A.!1 continues in the texts examined in this chapter; Michel’s Cazenave’s

1977 Les fusils de l’IRA (Paris: L’Herne), Pierre Viallet’s 1978 Irish coffee (Paris: La Table rond), and

1998’s Où vas-tu, Irlande? (Spézet: Coop Breizh) by Dominique Le Meur.

These three novels posit no solutions to the Troubles conflict and depict protagonists mired

1
See section 3.2 on page 135.
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in crisis and indecision about the nature of the Troubles and Irish identity itself. Rafroidi’s

characterisation of the Troubles in Ireland as ‘la guerre qui s’éternise’ indicates a conflict that

resists easy solutions and whose interminability suggests that the simplistic total histories of the

thriller are missing the mark in some fundamental way. Characters no longer face the conspiracies

whose unravelling reveals the logic that drives them and instead the a priori suppositions of the

thriller—that fundamentals such as Irish identity are knowable and provide a firm basis for violent

action—are flawed.

The wealth of questions and paucity of answers in the novels examined here means that these

texts owe as much to a tradition of metaphysical or meta-cognitive thrillers as they do to the

classic romans d’espionnage.2 Metaphysical thrillers ‘frustrate the readers’ desire for narrative

closure and call into question the very possibility of reliable knowledge’. The failure to resolve

texts’ central mysteries draws attention to fallacy and futility of investigation as well as ‘the

impossibility of accounting for and comprehending the phenomenological reality in its complex

and multiperspectival totality’ (Dechêne 2018, pp. 3–4). Such works have the power to impinge

on the reader’s reality, extending beyond the text and posing questions within and on his or her

own existence. Within the context of the Troubles thriller corpus, the Troubles motif has already

been seen to push at the rigid confines of the thriller with narratives of revolution. Now another

aspect is called into question: the insubstantiality of the Troubles’ foundational predicates, such as

Irish identity and the ethical underpinning of revolutionary violence, and with it the possibility of

answers to protagonists’ questions. The protagonists of these novels experience investigative and

interpretive failure as their own searches for knowledge, ultimately of the self, do not arrive at

a satisfying terminus. These speculative novels represent a radical break with Troubles thrillers

that have come before, whose attempts to portray the Troubles as part of a complete and coherent

2
This form was recently the subject of a doctoral research project and novel by Northern Irish author Anthony

Quinn. 2020’s Turncoat (Harpenden: No Exit Press) depicts a Northern Irish detective confronted by the impossibility

of truth and self-identity, in post-Troubles Northern Ireland where “truth” in some areas is an open question.
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narrative reduces the conflict’s specificities or warps it into propaganda.
3

Cazenave’s Les Fusils de l’IRA presents a protagonist, Dan Rossa, who falls short of the com-

mitted republican militant. He searches for justifications for republican violence and confronts

several schemas and visions of a future Ireland. He encounters the unavoidable multi-vocality

of any national or political identity and the inability of any identity to articulate itself without

confronting its own contradictions. This and all the texts of this chapter are viewed through the

Hegelian notion of contradiction (Widerspruch); the one inescapable constant of the universe and

one which undermines the staunch identity politics of Northern Ireland, as ultimately ‘there is no

identity or position that can function as a stable thesis’ (McGowan 2019, p. 12).

In this light, even the undertaking of such a search seems absurd. This is the position of Pierre

Viallet’s Irish Coffee which, like Cazenave’s, never arrives at a unified narrative of the conflict,

nor any sort of solution. Viallet’s text is steeped in the absurd, a style that seems to suit the

Troubles theme well; where belligerents are trapped in an anachronistic and perpetual world of

strife that they themselves have made and sustain. These two novels come after the Troubles’

first decade, after the initial flaring up of violence and as the conflict was settling down into the

grim grind of reciprocal violence of a war of attrition. Coming two decades later, Dominque Le

Meur’s 1998 novel Où vas-tu Irlande? poses questions at a historical turning point. Published just

as the Troubles conflict officially ended with the signing of the Belfast or Good Friday Agreement

on 10 April 1998, its central question seems to direct towards an unknown post-conflict future.

The question, ‘Quo vadis?’ is presented in the novel as a republican chastisement of an apathetic

populace in the Irish Republic in the face of Catholic persecution in Northern Ireland (1998, p. 29),

but also implicitly asks on what future path years of staunch identity politics placed have the Irish

people. We see now in the face of peace that the years of struggle have not delivered on Irish

3
Novels of this tradition owe much to earlier hard-boiled and noir traditions. This is not because these earlier

forms speculated on the metaphysical status of truth and justice, but because a corrupt state often made such concepts

impossible. The power in such forms lies in the laying bare of society’s (or reality’s) inconsistencies and they impart no

political or ethical lessons except skepticism and circumspection.
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republicanism’s promises. Republicanism itself is an identity defined as pure opposition and so as

peace looms, its predicates are undermined and it is fundamentally compromised. Le Meur’s novel

is set in the 1970s, but it is forward-looking and speculative and asks if Ireland’s future can be

conceived of at all beyond the light of its Troubles trauma.

Alongside a movement away from the simplism imposed by the thriller’s commercial and

rhetorical exigences, the novels of this chapter pose new, more complex and profound questions.

The novels each depict protagonists seeking rationale or justification for their choices and actions.

Each encounters contradictions within his identity that he is unable to surmount. They fight

against British oppression, but in doing so, do they too not become oppressive? They fight for

freedom and sovereignty of a state based on the Irish identity, but what does such an identity look

like?

4.1 The ethics of terrorism: Michel Cazenave’s Les fusils de l’IRA.

Paratextual examination of the French Troubles thriller corpus suggests Michel Cazenave’s 1977

novel Les fusils de l’IRA (Paris: L’Herne) is standard thriller fare. The novel’s title evokes the exotic

Belfast setting and the explicit mention of the IRA immediately situates the narrative within a

specific imaginal locale, widely encountered in the media and popular culture. The Hachette “Club

pour vous” edition of the novel depicts of a masked gunman beside an IRA checkpoint on the

novel’s cover, along with the blurb on the inner dust jacket, announces the novel’s object: ‘Ce

roman est d’abord celui du terrorisme irlandais.’ However, published by L’Herne, a publishing

house with a diverse but high-brow back catalogue, Cazenave’s novel may have the superficial

trappings of a thriller, but lacks its fundamental tropes (most conspicuously, a heroic protagonist,

the presence of a conspiracy, and a identifiable villain). Self-consciously a roman politique, the

novel presents itself as a ‘complainte des catholiques de l’Ulster’, showing a variety of motivations

and circumstances that lead the characters towards the same terminus: sectarian violence. It does
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this by asking a question that has been conspicuous in its absence from the Troubles fiction corpus

so far: ‘quelles peuvent êtres les lois éthiques d’une action terroriste?’

On the left, the first edition of Les fusils de l’IRA from L’Herne. Right, the “Club pour vous” edition from

Hachette. These differing covers hint at the generically ambiguous identity of Cazenave’s novel

Cazenave’s novel differs substantially from the thrillers of previous chapters: no threat to the

status quo is removed, nor is the prevailing order successfully supplanted. Here, for perhaps the

first time in the study, the Troubles is explored with a complexity that forces it from the confines

of the thriller genre. Cazenave’s protagonist, IRA volunteer Dan Rossa, is a shift from a morally

assured, action-oriented, and individualistic thriller protagonist and instead spends the novel deep

in an ethical crisis brought on by his involvement in the killing of civilian informer by the IRA.
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Cazenave’s novel also offers other republican characters who articulate their own idiosyncratic

positions, demonstrating that Irish republicanism is not monolithic and singular, but plural.

Les fusils de l’IRA is set in the city of Derry at the end of 1973, around the time of the signing of

the Sunningdale Agreement.
4
The novel opens with IRA volunteers Dan Rossa and Kev Duffy on a

mission to kill a young Catholic woman, Jane Brady, who has been supplying information on IRA

activity in the area to the police. Rossa’s psychological state is left precarious after the execution

of Brady, although Rossa himself fails to pull the trigger and it is left to his comrade Kev Duffy

to complete the mission. He questions the utility of action in the face of the vastness of eternity

and the ethical legitimacy of the IRA and its cause, especially given the diminishing support of

the public for the organisation. To escape capture by Northern Irish and British forces, Rossa and

Duffy leave Derry, a city beset by violence, oppression, and poverty, to rural County Monaghan

in the Republic of Ireland. Rossa wrestles with these issues and questions other IRA militants

he encounters. Each provide their own moralisations; Kitty Gone, a fervent Catholic; Seamus

MacDonagh, Gone’s brother, a Civil War veteran, and cynical sophist; Eoin MacGee, a senior

IRA officer and republican hero; Gallagher, an idealistic IRA operational commander. Following

the signing of the Sunningdale Agreement, and the killing of a republican comrade, feelings of

betrayal amongst republicans by the political classes lead Dan and Kev to take on an ultimately

fatal mission of reprisal against the authorities in Belfast. The book ends with Kev returning a

mortally wounded Rossa to the Mourne mountains, the place of his birth, where he dies.

Rossa’s role as interrogator sets him apart from the rank-and-file republican militant and

indicates an uncommon privilege. His lack of heroism is implied from his unprepossessing

4
This unsuccessful power sharing agreement aimed to ensure nationalist and unionist representation in a Northern

Irish executive. Les fusils de l’IRA depicts the republican reaction to the agreement and its characters correctly predict

the uncompromising Ulster Unionist opposition to the agreement: a General Strike and the collapse of the Northern

Irish government. The Agreement did enjoy popular support from moderates in Northern Ireland. In fact, it differs little

from the 1998 Good Friday Agreement, which would bring peace to Northern Ireland twenty-five years later. Former

SDLP leader and GFA signatory, Seamus Mallon, referred to it as ‘Sunningdale for slow learners’ (McLoughlin 2010,

p. 176).
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physical stature. We read of his ‘buste trop maigre, [. . . ] poitrine un peu creuse [et] ses bras bien

trop longs’ that have made him a target for ridicule throughout his life (Cazenave 1977, p. 12).

He lacks the self-control and determination of the thriller hero and his realisation that Brady, his

target, ‘avait sa vie propre,’ leaves him mentally and spiritually exhausted: ‘Dan était exténué. Il

était vide de tout. Il n’avait plus de pensées’ (ibid., p. 16). Dan fails at this decisive moment as

the Irish republican struggle has, for him, always existed as an abstract concept. His ties to the

republican movement come through his Uncle Liam, ‘le héros de sa jeunesse’ (ibid., p. 57), who

was also a member of the IRA and who paid for Rossa’s university education in Dublin. It was

only following his uncle’s death that Rossa felt compelled to join the organisation to replace the

fallen fighter (ibid., p. 57). His adherence to the IRA is motivated by a familial tradition more than

deep political convictions. As a result, Dan calls into question the legitimacy of Irish republicanism

when he is compelled to carry out ordinarily morally repugnant actions. When agonising about

the killing of Brady, he experiences ‘une espèce d’engourdissement de son âme et de son corps.’

Simply, he ‘n’arrive pas à y croire’ (ibid., p. 57).

Numbed and emptied by his traumatic witnessing of Kev’s killing of Brady, Rossa feels alienated

from his friend and comrade. He begins to sense that Duffy exists as if from afar, as if on ‘une

autre planète.’ He asks himself, ‘si j’avance une main, je touche le bras de Duffy. Pourtant, je ne

suis pas avec lui... Autre part. Voyons. Est-ce qu’il existe vraiment ? Oui. . . sans doute. Je ne

sais pas. Nous ne sommes pas du même monde’ (ibid., pp. 77–78). In his childhood privilege and

ability to articulate his disaffection, Dan contrasts with Kev Duffy who, in a sense, does inhabit a

different world. Dan’s childhood, a ‘hâvre de paix’ (ibid., p. 58), was far from the urban poverty

and discrimination that characterises the lives of many working-class Catholics, like Kev Duffy.

For Kev, the decision to fight for Ireland was not a choice, but a duty and one that is integral to his

sense of Irishness:

Pour lui, pour l’ouvrier, pour le docker de la Foyle, la voie était tracée. Il y avait les
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Irlandais et les colons britanniques. Il y avait les pauvres d’un côté et les riches de

l’autre. Il y avait les catholiques d’un côté et les protestants de l’autre. Il était Irlandais,

il était pauvre et il était catholique. Que pouvait-il chercher d’autre? (Cazenave 1977,

p. 24)

Kev has a less abstract and more tangible definition of the cause for which he fights, bolstered

by painful memories of personal wrongs suffered, and he justifies violence and killing easily,

experiencing none of Dan’s crises of conscience: ‘Kev Duffy tuait parce que tuer était dans l’ordre.

Sans plaisir; mais sans horreur. La liberté a parfois les mains rouges de sang’ (ibid., p. 24).

Duffy’s conscience may be clearer but he is unable to articulate any sort of ideological defence

for his actions. In response to Rossa’s question ‘Est-ce qu’on aime à tuer?’ he responds simply

‘J’en sais rien [. . . ] J’ai toujours obéi’ (ibid., p. 56). Kev’s conception of Irish freedom instead

becomes ugly sectarianism. His hatred for Protestants is ‘profonde’ (ibid., p. 36) and his vision

of the Ireland that he fights to attain is similarly coloured. By contrast, Gallagher’s vision of an

eventual united Ireland that includes both Protestant and Catholics undermines the republican

struggle for Duffy: ‘Si c’que tu dis est vrai, à quoi ça sert de nous battre? C’est bien plus simple

que ça: les protestants à la porte et l’Irlande est à nous’ (ibid., p. 155) With such deeply personal

motivations, his compulsion to fight is also personal; a patriotic duty on which his identity as an

Irishman is based; ‘Il y avait un devoir, un devoir de se battre, et il n’eut pas été Irlandais s’il ne

s’en était pas acquitté’ (ibid., p. 23).

While Kev may view the Troubles along religious lines, his practice of Catholicism is unortho-

dox. He is critical of the Church hierarchy and expresses feelings of betrayal at its policies of

pacifism and conciliation: ‘Les Evêques ont dit: qua la paix soit sur vous! Nom de Dieu! grogna-t-il.

Les Anglais en Irlande, c’est ce qu’ils appellent la paix?’ (ibid., pp. 47–48). Despite this opposition,

Catholicism, as well as patriotic combat, are foundational aspects of Duffy’s Irishness. When his

critiques of the Church are met with opposition from others, his defence is that he nevertheless
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is a ‘bon catholique.’ The metric Kev applies to being a “good Catholic” seems to include only

performative aspects of his faith: ‘Moi aussi, je communie’ (Cazenave 1977, p. 47), ‘J’ai toujours

fait toutes mes Pâques’, and ‘j’ai pas manqué une seule messe’ (ibid., p. 48). Kev’s notion of good

Catholicism is not doctrinal orthodoxy but of religious practice as a marker of exclusive communal

belonging.
5

A religious opposition to militant republicanism is posited by the character of Kitty Gone.
6

Kitty, the sister of IRA and Civil War veteran Seamus MacDonagh, voices disdain for the actions of

Duffy and Rossa following their return from the mission to kill Brady. Her strong Roman Catholic

faith compels her to call out the ‘orgueil’ of the men who take it upon themselves to dictate ‘ceci

est bien et ceci est mal,’ placing themselves as ‘les égaux du Seigneur’ (ibid., p. 48). Citing one of

the seven Beatitudes, she says, ‘Heureux les artisans de la Paix. On les appellera Fils de Dieu’ (ibid.,

p. 41).
7
Gone articulates the official line of the Church, citing scriptural authority but her argument

is not accepted by all republicans, particularly by her brother Seamus MacDonagh. Referring to the

historical persecution of Catholics in Ireland, as well as the sectarian killing of Gone’s husband,

MacDonagh frames republican violence as justice: ‘Heureux les affamés et les assoiffés de justice,

car ils seront rassasiés de justice [. . . ] Je ne suis pas venu vous apporter la paix, mais le glaive’

(ibid., p. 44).
8
MacDonagh’s use of scriptural sources puts him at odds with the Church which

preaches an unacceptable form of peace for republicans (ibid., pp. 42–43). He browbeats Kitty into

5
The role and importance of Catholicism with regards to the IRA’s identity was at times complex and contradictory.

For many Provos, Catholicism was ‘important [. . . ] in terms of background, culture, language, symbolism, imagery,

identity and cohesion’ (English 2003, p. 130) even if the Church was, according to Gerry Adams, ‘somewhat lacking in

their contribution and in their attitudes to the resolution of the situation in which we find ourselves’. At the same time,

Provisionals’ self-image was as a non-sectarian group, ‘operating in a sectarian world of others’ creation’ (ibid., p. 347).

6
A somewhat ironic name: Kitty Gone is instantly reminiscent of Irish revolutionary Maude Gonne. Gonne, a

suffragette, actress, and muse to poet W.B. Yeats, played the title role in Yeats’ nationalistic play Cathleen Ní Houlihan
(1902), the old woman—the Sean-Bhean Bhocht—who mourns for her country despoiled by the English during the 1798

United Irishmen rebellion. Gonne spent much of her time in Paris, where she also founded the revolutionary journal

L’Irlande Libre (in print from 1896-1897). Born a Protestant in England, Gonne later converted to Roman Catholicism

and married Major John MacBride, who was executed by the British for his role in the 1916 Easter Rising.

7
Matthew 5:9

8
Verses are from Matthew 5:6 and 10:34 respectively.
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agreeing and she in turn weakly cites a psalm to shore up her new pro-IRA position: ‘C’est le

psaume, Seamus. . . bredouilla-t-elle, oppressée. “Jusqu’à quand les impies. . . ” Tu connais, Seamus?

C’est le Livre de Dieu. “Jusqu’à quand les impies resteront triomphants?”’ (Cazenave 1977, p. 43).
9

This short exchange demonstrates the tenuous link between religious conviction and the conflict

in Northern Ireland. The extent to which the Troubles could be classified as a religious conflict is

itself disputed but superficial obeisance shown towards the Church by volunteers like Kev Duffy

indicates the more common function of religion in Northern Ireland as a community marker.
10

Militant republicanism as an ideology reveals itself to be vulnerable to exegesis. It is a vul-

nerability with which Eoin MacGee, a veteran IRA officer, is familiar. It is to MacGee that Dan

Rossa turns for counsel when his own introspection leads to despondency. Although Dan does not

know it, MacGee is well placed to advise, as his own existential angst closely resembles Rossa’s.

His awareness of the futility of action in a vast and uncaring existence descends on him unbidden

and beyond his control: ‘Il se surprit à penser: “l’immobilité de la terre...” [. . . ] L’indifférence de

la terre, et peut-être du temps [. . . ] Il n’y a pas une action qui n’affronte la mort’ (ibid., p. 89).

He recognises such thoughts as ‘son ennemi le plus sûr’ and his ‘ligne de faiblesse’ (ibid., p. 93).

Impediments to action, they must be avoided at all costs. MacGee abhors any course that deviates

from action and is openly scornful of politicians, political process, and ideology. He regards these

‘petits hommes’ with a ‘mépris écrasant’ (ibid., p. 91). He reserves equal ire for the Official IRA, of

whose Marxist ideology he is particularly disdainful: ‘Entre nous, quelle bonne blague!’ (ibid.,

p. 103). The ideological, he claims, is a smokescreen for man’s ‘appétits inavouables’ which the

IRA does not need. Is is a predator whose strength is its own justification: ‘Vous croyez que quand

un fauve va bondir, il invoque les lois éternelles et le sens de l’Histoire?’ (ibid., p. 104). For MacGee,

9
Psalms 94:3: ‘Jusqu’à quand les méchants, ô Eternel! Jusqu’à quand les méchants triompheront-ils?’ (Louis Segond

Bible)

10
This issue is discussed in depth in John Fulton (1988). “Sociology, Religion and "the Troubles" in Northern Ireland:

A Critical Approach”. In: The Economic and Social Review 20.1, pp. 5–24. Contrary to several studies that see little or no

religious motivation of the Troubles, Fulton postulates a political mediation of theological convictions from religious

and community leaders to the laity.
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Ireland as a telos supersedes all others and accordingly his legitimation of IRA violence supersedes

all others. He eschews any sort of debates of morality or legitimacy with a meta-ethical “might

makes right” argument. ‘La violence,’ he tells Rossa, ‘a ses règles. Qui ne sont ni chrétiennes,

ni de gauche, ni rien d’autre’ (Cazenave 1977, p. 99). He sees the Irish cause as something more

primal, noting that Ireland predates both the Church and modern ethical systems (ibid., p. 91).

Recalling a pre-Christian Celtic identity, he describes the IRA militants as ‘des païens endurcis,’

telling Rossa that ‘ce sont les mythes primitifs qui nous parlent le plus’ and the cause for which

they fight is the fulfilling of a ‘pacte de sang’ made by the sacrifice of the men of the Easter Rising

in 1916 (ibid., pp. 97–98).
11

Magee’s philosophy of combat is a self-consciously simple one: ‘Tout

combat se simplifie. Ou il est perdu d’avance. Ne prenez pas une carabine si vous avez le goût des

nuances’ and Rossa’s ultimate question ‘Qui nous en a donné le droit ? [. . . ] Où est la grâce de

Dieu?’ remains unanswered (ibid., p. 105).

Dan’s return to Belfast following the death of a comrade and the betrayal represented by the

Sunningdale Agreement sees him undertake a dangerous and ultimately fatal mission of reprisal

against the Northern Irish state. He and Duffy meet Gallagher who articulates another republican

ideology. Gallagher’s legitimation of IRA violence contrasts with MacGee’s by its insistence on

ideology: ‘[Il] aimait expliquer à ses hommes pourquoi ils se battent. Non pas contre les protestants,

mais pour la liberté. Il ne s’agissait pas de devenir les maîtres de demain, mais de construire un

pays qui accueillerait tous ses fils.’ He challenges Kev’s description of their Protestant opponents

as ‘bandits’ and claims that they, like the IRA, are combatants (ibid., p. 154). Dan is moved by

this conception of republicanism: ‘Dan hocha la tête. Il devinait à peu près ce que voulait dire

Gallagher’ (ibid., p. 155). However, while Gallagher may appear to more finely articulate an ethical

11
The melding of Christian imagery of sacrifice and Irish nationalism, ‘the equation of the patriot with Christ’,

is a feature of Pearse’s sometimes ‘aggressively unorthodox’ writing (Shaw 1972, p. 123). The timing of the Rising,

coinciding with Christ’s own blood sacrifice to free mankind from sin, was equally significant. Others have likened

Pierce’s ideology of sacrifice to a ‘dark pagan liturgy’ (Murphy 2016, p. 18), recalling Celtic human sacrificial practices,

imagery from which Pearse drew in his writings and oration (Dalton 1974, pp. 352–353).
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position, his actions suggest he is as wedded to violence as MacGee or Kev. On the butt of his

revolver, legend has it, are ‘six encoches: deux soldats écossais, un anglais, un sergent — et deux

têtes politiques de l’IRA officielle’ (Cazenave 1977, p. 153). Sunningdale, which seems to offer

the chance for unity between Catholic and Protestant, is still opposed by Gallagher. He and his

comrades have ‘trop de morts derrière eux’ and the peace it promises is not one the IRA can accept:

‘Nous ne retrouverons la paix que tout au bout de la guerre’ (ibid., p. 160)

As he nears death, Kev brings Dan to the Mournes, the mountains of his birth. His return

home also brings him closer to Ireland having made the ultimate sacrifice. MacGee, whose brutal

ethics hide that he has similar questions and concerns as Dan, knows such questions are absurd

and that each man kills and dies for his own reasons, and that identity defined externally is out

of the individual’s control: ‘Depuis quand [. . . ] avez-vous vu quelqu’un mourir pour une seule

idée claire [. . . ] On n’accepte de mourir que pour les rêves que l’on porte’ (ibid., p. 147). Dan’s

search for a stable self-identity in Irish republicanism is absurd. His death also reveals a tragic

aspect of this absurdity: he has spent much of his life asking questions and sacrificed his life for a

cause he does not believe in. Only on his death, when questions and dialogue ends, is his identity

as a republican assured by martyrdom. MacGee’s eulogy for a fallen republican comrade shows

how the measure of a true republican, in his eyes, is sacrifice: ‘Ta vraie veille funèbre, derrière

ces hommes de l’IRA, ce sont tous nos martyrs qui s’en viennent t’accueillir. Ce sont les Fenians

pourchassés. Ce sont les fusillés des Pâques Rouges. C’est le cortège anonyme de tous nos morts

oubliés et les miliers d’Irlandais qui ont fait un beau jour le sacrifice de leur vie’ (ibid., p. 140). The

eternally elusive goal of Irish republicanism means that the fate of a true adherent is a martyr’s

death: ‘Voilà l’Irlande [. . . ] Elle nous enterrera tous’ (ibid., p. 107); another blood sacrifice for the

cause of Irish freedom. Dan’s identity may have been fixed in the eyes of others, but his own

search for identity is, now eternally, unresolved. As Dan dies, Kev tries unsuccessfully to close his

eyes in an attempt to bring a symbolic end to his searching: ‘Du sein même de la mort, Dan Rossa
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continuait de regarder vers le ciel’ (Cazenave 1977, p. 211). Dan thus represents the republican

condition, which must remain unrealised in order to persist.

4.2 Où le monde est-il absurde? En Irlande. Pierre Viallet and the

search for truth.

In his desire to write a novel about the absurd, screenwriter Pierre Viallet (1930 – 2013) settled on

the subject and setting of Ireland: ’Je pars d’un sujet: l’absurde. Où le monde est-il absurde? En

Irlande’ (1979, p. 8).
12

Here, the Troubles are a fatal sequence of logical non-sequiturs expressed

through characters who commit atrocities for reasons they cannot express, and may not even

know, all existing in a country where ‘l’état de crise est une banalité’ (ibid., p. 32). His novel

becomes an interrogation into the coherence of foundational conceits of the conflict, such as the

paper-thin motivations for sectarian violence and the notion of Irishness itself.

Martin Esslin’s writings on absurdist theatre claim that the form, far from being a representation

of the unreal, reveals truth about the world that carefully ordered plots fail to convey.
13

The

further the Troubles subject matter veers away from the Manichaeism of the spy thriller, the

more this becomes the case. Viallet shows us that the supposition on which the Irish republican

identity is predicated—the idea of a coherent and measurable identity—is itself absurd. A second

element of the absurd pertains to the characters themselves who are compelled to ‘face alarmingly

incomprehensible predicaments’ (Baldick 2001, p. 1) and respond accordingly. Viallet’s protagonist,

Jack, seeks to rediscover his lost Irish identity and find the truth about his mother’s sudden

and senseless killing. He finds that truth is perhaps not what he is seeking and, even though

he discovers that the IRA are responsible for killing his mother, he joins its ranks, despite his

12
Cited in an interview with the author in an introduction to Bibliothèque du Temps Présent bookclub edition.

13
‘It is the strictly logical dialogue of the rationally constructed play that is unrealistic and highly stylised. In a world

that has become absurd, transcribing reality with meticulous care is enough to create the impression of extravagant

irrationality’ (Esslin 1969, p. 230). The “absurd” is also defined by the Oxford Concise Dictionary of Literary Terms as a
narrative presenting ‘human purposelessness in a universe without meaning and value’ (Baldick 2001, p. 1).
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lukewarm commitment to the republican cause. The narrative presents the reader with different

routes that might lead to an Irish identity, none of which bear fruit. Toleration and mutual cultural

esteem, principles that were foundational elements of the peace process in the real world, are

dismissed by Viallet’s characters as burdensome, costly in both time and money. Thus, the absurdly

self-defeating Troubles continue just as before and identity remains insubstantial and fractured.

Irish coffee tells the story of two families - one French and one Irish – living in Belfast during

the worst years of the conflict in Northern Ireland. Papa and Lucile live an isolated life between

their Belfast apartment and the rural Lough House on the shores of Lough Neagh. Papa is a

journalist and author who labours without success over works that attempt to “explain” Ireland

and presumably shed light on its present woes. Jack is the Belfast-born émigré who has returned

to the city of his birth following a divorce and disaffection with his materially successful but

spiritually unfulfilling life in America. He comes in search of his mother and half-sister but

discovers on arrival that his mother (along with an unknown stepfather) has been killed in a bomb

blast and his sister, Linley, who has joined the IRA, cannot be found. These two families’ stories

meet when we learn that Lucile and Linley have been life-long friends.

Jack arrives an outsider in Belfast and begins to make enquiries about his mother’s death.

During his enquiries, his and Lucile’s paths cross and they fall instantly in love. When Papa

is paralysed in a shooting and his friend Fred Joyce is lost at sea, the police become suspicious

that so many in the families’ circle have died and they investigate both Jack and Lucile for their

connections to the IRA. It is revealed that there is indeed IRA involvement. The bomb that killed

Jack and Linley’s mother was intended for Linley’s stepfather - Malone, a Protestant - who was

suspected of having informed on Linley. The IRA, now working with Jack and Lucile, assassinate

the detective on the case and destroy the relevant police files, removing suspicion from Jack and

Lucile. Lucile is dedicated to the cause for which Republicans fight while Jack is more hesitant

to embrace violence. Jack and Papa devise a plan to save Ireland through culture. They begin
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planning sports events, books, films, articles all in an attempt to save Ireland from itself and its

intolerance. Jack agrees to accompany Lucile on a mission - the receipt of an arms shipment -

in France. While there, they realise this is a test of loyalty from the IRA, designed to flush out a

suspected informer who is revealed to be Jack’s friend and driver, Charly. Jack and Lucile return

to Belfast. The IRA are delighted with their work in France. The two arrange to be married and

the wedding takes place in the idyllic setting of rural County Donegal. The book ends on the day

of their wedding on which Charly, now revealed to be an informer, is executed by the IRA and

Jack and Linley are given their first mission together.

Jack’s journey into the ranks of the IRA is a response to a search for his own identity. It

begins when his life of material wealth but of spiritual impoverishment comes to a head with his

divorce from his wife. He abandons his car—that most emblematic of symbols of the American

Dream—and his thoughts now turn to his mother and his home in Ireland. His dislocation from

both family and home, symbolic of his loss of identity, manifests as a loss of knowledge and Jack

finds he is no longer able to recall his mother’s address leading to the ambiguous direction of his

most recent letters home: ‘15, 17, 19, ou 21 Falls road. Belfast, Ulster, Irlande’ (Viallet 1979, p. 25).

Steeped for too long in the materialism of his adopted home, his first instinct is to recapture lost

knowledge through transactional means. He hires a prostitute with the stipulation that she must

be an Irishwoman ‘mais une vraie.’ His stipulations for a “true Irishwoman” are superficial: ‘du

poil comme un renard et plein de taches de rousseur’ (ibid., p. 27). Of course, his encounter does

not satisfy. The connection he seeks cannot be found in this ‘Irlandaise à cinq cent dollars’ who

‘ne correspond pas à ce qu’il désirait’ and is ‘passive’, ‘un objet.’ Realising what he is really seeking

is contact with his mother (and mother country), Jack finds he has nothing to say to her and does

not desire her (ibid., pp. 28–29).

Jack’s solution is a retour aux sources, and he immediately returns to Belfast. Just as he sought

solace in an ‘Irlandaise à cinq cent dollars’, so too does his search in Belfast for a connection with
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his Irish identity begin transactionally. To prepare for his search ‘Jack s’équippe’ with equipment

ill-suited to exploration of the urban environment of his youth: ‘Une casquette, un trench, des

souliers montants et solides – pour marcher dans la bruyère – des bottes, si vous voulez pêcher,

des chemises de lin. . . ’ (Viallet 1979, p. 37). When trying on his new clothes, he is pushed only

further from any sense of himself: ‘il ne ressemble plus à lui-même’ (ibid., p. 38). Heading to the

countryside, he finds his notion of Ireland as a rural idyll is as much a pastiche as his ruddy-faced

prostitute: ‘Il se balade sur une terre étrangère, ahuri d’y découvrir des paysages dont il ignorait

l’existence’ (ibid., p. 122) and emotionally, ‘Jack se connaît pas mal [mais] ce qu’il rencontre en

Irlande le dépasse’ (ibid., p. 45), a foreign space for a ‘gamin de Belfast’ (ibid., p. 184).

Jack’s initial attempt to rediscover his identity centres around finding his mother’s killers but

this too is a false trail. Although he does not realise it, his mother’s senseless death brings him some

commonality with the Irish who ‘depuis des siècles [. . . ] tombe sous les coups de l’incohérence’

(ibid., p. 44). He is unable to question the two visitors to his mother’s grave, paralysed by ‘le

sentiment de l’absurde’ at her death (ibid., p. 45). In an attempt to grasp the truth, Jack engages

the services of a lawyer, Magee, to investigate as the police have been reluctant to investigate

the bombing. At the scene, they take ‘des notes inutiles.’ Useless due to the paucity of evidence

(the street is in ruins) and, in any case ‘la rue est catholique’ (ibid., p. 30). Truth in Northern

Ireland is not presumed to be a universally available commodity. Magee reminds Jack that, unlike

in America, ‘Ici, nous marchons sur des sables mouvants’ (ibid., p. 47). Nothing is stable, and so

truth, if discovered, may be irrelevant: ‘il est à peu près certain que la vérité vous surprendra. . .

que la réponse à vos problèmes sera absurde’ (ibid., p. 48). Jack, now an interloper in Ulster after a

lifetime abroad, is seeking the wrong sort of knowledge.

Jack comes close to recapturing his former Irish authenticity through the discovery of a more

experiential sort of knowledge. His first connection to the past identity he seeks comes as he stands

at his mother’s graveside: ‘Comme autrefois, du temps qu’il était rude et lui-même, il ne réagit
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pas, il se laisse gagner par le froid’. Through both the loss of his mother and physical discomfort,

Jack connects with Ireland and partakes in the age-old universal human experience of suffering:

‘Penché sur une parcelle de terre comme il y en a des milliards et des milliards, il retrouve sa

mère, petit garçon soucieux, petit garçon glacé.’ Jack is now aware that his previous attempts to

uncover the truth of his loss and with it his identity by material means have been flawed: ‘Son

argent ne l’intéresse plus. Il n’a même pas envie d’une voiture’ (Viallet 1979, p. 107). Later, he once

again experiences Ireland authentically, walking in a countryside that is not picturesque blues and

greens, but cold, wet, and brown from the mud with which he communes:

La terre. Il en ramasse. Elle est glaiseuse. Il s’en barbouille les mains, se savonne de

cette pâte lisse qui rentre sous les ongles [. . . ] C’est à la rencontre de l’Irlande qu’il

marche sous la pluie. L’eau dégouline dans la nuque, froide, plus tiède, l’eau et la

nuque de Jack emmêlées [. . . ] Elle entre en lui, l’Irlande. (ibid., pp. 212–213)

These fugitive and insubstantial experiences—cold, loss, and suffering— all of which link Jack

more intimately to the Irish soil, bring him closer to an Irish identity. Intangible things provide

important links to his rediscovery of an Irish identity. Jack likens the low stone walls characteristic

of the Irish countryside, seemingly ‘construit là pour le plaisir de l’inutile’, to the desire of men

to build and leave behind concrete legacies. For better or for worse, ‘[l]’Irlandais est bien trop

préoccupé de lui-même pour s’encombrer de murets’ and instead occupies himself with passing

things: ‘Il jouit des choses. Les corps, les animaux, la lumière, les saisons, l’alcool, les plantes, tout

ce qui meurt vite et donne son prix à la vie’ (ibid., p. 212). Jack’s perception of being Irish is a

joy in the ephemeral, which is perhaps why Papa’s attempts to record Ireland and address Irish

problems through scholarly writing fail. It is the ineffectiveness of objective facts and the futility

in seeking them that Papa also confronts. His attempt to apply reason to the causes of the conflict

is a failure and a continual source of dissatisfaction. He tells his daughter Lucille: ‘Voilà dix ans

que je traîne sur la Lettre ouverte aux Irlandais et mon essai sur James Joyce et je m’aperçois que
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je n’ai rien compris à l’Irlande [. . . ] Je sais tout, mais je ne comprends rien’ (Viallet 1979, p. 34).

His writings are ‘bourré de faits, de dates, de contradictions, mais pas de vie’ (ibid., p. 35). He has

perhaps come to understand Irish history, but has not come upon an Irish present which, if Jack is

to be believed, manifests in the evanescent.

We also see the clash of these two distinct types of knowledge in the conflicting impressions of

Irishness of Papa and Linley. He cites Diderot in his Lettre ouverte aux Irlandais: ‘En Irlande, on ne

trouve pas deux feuilles du même vert’, which he hopes will help him to ‘traduire cette fantastique

flambée de poésie qui consume les Irlandais’. At the same time, however, he is disdainful of Linley’s

status as a revolutionary: ‘s’il y a bien quelque chose dont Linley se contrefoute, c’est de la couleur

des feuilles’ (ibid., p. 35).
14

Linley’s lack of poetry and cultural knowledge undermines her claim

to an Irish identity and in turns shows a presumed hierarchy of cultural belonging for Papa. And

yet for all his prescriptions, Papa, by his own admission, is unable to grasp “Irishness” in his

writing. Its fugitive nature resists Papa’s scholarly efforts: ‘chaque Irlandais défend sa vérité. Mais

toutes ces vérités ne s’organisent pas entre elles et forment un puzzle absurde’ (ibid., p. 196). For

all the facts he has assembled in the writing of his Lettre ouverte aux Irlandais Papa has failed

to achieve an understanding of the Irish state of mind: ‘l’esprit de révolte se traduit davantage

par un état psychologique que par des actes ou des paroles et [. . . ] cette psychologie m’échappe’

(ibid., p. 35).
15

Lucile observes that this scholarly knowledge is insufficient and some experiential

14
Papa’s source in unclear and Diderot seems never to have written on Ireland, beyond several short geographical

entries for the Encyclopédie. He may be misciting a passage from Diderot’s 1754 work Pensées sur l’interprétation de la
nature, ‘De quelques préjugés’, in which he cautions against the use of axioms that supposedly reveal a truth, but really

merely cloud philosophical investigation: ‘Il n’y a rien, ni dans les faits de la nature, ni dans les circonstances de la vie,

qui ne soit un piège tendu à notre précipitation [. . . ] Qu’en devait penser celui qui assura que sur tout un arbre il n’y

aurait pas deux feuilles sensiblement du même vert?’ (Diderot’s emphasis). Given the multitude of states of things,

changed ever by time, Diderot sees the complexity of nature as an invitation to investigation, and axioms like ‘il ne se

passe rien de nouveau sous le ciel’, are one of the pièges that confront the philosopher (Diderot 1875, p. 55).
15
Diderot could perhaps provide some guidance here: ‘Les faits, de quelque nature qu’ils soit, sont la véritable

richesse du philosophie. Mais un des préjugés de la philosophie rationnelle, c’est que celui qui ne saura pas nombrer ses

écus, ne sera guère plus riche qui celui qui n’aura qu’un écu. La philosophie rationnelle s’occupe malheureusement

beaucoup plus à rapprocher et à lier les faits qu’elle possède, qu’à en recueillir du nouveaux’ (ibid., p. 19). Diderot

emphasises the importance of experimentation as a means of expanding knowledge points to a flaw in Papa’s approach;

he cannot hope to understand the Irish “état psychologique” from his desk. His capacity for reflection, doubtless finely
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element is lacking: ‘Pour comprendre l’Irlande, il faut en souffrir. Papa a-t-il souffert de l’Irlande?

Jamais’ (Viallet 1979, p. 36). Papa has not suffered material or ideological antagonism, having not

experienced poverty, discrimination, or had his beliefs questioned. All of these are portrayed as

common occurrences for the Irish in general and Linley in particular. In any case, Lucile notes,

‘que Linley se contrefoute de la couleur des feuilles, comme le pense Papa, est faux’ (ibid., p. 37).

Papa has judged Linley as a result of his own insufficient understanding of her.

Papa’s attempts to school the Irish in rationalist philosophy never amount to much and

consume much of his time: ‘Papa revient à sa Lettre ouverte aux Irlandais comme à un fantasme.

Il est assis devant plusieurs kilos de papier, des centaines de pages confuses, trop documentées,

truffées de contradictions de d’anarchies, il voudrait tout fourrer dans cet ouvrage, l’histoire, le

présent, le possible [. . . ] C’est un peu la courbe d’un homme follement attaché à l’Irlande et qui

n’a pas de solution à proposer’ (ibid., p. 48).
16

Papa’s attempts to apply rationality and reason to

the absurd and resolve the contradictions he observes in Ireland were shortsighted. The conflict

that defines modern Ireland, an absurd relic of the past, continues without apparent necessary or

sufficient cause. It is simply a habit deeply ingrained: ‘La guerre de religion, c’est dépassé. Mais on

se libère mal de réflexes centenaires’ (ibid., p. 46). In the face of such durable unreason, Viallet’s

novel posits the search to categorise a definitive and monolithic national identity of the Irish as

absurd.

Papa and Jack both become aware of this fact and Papa sees too that his attempts to amass

knowledge of Ireland, but little else, was short-sighted: ‘L’homme est un idiot. Un cheval avec

des œillères [. . . ] Les autres ne vivent pas comme toi, ne prient pas comme toi, ne votent pas

comme toi. Affreux. J’ai été critique autrefois. Pas longtemps. Comment peut-on se permettre

attuned, is only one part of the apparatus required to understand his object of study: ‘L’entendement a ses préjugés;

le sens, son incertitude; la mémoire, ses limites; l’imagination, ses lueurs; les instruments, leur imperfection. Les

phénomènes sont infinis; les causes, cachées; les formes, peut-être transitoires. Nous n’avons contre tant d’obstacles

que nous trouvons en nous, et que la nature nous oppose au dehors, qu’une expérience lente, qu’une réflexion bornée’

(Diderot 1875, p. 20).

16
It is difficult to be too critical, however, as Papa’s plight is a familiar one.
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de condamner un univers sous prétexte qu’il n’est pas le sien! L’intolérance, la plaie du monde’

(Viallet 1979, p. 158). Jack and Papa plan a revolution of culture to resolve Ireland’s woes that will

take many years (ibid., p. 206) and cost much (ibid., p. 203). Jack and Papa’s solution may sound

hopelessly utopian, but it represents a true chance of breaking the cycle of violence to which

the Irish seem to willingly shackle themselves, with ever more grievous consequences and ever

diminishing returns.

Viallet’s novel provides an insight into the plurality and contradiction of the concept of Irish

identity. It is a novel of the absurd; revealing both the absurdity of the Troubles and contemporary

Ireland where the conflict is perpetuated by those it damages most, as well as the absurdity of

seeking stable answers to an unstable proposition like national identity. Of course, the theme goes

beyond Ireland, but in a place where an ‘état de crise est une banalité’, Ireland renders tangible the

consequences of false reckoning, where spurious notions of identity and nationality translate into

real and often fatal consequences. Magee, Jack’s drunken lawyer, perhaps summarises the Irish

condition best, demonstrating why enquiry into it is certain to resolve nothing:

L’Irlande, monsieur, ne s’explique pas en un jour [. . . ] Et plus vous tentez de l’expliquer,

moins vous la comprenez. Nous voulons la paix, nous voulons la guerre. Ça hait, en

Irlande, ça flagorne, ça ne peut pas se blairer, ça se réconcile, ça discute, ça pète de

tous les côtés, ça s’insulte, ça se venge, ça cultive les plus beaux chants patriotiques du

monde, ça souffre, c’est schizo, maso, loufoque, baroque, c’est plein de vie, d’espoir et

de poésie, ça rogne, ça complote, ça bruisse de faux renseignements et d’idées nobles,

ça fanatise, ça rigole, ça tue, ça pousse des cris de joie, c’est magnifique un Irlandais,

vous savez! (ibid., p. 105)
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4.3 Où vas-tu, Irlande? Where next for the Troubles thriller?

As the most common representational form of the Troubles subject matter shifts, so too does

its function. What began as a recreational, mass market literature that fulfilled readers’ wishes

and reaffirmed beliefs, developed into more contrarian works that challenged the status quo.

Texts increasingly ask questions and posit uncertainties about the conflict and wider aspects of

Irish identity. By the 1990s, however, reality was beginning to overtake fiction and a halting

but ultimately successful peace process was underway. Republicans, and then loyalists, called a

ceasefire, allowing space for the negotiation of the Good Friday Agreement, signed on 10 April

1998.
17

The IRAwas never militarily defeated, but its ultimate aimwas unrealised: Ireland remained

partitioned but now with mechanisms to dissolve itself as an entity and become part of the Irish

Republic following a border poll. The unionist and Protestant hegemony had been challenged,

a mandatory coalition government was installed, and the process of reconciliation was to be

overseen jointly by the British and Irish governments. With a united Ireland unrealised and many

in Northern Ireland beginning to accommodate a new Northern Irish identity that was equal parts

Ulster unionist and Irish nationalist, it is fitting then that the study ends on a question, with the

1998 novel Où vas-tu, Irlande? by Dominique Le Meur (Spézet: Coop Breizh).

Le Meur, a native of Auxerre who relocated to Limerick in 1991, is the author of several novels

17
The IRA initially announced a ceasefire in August 1994, following the Downing Street Declaration of December

1993 agreed between the British and Irish governments. The British government declared that they had ‘no selfish

or strategic interest in Northern Ireland’ (SLDP leader John Hume cited in English 2003, p. 272) and would therefore

support Northern Irish self-determination. While the IRA was critical of some elements of the Declaration, its ceasefire

a few month’s later signified that it had the potential to be a first step on the road to peace. The Combined Loyalist

Military Command announced a similar ceasefire on 13 October 1994. These did not last: the IRA called an end to its

cessation of violence on 9 February 1996 and on the same day detonated a bomb in London’s Canary Wharf, citing the

British government’s bad faith in negotiations. The change of a government in the UK following a general election on

1 May 1997 offered new political possibilities to republicans and the August 1994 ceasefire was resumed on 20 July

1997 (ibid., p. 295) and Sinn Féin were invited to peace talks at Stormont. Talks eventually led to the IRA and the main

Loyalist paramilitaries permanent ceasefire and decommissioning of weapons, resulting in confidence that differences

could be resolved without violence.
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on Ireland.
18

The publication of Où vas-tu, Irlande? early in 1998
19
comes at a turning point in the

Troubles and the novel’s title is appropriate in its timing as the issues of Irish identity without

the conflict affords a new urgency. Its central question asked in the novel in Latin (‘Quo vadis

Hibernia? ’) is depicted on the cover of an issue of An Phoblacht, the republican newspaper that the

novel’s protagonist, Stiofán Murphy, sells on the streets of Limerick (Le Meur 1998, p. 29).
20

Set

during the 1970s, when the Troubles were at their bloodiest, the context of the question in the

novel is quite different. There, republicans appeal to the people of the Irish Republic, who are far

removed from the conflict taking place across their northern border. It is a ‘question sans réponse’

(ibid., p. 29) and the novel explores varying descriptions and prescriptions of what it means to be

Irish and why it is that Irish republicans fight.

The novel opens with protagonist Stiofán reflecting on his childhood in a journal where he

documents his thoughts and reflections. Writing is a release and a challenge for Stiofán as it means

he must reflect memories from his traumatic childhood: ‘Ma main tremble et je cherche le courage

d’écrire [. . . ] Je veux écrire pour libérer ma tête de l’horreur dont je porte à jamais le fardeau’

(ibid., p. 12). As a child, he and his family were attacked in their home in Belfast by a Protestant.

His father was killed and he and his mother, Maureen, fled Northern Ireland, settling in the city of

Limerick in Ireland. Now, several years later, Stiofán has finished school and is at a crossroad in

his life. He meets Seamus O’Donnell, another Northerner, and the owner of O’Donnell’s Tavern,

18
Le Meur has also written on the subject of the Troubles in the 2001 novel Báine, with publisher Coop Breizh (later

republished in 2009 with Editions Le Manuscrit as Par-delà les murs).
19
The book states a printing date of 20 March 1998.

20
The Latin phrase ‘Quo vadis?’ recalls two biblical apocrypha; the Acts of St Peter and the Acts of St Paul, the

latter of which is considered to have plagiarised the former (Thomas 2003, p. 37). The story places St Peter leaving

Rome, where he had established his ministry, fleeing from Roman arrest. On the road he meets Christ, whom he asks

‘Quo vadis?’ (“Where are you going?”). Christ replies that he is returning to Rome to be crucified again. Peter, knowing

that he must do as Christ does, rejoices and returns to Rome where he is martyred (Bolyki 1998, p. 114). The story is

retold in the 1896 novel Quo vadis? by Polish Nobel Laureate Henryk Sienkiewicz and has been produced for cinema

several times. The significance here may relate to Peter’s willing acceptance of martyrdom and the potency of imagery

of martyrdom in Irish republicanism (see for example G. Sweeney 2004 and footnote 11 on page 181), or an attempt to

shake from their apathy the people of the Irish republic, who have abandoned their duty to continue the fight to free

Ireland.
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also known as the Poet’s Bar after the portraits of famous Irish poets on the bar’s walls. As he

becomes more involved in militant republicanism Stiofán, his close friend Gearoid, and Seamus

become part of an IRA cell in Limerick.

Stiofán meets a woman, Sinéad, one night as she walks alone in the rain. Over time the two

develop a relationship, although Stiofán does not tell his mother or Seamus about her. She is

another part of his life entirely, separate from and incompatible with his republican activism.

Stiofán is tasked by the IRA with transporting weapons across the border to Belfast. He leaves

without telling either Sinéad or his mother. In Belfast, Stiofán seeks out Fr. Ciaran, a priest who

helped Stiofán and his mother for a time after they were forced from their home. The weapons

that Stiofán has brought are collected by a childhood friend, Declan O’Driscoll, who is also in the

IRA. Working with Declan, Stiofán becomes uneasy about his role in increasingly violent IRA

missions.

He now lives and works with Finbar and Muireann, an elderly brother and sister who live

an isolated life on their farm. Stiofán finds his isolation in the countryside, far from leaving him

feeling stagnant, purifies him. Meanwhile in Limerick, Sinéad now begins to search for Stiofán,

making contact with Seamus and Maureen, from whom she learns of Stiofán’s childhood and that

he has returned to Belfast to fight alongside the IRA. After a civilian is killed as a result of a bomb

he planted, Stiofán comes to regret his association with the IRA. Stiofán and Ciaran are given

another mission by Declan; they must assassinate a judge. Neither want to commit murder but

accept the mission in order to gain time to plan an escape. Stiofán and Sinéad are reunited and

enjoy two idyllic days together. Stiofán explains his motivations for joining the IRA and tells her

of his mission but rejects her plan to flee the country. Just as Declan arrives to take Stiofán and

Ciaran on a mission, the British Army arrive, and the house is surrounded. Gunfire is exchanged

and Declan is killed. The others surrender and are arrested by the Army.

Ireland and Irish identity in Où vas-tu Irlande? are presented as contradictions. Stiofán’s
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journey is a search for an identity within a country whose people are divided. His involvement

with the IRA presents one distinctive and uncompromising vision of the Irish identity. For the

IRA, commitment to the age-old fight against Britain is the only way to find a true Irish identity.

It is in hope of an answer to his questions that Stiofán joins the IRA: ‘Je suis devenu poseur de

bombes parce que je suis avant tout poseur de questions’ (Le Meur 1998, p. 149). His search for

meaning here is unsuccessful: ‘Aujourd’hui, je suis dans l’IRA et je ne suis rien. Je ne suis qu’un

voleur d’épicerie et un tueur d’innocents’ (ibid., p. 175). For many Irish, resistance against British

hegemony is a defining cultural trait: ‘La résistance à l’envahisseur. L’identité culturelle d’un

peuple toujours en révolution’ (ibid., p. 93). However, resistance can take many forms. Stiofán’s

mother seeks solace in prayer, which is ‘sa façon à elle de résister’ (ibid., p. 9) and for Stiofán,

traditional Irish culture fills the role of resistance as well as that of transmitter of Irish cultural

identity. He is drawn to the Poet’s Bar in Limerick, ‘ce pub [où] se retrouvaient les passionnés

d’Irlande’ (ibid., p. 19) because of its artefacts of traditional culture: Irish poets, whose portraits

and verses decorate the walls, and traditional music all link him directly to Ireland and its past:

Celle-ci se transmet de génération en génération sans solfège ni partition, on apprend

à l’oreille et à la passion [. . . ] Musique traditionnelle, tradition. . . La tradition, c’est

le peuple, c’est toute l’Irlande avec sa liberté et sa force. À la fois un bouclier et une

épée. Un refuge de l’esprit et une résistance de la pensée [. . . ] La tradition est une

plante aux racines profondes qui relie les cœurs. (ibid., pp. 20–21)

Where armed resistance waxes and wanes, traditional culture represents a continuity and triumph,

defining the Irish as a distinct people from the British invader.

The power of traditional culture as a means of providing a unifying identity stands opposed to

that of the violence of the IRA, which leads only to division. Stiofán teaches some of the young

people from the impoverished areas of West Belfast traditional music and so provided them with

a link to their identity as Irish people: ‘Pour ces jeunes de onze ou douze ans à la recherche
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d’identité, la musique traditionnelle serait une vraie valeur, puisée dans les racines d’un peuple,

le reflet sonore d’une pensée qui devient alors déchiffrable par tous’ (Le Meur 1998, p. 163). He

is disappointed when Declan is dismissive of his efforts: ‘il ferait mieux de nous les envoyer. De

toute façon, ils nous rejoindront un jour ou l’autre parce qu’il comprendront que c’est la seule

solution’ (ibid., p. 165). As well as providing historical continuity, culture is also capable of linking

the divided Irish people. Finbar receives Stiofán on his farm with enthusiasm because the younger

man is receptive to traditional culture. Stiofán’s ability to speak Irish allows both to share a

common cultural heritage: ‘Je vois que l’Irlande et le gaélique n’ont pas que les falaises escarpées

de nos côtes comme frontières’ (ibid., p. 116). Finbar, described as a ‘républicain dans l’âme’ (ibid.,

p. 114) is a representation of traditional Ireland. The isolated farm on which he and his sister

live is ‘construit hors du temps’, primitive but homely, and recalls a bucolic and idyllic past, with

Finbar telling Stiofán that he and Muireann ‘ne [vivent] pas comme tout le monde. On a la chance

d’être heureux parce que nous ne parlons qu’à la nature et aux hommes qui en sont proches’

(ibid., pp. 115, 116). He has no formal education—he is illiterate—and instead represents an ancient

Irish oral tradition of culture and thus a “purer” form of folkloric knowledge: ‘nous ne savons

ni lire, ni écrire, mais, enfants, nous avons su écouter. C’est pourquoi aujourd’hui, nous savons

encore raconter ces histoires et ces légendes qui viennent du cœur de la campagne d’Irlande’ (ibid.,

p. 117). His rural existence, ‘[t]oute une vie passée dans une campagne de tourbières, des mains

rougies et noueuses’ (ibid., p. 115) is redolent of romantic images of traditional Ireland that jar with

contemporary republicanism. The image of his ‘mains rougies’ is also a reimagining of Ulster’s

divisive “red hand”.
21

Stiofán’s disillusionment when working with the IRA in Belfast contrasts

with the freedom and fulfilment he feels during his time on Finbar’s farm: ‘Cet isolement-là ne le

21
Ulster’s heraldic red hand is a symbol associated traditionally with the province of Ulster and many of its families,

although which family can lay claim to it is, predictably, disputed as far back as the seventeenth century (see Ó Riain

2011). In contemporary use, it is one of the few symbols used by both sides of the communal divide in Northern Ireland.

Claimed both by nationalists and unionists alike, it is used by political, cultural, and sporting groups. It was used by

unionists on the 1912 Ulster Covenant as well as contemporary loyalist paramilitaries, such as the UDA, UVF, and Red

Hand Commando.
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faisait pas ruminer, au contraire, il avait l’impression de se purifier’ (Le Meur 1998, p. 118).

Finbar’s traditional and timeless view of Irish culture is not universal however. His practice

of Ireland’s oral tradition contradicts Stiofán’s own conception of Irish culture, which he locates

in its literary tradition (ibid., pp. 20–21). Sinéad is similarly disconnected from Finbar’s Ireland.

She cannot speak Irish with Finbar telling her ‘C’est dommage que nos mots se perdent... Enfin,

c’est la nouvelle génération’ (ibid., p. 176). Her disconnection from traditional Irish culture further

challenges the notion of Irish identity as monolithic. She, like others born outside of Northern

Ireland, have no shared experience of the suffering that unites many Northern Catholics. The

motif of shared suffering as offering a shared past is found throughout Le Meur’s novel. Stiofán,

after meeting Seamus notes that, despite not knowing the older man, they both share a past (ibid.,

p. 99). Stiofán, when he encounters displaced Northerners like himself, confides to these relative

strangers things he has not told either his mother or Sinéad. These inconnus, he remarks, are

perhaps not so unknown to him after all: ‘ces gens, étaient-ils des inconnus? Leur enveloppe de

corps, sans nul doute, l’était, mais la douleur intérieure, certainement pas’ (ibid., p. 81). Ultimately,

it is a poor sort of unity and entirely arbitrary. Gearoid, once a close friend of Stiofán but who

has no history of sectarian persecution to call upon, becomes aware of his distance from Stiofán

(ibid., p. 66). Even with a common heritage of suffering, unity is not assured. Stiofán and Declan, a

friend from childhood who remained in Belfast and has endured greater oppression that Stiofán,

have differing experiences and consequently differing conceptions of what it meant to be an Irish

republican. Their encounters during missions are uneasy and when Stiofán questions the morality

of one of their missions, Declan rebukes him: ‘Pauvre con! C’est bien ce qu’il me semblait, tu ne

comprends rien. Tu es complètement déconnecté de notre pays’ (ibid., p. 147). Declan is dedicated

utterly to the republican cause: ‘toute ma vie, je la passerai à essayer de faire triompher la Cause. Je

finirai probablement ma vie au Maze, à moins que je ne sois descendu’ (ibid., p. 107). He is someone

who has grown up on Belfast’s violent streets, has accepted ‘toutes les règles de jeu’ (ibid., p. 175),
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and someone who, unlike Stiofán feels no remorse because he no longer asks questions (Le Meur

1998, p. 146).

Life and death may exist in all places and times, but in Belfast their existence is public. The

city’s sectarian graffiti and many “Peace Walls” render physical these divisions that are likened

those of East and West Berlin. The fractured postwar German identity knows one, large, external

division, but Belfast’s many peace walls are ‘des milliers de petits murs de la honte. Ils se cachent,

se déplacent, disparaissent, reviennent de plein fouet dans l’ordinaire’. These divisions encroach

into the everyday space, inscribing themselves in the minds of its people: ‘Ils sont partout sur

l’île, dans la tête des Irlandais du nord et du sud’ (ibid., p. 93). With division clear and obvious in

the public space and thus the minds of its inhabitants, normal life is impossible. Belfast at night

is a deserted city and its inhabitants ‘étaient des créatures diurnes, laissant la nuit aux rapaces’

(ibid., p. 160). Sinéad is repeatedly struck by the strangeness of Northern Ireland: ‘Sinéad crut à un

mauvais rêve. Elle avait dû s’endormir, traverser la mer d’Irlande pour se retrouver aux portes

menaçantes de Berlin-est. Passé la frontière, elle eut le sentiment qu’elle pénétrait un monde qui

ne laisserait plus jamais partir [. . . ] Sinéad se sentit ni plus ni moins en Angleterre’ (ibid., p. 158).

Stiofán experiences a similar disconnect when he first arrives in the Republic. Although he shares

a national identity with those around him, he has ‘l’impression d’être l’étranger. Ils étaient si

différents. Ils ne savaient rien de cette autre Irlande, celle qui souffre’ (ibid., p. 99). Unity in Ireland,

even where it is sought, is a difficult proposition. Republicanism offers Stiofán no answers and

his involvement leaves him dispirited, disaffected, and guilty: ‘Mon âme est boueuse, couverte

de flaques d’eau brunâtre ou je m’enfonce depuis qu’ils t’ont volé ta vie. Je ne sais pas parler de

vie’ (ibid., p. 162). Irish culture is revealed as a more promising and accommodating alternative.

Although it too can be exclusive, it is capable of a self-reflexivity that has no place within militant

republicanism.

The novel quotes two poems from the works of W.B. Yeats. The first of these is the poem
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‘Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen’ published in the 1928 collection, The Tower.22 The cited passage

foreshadows Stiofán’s own disillusionment: ‘Nous qui, il y a sept ans ne parlions / Que de vérité et

d’honneur, / Nous glapissons de joie dès que nous pouvons bondir ou mordre comme la fouine’

(Le Meur 1998, p. 55). The heroic pretensions of the past are rendered profane and tawdry by

reality. This and the other poems of Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen generally can be seen as

‘reflections on the problem of time and history and how both society as a whole and the individual

are at the mercy of their necessity to overcome what is inherent in existence’ (Foshay 1983, p. 104).

The concerns of the poem then mirror those of Stiofán who similarly believes his life is constrained

by history. Stiofán tells Seamus that he believes freedom is an illusion and that no one can escape

his destiny.
23

Seamus disagrees with this fatalism, telling Stiofán: ‘Le destin prend seulement date

de ta naissance et de ta mort. [. . . ] Tu seras le seul timonier de ton esquif, naviguant entre lumières

et ténèbres’. Stiofán, unconvinced, concludes that this rule cannot be universal and does not apply

to him: ‘Il n’avait pas choisi de voir la tragédie dont sa famille avait été victime’ (Le Meur 1998,

p. 47). Stiofán’s declaration of unfreedom is an abdication of responsibility both for his actions and

his identity, which he presents here as contingent on the antagonistic actions of others. Before his

search has even begun in earnest, he has all but admitted defeat.

4.4 Conclusion: The burden of freedom.

All of the protagonists in this chapter turn to militant Irish republicanism for answers. For Dan

Rossa, the choice is fatal; for Jack and Lucile, it is a senseless decision that stands only to see the

cycle of violence in Northern Ireland repeated; for Stiofán, it represents the failure to uncover a

coherent identity and freedom. Irish republicanism as it is encountered here is monolithic and

contradictory. It sees itself as the apex of Irish identity but fails to encompass the range of positions

22
The work is comprised of six unequal stanzas or “poems”, each differing in subject matter and length. The section

cited in Où vas-tu l’Irlande (55) is the fourth poem in its entirety.

23
He states for example that he had no choice but to join the IRA (Le Meur 1998, p. 174).
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offered across the texts. Posited as a unitary identity, it is contradictory in a very obvious sense,

defining itself in ways not shared by all of the individuals it claims to represent. In denying

the plurality of what it means to be Irish and prescribing an uncompromising form of identity,

republicanism provides no answers. Stiofán’s search for identity within it inevitably comes up

short: ‘IRA, résistants nécessaires de la liberté et de la justice ou jeunes paumés du vingtième

siècle en quête d’identité. En tout cas, je suis désormais l’un d’eux’ (Le Meur 1998, p. 162). The

attempts of characters to prescribe Irish identity is of course certain to fail. Identity’s richness and

breadth could not be contained in positive statements: ‘The attempt to identify an entity directly

or even to describe it fully always leads down the path of misdirection’ (McGowan 2019, p. 27).

Instead, we see a republican identity that is at odds with itself and mired in contradiction.

This version of Irish identity is also contradictory in the Hegelian sense ofWiderspruch: ‘the

inability of any identity to constitute itself without simultaneously negating itself [. . . ] when a

position follows its own logic and thereby finds itself at odds with itself’ (ibid., p. 12). The position

of the rebel is particularly vulnerable to this. Where defined only by opposition and antithesis,

rebellion is always contingent on the Other it opposes. Irish republicanism as it is presented in

this chapter (as well in the texts throughout this study) places limits on itself that are wholly

outside of it. This not only presupposes that its antithetical British Other is self-identical and

substantive, something the nebulous Irish identities here cannot lay claim to, but it also assigns

the Other determinative power over Irish republican identity: ‘[a]s long as one negates an external

authority, one remains on that authority’s terrain rather than one’s own, which produces a very

circumscribed notion of freedom [. . . ] If freedom manifests itself only as rebellion or resistance,

it isn’t freedom as such’ (ibid., pp. 154–155).
24
Republicanism as rebellion also presents itself in

purely negative and always unactualised terms: ‘Rebels never have to see how their resistance

24
Not only is such a position not free, it can serve to inflame the oppression it has set itself against (through

reciprocal violence or containment in the form of oppressive state practices): ‘The attempt to cling to negativity and

conceive freedom in opposition produces a hysterical subject, a subject incapable of seeing how its rebellion actually

feeds the authority that it challenges’ (McGowan 2019, p. 157).
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manifests itself without what it resists. Rebellion provides the comfort of being on the outside

while imagining that there is a substantial enemy on the other side.’ A successful rebellion must

eventually do away with its rebelliousness—negate its own identity—and move to a point where it

‘loses its purity and manifests itself in actuality. Without this actualization, negativity cannot serve

as the site for freedom’ (McGowan 2019, p. 172). This trap of becoming entangled in opposition

afflicts the character of Gallagher in Cazenave’s Les Fusils de l’IRA. Gallagher is uncommonly

articulate about the intentions of republicanism which he advances as a force for unity.
25

When

offered just such a proposition through the Sunningdale Agreement without hesitation he joins his

comrades in denouncing it: ‘Nous ne retrouverons la paix que tout au bout de la guerre’ (Cazenave

1977, p. 160). Despite the potential realisation of unity between Catholic and Protestant, he is

ultimately unable to abandon opposition. If he and the other republican characters of this chapter

are to find freedom, their answer will not lie in pure resistance as it is always externally contingent

on that which it resists and, defined this way, can never actually produce anything.

Perhaps the closest things to a “solution” presented by the novels of this chapter is Viallet’s

Jack and Papa’s cultural schemes that will teach tolerance to the Irish through culture (Viallet

1979, pp. 202–203).
26

Their scheme, while costly in both money and time, does have regard to the

plurality of identity and has the advantage of trying to reconcile contradictions, rather than resolve

them. Hegelian freedom demands that contradiction not be avoided or resolved but sought out:

‘the thought of contradiction is the essential moment of the concept [of the absolute idea]’ (Hegel

2010, p. 745). It is existence’s one assured constant and ‘the basic ontological fact’ (McGowan 2019,

p. 12) whose ending comes only with the end of the universe: ‘the final end of all movement and

change. This is the only way to conceive of a noncontradictory identity’ (ibid., p. 16). Thus, the

dialectical “synthesis” of contradiction in any proposition or concept is not a resolution, but a

25
See page 181.

26
Their $250 million plan consists of ‘faire de l’Irlande la plus belle fête du monde avec spectacles, attractions,

boustifaille, films, bandes dessinées et matches de foot [. . . ] Orchestres, danses et rigolades [. . . ] Foires et Guinness’

(Viallet 1979, p. 202).
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reconciliation: ‘the recognition that contradiction is not a problem to be eliminated but the driving

force of all movement in being’ (McGowan 2019, p. 14). Only a reconciliation of contradiction

pushes the subject towards identity: ‘Unity enshrines contradiction as the constitutive form that

identity takes. Contradiction both undermines and defines the identity of the subject’ (ibid., p. 21).

The Hegelian conception of freedom that we have seen characters studiously ignore is not

one that can be realised by external means alone. It is not sufficient to remove the British from

Ireland in order to arrive at Irish identity or freedom. Republicans’ chronic inability to accept

this fact and to tolerate identity’s essential contradiction, means they never realise their search.

Hegelian freedom does not demand answers to difficult questions, it is ‘emancipation without

solutions’ (ibid., p. 196), but it is burdensome. It demands the subject recognise his or her own

internal contradiction and no longer abnegate responsibility for identity or freedom to another:

‘the recognition that the subject is the source of its own opposition, that its negation does not rely

on any external authority but involves instead its own self-relation’ (ibid., p. 158).
27

The Irish characters in the novels of this chapter are stand-ins for the individual in modernity.

We are all faced with concerns of identity and freedom in a society that seems often so inimical to

it. The issues of identity and freedom that protagonists confront prompt readers to examine where

and how they construct their own identities and their own notions of freedom. The contradiction

of identity and with it the “solution” to the Troubles, eventually arrived at in the real world

through historical necessity, came tantalisingly close in some of the texts here. Identity, and with

it freedom, perhaps eludes fictional characters and readers alike in its simplicity but is exacting in

its demands on the individual. ‘Freedom, equality, and solidarity are inherently traumatic values

insofar as they require us to confront the absence of any substantial authority’ (ibid., p. 219). They

are burdens that all nevertheless must face.

27
That is not to say Irish republicans, or any other group or minority, should not respond to repressive or persecutory

practices. However, resistance ‘cannot be the last word if we want to be free [. . . ] One must theorize the positive form

that freedom takes within the world, or else freedom remains a fetish that covers its absence’ (McGowan 2019, p. 159).
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Conclusion: Ulster fact and Ulster

fiction.

If there is anything more depressing than

Ulster fact it must be Ulster fiction.

Seamus Deane, “The Poverty of

Archetypal Patterns”

This study has cast an intentionally wide glance over French representations of Northern

Ireland and the Troubles. We asked at the outset if French popular literature on the Troubles might,

through distance, provide something more substantive on the conflict than English-language

“Troubles trash”. Does Seamus Deane’s indictment of Ulster fact and fiction extend to the French

Ulster fiction?

At first glance, on the topic of Northern Ireland throughout the Troubles, the many texts over

the course of several decades produce a strikingly uniform picture. Northern Ireland is a place

interminably locked in a violent stasis and its people, where we encounter them, are atavistic,

belligerent, and futile. The Troubles conflict is often presented as only the latest iteration in a

religious and sectarian struggle that is, for the Irish, habitual. Only rarely are solutions offered,

and Ulster’s saviours are seldom its own people.
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The French Troubles thriller is, however, distinct from its English-language counterpart in a

number of ways. Irish republicans are the most frequent iteration of Irish people in the French

thriller. They are, for the French reader, monuments in a travel guide of contemporary political

and ideological folly and the disorder they represent is, sadly, as integral to Northern Ireland as its

boarded-up street fronts, poor weather and cuisine. Irish revolutionism, where its motivations

are explored, is depicted as naive, atavistic, or solipsistic. Its proponents are easy targets for

the machinations of foreign forces, be it the KGB,
28
or the USA.

29
Irish revolutionism is thus a

mythomanie proper to subordinate peoples such as the Irish and antithetical to the politics of

bon sens that define the conservative spy thriller hero.
30

It is not, however, the primary site of

antagonism in the French Troubles thriller, as can be inferred from the frequency of informal

alliances between protagonists and republicans.
31

These are mostly alliances of expediency where

Irish republicans exchange information or limited service for protagonist’s support in some scheme

(and in the case of SAS, is initially coercion). Nevertheless, however strange or futile a force Irish

republicanism may be, it is not wholly abhorrent to French political sensibilities or aims and in

some cases protagonists look on Irish republicanism with sympathy. We are never offered a critique

of Irish republicanism or its goals, merely the behaviour of its actors. Dominique Ponchardier’s

veteran hero Le Gorille even posits Irish independence as a solution but for the lack of an Irish

version of Kemal Atatürk. At other times, while not subject to open critique, Irish republicanism

is obviated through modern politics. Greater European unity and political pragmatism bring the

Troubles to an end twice in Nemours’ Sauvez l’Irlande, Général (1973) and Ponchardier’s Irish

micmac (1978).

28
As in de Villiers’ S.A.S., Furie à Belfast, Bruce’s Cauchemar irlandais pour O.S.S. 117, and Jacquemard’s Hécatombe

dans l’ombre all examined in Chapter 1.)

29
As in Nemours’ Sauvez l’Irlande, Général.

30
A theme prevalent in SAS (Raulin and Sebbar-Pignon 1975, p. 1433); Bill Lynch, SAS’s predecessor in Ireland, is

well acquainted with the ‘côté mythomane des Irlandais’ (Villiers 1974, p. 10).

31
Not including revolutionary thrillers where this is essentially a prerequisite, this occurs in de Villiers’ S.A.S., Furie

à Belfast, Jacquemard’s Hécatombe dans l’ombre, Carnal’s 1972 novel La Balade irlandaise, and Arnaud’s second Troubles
thriller Colonel Dog (1980).
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Northern Ireland’s Unionists and Loyalists fare poorly in the French Troubles thriller. Their

most common form of representation is something even more offensive to French sensibilities

than vigorous republicanism; a cleric.
32

Behind the generic prerequisite of a republican terror

cell, some form of bellicose Evangelical Protestant pastor is the French Troubles thriller’s most

common conceit. These characters are certainly based on the Rev Ian Paisley who was not subject

to kind words in the French press.
33

The frequency of this character may hint at French cultural

aversion to Evangelical Protestantism, tapping into lingering French sectarianism from its own

distant religious strife, as well as a suspicion of Evangelical faiths as devalued form of religion

compared with French Catholicism (Fath 2005, p. 400).

Even where not approached with a representational hostility, Unionist characters are invariably

encountered as strange, perhaps evenmore so than their republican countrymen. InMichel Carnal’s

1972 text La Balade irlandaise, SDECE agent Philippe Larsan reacts with astonishment when he

finds himself encircled by members of the Orange Order: ‘Un tram bondé nous amena à Bannside,

et cette foule composée pour la plupart d’hommes en noir, le chapeau melon tiré bas sur les

oreilles et gantés de coton blanc, m’étonna’ (1972, p. 199). Larsan, who is arguably the corpus’s

most explicitly professionalised hero, is alone in allying himself with a Unionist, Barthélemy

O’Connor, a former police officer who is inexplicably the SDECE’s correspondent in Ulster.
34

Larsan’s subordination of his own will means that, however he feels personally about Ulster’s

Unionists, he will work alongside them to meet his mission’s goals. The Northern Irish state too is

a source of antagonism (again particularly for Larsan) but can be worked with. Only two agents,

Pierre Nemours’ Général Frédéric Lemoine and de Villiers’ SAS Malko Linge, work in an official

32
Arnaud’s Rev Jonathan Murphy in Le Commander et le Révérend, Carnal’s Rev Haslett in La Balade irlandaise,

Nemours’ Rev Ian Rathbone in Sauvez l’Irlande, Général, Rev Forster in Rank’s Le Serment de Shannon, and Rev Kevin

Butler in Jacquemard’s Hécatombe dans l’ombre.
33
Described as ‘une espece de Savonarole calvaniste à rebours’ (Sydner Ehler, ‘Le Monde’, 18 December 1968, cited

in Deslandes 2013, p. 40), whose anti-papist fanaticism was emphasised in the press (ibid., p. 41).

34
Larsan himself remarks: ‘je ne sais trop ni comment ni pourquoi [Barthy] servait de correspondant au service

dans cette partie de la planète’ (1972, p. 87).
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capacity with the Northern Irish state This of course is not the case for the revolutionary novels

of the corpus, such as Imbar’s photojournalist Michel Schwartz, for whom the Northern Irish state

is little more than an Ulster Reich.
35

For Rank in Le Serment de Shannon (1975), the Northern Irish

state is a distant and uncaring presence, abandoning its citizen, even when they are in need (such

as the gang of homeless street youths, the Rakes of Mallow, some of whom live in an abandoned

garage, or Lisney himself, whose received little support from the state, despite his homelessness

and disability).

These revolutionary novels equally cast their glances on Irish republicanism as a political entity.

For Rank it is distant and appears to care little for those it purports to serve. It has abandoned the

Rakes and protects the traitorous Willy Korbs, who has pointedly left behind ‘la Cause’ and become

a ‘spokesman politique’ (Rank 1975, p. 76). It comes as no surprise then that Rank’s revolution

does not involve mainstream political republicanism represented by Korbs, but instead a more

“natural” formation of disenfranchised Irish nationalism. Writing in 1974’s Ah, ça I.R.A.!, Imbar

too critiques republicanism. The Official IRA’s rigid pacifism, although ideologically sound to

protagonist Michel Schwartz, is accused of quietism in the face of overt suffering of the Catholic

community in Ulster. However, Provisionals’ recourse to violence also attracts criticism, although

it is this side with which Schwartz eventually sides. Mauge’s novel offers no critique of the IRA’s

excessive violence, instead the movement’s amateurism is in evidence and it is depicted as merely

awaiting the right leader in the person of Luis de Assis Kammembley. Mauge’s republicans bypass

the Northern Irish state altogether, and target the head of the British body politic, the monarch.

The texts of the final chapter further interrogate republicanism, asking if the movement’s violence

is legitimate and if its predicate (Irish identity) is a solid enough foundation on which to build a

35
The RUC in particular come under sustained critique here. Castlereagh Police Station is equipped with a basement

that would delight ‘l’inquisiteur le plus exigeant [. . . ] L’accueillant endroit est équipé d’une variété d’instruments de

torture à vous réduire en “ Canigou”. De la baignoire à la gégène, de la Gestapo aux guerre coloniales, le musée des

horreurs, somme toute![. . . ] Ces brutes devraient laisser un ou deux macchabées traîner pour que ce soit plus réaliste’

(1974, pp. 64–66).
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campaign of violence.

The study opens with a late example of a roman d’aventures. Here the Troubles is a spectral

presence just out of sight with the adventure novel’s atemporality making it ill-equipped to explore

contemporary political strife (Letourneux 2010, p. 11). From the adventure novel, the spy thriller

inherited tropes of exoticism and dépaysement that came to be essential for many (ibid., pp. 109–

110). The exotic also brought protagonists into contact with foreign states and cultures, whose

presence in the spy thriller became a prerequisite.
36

One publisher (and one series) dominates the Troubles thriller corpus, as it did much of French

popular fiction in the second half of the twentieth century; Fleuve noir’s series Espionnage. This

series did much to establish the generic identity of the spy thriller, as well as its limits (Bleton

1994, p. 172). Fleuve noir was undoubtedly a series that courted authors of a conservative outlook,

but could nevertheless include works whose ideological character was antiestablishment at first

glance (Rank) and even second glance (Arnaud). It was first and foremost a commercial enterprise,

however, and so examples of transgression occur only where the author could bring healthy sales,

as was the case with Georges-Jean Arnaud.

The genre’s commercial character also made it an unexpected site for innovation from the 1970s

on when publishers were keenly aware of diminishing sales. Fleuve noir and others struck out in

novel directions, most notably in the reconfiguration of the spy from a figure roughly analogous

to the state, a patriotic superman, to a bureaucratic figure subservient to the state’s diktats, mortal

and fallible, much like its readers. New ideological directions ostensibly catered to a wide range

of readers; from Rank’s nationalism, Arnaud’s internationalism and socialism, SAS’s capitalist

chivalry, Carnal’s pragmatism, the spy thriller reflects the division between modern society and

the individual. The Troubles thrillers also oversee a period of diffusing of Cold War tensions –

although some authors are slow to relinquish the West’s useful perennial Other (Jacquemard,

36
Even where agents do not go to foreign climes, it is capable of penetrating the national space, as in Dominique

Ponchardier’s Troubles thriller Irish micmac (1978).
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Bruce) and it is perhaps this, along with the questioning of the foundational social attitudes that

underpin the spy thriller, that weakened the spy thriller’s market share.
37

Only Gérard de Villiers’

SAS series, published by Plon and later at de Villiers’ own publishing house (Éditions Gérard de

Villiers) seemed immune to changing public tastes. His hero stands out by being entirely without

loyalties, entirely wertfrei, valuing only his own personal sense of honour, which supersedes even

remuneration. The quality of de Villiers’ prose and a journalist’s keen sense for current affairs
38

meant that SAS endured long after Espionnage and looks set to re-emerge in the coming year,

almost a decade after de Villiers’ death.
39

As discussed in this study’s introduction, Troubles representation has continued long after the

conflict itself came officially to an end in 1998. Since this time, representation has proliferated

both in quantity and variety. Troubles themed literature now inhabits a range of genres and as a

theme has gained a place within the literary establishment.
40

From a topical conflict worthy of the

thriller, the Troubles now becomes historicised in conspiratorial pasts whose secrets do not end

along with the conflict.
41

Most of these are crime fiction, where the violent past returns to haunt

the present.

Among the most unexpected and interesting forms that have adopted the Troubles is the

graphic novel. As an historical object no longer present in the cultural consciousness of younger

generations, the Troubles finds new life and vibrancy in this form. This too appears to be a

distinctly French phenomenon. While numerous English-language comics and graphic novels

depict Troubles themes or Troubles-era Northern Ireland, the majority of such examples were

37
Neveu notes the correlation between the spy thriller’s decline and lessening of Westen-Soviet tension in the real

world: ‘Il est frappant de noter que cette littérature, dont l’essor coïncide avec les débuts de la guerre froide, subit un

recul au moment précis où s’amorce une relative détente entre l’Est et l’Ouest’ (1985, p. 24).

38
Owing to a close relationship with many real-world intelligence agents, De Villiers’ later novels in particular were

often ‘prophetic’ and were ‘ahead of the news and sometimes even ahead of events themselves’ (Worth 2013).

39
In a new film franchise starring Hollywood A-lister Michael Fassbender (McNary 2019)).

40
Genres include crime fiction, graphic novels, general fiction, historical fiction, and plays. See Appendix 1 on page

238.

41
As in Maurice Gouiran’s 2018 text L’Irlandais ; Sorj Chalandon’s 2007 novel Mon traître; André Mastor’s 2010 IRA

irae; Hôtel Europa (2004) by Gianni Pirozzi.
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created while the conflict was ongoing.
42

Despite this, there has been a perceptible drop in

publications following the Troubles’ “resolution” as the conflict no longer provided exciting and

attention-grabbing imagery. The opposite trend seems to be at work in France, where only since

the conflict’s end have authors and illustrators seized the Troubles subject matter. One such

example is the 2009 graphic novel duology Une balle dans la tête written by Éric Corbeyran

and illustrated by Jef. Set in the 1970s, the text draws directly from themes of violent sectarian

division along with a grim sepia aesthetic (see page 25). Alongside this more traditional motif

of sectarian division and an accurate portrayal of Belfast, is the seemingly incongruous theme

of Celtic mysticism. French graphic novels present the Troubles not only as a historical object,

but as a imaginative space for near-future science fiction, as in the 2006 comic Code McCallum.

Here the Troubles is imbued with a renewed relevance as an IRA Renaissante combat oppressive

capitalism (see page 23). This continued desire to represent the Troubles, both as historical object,

contemporary, and near-future conspiracy is indicative of its status as unresolved and the French

Troubles corpus following its post-Good Friday proliferation certainly merits further study. Do

these works represent a retrospective reassessment of the Troubles and Northern Ireland, or does

the Troubles theme remain a space of static conflict? What features do Troubles representations

acquire or shed as they cross generic boundaries?

Further research into the proliferation of the Troubles theme across different forms would

confront an issue only touched upon in the present study: genre. A majority of the texts within

the Troubles thriller corpus mediate their own generic identity, labelled as romans d’espionnage by

42
Belfast is depicted in a 1987 edition of Web of Spiderman published by DC Comincs as a ruined postwar shell

evoking Berlin in 1945 from which international arms dealers operate. A 1991 edition of Green Arrow saw, in a strip

entitled “Legends of Stupid Heroes”, an IRA revolutionary attempt to blow up The Prince of Wales and his family.

These and others, inspired by a spike in Troubles violence in the latter half of the 1980s, view Belfast firmly through

an American lens. Local artists and writers also began to portray Northern Ireland during this time, such as Troubled
Souls, and its sequel For a Few Troubles More both published in 1990 (https://irishcomics.fandom.com/wiki/Troubled_

Souls) and both written by Gareth Ennis and illustrated by David McCrea. (see https://mrulster.com/2011/11/08/

graphic-portrayals-northern-ireland-graphic-novels-and-the-peace-process/ for a presentation of these and other

Troubles comics and graphic novels presented by Gordon Gillespie).
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being published in Fleuve noir’s iconic Espionnage series. Chapters 2 and 3 in particular discuss the

issues that come alongside an editorial strategy that imports such a rigidly defined generic identity.

In reality, texts regularly to undermine (or transform) some of the spy thriller’s central tenets do

we begin to observe a slippage of traits, archetypes, and tropes from other genres, for of course,

generic boundaries are not so rigidly defined as studies such as this may imply. For example, within

the cynical and darkly humorous narrative of Carnal, we may recall the world-weary narrators

and protagonists of hardboiled and noir novels. A common ethical outlook is also visible here as

both encounter the state, no longer as a site of ethical assurance as in former times, but a morally

bankrupt edifice that they continue to serve.

Genres of popular fiction exist within a rich ecosystem of tropes and memes that variously

burden and enrich comprehension with competing and contradictory representations. Popular

cultural forms are also steeped in mimetic practice. This study’s introduction spoke of the wealth

of images within readers’ musées imaginaires43 and while the texts of this study may not have

provided definitive answers to the questions and issues raised by the Troubles, their snapshots of

Northern Ireland have doubtlessly enriched the aggregate image the country and its short and

tumultuous existence.

This research has also acquired a personal relevancy as I’ve been compelled to consider a part of

my country’s recent past that continues to colour the political and social landscape of the present.

Viewed from afar, much of Northern Ireland’s political history has been one of tragic miscalculation

and futility. I have been struck by this plurality of positions while reading numerous thrillers on

the Troubles which themselves represent a range of different, competing, and often contradictory

views. The texts of the final chapter in particular have brought to the fore issues that once seemed

confined to the past and lent them a renewed urgency. It is all the more fitting that this study ends

on texts that pose only questions and provide few, if any, answers. These texts, like the Troubles

43
See footnote 4 on page 7
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and the issues of community and identity the conflict engenders, remain stubbornly open-ended.

The Troubles end by being posed as a metaphysical mystery, whose solving implicates the reader,

and reminds us ‘that all our investigations are doomed to remain only cases of supposition, mere

stories [. . . ] narratives that try, in vain, to substitute for the mysterious, irreducible, stubbornly

unknowable world outside us’ (S. E. Sweeney 1999, p. 265). As we continue to live in a post-conflict

society, where is it we locate our identity, particularly when its foundations—memory, tradition,

and the past—present instability and are divisive? Whatever causes may lie behind the Troubles,

its solution was and remains what Paul Ricoeur terms ‘narrative hospitality’, that is, an ‘approach

[to] the phenomenon of tradition in its specifically dialectical dimension’ (1995, p. 8). It is in such

a light that the Troubles and literature, its chronicler, demand to be read.
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Appendix: The French Troubles fiction corpus

The following list of works, presented in table format, comprise the French Troubles fiction corpus.

This corpus includes works that meet the following criteria:

1. The text portrays in a fictional narrative the Troubles in Ireland and/or Northern Ireland, or

integrally features one or more of the conflict’s actors.

or

2. The text portrays in a fictional narrative a conflict or circumstances prior to the Troubles

that is understood as a direct antecedent to it (i.e., The Easter Rising of 1916, the Anglo-Irish

War, the Irish Civil War. . . )

and

3. The text’s original language is French

and

4. The text has been published in France.

The first editions of all texts are listed. In the case of serialised works, their first unabridged

editions are listed. This corpus excludes works that are merely set in Ireland during the Troubles,

those in which the conflict is mentioned in passing, or where one or more of its actors features in

a text’s narrative in a peripheral sense. This excludes many notable works and authors, such as

San-Antonio, Exbrayat, Jean-Patrick Manchette, Patrick Raynal, Caryl Férey (see footnote 11 on

page 10) as well as G.-J. Arnaud.
44

Examples of others not mentioned in the corpus that similar

situate a plot in Ireland during the Troubles are Jean Loup Coudent (1974). Méfiez-vous de l’Irlande.

Paris: Fayard; Vic Saint-Val (1973). Vic Saint-Val entre deux eaux. Infrarouge espiomatic 13. Paris:

44
Whose series of 15 erotic novels set in 18

th
century Ireland do feature an Irish revolutionary heroine, Marion

Galavay, but whose engagement with the Irish subject matter, beyond a titillatingly exotic backdrop, remains to be

ascertained (see page 114).
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Fleuve noir; Michel Déon (1973). Un taxi mauve. Paris: Gallimard. Of course, qualifications such

as “about the Troubles” are open to interpretation and, as such, this corpus should not be seen as

exhaustive. Additionally, new texts are frequently published and old texts are discovered that will

enlarge this corpus.
45

45
Such as journalist and author Roger Faligot’s 1981 novel Bloc H ou la ballade de Colm Brady, which was discovered

too late to be part of this study.
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The French Troubles fiction corpus

Author Title Year published Publisher Genre

Féval, Paul Les Fystères de Londres 1844 serialised in “Courrier Français” Feuilleton/Adventure

Féval, Paul La Quittance de minuit 1846 serialised in "Journal des Débats" Feuilleton/Adventure

Benoît, Pierre La Chaussée des géants 1922 Albin Michel Thriller

Kessel, Joseph Mary de Cork 1925 Nouvelle revue française Novella

Chauviré, Roger L’Incantation 1929 Fermin-Didot Fiction

Queneau, Ray-

mond

On est toujours trop bon

avec les femmes

1947 Gallimard Fiction

Chauviré, Roger Greg le libérateur 1949 Flammarion Adventure

Dartois, Yves La Roue de Tintagel 1961 Editions Denoël Crime fiction

Blois, Jacques Le Signe du trèfle 1971 Fleuve noir Adventure

Arnaud, Georges-

Jean

Le Commander et le

Révérend

1972 Fleuve Noir Thriller

Carnal, Michel La Balade irlandaise 1972 Fleuve Noir Thriller

Nemours, Pierre Sauvez l’Irlande, Général 1973 Fleuve Noir Thriller

Villiers, Gérard de Furie à Belfast 1974 Plon Thriller

Continued on next page
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The French Troubles fiction corpus – Continued from previous page

Author Title Year published Publisher Genre

Keining, Paol

Histoires vraies : Irlande du

Sud, Irlande du Nord

1974 P.J. Oswald Poetry

Imbar, Jean-Gérard Ah, ça I.R.A.! 1974 Gallimard Thriller

Rank, Claude Le Serment de Shannon 1975 Fleuve Noir Thriller

Conty, Jean-Pierre Qui va trahir ? 1975 Fleuve Noir Thriller

Cazenave, Michel Les Fusils de l’IRA 1977 L’Herne Thriller

Jacquemard, Serge Hécatombe dans l’ombre 1977 Fleuve Noir Thriller

Viallet, Pierre Irish Coffee 1978 La Table Ronde Fiction

Dominique, An-

toine

Irish micmac 1978 Plon Thriller

Joste, Claude Balade irlandaise 1979 Fleuve Noir Thriller

Arnaud, Georges-

Jean

Colonel Dog 1980 Fleuve Noir Thriller

Mauge, Roger

Luis contre la reine

d’Angleterre

1981 Plon Thriller
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The French Troubles fiction corpus – Continued from previous page

Author Title Year published Publisher Genre

Faligot, Roger

Bloc H ou la Ballade de

Colm Brady

1981 J.M. Laffont Fiction

Mazarin, Jean Halte aux crabes 1982 Fleuve Noir Crime fiction

Bruce, Josette

Cauchemar irlandais pour

O.S.S. 117

1982 Presses de la Cité Thriller

Villiers, Gérard de Au nom d’Allah 1993 Plon Thriller

Kerlan, Richard La Dernière manche 1994 J.-C. Lattès Thriller

Lax Chiens de fusil 1996 Vents d’Ouest Graphic novel

Le Meur, Do-

minique

Où vas-tu Irlande ? 1998 Coop Breizh Thriller

Deutsch, Richard Belfast blues 1999 Terre de brume Crime fiction

Deutsch, Richard Kilt ou double 1999 Terre de brume Crime fiction

Bastid, Jean-Pierre Irish Stew 1999 Éditions Méréal Crime fiction

Ceppi, Daniel Belfast, l’adieu aux larmes 1999 Les Humanoïdes associés Graphic novel

Deutsch, Richard Échec à la Rennes 2000 Terre de brume Crime fiction
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The French Troubles fiction corpus – Continued from previous page

Author Title Year published Publisher Genre

Van Hamme, Jean

& Vance, William

Secret defense 2000 Dargaud Graphic novel

Deutsch, Richard Doublé à Dublin 2001 Terre de brume Crime fiction

Goldring, Maurice Neige sur Galway 2001 Terre de brume Crime fiction

Van Hamme, Jean

& Vance, William

Lâchez les chiens ! 2002 Dargaud Graphic novel

Pirozzi, Gianni Hôtel Europa 2004 Rivages Crime fiction

Chabas, Jean-

François

Le Porteur de pierres 2004 Casterman Children/Young adults

Duval, Fred &

Cassegrain, Didier

Code McCallum, Tome 1:

Londres

2006 Delcourt Graphic novel

Hervouët, Daniel L’Étau 2007 Des idées & des hommes Crime fiction

Van Hamme, Jean

& Giraud, Jean

La Version irlandaise 2007 Dargaud Graphic novel

Bonnot, Xavier-

Marie

Les Âmes sans nom 2008 Belfond Crime fiction
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The French Troubles fiction corpus – Continued from previous page

Author Title Year published Publisher Genre

Chalandon, Sorj Mon traître 2008 Grasset Fiction

Kris Coupures irlandaises 2008 Gallimard Graphic novel

Corbeyran, Éric &

Jef

Une balle dans la tête, Tome

1: Angus

2009 Emmanuel Proust Graphic novel

Levavasseur, Jean-

Noël

Léo Tanguy, tome 4 : Irish

Confit

2009 Coop Breizh Graphic novel

Mastor, André I.R.A. Irae 2010 Albiana Crime fiction

Corbeyran, Éric &

Jef

Une balle dans la tête, Tome

2 : Dara

2010 Emmanuel Proust Graphic novel

Chalandon, Sorj Retour à Killybegs 2011 Grasset Fiction

Fontaine, Laurence Larmes Rouges sur Belfast 2011 Yoran Embanner Crime fiction

Delafosse, Jérôme Les Larmes d’Aral 2012 R. Laffont Thriller

Le Yaouang, David Les Damnés de Ceallach 2012 Yoran Embanner Crime fiction

Ollivier, Jean Pour que vive l’Irlande 2012 Pascal Galodé Editions Graphic novel
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The French Troubles fiction corpus – Continued from previous page

Author Title Year published Publisher Genre

O’Griafa, Miceal;

Bertocchini,

Frédéric, Espinosa,

Michel

Libera Me 2012 DCL Graphic novel

Bardou, Marie-

Pierre

Dia Linn I: Le livre d’Eileen 2013 Éditions Hélène Jacob Graphic novel

Faligot, Roger L’Irlandais de Bonaparte 2014 Plon Historical

Le Yaouang, David Opération Revival 946 2014 Yoran Embanner Crime fiction

Rivière, Maryse Tromper la mort 2014 Fayard Crime fiction

Graniger, Raphaël IV 2014 Paul et Mike Crime fiction

Lynch, Dov Mer noire 2015 Anacharsis Crime fiction/Adventure

Lebel, Nicolas De cauchemar et de feu 2017 Marabout Crime fiction

Quélard, Patrice Fratricide 2017 Les Amazones Historical

Coquet, Gérard Connemara black 2017 Jigal Crime fiction

Gaudé, Laurent Danse, Morob 2017 Actes Sud Theatre

Alary, Pierre Mon traître 2018 Rue de Sèvres Graphic novel
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Author Title Year published Publisher Genre

Dario Palikao 79 2018 Envolume Crime fiction

Heurteau,

Stéphane

Long Kesh – Bobby Sands et

l’enfer irlandais

2019 Éditions du Long Bec Graphic novel

Alary, Pierre Retour à Killybegs 2019 Rue de Sèvres Graphic novel

Gâche, Syl-

vain; Guérineau,

Richard

Croke Park, dimanche

sanglat à Dublin

2020 Delcourt Graphic novel
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